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Honourable Sirs,

VERY admirable and surprizing was the Favour of Heaven unto the Aboriginal Natives of this Land, when it pleased the BLESSED GOD to send them the glorious Gospel, after they had from Time immemorial
DEDICATION.

It was still a further Manifestation of Divine Favour, and Beneficence to them, when our GLORIOUS LORD stirred up the Hearts of many well disposed People in England, to make liberal Contributions for the Encouragement of those Servants of his, who, for the Glory of his great Name, and out of Compassion to the Souls of the miserable Heathen, were, without any Prospect of worldly Advantage, endeavouring their Conversion.

And it was yet an additional Mercy to the disconsolate Indians, in these Ends of the Earth, and to such also as were engaged in the Work of Gospelizing them, when the Society in England for the Propagation of the Gospel here, were by Royal Charter erected into a Corporation, for the more effectual carrying on that great and good Work.

It is from your honourable Company so established, and acting on such a Foundation, that such as are here employed for the Good of the Indians, have,
Dedication.

have, under GOD, their Encouragement to that Work and Service, and Direction in it.

And among the many Instances wherein the Wisdom and Care of the honourable Company have been manifested, none has been more comprehensive than their directing and instructing a number of honourable and reverend Persons here, to inspect and manage the Affair; and who do accordingly heartily desire, and faithfully endeavour to promote the Interest of Religion among those Natives of the Land.

The Work of Gospelizing the Heathen being thus primarily under your Honours Direction and Management, it is very fit and convenient, that such as are here employed in that Service, should from time to time give an Account of their Management to your Honours; as also the Successes they meet with in the Work wherein they are engaged, and so of the good Effects of what has been expended for the great Ends already mentioned, and of the Care and Pains that have been taken, both by the honourable Company,
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pany, and their honourable Commissioners residing here.

From these Considerations I have thought it my Duty to dedicate this historical Essay unto your Honours, tho otherwise it might have been too great a Boldness: besides, I cannot doubt but such a Discovery of the Efficacy of Divine Grace in the Conversion and Salvation of Sinners, as is here exhibited in the Lives and dying Speeches of a considerable number of our christianized Indians, whose Spiritual Good your Honours have been long labouring to promote, will be very acceptable unto you.

That my Induction of Examples of true Piety are only taken from one small Island, is not because there have not been many such pious Converts in other Places, but because I have not been so well acquainted with the State of the Indians in them, as I have been there, where my great Grandfather, Grandfather, and my self have successively laboured for these four-score Years. Nor have I thought it convenient for me to enter into other Mens Lines, but rather leave it to them to give
give an Account themselves of what was observable in the Places wherein they have respectively laboured.

Entreating therefore your Honours Acceptance of this Essay of mine to do my Duty, written at the Motion of some of your honourable Commissioners here, and praying, that He who is the Lord of all would please to direct you in all that Work and Service, wherein He is pleased to employ you, particularly in that of propagating the glorious Gospel among the Aboriginal Natives of these Parts of America; and giving you most hearty Thanks for all you have hitherto done for their Good, as well as for your Favours to me, I subscribe my self,

Honourable Sirs,

Your most humble, and

most obedient Servant in

the Work of the Gospel,

Experience Mayhew.
The Author's Preface to the Reader.

There are more especially two things requisite, to render any history acceptable and entertaining to judicious readers; namely, first, that the matters of fact related, be worthy to be observed and recorded. The other is, that the things reported be well attested and worthy of credit.

The former of these will, I hope, be granted, with respect to my present essay: however, I am content to submit this to the judgment of such as are impartial.

The truth of the history which I here offer to the world, is that, the clearing up whereof is mainly intended in this epistle.

For this end, the first thing I shall assert, is my own Fidelity and Concern for Truth in this performance. I know well that no lie of mine can be necessary for the honour of God, or the manifestation of the glory of his grace. And I can truly say, that I have not in this history imposed on others anything which I do not myself believe. Indeed there are some things in it, which I lay no great stress upon, and therefore have but cautiously mention'd, and would have my readers regard accordingly; yet I would not have related them, if I had not thought them probably true.

My concern for truth has been accompanied with proportionable endeavours to avoid every thing contrary to it; and in giving these examples of piety, my first care has been,
been, not to mention any of whom there was not Reason to hope, that they were indeed Godly Persons, as well as by many so esteemed.

The greatest number of those whose Characters I have given, being Persons with whom I was my self acquainted, I have had the less Occasion for the Testimony of others concerning them: Yet even with respect to these, I have made use of the best Information I could get, not relying wholly on my own Opinion.

Respecting the Morals of the Persons whose Lives I have written, I have made diligent Enquiry of such as I thought best able to inform me; and this not only of such as I conceived would be ready to give as favourable an Account as they could of them, but even of such also as I had reason to think would be very ready to mention such Miscarriages as they might have seen in them, or otherwise known them to have been guilty of. Nor have I confined my Enquiries about them to those of their own Nation only; but have also obtain'd the best Information I could of their English Neighbours, who were best acquainted with them: and on the Testimony of such as these, I have in this Case laid more stress than on that of the Indians: Nor can I think that I have represented any, as if they lived better Lives than they really did.

I know some of the Persons whose Characters I have given, have sometimes lived viciously; and this has been accordingly observed and confessed in the Accounts given of them. It will therefore be a vain thing for any to tell me what is already acknowledged; yet possibly some that are prejudiced against the Indians, will not cease to impute to them, the Sins committed by them before they were converted, not duly considering how great a Change there was wrought in them before they died, or how truly that may be laid with respect to them, 1 Cor. vi. 11 Such were some of you, but ye are washed, &c.

Tho I could have mentioned many of our Indians, who have discovered very probable Signs of true Repentance in the Time of their last and long Sicknedes, many of them dying of Chronical Diseasies; yet considering the Doubtfulness of a Death-bed Repentance, I have not put any into my Catalogue of Penitents, in whom a remarkable Change did not appear while they were well and in Health; whatever Pains others, in the time of their Sicknedes, have taken to prepare for Death, and whatever Profession
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Profession of Faith and Repentance they have made, or whatever Hopes in the Mercy of GOD thro' CHRIST they have declared; tho' I could give several Instances of this kind, that would not be despised, if the Persons instancecd in were of our own Nation.

With respect to the Piety of the Persons to whom this Account relates, with whom I was not my self acquainted, I have been obliged to rely much on the Testimonies of such of the Indians themselves, as had opportunity to observe their Deportment, and were in my Judgment worthy of Credit. But then I have not put any into my List, who were not generally esteemed Godly Persons by such as knew them, how good an Opinion forever some might have of them.

Tho' as to their Piety in general, I have had the Testimonys of many Witnesses, yet I confess that as to many of their particular Actions and Expressions, I have had no more but single Testimonies: But then I have diligently considered the Quality of such Witnesses, and what other Circumstances there were to strengthen the Testimonies given, and have not reported to others what I do not my self think I have good ground to give credit to.

As I have, when I thought it necessary, strictly charged such as I have received Relations from, to keep close to the Truth therein; so I should not do them justice, if I did not affirm, that I generally observed in them such an Appearance of Caution and Impartiality, as constrained me to think them faithful Witnesses in the things related by them. Yea, I observed in some of them Marks of true Piety in themselves, while they were giving me an Account of the Piety of others; they sometimes opening their Mouths in the Praises of GOD for his distinguishing Goodness towards the Persons of whom they were speaking, at the same time acknowledging and lamenting their own Sinfulness, in coming so far short of what they saw in them; being much affected, and shedding many Tears, while they were thus discoursing.

As for those mentioned in this Essay, who died before my Time, I have in part taken my Information from Accounts formerly written by my Father, Grandfather, or others, being either printed or left in Manuscript; and partly from the oral Relations of Persons worthy of Credit, whether English or Indians.
I confess I was not with some of the Children mentioned in this History, when they discovered such Signs of true Grace, as they appear to have done by the Accounts given of them, but have received what I have related concerning them, from such Witnesses as I have above described; and I think the Relation thereof so credible, that I doubt not the Truth of them: particularly the Account given of Joseph Peg, Chap. IV. Examp. 20. (which is very remarkable) is well attested; and some of those from whom I have received that Relation, affirm to me, that some remarkable Expressions uttered by that Child, were not related to me by them, because they could not so distinctly remember what they were, as they thought necessary in order to their giving an Account of them.

I asked a discreet Indian Minister, why I had not been sooner informed of the eminent Piety of some Children, who died before I knew any thing of the Grace of GOD manifested in them? He answered, 'That the Indians were a poor despised People, and were ready (as he supposed) to think it would look like Pride in them, if they should be forward to relate what GOD did for the Souls of their Children; and he thought this had made some of them backward to declare the Effects of GOD's Grace in and upon them.'

But tho some of the Relatives of these pious Children, did not, while they lived, declare to me what GOD had done for their Souls, yet others of them did; and some with much Affection mentioned the Goodness of GOD in this regard to their Children, soon after they died; repeating again, at my Desire, the same things to me, when I set about writing these Examples of early Piety. Others having preserved in Writing some Memorial of their pious Children, written immediately after their Death, put the same into my Hands while I was about this Work.

Thus have I told my Readers, how I came by the Knowledge of the Things related in this Historical Essay; and I hope what is now laid, will, in some measure, satisfy unprejudiced Persons, that the Things reported are worthy of Credit.

I intended to have placed before these Examples of Piety some more general Observations, which I have made concerning the Efficacy of GOD's Grace on the Hearts of our
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our Indians; by which it appeareth, that they have such Knowledge, Convictions, Faith, Repentance, and other Graces of the HOLY SPIRIT, as do accompany Salvation, and which may be found among other sincere Professors of Religion: but since this will be manifest in the particular Examples of Piety hereafter mentioned, and left this Book should grow larger than I would have it, I have determined to leave out what I intended should have been the first Chapter in it.

And now, wishing and praying that the following Relations may prove edifying to the Reader, and be a means to encourage further Effays, to save the miserable Indians, whether among us or in other Places, I shall here say nothing further.

Experience Mayhew.
AN ATTESTATION BY
The United Ministers of Bofon.

So rich, so vast, so inexpressibly glorious are the Benefits arising to Mankind from the true Religion of CHRIST, where it is well understood and embraced, that the want of Zeal for the Propagation of it, in very many of them that profess it, is a Thing most unaccountable and inexusable. It is what more particularly calls for our Lamentation, that the Churches of the Reformation have done so little for the Propagation of a Faith, which emancipates Mankind from the worst of Sufferings and Miseries, and has a fair and sure Tendency to make us happy in both Worlds. While the Missionaries of Antichrist are more than can be numbered, and the Bigots are at prodigious Pains to propagate the Romish Idolatries.

However, something has been done for the best of Purposes, among those who are under peculiar Obligations to approve themselves the Bell of Christians, where in the Men of GOD now at Work for him among the Malabarians, as far as we understand, have done excellent Things. Indeed the Romanists have their singular Advantages, in the Circumstances of their Clergy, to go to and fro in the Earth, and walk up and down in it, everywhere seeking whom they may seduce, and bring under their strong Delusions. But something has been done by the Protestants, to make the joyful Sound of the Silver Trumpets heard in a GOSPEL preach'd unto every Creature. And, in the Prosecution of this noble Intention,
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Intention, America has been a Field of some Actions, not altogether unworthy to have some Notice taken of them.

We can by no means imagine, that the Apostles, or Apostolical Men, carried the Gospel into the American World, or beyond the Bounds of the Roman Empire, which was then called, All the World. The Extent of Christianity celebrated by several of the Antients, is most certainly to be taken with proper Limitations. What the Spaniards have done since the famous Columbus or Colonus opened a Passage for their Colonies hither, has afforded but a very sad Story, which a Bishop of their own has given us with a Pen dipped in Blood. Their boasted Conversions of the Pagans, wherein one poor Friar has brag’d of his having baptized some hundreds of thousands, what will they be found when they are enquired into?

It may after all be truly affirm’d, that the first Planters of New-England are the first Preachers of what may be justly esteemed the Gospel to the Americans, that we certainly know of; and that good Work which was done in gospelizing the uncultivated Souls which were found in this hideous and howling Wilderness, most certainly deserves to be had in Remembrance. And tho’ there were some who did in the Time of it reproach the first Planters of this Country as most negligent of this good Work, a pious, candid, and learned Person, of the Scots Nation, whose Name is Millar, in his late History of the Propagation of Christianity, has done the Justice to represent the good Work done here, as worthy, not only of a perpetual Commemoration, but also of an universal Imitation.

Most certainly, to humanize the Miserable, which our first English Planters found surviving the wasting Plagues which had so swept away the Indians, as to make room for a better People; to civilize and educate them was a Task of no little Difficulty. But then, to raise them up into the Knowledge and Practice of the Christian Religion, and bring them into an Acquaintance of the Mystery of CHRIST, yea, to bring them into the Experience of living to GOD, and by the Faith of the SON of GOD, how much more difficult is the Enterprize? But it has been done.
Twice seven Years had not passed away, after the Beginning of the Massachusetts Colony, before the renowned ELIOT, a good Man, full of the Holy SPIRIT, and mov'd by him, set on the good Work, and the Hand of the Lord was with him; and, with a victorious Labour, he became a Master of the Indian Language, and then in that Language preached to many Villages of the Savages; until, by the Blessing of GOD on his laborious Diligence, many believed, and were turned unto the Lord. In the Harvest of GOD he soon had several Companions, and Successors, who did worthily in Israel, and have their Names in the Book of Life.

The Indians being so successfully instructed in the Word of Truth, and Gospel of Salvation, soon had Schools erected among them; and learning to read and write, this indefatigable Servant of GOD first of all translated the whole BIBLE into their Language; and added a Version of the Psalms in Indian Metre, whereof they became skilful and graceful Singers. It has had several Editions in this Country, and is the only BIBLE that ever was printed in this Hemisphere of the Universe.

This great Light was quickly satellitesed with other Books of Piety in their Language, which their Necessity and Edification called for: The Consequence has been, that in the several Villages of the Indians there have been formed Assemblies, which meet every Lord's Day for the Worship of GOD our SAVIOUR, and Holy Salutations, and occasional Days of Supplication and Thanksgiving. Besides these, and from among them, there were gathered Churches of Indians, who after strict Examinations of their higher Attainments in experimental PIETY, made before English Synods, enter'd into a solemn Covenant for the worshipping of the glorious ONE in THREE, into whose Name they were baptized, into the Church State of the Gospel, and Observation of all the Evangelical Institutions. An Eminent Person present at the Examinations, then publish'd to the World a large Testimony concerning it, and made this Remark on it, 'There is so much of GOD's Work in this Matter, that I cannot but count it a great Evil, yea a great Injury to GOD and his Goodness, for any to make light of it.'
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This good Work has gone on, and there are Churches of Indians walking in the Faith and Order of the Gospel, besides many worshipping Assemblies preparing for the more advanced Church State, under the teaching of some English and more Indian Ministers. And tho we are glad when we are told of what our Dutch Brethren have done in the East Indies, where the Schoolmasters have taught some hundreds of thousands to recite the Lord's-Prayer, the Creed, the Ten Commandments, a Morning Prayer, an Evening Prayer, a Blessing before eating and after; yet we in the West Indies have pressed after a more vital Work in our Professors; and as little have we proposed the Religion of a Party, but have kept close unto the golden Maxims of the Everlasting Gospel, which all good Men approve as the Things that are Excellent, even pure Religion and undefiled. And tho this good Work has had many Adversaries, (for, as Auffin long ago told the Christians, they should find the Devil was not yet become a Christian) yet having obtained Help from God, it continues to this Day.

But it must be confessed and bewailed, that, if our memorable ELIOT, when he lay in his dying Languisments about Six and thirty Years ago, saw Cause to mourn in that Complaint, 'There is a Cloud, a dark Cloud, upon the Work of the Gospel among the poor Indians, the LORD revive and prosper that Work, and grant it may live when I am dead.' There has been since his Death, a growing Occasion for such a Complaint. We cannot get the Indians to improve so far in English Ingenuity, and Industry, and Husbandry, as we could wish for. Some of the English, notwithstanding the tender Provision which the Government has made for their Protection, find Ways to incommode their Interests. Their Numbers are sensibly decreased by a strange Blast from Heaven consuming them. As the older and wiser People among them are by Mortality carried off, the Generation coming on feel a Decay, and a Remove of what would be their Glory. But what has the worst Aspect of all upon them is, the Love of intoxicating Liquors, which marvellously captivates them, and bewitches them; and which, notwithstanding all the Bars laid by our Laws in the Way of both Sellers and Buyers, finds the Way to come at them at such a Rate, as greatly to hinder the Interest of
of Religion among them. They that serve the Work of God among the Indians with their most vigorous Essays, and have it most at Heart, upon Trial feel it, that the Methods of curing what is amiss, are much more easy in Speculation than they are in Execution.

However, even at this Day there is what is not altogether to be despised. What remains, and is soon ready to die, is far from despicable. 'Tis worth not only all the Care of the Commissioners intrusted here for the Inspection and Management of it, but also of all the Colt which from the annual Remittances of the Honourable Governor and Company, who have commision'd them, is laid out upon it.

That they who may ignorantly and imperiously say, Nothing has been done, may be confuted, and that they who are desirous to see something that has been done, may be entertained and gratified; here is now exhibited a Collection of Examples, wherein the glorious Grace of our great Redeemer has appeared to, and on the Indians of New-England.

It must not be imagined, that these are all that could have been collected, for all these are fetched only from one Island; and, no doubt, other Indian Ministers could make a considerable Addition to these Relations: but certainly such a Specimen of what has been done will be highly acceptable to these good Men, to whom such good News from a far Country will be as cool Waters to a thirsty Soul. And our God will be glorified in what his Grace has done for the poor Children of Men, and the veriest Ruins of Mankind in these Parts of the World.

The Author of this History, Mr. Experience Mayhew, is a Person of incontestable Veracity: He was born and bred in the midst of the Indians, and has been all along intimately acquainted with Occurrences among them, and is a Descendant from Ancestors that for several Generations have laudably done their Part in gospelizing of them. He is a judicious, faithful, constant Preacher of the Gospel to them; and on the Week-Days, as well as on the Lord's Days, he is an unwearied Worker with God, and for him among them. Among all the Instruments of the good Work which brings the Indians into the Kingdom of God, he shews as one of the first Magnitude. Several Things written by
by him, have by the Press been heretofore conveyed into the World, and found a favourable Reception: And in these Narratives, we again say, his Truth may be relied upon, his Fidelity is irreproachable.

We commend this History to the due Consideration of all that wish well to the Cause of PIETY; and we bespeak the Prayers of such for the preserving and prospering of the good Work which it refers to.

Boston, New-England,
June 14, 1726.

Cotton Mather.
Benjamin Colman.
Peter Thacher.
Joseph Sewall.
Thomas Prince.
John Webb.
William Cooper.
Thomas Foxcroft.
Samuel Checkley.
William Waldron.
Joshua Gee.
THE INTRODUCTION.

The Design of the ensuing Historical Essay, is to make it evident that the Preaching of the Gospel to the Aboriginal Natives of this Land, has not not been in vain; but that there has been some desirable Fruit and Effect thereof.

Some may perhaps think, that a Performance of this nature is now become wholly unnecessary, since so many Accounts have been already published to the World, of the Conversion of these Indians from Heathenism to Christianity, and of Churches planted in divers Places among them.

But this notwithstanding, it appears to me on divers Accounts necessary at this time, that it be made yet more plainly to appear, that the Grace of GOD, which bringeth Salvation to Sinners, hath effectually appeared to some of these, teaching them to deny all Ungodliness and worldly Lusts, and to live soberly, righteously, and godly in the World.

The Things that have inclined me to think thus, are such as these:

First. There be some of our English, who will hardly be persuaded that there is any thing of sincere Religion or Godliness among this poor People, or at least they think there is but very little of it to be found among them: And this their Opinion is apt to dishearten them from doing any thing for the promoting of their Spiritual Good, and sometimes causeth them to discourage others that do, or perhaps otherwise would take pains to further their eternal Happiness.

One Curse of their having so very low an Estimate of these Indians, I take to be the Vicissitudes of the Lives of many of that People; and that even of some that have made a good Profession among them. For this being seen and
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and observed by the English, as it cannot but be, some of them have been ready to think hardly of the Indians in general, on the account of those, whose vicious Con-

Another Reason I take to be in the English themselves, viz. Their too great want of that Charity which would incline them to think as well as might be of those their poor Neighbours, and not to judge and condemn all, for the Mifcarriages of some among them.

This I also fear does in part proceed from too much Pride in many of our English People. It is certain, that the English, in this Land, have many singular Advantages above their Indian Neighbours: And it must be acknowledg-

which many of the Jews had of old among them; which caused them to say to others, Stand by thy self; come not near me; for I am holier than thou. Perhaps it may be from such Pride, that some of us are ready to look on the Indians as the proud Pharisees did on the Publicans in our Saviour's time: but let us not be high-minded, but fear lest we be rejected when some of them are accepted, as in the Example of the Pharisee and Publican, Luke ch. xviii. What have we that we have not received?

It must indeed be granted, that the Indians are generally a very sinful People: Iniquity does abound among them, and the Love of many waxeth cold.

It is, therefore, no part of my Design to set them forth as a People generally eminent for Piety and Religion; but to shew that how vicious soever many of them be, yet there are others of whom better things may be hoped, and things that do accompany Salvation. And what if many of these miserable Indians believe not, their Unbelief cannot make the Faith of others to be of none Effect; nor will it hurt any, if they may up-

Again,
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Again, There be many godly People, both Ministers and others, who do earnestly long to hear of the saving Conversion of the Indians in this Land. I find such, when I go among them, very inquisitive about the Indians. They ask me how the Work of the Gospel profers among them: they inquire of me whether the Indians attend the Worship of GOD with Seriousness and Reverence? And they do most strictly enquire whether there be any number of them, of whom it may be hoped, that they have experienced a Work of Regeneration or Saving Conversion to GOD. Now I confess, that to give Satisfaction to such Inquiries, is a considerable part of my Design in this Essay: For I think it highly reasonable and necessary, that the People of GOD should be duly informed what Entertainment Religion meets with among the People I am speaking of, and that in order to their knowing their Duty with respect to them; and I wish I could give them a more satisfactory Account than I am able to do. However, I shall endeavour that the Account given may be a true one.

I shall further add, that since there has been a great deal of Pains taken, and Cost expended, by many Gentlemen and well-disposed Christians, both in England and this Country, in order to the Conversion and eternal Salvation of these poor Americans; it is but just and reasonable, that such as these should from time to time be truly informed what Effects such Contributions and Collections have had, as have been made and distributed with such a pious Intention. To neglect to do this, would be such Injustice and Ingratitude as I would not be guilty of: Nor am I altogether without hopes, that the things now to be related concerning some of these our Indian Brethren, may prove a Means to quicken and encourage such as are concerned for their Welfare, to go on vigorously in the good Work wherein they are engaged, and to study diligently what is further to be done in order to the successful Management and carrying of it on; and to neglect nothing that may be necessary to the End thus proposed by them.

And I may not here omit, that it tends greatly to the Glory of GOD's Grace, that the saving Effects of it among any People of his, be taken notice of and owned by his Servants, who are obliged to give Glory and Honour to him. For as the Glory of GOD's Grace is wonderfully
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derfully displayed in the Conversion of Sinners to himself; so it is exceedingly to the praise of his Glory, so manifested in any Nation, or among any People, when the fame is acknowledged and celebrated. The Apoftles were therefore wont to publish to the Glory of GOD, and the Comfort of his People, the good Effects of their Ministry; as does abundantly appear in the Acts of the Aposlles, and in their Epiftles. If then GOD hath a People in these Ends of the Earth, whom he hath saved and called with an Holy Calling, we should endeavour to give him the Honour due on that account: and may he accordingly have Praise from what is here to be reported.

Thus much briefly concerning the Design of this Work, and the Reasons moving me to it. If I make good what I have undertaken, I shall have this further Satisfaction in it, that I shall thereby more fully illustrate and confirm what I have more summarily afferted concerning the Piety of some of our Indians, in that brief Account which was published concerning them in the Year 1720.

I must, before I enter upon the Work designed, inform my Readers, that the Indians, of whom I am to speak therein, must be considered as a People in a great measure destitute of those Advantages of Literature, which the English and many other Nations enjoy. They have at present no Scholars among them; several that have been liberally educated, having by immature Deaths been removed out of the World before they had opportunity of being considerably serviceable in it: And tho' the considerable numbers of the Indians have learned to read and write, yet they have mostly done this but after the rate that poor Men among the English are wont to do: Nor have our Indians the same Advantage of Books as our English, few of them being able to read and understand English Books in any measure well. Moreover, there be but few Books comparatively yet published in the Indian Tongue. For these Reasons, nothing may at present be expected of them, that will look polite or accurate: nor can there be much published from any Writings of their own, which would be to my present purpose, and entertaining to English Readers. Yet, for the Satisfaction of such as may be thereby gratified, I shall, as occasion offers, translate and insert some such Passages written by them in their own Language, as I think will be subservient to the End herein aimed at. And however inaccurate
curate such Writings may be, yet I shall choose to keep as much as may be to the very Words of the Indians themselves, that the Simplicity of their Intentions may, by their own simple Expressions, the better appear; since it is not the Learning of any, but the Piety of some, that is here designed to be discovered.

Let me here only add, that there having been almost a total Neglect of preserving in Writing such Sayings of pious Indians, as would have been proper Materials for such a Work as this, (which I acknowledge to have been a Fault) the Work must, on that account, be much more imperfect than otherwise it might have been; for many Things must for this Reason be only generally signified, which otherwise might have been particularly and pre-

These things being said by way of Introduction to my following Essay, I shall, without any further Delay, apply myself to the Work intended.
CHAP. I.

Containing an Account of several Indian MINISTERS, both Pastors, Ruling Elders, and Deacons, who have been justly esteem'd godly Persons.

Generally where the Word of GOD has been preached by godly Ministers, there have been some godly People. Being therefore now to shew, that there have been several pious People among our Christian Indians; and that by instancing in particular Persons that have been so, it will be very proper that I begin this Induction of Instances with mentioning sundry Ministers among them, that have been exemplary for Piety; and that I bring Ruling Elders and Deacons into the same Catalogue, will appear the more natural, when I have said that those in the Indian Churches, who have born this Denomination, have generally been Preachers of the Word of God, tho' they have been only chosen and set apart to the Offices by which they are denominated.

I shall then, without any further Delay, proceed to the Examples intended, and they are such as follow.

EXAMPLE I.
Hiacoomes the first Christian Indian, and Minister on the Island of Martha's Vineyard.

His Hiacoomes was an Indian of Great Harbour, now Edgartown, where a few English Families first settled in the Year 1642.

His Descent was but mean, his Speech but slow, and his Countenance not very promising. He was therefore by the Indian Sachims, and others of their principal Men,
Men, looked on as but a mean Person, scarce worthy of their Notice or Regard: However, living near the English, some of them visited him in his Wigwam, and were courteously entertained by him; these endeavour'd to discourse a little with him about the way of the English, and the Man seem'd to hearken to them, and in a little Time began to pay them Visits again, going frequently to some of their Houses: And it was thought that he was trying to learn something of them that might be for his Advantage. About the same time he went also to the English Meeting, and observed what was done there.

This was soon observed by the Reverend Mr. Thomas Mayhewe, who was then Minister to the few English Inhabitants in that new Plantation, and was at the same time contriving what might be done in order to the Salvation of the miserable Indians round about him, whom he, with Compassion, saw perishing for lack of Vision.

But now, observing in this Hiacoomes a Disposition to hear and receive Instruction; observing also, that his Countenance was grave and sober, he resolved to effay in the first Place what he could do with him, and immediately took an Opportunity to discourse him; and finding Encouragement to go on in his Endeavours to instruct and enlighten him, he invited him to come to his House every Lord's-Day Evening, that so he might then more especially have a good Opportunity to treat with him about the things of GOD, and open the Mysteries of his Kingdom to him.

Hiacoomes accepting this kind Invitation, Mr. Mayhew used his utmost Endeavours to enlighten him. And Hiacoomes seem'd as eagerly to seek in the Instructions given him, as if his Heart had been before prepared by GOD, and made good Ground, in order to a due Reception of his Word sown in it: and thus as a newborn Babe, deftving the sincere Milk of the Word, that he might grow thereby, he increased daily in Knowledge; and so far as could appear, grew in Grace also.

But Hiacoomes's thus conversing with, and hearkening to the English, was soon nosed about among the Indians; and the News of it coming to the Sclaus, and Parvenues of the Island, they were, as obscure a Person as Hiacoomes was, much alarmed at it: and some of them endeavoured with all their Might, to discourage him from holding
holding Communication with the English, and from receiving any Instructions from them. But all that these could lay or do to this end, was to no Purpose; for it seems that God, by whom not many wise Men after the Flesh, nor many mighty, nor many noble are called, had by his special Grace effectually called him out of Darkness into his marvellous Light: and having now had a Taste of that Knowledge of God and Christ, which is Life eternal, he was resolved that nothing should hinder him from labouring after still higher Attainments in it.

About this Time therefore Hiacoones going with some English Men to a small Island near by, called Chapaguiddick, they there met a surly Sagamore, whose Name was Pakkehkpuwasso, and the said Sagamore reviling him for his Communion with the English in things both civil and religious, and railing at him for being obedient to them, Hiacoones replied, that he was gladly obedient to them; neither was it for the Indian's Hurt that he was so. Upon his laying of which, the Sachime gave him a grievous Blow in the Face, and would have struck him again if the English present would have suffered it; but the poor Man thus wrong'd, made this Improvement of the Injury done him, I had, said he, one Hand for Injuries, and another Hand for God; whilst I received Wrong with the one, I laid the faster hold on God with the other.

There was this Year 1643 a very strange Disease among the Indians, they ran up and down as if delirious, till they could run no longer; they would make their Faces as black as a Coal, and snatch up any Weapon, as tho they would do Mischiefe with it, and speak great swelling Words, but yet they did no Harm.

Many of these Indians were by the English seen in this Condition. Now this, and all other Calamities which the Indians were under, they generally then attributed to the Departure of some of them from their own heathenish Ways and Customs; but Hiacoones being built on that Foundation that standeth sure, and being one of those whom God had set apart for himself, and knew to be his, none of these things moved him; but the things which he had heard and learned he held fast: And that he might be in a Way to learn more than he had done, he now earnestly desired to learn to read;
and having a Primmer given him, he carried it about with him, till, by the Help of such as were willing to in-struct him, he attained the End for which he desired it.

A while after, in the Year 1644, Hiacoomes going to an Indian’s House where there were several Indians met together, they laughed and scoffed at him, saying, *Here comes the English Man.* At this his old Enemy *Pahkehpunnaffoo* then asleep in the House, awaked, and, joining with the other Indians, said to him, ‘I wonder that you that are a young Man, and have a Wife and two Children, should love the English and their Ways, and forfike the *Pawiiwvs*; what would you do if any of you were sick? whither would you go for Help? If I were in your Cafe, there should nothing draw me from our Gods and *Pawiiwvs.*’ To this Hiacoomes at present answered nothing, perhaps foreseeing that, if he should answer, it would only put the Man into a Rage, as formerly: However, he soon after told a Friend of his, that he then thought in his Heart, that the God of Heaven did hear and know all the evil Words that Pahkehpunnaffoo said: And he was further confirmed in this, when a little after the said *Pahkehpunnaffoo* was by the just Hand of God terribly smitten with Thunder, and fell down in Appearance dead, with one Leg in the Fire, then in the House where he was, the same being grievously burn’d before any of the People present were (it being in the Night and dark) aware of it, and could *pluck the Brand out of the Fire.*

But for this Time *Pahkehpunnaffoo* was spar’d, tho a young Man that was helping him to cover the Chimney of the House, at which the Rain then beat in, was killed outright at the same time. I shall have done with this *Pahkehpunnaffoo,* when I have said, that as ob-literate an Insidel as he was, yet so victorious is the Grace of God, that he afterwards renounced his Heathenism, and became a Worshipper of the only true God, in and thro’ his Son Jesus Christ; so that it is to be hoped, that he was at last a *Brand pluck’d out of the Fire,* in a better Sense than that before mentioned.

In this and the following Year 1645, Mr. Mayhew went on with his Design of instructing his Hiacoomes, and several others of the Indians, as he had Opportunity; and now Hiacoomes begins to be so far from needing to be taught the first Principles of the Oracles of God, that he
he becomes a Teacher of others; communicating to as many as he could the Knowledge he himself had attained: And some there were that now began to hearken to him, yet seemed not to be duly affected with the Truths taught by him, and many utterly rejected them; but God now sending a general Sickness among them, it was observed by the Indians themselves, that such as had but given a Hearing to the things by Hiacoones preached among them, and shewed any regard to them, were far more gently visited with it than others were; but Hiacoones and his Family in a manner not at all. At this many of the Indians were much affected, for they evidently saw that he, who, for the sake of the Truth, exposed himself to the Rage of his Enemies, and such as adhered to him, fared better than those that opposed both him and that.

And being thus affected, many of the People desired to be instructed by him; and some Persons of Quality, such as before despoiled him, sent for him (as Cornelius for Peter) to come and instruct them, and those about them: so in particular did one Mihqfoo afterwards to be mentioned.

And now the Indians began not only to give some Credit to the Truth by Hiacoones brought to them, but were also awakened by what they heard and believed, so as humbly to confess their Sins, and be concerned how they should obtain the Pardon of them, and also to renounce their own Gods and Pervicacies, and promise to serve the true God only: and Hiacoones could now tell Mr. Mayhew, that this was the first Time that ever he saw the Indians sensible of their Sins.

Hitherto the Indians had not any publick Preaching to them; but now (in the Year 1646) Tsvanquataruck, one of the chief Sachims of the Island, invited both Mr. Mayhew and Hiacoones to preach to himself and such of his People as would hear them, and Hiacoones was from this time forward heard as a publick Preacher by a considerable number of the Indians, and God gave him not only Light, but Courage also for this Work; and the Indians then said of him, that tho formerly he had been a harmless Man among them, yet he had not been at all accounted of, and therefore they wonder'd that he that had nothing to say in all their Meetings formerly, was now become the Teacher of them all.
The Pawwaws, and those that adhered to them, observing those things, and seeing two Meetings of the praying Indians set up, in Opposition to that Way which themselves and their Fathers had long walked in, were very much disturbed and enraged; and now they thought to terrify Hiacoomes, and the rest of the praying Indians, by threatening to destroy them by Witchcraft.

To this End several Indians went to a Meeting of the praying Indians, and there told many Stories of the great Hurt which the Pawwaws had in this way done to many, a thing of which these Indians could not be ignorant, and which seemed above any thing else to discourage them from embracing the true Religion now preached to them. Then this Question was asked by one that was on the Pawwaws Side, Who is there that does not fear the Pawwaws? To which another of them answered, There is no Man that is not afraid of them; which said, he looked upon Hiacoomes, who protested most against them, and told him the Pawwaws could kill him; but he answered, that they could not; for, said he, I believe in God, and put my Trust in him, and therefore all the Pawwaws can do me no Hurt. The Indians then wondering to hear Hiacoomes speak thus so openly, divers of them said one to another, that tho they were before afraid of the Pawwaws, yet now because they heard Hiacoomes's Words, they did not fear them, but believed in God too.

A while after this, on a Lord's Day after Meeting was done, where Hiacoomes had been preaching, there came in a Pawwaw very angry, and said, I know all the Meeting Indians are Liars, you say you don't care for the Pawwaws. Then calling two or three of them by Name, he railed at them, and told them they were deceived; for the Pawwaws could kill all the meetings Indians if they set about it. But Hiacoomes then told him, that he would be in the midst of all the Pawwaws on the Island that they could procure, and they should do the utmost they could against him; and when they should do their worst by their Witchcraft to kill him, he would without Fear set himself against them, by remembering Jehovah: He told them also he did put all the Pawwaws under his Heel, pointing to it. By which Answer he put the Pawwaws to Silence, so that they had nothing to say, but that none but Hiacoomes was able to do so. Such was
was the Faith of this good Man! nor were these Passewaes ever able to do the Christian Indians any Hurt, tho' others were frequently hurt and killed by them. And with respect to Hiacomes in particular, I cannot forbear here adding, that a converted Sachim, who was before a Passewaw, did in his publick Protestation afterwards declare as followeth, viz.

That having often employed his God, which appeared unto him in the Form of a Snake, to kill, wound, or lame such as he intended mischief to, he employed the said Snake to kill, and that failing, to wound or lame Hiacomes, the first Indian Convert on the Island: all which prov'd ineffectual. And that, having seriously considered the said Hiacomes's Assertion, that none of the Passewaes could hurt him, since his God whom he now served was the great God to whom theirs were subservient, he resolved to worship the true God. And he further added, That from the time of his doing so, for seven Years, the said Snake gave him great Disturbance; but that he never after his praying to God in Christ, employed that said Snake in any thing; about which time the said Snake ceased to appear to him.

The Piety of our Hiacomes did further appear in that which here followeth. None of the praying Indians or their Children, having died until the Year 1650, as if God would on purpose in this way distinguish them from the rest of their Neighbours, it now pleased him to begin with Hiacomes, as being the best able to make a good Use of such a Providence, and carry well under it; God now by Death took a young Child from him, and he had Grace to shew an excellent Example under this Tryal, and so did his Wife also, who by the way was a very pious Woman. At the Funeral there were no black Faces or Goods buried, or howling over the dead, as the manner of the Indians in those Times was; but instead thereof a patient Resignation of the Child to him that gave it. At the Funeral Mr. Mayhew made a Speech concerning the Resurrection of the Godly, and their Children, to Life eternal at the last Day: which great Truth these good People believing, mourned not as those that had no Hope were wont to do.

What I have hitherto related concerning this Hiacomes being mostly extracted from some of Mr. Mayhew's Letters concerning the Indians Affairs, I shall add this Testimony.
timony concerning him, in one of them dated 1650: he says, 'I must needs give him this Testimony after some Years Experience of him, that he is a Man of a sober Spirit, and good Conversation; and as he hath, as I hope, received the Lord Jesus in Truth, so I look upon him to be faithful, diligent, and constant in the Work of the Lord, for the Good of his own Soul and his Neighbours with him.'

To this Testimony of Mr. Mayhew, let me add one of the Reverend Mr. Henry Whitfield's, who was once Pastor to a Church of Christ in New-England. This Mr. Whitfield in his Voyage to Boston, and to England, was, by reason of contrary Winds, flound'd at Martha's Vineyard about ten Days; in which Time he conversed frequently with Huacoomes, and in a Book which he published after his Return to England, he says, 'I had Speech with some of the Indians, (Mr. Mayhew being my Interpreter, above the rest I desired to speak with the Indian that now preacheth to them twice every Lord's Day; his Name is Huacoomes; he seem'd to be a Man of prompt Understanding, of a sober and moderate Spirit, and a Man well reported of for his Conversation, both by English and Indians. I thought him to be about thirty Years of Age; with this Man I had often Speech, and I asked him many Questions about the Christian Religion, and about his own Estate before God: 1. Whether he had found Sorrow for Sin as Sin? 2. Whether he had found Sorrow for his Sins as they had pierced Christ? 3. Whether he had found the Spirit of God as an inward Comforter to him? Un- to all which he gave me very satisfactory and Christian Answers.'

As Huacoomes was a good Christian, so he was doubtless a good Minister, and herein his being a godly Man was yet more evident. If any Man might say, I believed, therefore have I spoken, with respect to his entering on the Ministry, it seems our Huacoomes might truly do so. As soon as he came to understand and believe the great Truths of the Christian Religion, he began to publish and declare them to his Countrymen; nor could he be hinder'd from doing so by all that the Scriptures, and their

* Light appearing more and more, &c.
wretched Instruments could do or say, to discourage him from it: And as he daily increased in Knowledge under the Instructions of Mr. Mayhew, to whom he continually resorted for that end, so he went on to Prophecy, i. e. to preach to his Neighbours, according to the Measure of the Gift of Christ, which he had received; and it pleased the Lord abundantly to succeed his Endeavours for the good of these miserable Creatures, to whom he sent him.

For three Years after his Conversion, this good Man only instructed his Neighbours in private, as he had opportunity: but after they were prepared and disposed to give him publick Audience, viz. in the Year 1646, with what Zeal and Boldness did he preach to them? He then not only declared and opened the great Mysteries of Religion to them, as that of the Trinity, the Covenant of Works by God made with Man, Man's Fall and Apostasy by Adam's first Transgression, and the wretched Condition which Mankind was thereby brought into, and the way of Redemption which God has in and by his Son Jesus Christ provided for them, &c. I say, he not only instructed them in these things, but boldly charged them with the Sins and Abominations in which they daily lived; especially with their worshipping of false Gods, and adhering to Pagans or Witches, and giving that Honour to Creatures that was due to Jehovah only.

Thus as Hiacomnes had God's Word, so he spake it faithfully, and God did abundantly own this his Servant in the Work to which he had called him: For when he reckoned up the Sins of the People to them, instead of being provoked at him for it, they would many of them, with Tears, confess their Guilt, and promise to turn to the true God, and serve him only, and seek for the Pardon of them thro' the Blood of his Son, the only Saviour of Sinners.

This good Man was a humble one, and in this, as well as in other things, his Piety did much appear. The God blessed his Ministry, giving him much Success in it, yet did he not at all appear to be exalted or lifted up there-with; nor did he thereupon think himself sufficient for the Work of his Ministry, but thought he still needed the continual Help and Instructions of Mr. Mayhew, by whom God had called him out of Darkness into his marvellous Light. To him, therefore he frequently still re-
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sorted, that he might be yet more taught and illuminated by him; and in particular, on the Day before the Sabbath he constantly did so, and that in order to his being the better prepared for the Duties and Service of that Holy Day.

This Course Hiaccomes held, till, to his great Grief, he lost Mr. Mayhew in the Year 1657; which was indeed a very heavy Stroke on these poor Indians, and exceedingly lamented by them. However, this good Man went on still in the faithful Discharge of his Duty; and God so succeeded the Labours of this, and some other Servants of his, that most of the Indians here, were in a few Years brought to an acknowledgment of the great Truths of Religion; and it is to be hoped, that many of them were effectually called.

However, there was no Indian Church here completely formed and organized till the Year 1670, when the Reverend Mr. John Eliot, and Mr. John Cotton, came and ordained our Hiaccomes, and another Indian named Jackanajby, Pastor and Teacher of an Indian Church on this Island.

After he was ordained, he went on steadily and faithfully in the Work to which he was called, till he arrived to so great an Age, that he was not able to attend the publick Ministry any longer. He survived his Colleague before-mentioned, made a grave Speech at his Funeral, and laid Hands on, and gave the Charge to Mr. Japhet at his Ordination; who succeeded the said Jackanajby in his Office in the Year 1683.

My Father, who then preached to the Indians on this Island, and assisted them in the Management of their Ecclesiastical Affairs, being present at the Funeral of the said Jackanajby, took in Writing the Heads of the said Speech made by Hiaccomes, with what else he thought observable in the said Jackanajby's Funeral Observes; which having now by me, among his reserved Papers, I shall here insert the said Speech, not knowing but that the same may be acceptable to some of my Readers.

It was this which followeth:

* Mr. John Mayhew, a Son of Mr. Thomas Mayhew before-mentioned.

Here,
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"Here, said he, is my deceased Brother. Paul said, this Body is sown in Corruption, but it shall be raised in Strength. Now it is a pitiful mean Body, but then it shall be a glorious Body: yea, however this Body shall be consumed, and be as if it had never been, as it were turned into nothing; yet the Power of God shall bring it forth again, and raise it up an excellent and glorious Body. Yea, this Body is now a precious Body for Example sake; tho this Body is but one, yet there are many People round about come together to see it sown. But if a Man should go about to put one Grain of Wheat into the Ground, there would not be so many People present at the doing of it, as there are at the interring of this one Body. And as you see there are many People present at the Burial of this Body, so there shall be many People at the Resurrection also. But it shall not be then as you see it is now; now every one is diversely apparelled, some after one manner, and some after another, but all after a pitiful mean sort; but the Righteous at the Resurrection shall have all one uniform Glory.

Thus much I say as to that; but I shall now speak a short Word to the Relations of the Person deceased, especially to his Wife and Children. If you be desirous to see your Father, seek your Father; for your Father went before you in every good Work, therefore seek your Father in every good Work, and you shall find your Father again; for God's Mercies are exceeding great.

Having finished his Speech, faith the Writer thereof, they proceed to their Work, (viz. of filling up the Grave) and this good Man standing by, I heard him say, This is the last Work Man can do for him, the next Work God himself will do. Which Words he often repeated; and further adds, that when this good Father spoke of the Resurrection, he uttered himself with such Fervency and Confidence, as would have become one who had himself actually seen the Dead raised.'

Hiacoones was of a great Age when this Speech was made by him; yet he lived several Years after it, if I mistake not, till the Year 1690; but was not able, for some Years before he died, to preach publicly. I saw him frequently when I was a Youth, and still remember him, the Gravity of his Countenance, Speech and Deportment: He seemed always to speak with much Thought
Thought and Deliberation, and I think very rarely smiled. I was present when he laid hands on Mr. Japhet, prayed, and gave the Charge to him: which Service he performed with great Solemnity; and, as I have heard my Father say, with very pertinent and suitable Expressions. He was, by both the English and the Indians, looked upon as a Man of a very blameless Conversation. In his last Sickness, he breathed forth many pious Expressions, and gave good Exhortations to all about him, and so went into Eternal Rest.

EXAMPLE II.

Momonequem, the first Indian Preacher at Na-shauohkamuk, now called Chilmark.

This Momonequem was the Son of one of the principal Indians of Gayhead, named Annomantooque. It seems this Father married a Woman of good Qualities, at a Place called Nunpang now in Edgartown, and by her had this Son. At this Place our Momonequem dwelt, when Mr. Mayhew and Hiacomes began to preach the Gospel there; and it was by the Ministry of Hiacomes, that he was converted in the Year 1649. For Hiacomes now preaching a Sermon, wherein he reckoned up many of the great Sins of which the Indians were guilty, and as many good Duties which ought to be performed by them, there were no less than twenty two of his Hearers who at this time professed their Resolutions against the Sins mentioned, and that they would walk with God in Newness of Life.

Of this number Momonequem was one, and one who above all the rest seemed to be exceedingly affected; for to the great Admiration of all the Indians then present, with much Sorrow of Heart, and Indignation against Sin, he did now enumerate about twenty of his own Sins, manifesting his Repentance of them, and professing his Resolution to follow the only living and true God against all Opposition.

He told those to whom he said these things, that he was brought into this Condition by Hiacomes's Counsel from the Word of God; which at first he said he liked not, and afterwards laid by him as a thing to be considered of, not knowing well what to do; at last looking over.
over things again, I am come, said he, to this Resolution, which you have now heard; and Mr. Mayhew, out of some of whole Writings this Account of his Conversion is extracted, has added this Testimony of him: 'I confess, faith be, this Action of his makes me think he spake from more than a natural Principle, considering that the Man hath been since an earnest Seeker of more Light, both publickly and privately; for that he also refused the Help of a Pawtawaw who lived within two Bow-shot of his Door, when his Wife was three Days in Travail, and waited patiently on God till they obtained a merciful Deliverance by Prayer.'

Momonequem being himself thus effectually turned from Darkness to Light, and from the Power of Satan unto God, and being looked upon as a Man of much Wisdom and Prudence, the praying Indians soon began to resort to him when they wanted Counsel and Encouragement in any of their Difficulties; and such as inclined to become Christians did so too: nor was he an unfit Person to be applied to in such Cases.

About this time, a famous Pawtawaw, called Teguanno-min, entertaining Thoughts of turning from the Devil to the only true God, and Jesus Christ the only Saviour of sinful Men, providentially meeting with Momonequem in the Woods, opened his Case to him, and took his advice upon it; and the effect was, that that Pawtawaw became, as there was reason to believe, a sincere Convert and good Christian.

After this, the next News I hear of Momonequem is, that he was become a Minister at Nafohouhbamuk before-mentioned, a Place about five or six Miles from that where before he lived; and that he preached every Sabbath-Day twice to his Countrypeople there. And to the end he might be the better provided for the Entertainment of his Hearers, he still waited on Mr. Mayhew on the last Day of the Week, in order to his assisting him in his Preparation for the Work of the approaching Day.

Thus was Momonequem employed in the Year 1651, as Mr. Mayhew has written; and in a Letter of that holy Man of God, the Reverend Mr. John Wilson, Pastor of the first Church in Boston, dated October 27, 1651. I find the following Testimony concerning him: 'There was here, a few Weeks since, the Prime Indian of Martha's Vineyard, with Mr. Mayhew (Momonequem) a grave and solemn
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solemn Man, with whom I had serious Discourse, Mr. Mayhew being present as Interpreter between us. He is a great Proficient both in Knowledge and Utterance, and Love and Practice of the things of Christ and Religion, much honoured, reverenced, and attended by the rest of the Indians there, who are solemnly in Covenant together, I know not how many; between 30 and 40 at least. [He might have said near 200 of them.] This and much more Mr. Wilson in that Letter speaks in his Commendation; and by all that I can learn, he was indeed a very excellent Man.

This good Man was taken out of this evil World so long ago, that there are not many now living on this Island, that remember him. But in what Year he dy'd I cannot find. However he has not been so long dead, but that there are some that do remember, that he was esteem'd a Man very blameless in his Conversation, and one of whose sincere Piety none had any Reason to doubt.

EXAMPLE III.

John Tackanash, who was ordained Teacher of the Indian Church at Martha's Vineyard, whereof Hiacoomes was Pastor.

This John Tackanash was ordained as a Colleague with Hiacoomes above mentioned in the Year 1670, as has been declared. He was reckoned to exceed the said Hiacoomes, both in his natural and acquired Abilities; and, being accounted a Person of a very exemplary Conversation, was joined in Office with him, viz. as a Teacher of the same Church whereof Hiacoomes was Pastor.

These for some Years went on Hand in Hand, as Fellow-Labourers in the same Church: But whereas the Members of the Church whereof these were Officers, lived partly at Chappaquiddick, and partly on the main Island of Martha's Vineyard, at some Miles distance, and it was found on that Account difficult for the Church with its Officers to meet at one Place, it was at length agreed that the said Church with its Officers should divide into two: and it accordingly did so; Hiacoomes and John Ma- machegin, one of the Ruling Elders, taking Charge of that Part which was at the said Chappaquiddick, (where they now dwell) and John Tackanash and John Nobnyp taking
taking Charge of that on the main Island of the Vine-
yard where they lived. And thus they remained two
distinct Churches, and carried on as such, until Hiacoones
being superannuated, was not able with Advantage to the
Interest of Religion to carry on the Work of his Ministry
any longer; and then both the Indians and the English
being well satisfied in the Qualifications of the said Tack-
anafl for his Office, and there not being a suitable Per-
son found to take the pastoral Charge of the said Church
at Chappaquiddick, these two Churches did, by Consent,
become one again, under the pastoral Care of the said
Tackanafl; Hiacoones still assisting him as Occasion call'd
for, in such things as he still remained capable of.

That our John Tackanafl was at the time of his Or-
dination esteemed a Person of good Abilities, and a very
exemplary Conversation, has been already briefly hinted;
but by that Time to which I am now arrived in my Ac-
count of him, he was very much improved both in his
Gifts and Graces. His natural Parts were esteemed very
excellent, both by the Indians and English, that were in
any measure capable to judge of them: And he diligent-
ly endeavoured to improve his Understanding, and in-
crease his Knowledge. To this end he not only followed
his Study and Reading closely, allowing himself, as I am
credibly informed, but little Time for such Diversions as
many Ministers, and other Persons use, but also frequently
apply'd himself to such English Persons as took care of
the Indians here for their Instruction in those things where-
in he apprehended himself to need them.

By the Means now mentioned he so increased in
Knowledge, as to be esteemed inferior to none of his own
Nation that have succeeded him; and for a Preacher, no
Indian in these Parts has been thought to come up to
him.

Nor was the said Tackanafl only esteemed a Person
of good Knowledge, for he was, so far as I can learn, in
his Conversation without Spot and blameless, being even
wholly free from any Imputation of immoderate Drink-
ing, which is the national Sin of our Indians. And he
was look'd upon by all that knew him to be a very se-
rious and godly Man, very devout and zealous in Prayer,
Preaching, and administering the Sacraments of Baptifm
and the Lord's Supper. When there was no English
 Pastor upon the Island, some of our godly English People
very
very cheerfully received the Lord's Supper administered by him; and I suppose none would have scrupled it, had they understood the Indian Language.

The last Time he administered the holy Ordinance, I was present, and saw with what Gravity and Seriousness he performed the Duty; which, tho' then a Youth, I could not but take special notice of, as did many other English Persons then present. He was then indeed so weak and low of Body, as not to be able himself to preach, but desired my Father to preach for him; which he did, and immediately repeated to the English then present the Heads of his Discourse. After this our Tackanahb was never able to exercise his Ministry in publick any more.

He during the Time of his Ministry upheld and maintained a good Discipline in the Church, censuring and de-barring from Ordinances such as walked disorderly, till such time as by due Manifestations of Repentance, they qualified themselves for them.

He had in the Beginning of his last Sickness, as my Father has observed in the Account he gives of his Funeral, a very sore Conflict with Satan, the grand Adversary of Mankind; but, having obtained the Victory over this Enemy, his Mind was afterwards calm and serene to the End of his Life.

His Mind being thus quieted, he professed a steadfast Hope in the Mercy of God, thro' his only Saviour Jesus Christ, gave good Instructions and Exhortations to his own Family, and such as came to visit him, nominated three Persons to the Church, one of whom he desired might succeed him in the Office whom he was now about to lay down; and one of them accordingly did so.

He was highly esteemed in his Life, not only by those of his own Nation, but by such of our English as were acquainted with him. He was inter'd Jan. 23d, 1683-4. There were a great number of People at his Funeral, many of whom seemed much to lament his Death: and there were two grave and serious Speeches then made, one by Hiacconies, which my Reader already has in his Life; the other by good Saphet, which I shall give some of the Heads of when I come to speak of him, because the same will help to illustrate his Character.

He lived at the East End of Minster's Yard, at a Place called Nupang, and dy'd Jan. 23d, 1683-4.
John Nahnosoo lived on the East End of Martha's Vineyard, at a Place called Sanchecantacket. I think he was one of those who soon imbraced the Christian Religion, when first published among the Indians; and he was, so far as I can learn, esteemed by all that knew him, to be one that walked worthy of the Vocation with which he was called, as many of the first called among the Indians did. Upon strict Inquiry I cannot find that he ever did by any Miscarriage bring any Blemish either on himself, or the holy Religion which he professed.

Being of such a good Conversation, and being generally esteemed a very pious and zealous Man, and a Person of good Knowledge in the Things of God and his Law, he was approved as a Preacher of Righteousness in the Place where he lived, and was chosen, together with Josua Momatchegin, a Ruling-Elder of the Church whereof Hiacomes and John Tackanash were ordained Pastors and Teachers: but when that Church was afterwards divided into two, as is abovementioned, this Nahnosoo, together with the said Tackanash, took the Over-sight of that Part thereof which was on the East End of the Vineyard, some of the Members whereof lived in other Towns and Villages on the said Island.

He was esteemed by some of good Judgment to be a notable Preacher, a very zealous Reprover of Sin, and much set for the promoting of all Things that are holy, just, and good. He carefully inspected the Conversation of the Members of the Church, and faithfully admonish'd and reproved such as fell into Faults among them; and this both publicly and privately. Ruling Elders are by our Indians very frequently called Anuskommnaeinuog, i.e. Reprovers, or Men of Reproofs, because they judge that their Office mainly consists in reproving of Sinners and cenfuring Offenders: Therefore in this Part of Church-Government they generally lead, as do the Pastors when any Members are to be admitted, &c. Now in the Ex-
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eecution of this Office I have heard that our Nahmsoo was very exemplary, and would not let Offenders go unrebuked, nor yet uncensured when the Cafe called for it; and so would not willingly let the holy Ordinances of God be prophane by unqualified Persons partaking of them.

I do not remember that ever I saw this excellent Man, he dying while I was but young, some time before his Pastor the said Jackanaah dy'd, about the Year 1678; but he was so universally esteemed a good Man, that I could not forbear giving some brief Account of him.

I'm informed by Persons whom I esteem as worthy of Credit, who were well acquainted with him, that as he all along behaved himself as became a good Christian, and Minister of Jesus Christ, so in his last Sicknes in particular he did so, then giving good Counsel to such as were about him, and professing to rely on the Mercy of God in Christ for the eternal Welfare of his own Soul; but what more particularly he then said, I cannot now inform my Reader. This good Man left behind him a good Wife and a good Son, whom I may afterward mention.

EXAMPLE V.

Wunnanaukhkomun, an Indian Minister, who formerly preached at the Place now called Christian-Town, and died there in or about the Year 1676.

This Wunnanaukhkomun was generally esteemed a very good Man, both by his English and Indian Neighbours. I'm informed that he constantly read the Scriptures in his Family, and usually sang Part of a Psalm before Morning and Evening Prayer; and did very frequently and diligently instruct his Children and Household in the Things of God, and his Kingdom; that he used also frequently to catechize the Children of the Town, yea and some that were grown up likewise. Such as knew him do affirm, that he would neither drink to Excess himself, nor keep Company with such as did. He used to labour diligently with his Hands for the supporting his Family, having little for them but what he got by his own Labour and Diligence; yet he used to spend some Time daily in the middle of the Day in Reading and Meditation, besides the last Day of the Week, which he entirely devoted to his Preparation for the Sabbath. He was highly esteemed and
and honoured by many of the poor People, to whom he dispensed the Word of God, who therefore frequently visited him, and performed many good Offices for him in the Time of his last and very long Sickness; and he at the same time shewed his Care and Concern for their Good, by frequently instructing, counselling, and exhorting them, and would then sometimes tell them, that tho he was about to die and leave them, yet, if they would love and serve the Lord their God, he hoped he should see them again with Comfort in God's eternal Kingdom.

Just before he dy'd, he called his Wife and three Daughters to him, and told them, that, being speedily to take his Leave of them, he would have them declare to him what Petitions they desired he should put up to God for them before he dy'd.

His Wife then answered, that she desir'd that God would please to continue her Life until her Children were all grown up, and that he would give her Opportunity to instruct them in the Ways of God before she was removed from them. She told him also, that she earnestly desired, that God would extend his saving Mercies and Blessings to her self and all her Children, and that he would not take them out of this World before he had fitted and prepared them for a better. The Daughters then declaring their Acquiescence in what their Mother had said, the dying Man signify'd that he approved of the Petitions which they desired him to put up to God for them, and then immediately pray'd as they desired.

In this Prayer of his he earnestly intreated the Lord, that the Everlasting Covenant of his Grace might be established with his Wife and Children, and with his Childrens Children to many Generations; and that the Blessings of that Covenant might from Time to Time descend on them: and he now pleaded with God the great and precious Promises, which in his Word he has made to his People and their Seed.

Having finished this Prayer, he expressed his Hopes, that God would perform for his Wife and Children the Things that he had been seeking him for. He also then expressed a particular Concern for a little Grandson of his, the Son of his eldest Daughter, who was married, and become the Mother of one Child before he dy'd: concerning this Child he said, if God had spared his Life, he intended diligently to instruct him in the
Ways of God, that so he might have been qualified to do Service for him; but since God had otherwise determined, he willingly submitted to his good Will and Pleasure.

This being said, he called them all to him, and took his Leave of them with Words of Comfort and Counsel; at the same time laying his Hands on each of his Children, and blessing them.

Having done this, he immediately began another Prayer, wherein he expressed to God his Willingness to leave this World and go to him, which he declared his Hopes that he should, whenever his frail Life ended. And thus resigning up his Spirit to God that gave it, he immediately dy'd when his Prayer ended, without speaking one Word. I shall have Occasion afterwards to mention his Wife and his Offspring, for whom he pray'd, as has been now declared.

EXAMPLE VI.

Janawannit, who was formerly Minister at Nahouohkimuk, and died there about the Year 1686.

Janawannit was an Indian of good Quality, being a younger Brother of one of their Sachems or Noblemen, viz. Paneckannit, Father of the memorable Japheth, to be hereafter mentioned. He was one of the first that embraced the Christian Religion in that Part of the Island, now called Chilmark. He learned to read and write, tho' he had been for a considerable time a Man grown before he had an Opportunity for it. He was a Man of a very blameless Conversation, and was generally (and I believe on good Grounds) look'd upon as truly pious: And it was rather his Piety and Zeal that encouraged his being employed in the Work of the Ministry, than any Excellency that appeared in his natural Endowments. I am informed by a credible Person, that lived a considerable time in his House, that he was a very diligent Reader of the holy Scriptures, and very constant and serious in his Performance of other religious Duties. He used to read a Chapter and sing a Psalm in his Family every Morning and Evening, and did also give frequent Exhortations to all that were about him. He was a most zealous Reprover of the Sins or Mistakings, which he either
faw or heard of among any of his Neighbours, and that privately as well as in his publick Ministry. I once, when I was a Youth, heard him preach and pray, and still remember with what Zeal and Affection he expressed himself. Some that were well acquainted with him have observed, that when he reproved any Person for Sin, he would still condemn the very first Motions of the Heart towards it, as well as the Perpetration of the outward Acts. As he was himself no Drinker of strong Drink, so he was a very zealous Reprover of all such as followed after it.

I doubt not but that as a Minister he endeavoured to approve himself unto God and every Man's Conscience. But so sensible was he of his own Insufficiency, for the great Work of the Ministry to which he was called, that he would not ordinarily preach a Sermon till he had fought and obtained some Assistance in his Preparation for it, from the English Minister that assisted and directed the Indians here in their religious Affairs. I remember, that for this Purpose he generally waited on my Father once a Week. Those who were with this good Man in his last Sickness, can't now remember any of the good Sentences then uttered by him; but they remember plainly in general, that he talked like a good and holy Man, and that he had a firm Assurance of his own Salvation.

EXAMPLE VII.

MITTARK, the first Christian Indian, and Minister at the Gayhead, on the West End of Martha's Vineyard.

The Substance of what I have to report concerning this Mittark, whom I here mention and intance as a godly Man, and Minister of Jesus Christ, I find ready prepared to my Hand, being penned by my Father, who was well acquainted with him, and had a very high Esteem of him: which Account, tho' for the Substance of it formerly published in Dr. Mather's History of New-England, yet because proper to be put among the Examples which I'm now writing, shall be here inserted; and it is that which followeth, viz.

'Mittark, Sachim of the Gayhead, deceased January 26th, 1683. He and his People were all in Heathen-
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Ifm till about the Year 1663, at which time it pleas'd him who worketh all Things after the Counsel of his own Will, to call him out of Darkness into his marvellous Light: and his People being on that account disaffected to him, he left them, and removed to the East End of the Island, where after he had continued about three Years, he returned home again, and set up a Meeting at the said Gayhead, he himself dispensing the Word of God unto as many as would come to hear him; by which means it pleased God to bring over all that People to a Profession of Christianity.

The Day before his Death I being with him, enquired of him concerning his Hope; and after he had treated some time of the Mutability of an earthly Life, he said, I have Hope in God, that when my Soul departeth out of this Body, God will send his Messengers to conduct it to himself, to be with Jesus Christ: And then with great Earnestness he pronounced these Words, Where that everlasting Glory is. As for my Reasons, said he, I my self have had many * Tens of Enemies, against whom I have not fought any Revenge, nor returned Evil in Thought, Word, or Deed, and also expected the same from God; but, said he, I proceed no further, for God is very merciful.

Then asking of him of his Willingness to die, he replied, It is now seven Nights since I was taken sick, and I have not yet asked God to give me longer Life in this World. In this World, said he, are some Benefits to be enjoy'd, also many Troubles to be endured; but, with respect to the Hope I have in God, I'm willing to die. Here I'm in Pain, there I shall be freed from all Pain, and enjoy that Rest that never endeth.

Then pointing to his Daughters, he said, There be three of my Daughters, (relating how they were disposed of) and you my Daughters, said he, if you lose your Father, mourn not for your Father, but mourn for your Sins; for tho' you are unwilling to spare me, and I might be helpful to you if I should live longer in the World, yet to die is better for me.

* This is according to the Indian Idiom; they say Tens, as we say Scores.

Thus
Thus far my Father's Account of Mittark: I shall only add this further concerning him, that having made strict Enquiry about him, I can't find but that he was esteemed by all that knew him, as a Person of unblemished Morals, nor have I heard of any that have questioned his being truly pious.

EXAMPLE VIII.

Paul, otherwise called Mashquattuukooit, who was a Deacon of an Indian Church on Martha's Vineyard, and a Preacher of the Word of God at Sanchekantacket, and died in or about the Year 1688.

The Person I speak of was commonly called Holmes-hole-Paul, because he generally lived near the Harbour called Holmes-Hole.

He was a Person of very good natural Parts; but was in his younger Days too much inclined to strong Drink, and would sometimes drink to Excess: But God having effectually called him by his Grace, and enabled him in a publick and solemn manner to give up himself to him, gave him Strength against that Lust.

And thus becoming a new Creature, he liv'd a new Life, and was look'd on by those that knew him as an exemplary Christian. Some of his Neighbours of good Credit, both English and Indians, have informed me, that he appeared to them to be a prudent, honest, and temperate Man. They say he was diligent in his Business, provided well for his own Family, and was a good Neighbour to them that liv'd by him.

I am well assured, that he worshipped God constantly in his Family, praying both Morning and Evening in it; and that he used to read the Scriptures, and sing Psalms in his House: And likewise diligently instructed his Children and Household, by catechising of them, &c.

Being so understanding and religious a Man, he was chosen to the Office of a Deacon by the Church, whereof Mr. Japheth was the Pastor, and did prudently and faithfully discharge that Trust; and was also called to preach the Word of God at the said Sanchekantacket.

He was reckoned a good Preacher by such as were best able to judge of his Abilities; nor did he only preach to the People under his Care and Charge, but did also...
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use to catechise publickly, not the Children only, but such as were grown up also.

He was sick a considerable while before he died, and in the Time of his Illness gave many good Instructions and Exhortations both to his own Family and Visitors; and called often on the Lord for his Mercy, both for himself and them.

About a Week before he dy'd, he fell into so deep a Sleep that none could wake him, for the greatest part of the Day; but at length awaking, he spake many good and comfortable Words to his good Wife, who carefully look'd after him. He exhorted her to follow hard after God, live always to him, and continually put her Trust in him; telling her, that if she so did, God would take care of her, and the Children he left with her.

He then also professed a comfortable Hope of Eternal Life thro' Jesus Christ his only Saviour.

Having spoken to this Purpose, he took his leave of his Friends, telling them that his Distemper lay so much in his Head, that he should be no more capable of discoursing with them: and as he said, so it proved, for soon after this he grew delirious, and so remained till he dy'd. But tho' his Reason thus fail'd him, yet we hope his Saviour did not forsake him.

EXAMPLE IX.

William Lay, alias Panunnut, at Naphouobkamuk, i. e. Chilmak, in or about the Year 1690.

He in whom I here instance as a pious and godly Man, was Son of a noted Indian called Panunnut, who formerly lived on the East End of Martha's Vineyard. This William lived while he was a Youth with the worshipful Thomas Mayhew Esq; who was Father to the Minifter of the same Name, by whose Miniftiry the Indians here were first gospelizezd; and the Consequence of his living with so good a Man, and one who so earnestly desired and endeavour'd the Good of the Indians, was, that he was well instructed in the Principles of Religion, and had without doubt many good Counsels and Exhortations given to him.

When he became a Man, he married, and lived many Years on the East End of the Island, where his Fa-
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ther lived, and was soon taken notice of as a Person of such Sobriety and Discretion, that he was there called to be a Magistrate among his own Countrymen, and that with the Consent and Approbation of the English Authority on the Island: Nor was he then looked on as a Man merely civil, but was known to be a Worshipper of God in his House; and being a better Singer than most of the Indians then were, used to set the Tune of the Psalm in the Indian Assembly to which he belonged.

Being so well disposed a Person, when there was an Indian Church gathered upon the Island, he soon offered himself to the Communion of that Society of Christians; and being admitted a Member of the same, did, so far as I can, on the strictest Enquiry, understand, live according to the Rules of that Religion which he professed, giving no Offence to any of God's People to the Day of his Death. I can't remember that ever he appeared guilty of any considerable Misappropriation; and the English that knew him as well as the Indians, will, I suppose, generally give him a very good Character.

After he had lived some time on the East End of the Island, and been a useful Man there, his Wife dying, and he marrying another towards the West End thereof, removed thither, and was still employed in the Office of a Magistrate, as he had formerly been; and was moreover frequently called to preach the Word of God to the People of his own Nation, and did, to very good Acceptation, perform that Duty, when he was by Providence called thereto: but the most remarkable Services of his Life were those which as a Magistrate were performed by him.

Mr. Japheth, to be hereafter mentioned, was the chief Indian Magistrate on the Island, until he was called to the pastoral Office on the Death of John Tackanish, of whom I have already spoken; but Japheth then laying down the Office of a Civil Ruler, this William Lay was chosen in his stead, and no Indian on this Island ever discharged that Trust with more Fidelity, and to better Advantage than he did. He was certainly in that Office a great Opposer of Sin, and did very much endeavour to be a Terror to Evil Doors, and an Encourager of them that did well.

He used to open his Courts with solemn Prayer to God, for his Direction in the Affairs to be managed in them;
them; and did, with an agreeable Seriousness and Gravity, attend the Business to be heard and tried in them.

When Persons were conven'd before him for Misdemeanors, of which they appeared to be evidently guilty, his Way was first to apply himself to them as a Minister of Religion, or of the Word of God, of which he was a Preacher, and endeavour to convince their Consciences of the Sins of which they were guilty, and bring them to a humble Sense and Confession of their Faults. If he succeed in this Attempt, he dealt the more tenderly and gently with the Persons offending, according as the Nature of the Thing would allow, which they were dealt withal for; but if they appeared stubborn and obstinate, he would very severely chastise them for their Offences, making them know what Stripes for the Backs of Fools do intend.

My Father once telling him, that he feared he was rather too severe in the Punishments he inflicted on his Countrymen, he readily reply'd, that when an English Man was whip'd, the Shame of it was commonly at least one half of the Punishment; but the Case being not so with the Indians, they ought to have the more in Smart, for that they had no more Shame in them.

Having mentioned his Lenity towards such as could be humbled by his Reproofs, I shall give one Instance thereof which fell under my own Observation.

An Indian Servant that run away from his English Master, had an Indian Officer sent after him to take him up, and bring him before some Authority, to answer for his Fault; but when the Officer found him, he refused to go with him: the Officer being therefore obliged to call in some Persons to his Assistance, they were necessitated to take him by Force, bind him Hand and Foot, and carry him against his Will some Miles to the Place intended, viz. the House of the Indian Magistrate of whom I am speaking; and the Master of the said Servant happening to be there present at the Time, desired the said Magistrate to deal with his Servant for the Misdemeanors of which he had been guilty.

The Magistrate according to his Desire, took the stubborn Servant to task for his Naughtiness and Rebellion; and having some time expostulated with him for his Wickedness, and laboured to convince his Conscience of his great Sin against God in what he had done, the Servant, instead of justifying himself, burst into Tears, prayed
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ed his Master and the Magistrate to forgive him, and made Promises that he would endeavour to carry himself better for the future; and having so humbled himself was forgiven by both: and being further exhorted to his Duty, was sent about his Business, without having any Punishment at that time inflicted on him.

As the Man I am speaking of ruled well among those over whom he was a Magistrate, so he ruled well in his own House also: He kept his Children in Subjection with all Gravity, while they dwelt at home with him. He prayed constantly every Evening and Morning in his House, and seldom fail'd of reading a Chapter, and singing a Psalm before he went to Prayer; and all that belonged to the House were obliged to attend soberly on those Exercises.

Tho he was but poor himself, yet it was observed of him, that he had a Heart to contribute freely out of the little which he had, to the Necessities of such as were in more need than himself was.

He always appeared to have a very cordial Affection for the English, highly priz'd their Labours among the People of his own Nation, and was ready to take Advice of them on all Occasions, and earnestly desired a Succession of English Labourers in the Indian Harvest. When my Father dy'd, he earnestly desired me, who was then but a Youth, to study the Indian Tongue, and become a Preacher to them, as my Father and Grandfather had been before me: and truly his Importance was none of the least of the Motives which influenced me to engage in that Work.

About half a Year before he dy'd, hearing that he was dangerously sick, I went to visit him, for which he was very thankful to me; and tho he was then in so weak and low a Condition, that he could say but little, yet what he said was very savoury, and such as did become a godly Person so nigh to Death as he then appeared to be.

I then took my Leave of him, expecting to hear of his Death by the next Intelligence, but was herein mistaken; for Mr. Japheth being a little after this sent for to pray with him, God very wonderfully recover'd him: of which Answer of Prayer there has been an Account given in Dr. Mather's History of New-England, Book 6. P. 63.
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But this Recovery of his being perhaps principally to shew how prevalent with God the Prayers of his People are, he in a little time after fell sick again and died.

In the Time of his last Sickness he behaved himself as he had in the Time of his Health done, viz. as a truly godly Man ought to do. He desired his Relations and Visitors not to be much troubled at his Death; for that he had Hopes when he dy’d, thro’ the infinite Mercy of God, to enter into Everlasting Rest. He told them, they should labour truly to repent of their Sins, and to be sincere and diligent Seekers of God, and should not be discouraged from so doing by any Difficulties which they might meet withal; and that then he and they might again meet, and see one another with great Joy and Comfort.

As he used to pray with his Family when he was in Health, so he continued to do so in the Time of his Sickness, even to the last Evening that he liv’d. When he was so ill that he was not able to sit up, he would still call them together, and put up a Prayer to God for them; but in the last Prayer which he made in the Evening before he dy’d, his Strength and Voice so fail’d, that none but God could hear and understand him.

This godly Man was the Son of a very pious Mother, who was living after he himself was above 60 Years old, tho’ he was the youngest of four or five Children which she had brought forth, and being also the last surviving of them, he took a tender Care of her till she dy’d, but a few Years before him.

EXAMPLE X.

Assaquanhut, alias John Shokow, a Ruling Elder, who died at Christian-Town in the Year 1690.

I know nothing of the Father of this Assaquanhut, saving that he was a praying Indian of Tuscany (alias Tisbury) called Nishokow. He had in all five or six Sons, whereof this Assaquanhut was, if I mistake not, the eldest save one; and of these there were several that were esteem’d godly Men by those that were acquainted with them.

Two others of them may be hereafter mentioned.
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But at present I shall speak of Abnaquambut; and he was look'd on as so pious and discreet a Man, that on the Death of Nobnoso, the first Ruling Elder of the Church where-of John Tackanash was Pastor, of whom I have before spoken, he was chosen to supply his Place in that Office, and solemnly set apart to that Work, not long after the said Nobnoso's Death, about the Year 1680.

He was a Person of a very blameless Conversation. My Father who was well acquainted with the Indians, and their Affairs, about the Time that this Man flourished, had a very good Esteem of him. I cannot learn that he ever brought any Discredit on the Religion which he professed, by any Miscarriage whatsoever. He not only abstained from the excessive Use of strong Drink himself, but was, as I am credibly informed, a sharp Reprover of them that followed after it.

The most credible and discreet among our Indians yet living, testify concerning him, that he did very faithfully and prudently discharge the Duties of that Office to which he was separated: and so far as I can learn, such of the English as knew him, do give him a good Character.

I am informed by a credible Person, who lived many Years in his House, that he was very constant and serious in his Attendance on the Duties which ought to be performed by every godly Householder, such as praying with his Family, reading the Scriptures, singing of Psaumes, and giving good Instructions and pious Exhortations to such as were about him.

He who thus informs me was a Son which his Wife had by another Husband before he married her; who further affirms, that he carried himself like a kind Father to him all the while he lived with him, took care that he might learn to read, and frequently gave good Counsel to him; and that when he lay sick, and nigh to Death, he called him to him, and when he had renewed the Counsels formerly given him, he desired him to take a Father's Care of the little Son which, being now dying, he should leave behind him; desired him in particular to take care that his Son might not fail of being taught to read; also that he would give good Counsel to him when he should see him to need it: all which I think the Man has well and faithfully performed.

Nor
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Nor was this the only Person that this good Man gave good Counsels and Exhortations to, in the Time of his last Sickness, for he did the same to all in his Family, and such others as came to visit him. He charged all his Friends and Neighbours to follow hard after God, told them, that they should not be weary or faint in their Minds, but go on sincerely and diligently to seek the Lord, and then they might expect to receive all needful Good from him.

As to himself he declared, that tho his Sins had been many and great, yet he had Hopes that thro' the Mercy of God, and Merits of his Son Jesus Christ, he should obtain Life eternal: and, being encouraged and influence'd by such Hopes, he declared his Willingness to die, and go to his God, and continued calling upon him as long as his Ability for it lasted.

Mark the perfect Man, and behold the upright; for the End of that Man is Peace.

EXAMPLE XI.

Micah Shohkan, who died at Christian-Town in the Year 1690.

His Micah was a Brother of that Assauanbut last above-mentioned, and died near about the same time as he did. He was a Lover of strong Drink in the former Part of his Life, and was once charged with the Sin of Fornication, which as he deny'd, so it could never be prov'd against him. After he made a publick Profession of Religion, he appeared to walk more circumspectly than he had formerly done; yet still for some time shewed too much Inclination to drink of those Liquors in which many of our Indians have been drown'd: However, he did not appear to be any of those who are holden in the Cords of their own Sins; for after some Struggles, he appeared victorious over the Sin which had most easily beset him, and carried himself so much like a true Christian, that he grew much in the Esteem of the Indian Church whereof he was a Member; and so far as I can learn, the English that were acquainted with him had also a good Opinion of him.

Being thus look'd on as washed and cleans'd from the Sins whereof he had formerly been guilty, the In-
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dian Church did, on the Death of Paul before-mentioned, separate him to the Office of a Deacon in his stead, and thought him well qualified for that Office.

He also frequently preached to the Indians on the Island, but especially those in that Town in which he lived and died: and his Labours in this way were very acceptable to his Countrymen.

I am credibly informed, that he was constant and serious in the Performance of the Duties of that Family Religion, wherein all Masters of Families should with their Houses serve the Lord. He not only prayed, but read the Scriptures also in his House. Nor did he neglect frequently to instruct and exhort his Children, and others about him. When he was taken sick of the Fever whereof he dy’d, he gave many good Instructions and Exhortations to his Family and Visitors, and called very earnestly on God to extend his Favour to himself and them.

After he had been sick some Days, he grew better, and appeared likely to recover; but being suddenly informed of the Death of a Neighbour of his, an Indian Magistrate, for whom he had a great Respect, he appeared to be much affected with the News, and said, that if it were so then, he did not desire to live any longer, but was willing to die also, and did so accordingly: for his Fever presenty returning, he in a few Days left the World with comfortable Hopes of entering into Life, thro’ Jesus Christ his only Saviour.

EXAMPLE XII.

David, otherwise called Wuttinomanomin, an Indian of the Gayhead, and a Deacon of the Church whereof Mr. Japheth was the Pastor; who died in the Year 1698.

I Remember that when I was young, this David was commonly called the honest Man, as tho he were eminently such; and such I think he was esteemed by all that had any knowledge of him: nor was a mere moral Honesty the best Part of his Character; for Piety toward God, as well as Honesty towards Men, was very conspicuous in him.

Having
Having two such excellent Qualifications, and having a considerable Measure of Wisdom, Prudence, and Courage also, he was sometimes called to the Office of a Magistrate among his Countrymen, and behaved himself in that Post as a just Man, ruling in the Fear of the Lord.

Having tasted that the Lord is gracious, in that he had in loving Kindness drawn him to himself, he offered himself to the Communion of the Church whereof Mr. Japheth was then Pastor; but the Day proposed for his Admission being come, and he being grieved and affronted by some ungodly Persons, who would have discouraged him from proceeding in his pious Intentions, he turn'd his back on them, and fled from them, as if they had designed the greatest Mischief against him.

Thus saving himself from that untoward Generation, and not being ashamed of Christ before Men, he professed a good Profession before many Witnesses, and the Church very gladly received him: nor did he ever after this, as I have heard of, either say or do any thing that was a just Ground of Offence, either to his Brethren, or any other Person whatsoever.

As he would not be drunk with Wine, or any other strong Drink, so he seem'd to be fill'd with the Spirit. He appeared to be a very devout and serious Christian, seem'd evidently to have the Spirit of Prayer, and was, as I am informed, very constant in his Performance of that Duty, calling on God in his own House every Morning and Evening; and sometimes he pray'd in publick also, as particularly on Days of fasting, which among our Indians are chiefly spent in Prayer, there being but one Sermon preached on them.

And whereas our Saviour tells us, that of the abundance of the Heart of Man his Mouth speaketh; it was a considerable Part of this Man's Character, that his Discourses were very heavenly, his Speech being with Grace, seasoned with Salt; and therefore good for the use of edifying, and such as might administer Grace unto the Hearers.

In his own Family, as at other Times, so more especially just before Morning and Evening Prayer, he used to give serious Instructions and Exhortations to all that were about him. And when he went to visit any of his Neighbours, as he often did, I am credibly informed, that he would
would not ordinarily take his leave of them, till he had let fall some serious Expressions of a religious Importance among them. And as his Discourses were serious and heavenly, so his Countenance had that Gravity in it, as did become a Soul mightily enriched with the Graces of God's Spirit, and a Man that was much in the Mount with him. I think I never saw any Person whose Countenance appeared more serious.

Being thus filled with the Spirit of God, he was well qualified for the Office of a Deacon to which he was called, and did accordingly very well and faithfully discharge the Trust reposed in him, until by Death he was advanced to a higher Station.

He lay a sick considerable Time before he died, and his Discourses were in that Time such as they used to be when he was in Health, viz. very serious, profitable, and comfortable. He then exhorted all that came about him, to the great and important Duties of Religion, and spake very comfortably with respect to his own Interest in the Blessedness of the other World; but what in particular his Expressions then were, there be none now that can remember.

Some of the Persons that tended him in his Sickness, and were with him when he dy'd, have with great Assurance affirm'd, that tho his Brethren on Earth did some of them too much neglect to visit him, yet that then, while one was praying with him, there appeared in the Room where he lay far brighter Attendants, in human Shape, than any which this lower World could have afforded, even such as those Spirits may be thought to be, who are sent forth to minister for them that shall be Heirs of Salvation: but whether this Account be true or false I cannot determine, there being but one Witness now living, by whom the Affirmative is asserted; yet I doubt not but that the Man, to whom the Story relateth, died in the Lord, and was carried by the Angels into Abraham's Bosom.
WHen this Joshua was converted to Christianity I never had any Account; but so good and prudent a Man he was esteemed to be, when the first Indian Church was gathered on Martha's Vineyard, in the Year 1670, that he was then chosen a Ruling Elder of that Church, and was by Mr. Eliot and Mr. Cotton set apart to that Office; one John Nokwooo before mentioned, being then chosen and ordained to the same Office also. But that Church some time after dividing into two, good Hiacoomes and this Joshua took the Charge of one of them, viz. that, the Members whereof lived on the Island of Chappaquiddick, where there were then a considerable number of very godly People.

But not many Years after this, many of the best of those People dying, and the aged and venerable Thomas Mayhews Esq; who lived at Edgartown near them, and took much pains for their Good, being also by Death removed from that Work and Labour, which he performed for the People; good Hiacoomes also growing so old, that the Work and Service of his Life very much fail'd; and to add one thing more, the Life and Power of Religion being under great Decays among the English living near the same Place, it was so among the Indians also, insomuch that in a short time there were very few godly Persons left on that little Island; and those that still remained there with their aged Pastor, again join'd with the other Church on the main Island of the Vineyard, which some Years before they were a Part of: and now the Indians at the said Chappaquiddick were in a miserable State, the Candlesick which had been there, being removed out of its Place.

The Place being thus unchurched, was filled with Drunkards instead of the good People, who had before inhabited it; and these were continually supply'd with the hot Liquors, by which they were debauched, from the very Place from whence the People of that Island had formerly received the good Instructions and Exhortations, which had been a Medium of their Happiness.
In those dark and declining Times, the Joshua, of whom I speak, still lived, and that not only a natural Life, but that also which the Just are said to live.

And being such a righteous Man, he was a Preacher of Righteousness among a poor sinful People, that needed such a Preacher, especially after John Coomes the Son of Hiacomes before mentioned, who was formerly a Preacher in that Place, removed to the Main, and left it. I was acquainted with the Man of whom I now write, having divers times discoursef with him, and also heard him preach and pray very zealously; and I cannot but think by what I observed in him, that he was a truly godly Man, nor have any that knew him, so far as I can understand, different Apprehensions concerning him. All are agreed, that, in the bad Times in which he lived, he had no Fellowship with the Works of Darkness daily performed among his Neighbours, but did constantly and faithfully reprove them; and tho there was such a Flood of strong Drink, as drowned most of the People in the Place where he lived, yet he kept wholly free from any Excess in the Use of those Liquors by which his Neighbours were destroyed.

I cannot obtain so particular Account as I desire, how this good Man carried himself in his last Sickness, and at his Death: however, some that were with him do inform me, that he was not at all terrified at the Approach of the King of Terrors to him, but was able to say he was willing to die, and go to his heavenly Father.

EXAMPLE XIV.

Thomas Sockakonnit, an Indian of Nunpang in Edgartown, who died about the Year 1703, being an aged Man.

This Thomas was, as I'm informed, among some of the first that were converted to Christianity, on the preaching of the Gospel to the Indians on this Island; and when an Indian Church was here first gathered by Mr. Eliot and others, he was thought to be so good a Man, as to be qualified to be one of the first Members of it, and was accordingly one of those who did here first enter into Covenant to serve the Lord in a particular Church State.
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His Conversation, after he had thus solemnly entred into Covenant with God, continued to be such as it had been for many Years before, viz. very regular and blameless; for so far as I can learn, he never did by any Mis-carriage dishonour God, or give offence to any of his People, from the time of his first imbracing and professing of Christianity, to the day of his Death.

He did indeed sometimes use strong Drink for his Comfort and Refreshment, but I never heard that he did once abuse himself with it in all his Life.

As he stood in Aw that he sinned not, so he carefully performed the positive Duties which he owed either to God or Man. Thus he constantly attended the publick Worship and Ordinances of God in his House, not neglecting them as the manner of some is. He was likewise careful to uphold and maintain the Worship of God in his Family, praying constantly every Evening and Morning in it; and did often instruct and exhort his Household, and used alfo to exhort, admonish, and reprove his Brethren and Neighbours, when the Case called for it.

He was remarkable for his Care and Diligence in providing for those of his own House, kept at home, and minded his Business, taking Counsel of the Ants in providing Meat in the Summer, to live upon in the Winter; nor was he backward to distribute to others out of the Effects of his Labour and Industry, when necessary Occasions called for it.

Being chosen to the Office of a Deacon, about the Year 1698, he continued in the faithful Discharge of Duties of that Trust till the end of his Life, about five Years.

Tho this good Man was no Minister, or preaching Officer, yet such was his Zeal for the Interest of Religion, that when it happened that there was no Minister to preach in the Place where he lived, he still used his Endeavours to persuade the People to meet together for the Worship of God, and to spend that time in praying, reading, and singing of Psalms, &c. And he himself did on such Occasions frequently pray in the Congregation, and used alfo with great Serioufness to give good Exhortations to the People, nor in such a manner as showed any Affection of becoming a Preacher, but in such a way as discovered a Desire to promote the Spiritual Good of his Brethren and Neighbours.
With such a Gift and Spirit of Prayer did it please the Holy Ghost to induce him, that he was on that Account frequently desired to pray in publick, by such as preach'd in the Village in which he liv'd, as on Days of Fasting and Prayer, and sometimes on the Lord's-Day also. And I have my felt on such Occasions sometimes heard this good Man pray very pertinently and very affectionately.

While he was in Health, he did sometimes express a Desire that he might not be long sick before he dy'd: and as he wished so it happened to him; for he was ill but three or four Days before his Death, and all that time he was able to sit up, except about half an Hour at last.

From the Beginning of his Sickness he declared his Apprehensions, that the time of his Departure out of this World was at hand, but did not appear to be at all amazed at what was coming on him. He now gave much good Counsel to his Children, and all others that were about him; especially he exhorted them to be earnest Seekers of God, as he told them he himself was and had long been.

He did not profess to have a full Assurance of Life eternal, but did frequently speak of Jesus Christ as an all-sufficient Saviour, and said, that he believed, that such as were true Disciples and Servants of his should certainly be saved; and that however it far'd with him as to the eternal Estate of his Soul, he was resolved to continue seeking the Lord as long as his Life lasted.

EXAMPLE XV.

Jonathan Amos, who was a Deacon of the Indian Church, whereof Mr. Japheth was the Pastor, and a Preacher of the Word of God to the Indians.

This Jonathan Amos, whom I here instance in, as a pious and godly Man, was the Son of a good Man called Amos, who formerly lived on Chappaquiddick; the said Amos being one of the first Christian Indians on that Place, and a Member of the Church whereof Hiacomes was Pastor.

This his Son Jonathan was taught to read while he was a Youth, and was also taught his Catechism, and
otherwise religiously educated: but of his Carriage in his younger Days I have heard nothing remarkable.

When he became a Man, he married a Daughter of a Man very much noted for Piety, whose Name was Michq-

As then he behaved himself well in the House of God, so did he no less in his own, walking therein as far as could be perceived with a perfect Heart. He very constantly and earnestly prayed to God in his Family both Morning and Evening, and at Meals, and did also frequently read the Scriptures to them, and sing Psalms with them, especially on the Sabbath, of which he was a strict Observer. He used his Endeavours to bring up his Children in the Knowledge and Fear of God; to this end he used to make useful Observations on the Scriptures when he read them in his Family, and to ex-
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Short them to the Duties mentioned in them, and did often at other times instruct and admonish them: and how far God blessed the upright Endeavours of this his Servant, may afterwards be observed.

This our Jonathan being so serious and godly a Man, and one that ruled well in his own House, the Church to which he belonged did, on the Death of the excellent Deacon David before mentioned, choose him into that Office in his Room, nor could they have made choice of a fitter Person than he was: this Trust he therefore discharged both with Prudence and Fidelity, omitting nothing which was in his power to do for the Relief of the Poor of the Flock, that were committed more especially to his Care. And one way in which he expressed his Care and Concern for thefe was, that he used when he stood up to receive the Contributions of the Church, to make a grave and serious Speech, tending to excite to a cheerful and liberal Contribution for the Relief of God’s Poor, as he called them; and would at the fame time express his most earnest Desires that God would graciously reward all those that opened their Hearts and Hands to them.

By thus using the Office of a Deacon well, he purchased to himself a good Degree not of Honour only, but a higher Advancement also in the Church which he so well and faithfully serv’d: For the Church observing how pious and prudent a Man he was, soon thought him fit to be imploied in that more honourable Work of the Gospel Ministry, and did accordingly call him to it; and I wish they had a greater number of so good Men as this was, for Preachers among them. At first he preached only tranfiently on necessary Occasions; but he was at length called to preach more constantly at the little Island of Chappaquiddick, the Place of his Nativity, and did very faithfully and zealously discharge that Duty.

He was very observable for that Gift and Spirit of Prayer, with which it pleased the Holy Spirit of God to endue him. I think I have scarcely ever heard any Man in Prayer plead with God with greater Importunity than he used to do; and these his fervent Prayers availed much. He had some remarkable Returns of them.
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I shall here mention one Instance, wherein it seem'd to me, that God had a respect to the Prayer of this Servant of his.

There was many Years since an extreme Drought in the Country, and on this Island in particular, inomuch that the Corn and Grasfs withered and dry'd up for want of Rain, the Cattle suffered for want of Grasfs, and Men were like to want their necessary Food.

In this Extremity there were Days of Fasting and Prayer observed in many of our Congregations, both English and Indian, to seek for Relief in this Case that did distress us; but God did not presently send us the Mercy for which we called upon him.

In this Day of Trouble the Indian Church, to which this good Jonathan belonged, appointed a Fast also, to ask of the Lord Rain in a time wherein it was so much wanted; and there having in the former part of that Day, been a Sermon preached on Jer. xiv. 22. Are there any of the Vanities of the Gentiles that can cause Rain? &c. the Afternoon was spent wholly in Prayer, the Indian Minister and some principal Brethren of the Church in their several Turns, (as the Custom is in our Indian Churches) calling upon God for the Mercies needed, and the rest joyning with them.

Of those who thus prayed on that Occasion the pious Jonathan of whom I am speaking, was the last, excepting the Pastor only; in which Prayer of his I could not but observe a more than ordinary Pathos or Fervency. It was remarkably filled with most humble Acknowledgments of Sin and Unworthines; and the Mercy of God, and the Merits of his Son were most earnestly pleaded, as the only Ground and Foundation on which we might build our Hopes of obtaining an Answer of Peace to our Requests. And in particular I remember there were in that Prayer such Expressions as these, ' O Lord we beseech thee, that thou wouldst not delay over-long to give us a gracious Answer to our Requests: We Indians are poor miserable Creatures, and our Faith is exceeding weak; if therefore thou shouldst long delay to answer us, we should be apt to be humbled and discouraged: we therefore entreat thee to answer us speedily.' This Prayer was scarcely finished before there appeared a Cloud rising, which in a short time came up, and brought a plentiful Shower with it, with which the
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Face of the Earth was very much refreshed; and People could not get home from Meeting before they received this Mercy.

I would not be misunderstood; I doubt not but many others besides the Person I speak of, received a gracious Answer to their Prayers in that Shower: I only say, that there seem'd therein to be a very remarkable Answer given to that Prayer in particular, a part whereof has been now related.

I was well acquainted with the Person of whom I now write, and cannot but look upon him as a truly godly Man, and I think he was thought so to be by all that knew him. He seemed to love the Lord and hate Evil, in his Discourses, Countenance and Behaviour. He appeared grave and serious, and in the general Course of his Life, he appeared to be without Spot and blameless.

But as good a Man as this Jonathan was, that he might not be too much exalted, but might know what was in his Heart, and that others might not think too highly of him, it pleased God to permit him to fall very shamefully.

When he was in the greatest Esteem among God's People, there began to be some Reflections cast on him, as if he appeared too much to thirst after those Liquors which the Generality of his Countrymen have an insatiable Appetite after; but while his Christian Friends and Brethren could scarcely believe such a Report of him, they were on a sudden convinced, that he had been deeply guilty of the Sin of Drunkenness: nor was there any need to produce any Witnesses to prove this Crime against him, tho' perhaps he might have concealed his Fault if he had attempted it. But the Thoughts of his Sin herein so deeply wounded him, that he voluntarily took the Shame of it on him, and deeply humbled himself before the whole Church and Congregation on the account of it; nor did he ever, that I could hear of, return again to this Folly, but carried himself so circumspectly as wholly to recover that Esteem which the People of God had before had for him.

This good Man lay long sick before he dy'd; during all which time he did behave himself as became a true Servant of God, and an Heir of his Kingdom. His Discourses when I visited him were always serious and heavenly, and I was informed they were so at other times also.
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also. He confessed himself to be a Sinner, and utterly unworthy of God's Mercy; and yet declared, that he had Hopes of attaining eternal Mercy thro' Jesus Christ our only Saviour. He expressed himself willing to die whenever it should please God to call him out of this World, and said he had rather die before his Children, than undergo the Grief of parting with them while he lived. He told them, 'that tho he was going from them, yet the same God was the Preserver of both him and them; and if they did sincerely seek, and serve his and their God, they should come together again, and live in the same Place for ever.'

He exhorted them to believe in Jesus Christ, and lay hold of the Mercy of God in and thro' him. He also told them, 'that God was exceeding merciful, and would extend his Favour to all such as would come to him for it; and that he was the only Refuge which they could betake themselves to, and be safe.'

The last Words which he was heard to say were, 'I trust in my Lord, that he will give to me a better Life than this present Life is. After this, being unable to speak, he was observed divers times to lift up his Eyes and Hands towards Heaven.

He dy'd in the Year 1706.

EXAMPLE XVI.

Stephen Tackamasun, an Indian Minister, who died in Chilmark, in the Year 1708.

This Stephen was Son to an Indian of the main Land, called Wuttattakkomasun.

I am informed that he lived regularly while he was a young Man; but however he carried himself then, he appeared afterwards to live soberly, righteously, and godly in the World.

About so long ago as the Year 1690 he join'd himself as a Member in full Communion to the Church of Christ. Nor did he ever after this, that I can hear of, by any Immoralities in his Life, give Offence to God's People.

He did indeed some Years after he had been a Member of the Church to which he first join'd, become an Antipodebaptist, and was re-baptized, in which I doubt not
not but that he was in an Error: however, he appeared
to me to be so serious a Man, that I cannot but judge,
that he acted according to the Dictates of his Conscience
in what he did, and not out of any such base and sordid
Ends, as those may be justly thought to do who go
over to People of other Persuasions, when they are
brought under Church-dealing for their vile Immoralties,
which several of this good Man's Profession have, to my
knowledge, here done.

He was chosen by the Church to which he belonged,
to be their Pastor; and if the rest of the Officers of that
Church had been qualified as he was, the other Chur-
ches here might have very comfortably held Communi-
on with them in special Ordinances.

He was not apt to judge and censure others who were
of a different Persuasion from him, but carried himself
very Christian-like towards them, willingly holding Com-
munion with them in those things wherein he and they
were agreed.

I had frequently Conversation with him while he was
in Health, and did also sometimes visit him in the time
of that long Sickness whereof he dy'd; and never from
first to last saw any thing by him, that made me any ways
suspect the Integrity of his Heart, but did ever think him
to be a godly and discreet Man.

The last time I went to see him, he professed his
good Opinion of those People and Churches from whom
he differed in his Apprehensions about the Subjects and
Mode of Baptism, and blamed some of his Brethren for
being too uncharitable and cenfurious towards them; and
he on other Subjects discoursed like a good Christian.
He expressed much Grief at the sinful Miscarriages of
some of those in the same Church with him, whose Con-
versation was blame-worthy.

As he lived the Life of a righteous Man, so he dy'd
the Death of such a one, and his last End was like his,
He before he dy'd gave many good Instructions and Ex-
hortations to his Relations and Visitors, endeavouring
to quicken and excite them to the great Duties of Re-
ligion in the Word of God required of them, and charged
them continually to put their Trust in God, for all the
Mercies which they did or might stand in need of.

He confessed himself unworthy of God's Mercy, and
yet declared his Hopes of obtaining it, thro' the Merits of
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of his only Saviour Jesus Christ. He seemed not to be at all terrified at the Approaches of Death towards him, of which he was very sensible, but appeared to enjoy that Peace in his Soul which passeth Understanding. He spake much of the Vanity of this World, and all things in it, and spake of Heaven as a Place infinitely more desirable than this. He called God his heavenly Father, and as such a Father called frequently on him in the last Hours of his Life, and professed a steadfast Hope that he should go to him, and be for ever happy in the Enjoyment of him.

He was observed to look up as steadfastly thro' the Chimney of his Wiggwam towards Heaven, when he was dying, as tho he had, like another Stephen, seen the Heavens open'd, and had such a View of the Glory of them as he had; but I rather think, that the Sight which he by Faith had of him that is invisible, might cause him thus to look towards the Place whither he was going.

EXAMPLE XVII.

Mr. Japheth Hannit, the third Pastor of the Indian Church on Martha's Vineyard, who died July 29, 1712.

Japheth Hannit was born in or about the Year 1628, in the Place now called Chilmark, on Martha's Vineyard. His Father was an Indian of prime Quality there, named Pamchannit; which Name being contracted into Hannit only, by leaving out the two first Syllables of it, became afterward the Sirname of his Son Japheth, and others of his Offspring: a thing very common among our Indians.

This Pamchannit and his Wife having buried their first five Children successively, every one of them within ten Days of their Birth, notwithstanding all their Use of the Powwows and Medicines to preserve them, had a sixth (a Son) born to them, the same whom I am here speaking of, a few Years before the English first settled on the said Vineyard.

The Mother being then greatly distress'd with fear that she should lose this Child as she had done the former, and utterly despairing of any Help from such Means as had been formerly try'd without any Success, as soon
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as she was able, which was within ten Days after his
Birth, she with a sorrowful Heart took him up and went
out into the Field, that she might there weep out her
Sorrow. But while she was there musing on the Insuffi-
ciency of human Help, she found it powerfully sugges-
ted to her Mind, that there is one Almighty God who is
to be prayed to; that this God hath created all things
that we see; and that the God who had given Being to
herself and all other People, and had given her Child to
her, was able to preserve and continue his Life.

On this she resolved that she would seek to God for
that Mercy, and did accordingly; the Issue was that her
Child lived, and her Faith (such as it was) in him who
had thus answered her Prayer, was wonderfully strength-
ened; and the Consideration of God's Goodness herein ma-
ifested to her, caused her to dedicate this Son of hers
to the Service of that God who had thus preserved his
Life: Of her doing of which she early informed him, and
did, as far as as she could, educate him accordingly.
But this she did yet more vigorously, and to better Purpoe
prosecute, when a few Years after she was by the preaching
of the Gospel, instructed in the way of Salvation by a
Redeemer, and by the Grace of God enabled truly to
believe in Jesus Christ our only Saviour.

Japheth's Father being also about this time conver-
ted, and so becoming a serious and godly Man, this his
Son had the Advantage of a Christian Education, while
he was but a Child, not only living in a Family where God
was daily worshipped, but was himself taught to call
on the Name of that God to whose Service he had been
devoted: and when there was a School set up for the
Indians on the Island in the Year 1651, his Father sent
him to it, and he then learned to read both in the Eng-
lish and Indian Tongue, and also to write a very legible
Hand, and was then also well instructed in his Cate-
chism.

How he behaved himself while he was a Youth, I
have no particular Account; however I never understood
that he was viciously inclined.

After he was grown up, he marry'd a Daughter of a
very godly Man, named Kestumin, whom I shall after-
wards mention; and she prov'd a very pious Person, and
did him Good and not Evil all the Days of her Life.
When the first Indian Church was here gathered in the Year 1670, our Japheth was, as he himself told me, in a most distressed Condition for not being of the num-
ber of them who first confederated to walk together as a Church of Christ, according to the Order of the Gosp-
el: he on the one hand greatly lamented his not being of that happy number, as he esteemed them; and on the other, at the same time fear'd to offer himself to the Society of God's People, lest he should be unqualified for the Privileges to which they were admitted.

But the Japheth could not at this time enter into a solemn Covenant to serve the Lord, in an Attendance on all the Duties incumbent on particular Churches; yet it was not long after this, before he made a publick Pro-
feffion of Repentance towards God, and Faith towards our Lord Jesus Christ, and join'd as a Member in full Communion to the Church which he before long'd to be one of: in which Relation he from time to time behaved himself as became a good Christian.

He was not after this presently called to the Work of the Ministry, but was for a considerable time employed in Offices civil and military, being first made a Captain over a Company of his own Nation, and also a Magistrate am-
ong them; in both which Places of Trust he behaved himself well, and to the Acceptation of both the English and Indians: and in the time of that War betwixt them, which began in the Year 1675, and was commonly call'd Philip's War, good Japheth was very serviceable to both those of his own Nation and ours on this Island: for being firmly set, if possible, to maintain and preserve Peace betwixt the English and Indians here; and, being an Indian Captain, as has been already said, he was employ-
ed by the English to observe and report how things went among the Indians; and to his Faithfulness in the Discharge of this Trust, I conceive that the Preservation of the Peace of our Island was very much owing, when the People on the Main were all in War and Blood.

Japheth's Fidelity to the English in this Affair gained him a high Esteem, and kind Treatment among them; he being generally look'd on as a godly and discreet Man by them; and being well accounted of among the Indians also, they not long after this called him to the Work of the Ministry among them. His Office of a Captain he now laid down, but that of a Magistrate he still fulfill'd for
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for some Years after he began to preach, none else being thought so fit for that Trust. The Place he preached at was that wherein he liv'd and dy'd, being join'd in that Work with his Uncle Janawonit, before mentioned in Example the fifth.

Being called to the Work of the Ministry, he was very faithful and diligent in it, and was esteemed the best qualified of any Indian on the Island not yet in the Pastoral Office. He was therefore by John Tackanash Pastor of the Indian Church here, in the time of his last Sickness, nominated as a fit Person to succeed him in the Office which he then expected a Discharge from; and the said Tackanash dying in January 1683-4, and being interred on the 23d of the same Month, the pious Japheth, who much lamented his Death, made a grave Speech at his Funeral, some of the Heads whereof being by my Father, who heard part of it, preserved in Writing, and now before me, I shall here insert them, and they are as followeth.

' We ought, said he, to be very thankful to God for sending the Gospel to us, who were in utter Blindness and Ignorance, both we and our Fathers. Our Fathers and their Fathers, and we, were at that time utterly without any means whereby we might attain the Knowledge of the only true God. That People also which knew the Ways of God, were some thousands of Miles distant from us; some of whom, by reason of Difference among themselves about their Way, removed into this Land; but it was God that sent them, that they might bring the Gospel to us. Therefore, I say, we have great reason to be thankful to God; and we have reason to be thankful to them also, for that they brought the Gospel to us: but most especially we ought to thank God for this, for tho' they taught us, it was God that sent them, and made choice of them for this Work, of instructing us in the Ways of the Lord.

' Before we knew God, when any Man dy'd, we said the Man is dead; neither thought we any thing further, but said he is dead, and mourned for him, and buried him: but now it is far otherwise; for now this good Man being dead, we have Hope towards God concerning him, believing that God hath received him into everlasting Rest.

' Now
Now therefore we ought to improve the Benefit which we have by the Gospel. And first, such of us as had like not to have received this Kindness, I mean such of us as were grown up when the Gospel came to us, so that it only found us in being, such are strongly obliged to improve the same, since they scarcely received it, or were in danger not to have enjoyed it.

Secondly, There are others of us that have been born under the Gospel; and we that were so, ought duly to improve the same, inasmuch as we have received so wonderful a Benefit.

And now tho this Man that went before us, leading us in the Way of God according to the Gospel, be deceased, and helps us no more, yet his Doctrine remains still for us to improve; nor ought we to forget him, but should remember him by his Wife and Children, whom he hath left among us.'

Thus far Japheth's Speech, which favoureth of the Piety of the Man by whom it was uttered.

Good John Tackab rant being thus laid in his Grave, Mr. Japheth was the next Spring called to succeed him in the same Place and Office; and in the Fulfilment of the Ministry thus committed to him, he continued about 28 Years, viz. till the Year 1712. He was faithful and diligent in the Work of God, unto which he was called, preaching the Word in season and out of season, reproving, rebuking, and exhorting, with all Long-suffering and Doctrine, and used frequently to catechize the Children of his Flock in publick.

He maintained a good Discipline in the Church over which the Holy Ghost had made him Overseer, knew how to have Compassion on those whose Case called for it, and how to save others with Fear. In difficult Cases that occurred, he was careful to take the best Advice he could get. He was not at all inclined to lord it over his Flock, but willing in Meekness to instruct them. And when there was danger of Discord among his Brethren, he would not side with any Party of them, but would in such Case make most winning and obliging Speeches to them all, tending to accommodate the Matters about which they were ready to fall out; and so wonderful an Ability had he this way, that he seldom failed of the End he aimed at.

He
He frequently visited the Families under his Care and Charge, especially when they were under Affliction by Sickness, or otherwise; and in the Visits he made them, he usually entertained them with serious and profitable Discourses, and I have heard him tell how very advantageous that kind of Visits had proved to some of his People.

He very often performed the Work of an Evangelist, in carrying of the Gospel into other Places, and endeavouring to promote the Kingdom of Christ in those of his own Nation; and God gave considerable Success to his Endeavours to do Good in this Way.

Tho his Sermons were not very accurate, yet were they very serious, and had a great deal of good Matter in them, and he seem'd to me to do best when he did not try to oblige himself to any strict Method in them.

In Prayer he was very fervent, frequently praying with much Enlargement and Affection. On Sacrament Days I have more especially observed that he has done so; and God did sometimes shew a gracious regard to the Petitions by this his Servant put up to him. One Instance whereof has been formerly published in Dr. Mather's History of New-England, Book VI. pag. 63. But in nothing was he this way more highly favoured than in God's helping of him against a Temptation, with which for some time conflicting, and crying earnestly to God for Deliverance from it, he obtained the Mercy he fought to him for.

He was fully resolved that he and his House should serve the Lord; with them therefore he constantly prayed, and frequently sang Praises to God: he also read the Holy Scriptures in his House, and often gave serious Exhortations to all that were about him.

He was much given to Hospitality: for being frequently visited, both by Neighbours and Strangers, they were always kindly and generously entertained in his House with the best he had, or could readily procure.

He well understood, and steadly adhered to the Truths of our holy Religion in which he had been instructed, and would not be driven about by every Wind of Doctrine.

One Instance of his Stability in the Truth, I think it may not be amiss here to give my Reader: A godly Englishman, who had formerly been a School-master to the Indians here, and had taught Japheth and many others
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to read and write, and had also learned them their Ca-
techisms, and instructed them in the Principles of Reli-
gion, having unhappily imbibed the Errors of the Anti-

techaptists, thought himself obliged to endeavour to
bring Mr. Japheth over to his Persuasion: To this End he
therefore visited him at his House, took much Pains to
convince him that theirs was the right Way, and that
ours of baptizing Infants, and sprinkling in Baptism, was
very wrong: But none of the Arguments used by the
Man, could convince Japheth of what they were brought
to prove; at length being just about to go away, Japheth
told him he would only say one thing more to him before
he went.

' You know, Sir, said he, that we Indians were all in
Darkness and Ignorance before the English came among
us, and instructed us, and that your self are one of those
English Men by whom we have been taught and illu-
minated. You taught us to read, and instructed us in
the Doctrines of the Christian Religion, which we now
believe, and endeavour to conform our Practices to. And
when, Sir, you thus instructed us, you told us, that it
may be there would shortly falle Teachers come among
us, and endeavour to pervert us, or lead us off from
our Belief of the things wherein we had been instruc-
ed; but you then advised us to take heed to our selves,
and beware that we were not turned aside by such
Teachers, fo as to fall into the Errors into which they
would lead us. And now, Sir, I find your Prediction true;
for you your self are become one of these Teachers you
cautioned us against: I am therefore fully resolved to
take your good Counsel, and not believe you, but will
continue steadfast in the Truths wherein you formerly in-
structed me.' This Speech of Japheth's put an End
to the Disputation.

As for Japheth's Morals, he was generally and justly
esteemed, as well by the English as Indians, a Person of
a good Conversation: nor did he discover any such Infor-
mity in his Life, or Deportment in the World, as was in-
confident with such an Esteem; or which thro' Prayer,
and the Supply of the Spirit of Jesus Christ, he did not ob-
tain a compleat Victory over, being only privately admo-
nished of a Failure, which some began to be offended at.

As he was generally by the English esteemed a truly
godly Man, so being a Person of a very genteel and obli-
ging
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ging Conversation, and one who went clean and neat in his Apparel, he was every where courteously received and entertained by them, the best Gentleman on the Island not scrupling to invite him to sit at their Tables with them; and speaking English considerably well, Strangers that came to the Place took Delight in conversing with him. And once a Matter of a Vessel discoursing with him, on the Morrow after the Sabbath, facetiously asking him, whether he prayed for him yesterday or not? Japheth readily reply'd, Sir, I prayed for all God's People, and if you be one of them, I consequently prayed for you.

Persons have sometimes had Premonitions of their own Death, and something of this Nature our Japheth did experience, as he did in the time of his last Sickness declare, together with the Influence the same had on his Life; an Account of which, with some of his dying Speeches, &c. his honest Son in law, Job Soomannah, who was frequently with him in his Sickness, having written in Indian, communicated to me soon after Japheth's Death: An Extract of which Account I shall here in English insert, and it is as followeth.

' He said, that about a Year before he was taken sick, he went out of his House, and walked alone in the Woods, and there it was by God revealed to him, that he had but a little time to live in this World; and that being thereupon much concerned in his Mind, he did immediately set himself on doing all that he could to prepare for his approaching End, as taking it for a Truth that his End was now very near, and looking Day and Night for it: but he said, he still misliked himself, or reckoned that he came short.

' Thus it was with him till April the 2d, 1712, which being a Day of Thanksgiving, he went and preached thereon; but as with his Wife he returned home in the Evening, before they had gotten to their House he felt a Pain in his Side, and was never able after this to go to God's House of Prayer, his Sickness gradually encreasing on him from that time forward.

' And having been sick about ten Weeks, he sent for the Brethren of the Church, and said to them as followeth, viz. That it did often distress him in his Heart, and cause him to weep, when he saw the miserable Estate of all the People by reason of their Sins; but
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especially how unfit the generality of the Church were to the Duties incumbent on them, and how often they did fall by reason of one kind of Infirmity or another, to which they were subject, tho' he had very often instructed them in their Duty.

I have, said he, often wished for your sakes, that you might still enjoy me; but now I am willing to die: however, as to this, let the Will of God be done. But do you go on to pray to God, and worship him both steadfastly and fervently.

To his own Family, and such others as attended on him, he afterwards, not long before his Death, said, Be not feeble in your Minds, I'm hitherto steadfastly resolved that I will love the Lord my God. I shall, said he, now quickly go my last Journey, as others have done before me. Now I shall quickly set out. Thus it has been wont to be, when a Thing has here no further Use to be made of it. But Oh, what sweet Melody is there now in Heaven! To his Son in law, the Writer hereto, he then said, My Son, be thou of good Courage, and fail not to lay hold of the heavenly Salvation, for the sake of the things of this World. But as for me, said he, I need to have my Mind further strengthened, and encouraged; for I think I shall now quickly leave you.

The 28th of July 1742, was the last Day he lived in the World; for the Night following it, a little after Midnight, having defined those that were with him to praise God, by singing the 15th Psalm, and then by Prayer to commit both him and themselves to God, his Breath failed, and he resigned up his Spirit to God who gave it.

Thus far Job Soomannah's Memoirs of his good Father in law.

As I was well acquainted with Japheth in his Life, so I frequently visited him in the time of his last Sickness; and on the whole of my Acquaintance with him, I cannot but think, that he was a very serious and godly Man, and a Man of great Moderation and Prudence. His Discourse in the time of his last Sickness, when I was with him, was very pious and favourly. He then expressed a humble Sense of the Sin of his Nature and Life, and yet his Hopes of eternal Salvation thro' the infinite Mercy of God, and Merits of his Son Jesus Christ. He then also expressed a Readiness and Willingness to resign him-
himself and all that he had into the Hands of God, his faithful Creator, and merciful Redeemer. I remember also that he told me, that God had in the latter Part of his Life given him a more effectual Sense of the Evil of Sin, than formerly he had had; and that he had also enabled him with more Vigilance and Industry, to endeavour the Mortification of the Corruptions of his Heart.

Among other Evidences of the real Piety of this good Man, the Grief of his Heart for the Sins of his Countrymen, especially those who had been under his own Care and Charge, together with his Care and Concern for their Reformation, may justly be reckoned as one; for besides what of this Nature was discovered by him, in what is above-said, he a few Days before his Death, with his feeble and dying Hand wrote an affectionate Address to the People of his own Charge, which he desired might be communicated to them: which Writing of his being now by me, I shall render into English, and here insert, and with that conclude my Account of the Person that penned it. It is then as followeth:

"Is it not a most desirable thing for Persons in this Life certainly to know, that they shall go to Heaven when they leave this World?

"Therefore now take heed, and consider well what you do, and do not cast away such Hopes as these for nothing, nor for a little of the Pleasure of this World: for it is certain, that your carnal and worldly Actions can't give you Rest. Moreover, by these you do bring all sorts of Misery on your selves; yea, and not only so, but you do thereby trouble others also, so long as you remain unconverted.

"Thus you trouble such as are Magistrates to rule and govern you, and by their penal Laws to punish you.

"Next, you trouble such as are Pastors or Ministers, while you hate to hear, believe, and practise their Doctrine. While your Sin and Misery is great, their Trouble and Sorrow is too here in this World.

"You do also trouble the common People by your Sins, by bringing on them various Sicknesses and pestilential Diseases, and all other divine Chastisements.

"You do also hereby hinder and disturb the holy Peace of God's praying People among the Churches, and make those ashamed that are religious; and you who are still ungodly laugh at it.

F 3  "Alas!"
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'Alas! Oh Lord, how very heavy is my Grief on the account hereof? seeing we now hear the Gospel preached to us, and have the Light of God's Word shining on us, and he in Peace giveth his Sabbaths to us.

God is constantly calling us to Repentance, and has often repeated his Chastisements on us by grievous Sicknesses; but, this notwithstanding, how full of Wick-edness has he seen all our Towns? for both Men and Women, young Men and Maids, do all delight in Sin, and do things therein greatly grievous.

People should all of them now forfake their Sins, and turn to God; and they should come to their Ministers, and make penitential Confessions of their transgressions to them, and entreat them to pray to God for them: then would God forgive their Iniquities, and teach them to do that which is right all the Days of their Lives.

Then also would God teach them to know Jesus Christ, and believe in him: and then they should receive Remission of all their Sins, and should be caused to walk according to the Word of God to the End of their Lives. Who so heareth this, Oh let it put him on Consideration! These are my last Words to you. Now fare you all well. Amen.

EXAMPLE XVIII.

Stephen Shohkau, a Preacher of the Word of God, who died in the Year 1713.

The Stephen of whom I speak, was Son of Naishob-kow, an Indian of Takame [now called Tilbury] and a Brother of that Affinquibut and Mical, before mentioned.

He lived some Years while he was young in a pious English Family, wherein God was constantly worshipped; and when he became himself Matter of a Family, he followed the good Example that had been set him, praying constantly in his House, and frequently reading the Scriptures in it. He also, as I am credibly informed, frequently instructed and exhorted his Children, and so endeavoured to bring them up in the Nurture and Instruction of the Lord.
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In his natural Parts he did not excel; yet being looked on as a serious and godly Man, and as having a competent Measure of Prudence and Discretion, he was employed as a Preacher of the Word of God, to a few Families that lived in a Place something remote from the rest of the Indians, in the said Tisbury, and used his faithful Endeavours to promote the Interest of Religion in that little Village for many Years together, according to the Measure of Grace that he had received. I was well acquainted with him for more than three times seven Years, and always looked on him as a Man that feared God and eschewed Evil. I have sometimes heard him preach and pray very piously, and have often heard him discourse discreetly and sensibly of the things of God and his Kingdom: and tho he might sometimes discover something of Weakness in his Discourses, yet I cannot think that any will say, that they ever knew him shew any Wickedness in them.

His Conversation was, so far as I can learn, always such as did become the Gospel. I never heard that he was addicted to any Vice whatsoever, in all the time that I was acquainted with him, and with the Affairs of the Church to which he belonged; nor do I remember that he ever gave any Offence to his Brethren, or any other.

Tho he had two pious Women, one after another, for his Wives, who encouraged him in the Ways of Religion, wherein he was engaged, and were great Comforts to him; yet, as he was not without those Chastisements, which they who suffer not are Bastards and not Sons, God gave him Grace to behave himself well under his afflictive Providences. No less than three of his Children were taken away by sudden and violent Deaths, and he gave Honour to God under those sore Trials.

As some of his Children dy’d sudden and violent Deaths, so he himself did, being drowned, as shall presently be declared; however, it seems that he was not without some Apprehensions, that the time of his Departure was at hand for some time before his Death. His Widow, whom I judge worthy of Credit, does inform, that some time before he dy’d he told her, that he thought he should before it was long die and leave her; and that, if it did fall out as he thought it would, he
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would not have her discouraged, but continue to pray earnestly to God, and put her Trust in him: and, by the way, I think she followed his Advice in it.

As he foretold, so it came to pass, for about the 5th or 6th of October 1713, he with his Wife and two of her near Relations, viz. a young Woman and a Boy, essaying in a windy time to pass over a Pond, a little way in a small Canoo, which his Wife was unwilling to venture her self in, till he had shown them Dislike at her being so fearful as she appeared then to be, the Canoo overset by the way, and his Wife and the other Woman, who could neither of them Swim, got hold of it, and so got alive to the Shore: but our poor Stephen endeavoured so long to save the Boy whom he saw drowning, that at length he was not able to save himself, but sunk down and died with the Youth, which he would have had to live with him.

EXAMPLE XIX.
Elisha Paconut, an Indian Minister, who died in the Year 1714.

His Elisha was Son to an Indian living on the West End of Martha’s Vineyard, called by the Indians Paconut; concerning whom it is said, that lying sick and nigh to Death so long ago, as before he and the rest of Indians where he lived, had been instructed in the Doctrines and Precepts of the Gospel, he called his Children and other Relations, and spake thus to them before he dy’d, ‘If any fight against you, do not strive or fight with them. If any speak Evil of you, do not speak Evil of them. If any do Evil to you, do not Evil to them again. If you observe these things, you shall arrive at the good Place or Country that we hear of, above in Heaven.’ Note here, that these Indians had heard a Rumour of that Life and Immortality which is brought to Light by the Gospel, tho they were not yet instructed in the Doctrines of Life contained therein.

Thus of Elisha’s Father, whom leaving, I shall now come to what is more certain concerning Elisha himself, giving a brief Account of him.

He was in his younger Days a Lover of strong Drink, and would sometimes drink to Excess of it; however, when
when the Gospel was preached at the Gayhead where he lived, by that good Mittark who has been already mentioned, he hearkened to the good Tidings published in that Place, and became a serious Professor of the true Religion so made known to him; and some Years after became an Assistant to the said Mittark, in preaching the Gospel to his Countrymen there; but after Mittark's Death in the Year 1685, he did more fully devote himself to the Work of the Ministry in the said Place.

In this Work he was employed when I first became acquainted with him, about as long ago as the Year 1695, and I then thought him to be a serious and good Man: yet he still, and for some time after this, discovered so much of an Inclination to strong Drink, as gave some Scandal to such as had otherwise a good Esteem of him; but his Fault herein not being for some time reformed, it pleased God at length to leave him once to fall into gross Drunkenness; for which Offence he was brought into publick Church-Dealings, and now appearing to be much awakened, and very deeply affected with a Sense of his Sin in that Miscarriage, humbling himself very greatly before God and his People, and promising, by the Help of Grace, to keep himself from that Iniquity for the future, so far as did appear, he was as good as his Word herein; for he no more, that ever I could hear of, to his dying Day did in any degree return again to that Folly, but lived for many Years after a very blameless Life, in the good Esteem of all that were acquainted with him.

I have often heard him discourse very seriously, and heard him preach and pray very understandingly and affectionately.

He seemed to be the best acquainted with the Scriptures of any Indian that ever I met withal, could most readily turn to almost any Text that one could mention to him, if a Word or two of it were but named. He used no Notes in preaching, nor did he seem to need any. When he began his Sermons, he used to give a fair Account of the Coherence of the Place from whence his Text was taken: and tho' he never aimed at making any accurate Distribution of the things he discoursed on, yet he used to illustrate the Observations which he raised from
from his Text, by other Places of Scripture pertinently allledged.

I have been informed, that he spent much time in reading and study, and by what I have observed in him, I can easily believe that he did so. Another Indian Preacher, who was a great Lover of the World, and proved a vile Apostate, would sometimes reflect on him as a slothful Man, and attribute his Poverty thereto: but others thought that his Care to approve himself to God, in a Discharge of the Duties of his Ministry, was that which hindered his pursuing the things of this World as some others did; but besides this, he was so lame in one of his Legs, that he was in some degree disabled from bodily Labour thereby.

As his Piety appeared in a faithful Discharge of the Duties of his publick Ministry, so it did likewise in his serious and constant Attendance on the Duties of that Family Religion, wherein all Masters of Families should resolve that they and their Houses will serve the Lord: from this therefore he would not suffer any Thing or Business to divert him; and the Prayers Morning and Evening made in his House, were ordinarily attended with the reading of the Scriptures, and frequently with serious Exhortations to such as he had under his Care and Charge. I am also informed, that he frequently visited other Families in the Place where he lived, and gave much good Counsel to them.

He was sick a considerable while before he died, during which time he prayed much to God, for his Mercy to be extended both to himself and others, and gave a great deal of good Counsel to his Children, and such as came to visit him.

A little before his Death he complained sadly of Molestation from evil Spirits, yea affirmed they appeared in human Shape to him, to trouble and disquiet him. He then, tho there were no Signs of a Delirium on him, thus expressed himself to those that were with him.

Thus it seems it is wont to be when Persons are drawing nigh to Death, the Devils do then make an Assault on them; they now continually come in so, that the House is filled with them, and they bring things and offer to me, but I do refuse to receive them, and do drive them away, and they quickly go out of the House again. I know but one of them, and that is ——— he is a—
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Among the Devils.' The Person whom he named was a Professor of Religion, who in a little time after became such an Apostate, that one would be ready to fear, that what was said of him had too much of Truth in it; but I shall not mention his Name.

That there was something of the Malignity of Satan against the good Man of whom I speak, appearing in what I have thus related, I make no question; but further I shall not attempt to make any Judgment of the Matter, but shall leave it to others to think what they please of it.

After this, just before he dy'd, seeing his Children weeping by him, he said to them, *Weep not for me, I do not think I am going to the Place of Torment, but do believe that I am going to leave all my Pain and Trouble here, and to enter into everlasting Happiness.*

EXAMPLE XX.

Isaac Ompany, a Ruling-Elder, of the Indian Church on Martha's Vineyard, and a Preacher of the Word of God to the Indians on that Island.

The Father of this Isaac, whose Name was Noquitompany, was a Man professing Godliness, and esteem'd by those that knew him as a pious and good Man.

But how good soever he was, his Son Isaac was in his younger Days sometimes guilty of the Sin of Drunkenness: but, so far as I can learn, he was on other accounts a very honest and just Man, and so generally looked on by his Neighbours, both Indians and English.

But there are yet better things to be spoken of this our Isaac, and things that do accompany Salvation; for God having chosen him to Life eternal, was pleased, when he was, as I think, about forty Years old, effectually to call him, convincing him of his Sin and Misery by Nature, and enabling him to betake himself to Jesus Christ for Deliverance and Salvation.

Being thus turned from Sin to God, he made a publick Profession of Faith and Repentance, and was admitted as a Member in full Communion into the Church, whereof the memorable Japheth was then the Pastor. And being now called with an holy Calling, he after this always walked like an holy Man, behaving himself in all respects
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respects worthy of the Vocation with which he was so fa-
voured, and was never more, so far as I can learn, 
announced with any Fault that was matter of Scandal, or 
rumbling to God’s People, or any others that knew 
him. Even the Sin of Drunkenness, to which he had 
before his Conversion been somewhat inclined, he did 
now wholly abandon, living soberly, and as became a 
good Christian.

Having thus for some Years, by a good Conversation, 
recommended himself to the good Esteem of all his 
Brethren and Neighbours; and being also observed to 
be a Man of Prayer, and very devout and constant in 
his Attendance on the publick Worship, and Ordinances 
of God; and also one of a good Understanding in the 
holo Scriptures, and apt to instruct and exhort those 
with whom he conversed; he was sometimes called to 
preach the Word of God publickly, and did, to the good 
Acceptation of the better sort of People, perform that 
Duty.

He was a Magistrate as well as a Minister among his 
own Countrymen, and faithfully discharged the Duties of 
that Office, according to the best of his Skill and Judg-
ment, not being a Terror to good Works, but to those 
that were Evil.

He was also some Years before he dy’d, chosen and 
set apart to the Office of a Ruling-Elder in the Church 
whereof he was a Member, to supply the Place from 
which another by his Transgression fell, and did with 
great Fidelity discharge the Trust therein reposed in 
him.

In his Preaching he was not very popular, and with 
many he was the least so, because he was a sharp and se-
rious Reprover of the Sins, to which he could not but 
see his Countrymen were much addicted; and he has 
sometimes complained to me of several Preachers of his 
own Nation, that they too much contented themselves 
with only teaching and exhorting the People, without 
sharply reproving and rebuking of them for the Sins and 
Vices wherein they lived.

Being such a Reprover of the unfruitful Works of Dark-
ness, he was the fitter Person for the Office of a Ruling 
Elder, which he did now sustain and exercise, and the 
Duties whereof he did very faithfully discharge.
He was not at all for conniving at the Sins of his Brethren, nor willing to suffer Sin on them; when therefore Offenders were to be dealt with, he searched out Matters very diligently, and examined strictly into the Nature and Degrees of the Faults and Offences whereof they were guilty, and would sharply reprove them for their Sins, endeavouring with all his Might to convince them of the Evil of what they appeared to be justly charged with, and would most affectionately press them to a thorough and hearty Repentance of their Miscarriages; all which he performed in such a manner as did plainly discover, that he was himself grieved and distressed on the account of the Sins and Faults of his Brethren, as I have many times observed.

As he was an Elder that ruled well in the Church of God, so he did much more know how to rule his own House, tho', to his great Grief, some of his Children behaved not themselves as they ought to have done.

He was constant and devout in his Family Worship, frequently read the Scriptures in his House before Morning and Evening Prayer, especially on Sabbath Days he did constantly do so; he then used to sing Psalms also.

It was likewise his constant Custom before he prayed, to let drop some serious and savoury Sentences in his Family, by way of Instruction, Exhortation, or Admonition, as he judged necessary.

He missed not of a considerable Share of those Afflictions, as Chastisements, which such that are without, are Bastards and not Sons: for, beside the Trouble he met with from the Miscarriages of some of his own Children, and the Hatred and Persecution which he endured from such of his Countrymen, as could not endure so strict a Discipline as he was for maintaining; he was also much vexed by some Controversies which arose, betwixt the Indians of the Place where he lived, and some of their English Neighbours, respecting the Title of the Land which the Indians claimed, the Trouble whereof fell much on him, he being a leading Man in the Place:

But I believe he acted with a good Conscience in that Affair.

While he was under these Troubles, he discoursed frequently of the Fraility of human Life, and of the Vanity and Uncertainty of all sublunary Enjoyments; but did
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so more frequently and feelingly in the last Year or two of his Life, than before he had done. And the Winter before he dy'd, he spake frequently of this World as none of his Home, or resting Place, and of Heaven as the Place of his Desires, whither he hoped and expected shortly to go. He now also frequently magnified the Mercy of God discovered in the Redemption and Salvation of Sinners, by Jesus Christ our Lord.

About this time he more than once intimated, both to his own Family and others, that he was apprehensive that the time of his Dissolution was at hand; and withal declared his Willingness to leave this World, whenever it should please God to call him out of it: and so lively was the Impression he now had of the Shortness of his time here, that he seldom went out in a Morning without letting drop some Words to his Family, intimating the Uncertainty of his ever coming home alive again to them.

Thus, as at other times, he did on the fifth or sixth Day of March, in the Year 1716-7; for having early in the Morning of that Day instructed his Family, and prayed with them, as he used to do, and having told his Wife and Children that he felt a Pain in his Side, which was not yet very troublesome to him, he went on a necessary Business from his own House in Christian-Town to Edgartown, about seven or eight Miles, telling them, that he designed to return home in the Evening if he could: but immediately subjoining, that many went out in the Morning, and never returned to their Houses any more, he did himself go out and do so; for having gotten well to the said Place, and done the Business he went on, he returned homeward in the Evening of the same Day, but never arrived alive at his own House, and was the next Day found dead in the Path, a Mile or two short of it; what the Cause of his Death was, never being discovered.
EXAMPLE XXI.

Joash Panu, a Pastor of an Indian Church in Martha's Vineyard, who died August 1720.

Joash Panu was a Son of Annampanu, otherwise call'd Maattee, who, if he were not a good Man when his Son Joash was born to him, yet thro' Grace became such a one, many Years before he dy'd; but more of him afterwards. The Woman by whom he had this Son, and some other Children, was a pious Daughter of that Mistake before mentioned.

When the Joash I am speaking of was a little Boy, some body was so kind to him as to put a little Rum in his Mouth, that so he might have an early Taste of that Liquor which our Indians do much admire; but it seems that this sort of Drink was somewhat too hot for the young and tender Mouth of the Lad; he therefore suddenly spurted it out, manifesting some Dislike of it. His Mother being present, and observing how he acted, spake to this Purpose to him, Is this too hot for you, and so very offensive, as by your acting it seems to be? how much more would the Flames of Hell be so? and yet for drinking too much of this sort of Drink, there be many that go to that Place of Torment: take heed therefore that you abstain therefrom, be sure to avoid the excessive Use of it. This seasonable Word of Caution and Advice which his Mother thus gave to him, made such an Impression on the young Heart of this her Son, that he never forgot it as long as he lived; nor did he, so far as I can understand, ever taste one Drop more of that sort of Drink to his dying Day; neither did he use to drink any other sort of Drink that was strong or spirituous.

I doubt not but that the pious Mother of this Son did in his Youth give him many other good Lessons, besides that already mention'd; but he was not put to School to learn to read and write in the proper Season of it, his Parents then living in a Place where there was no School at hand for him to go to, and 'tis like his Father was then too unmindful of things of that Nature: However, for the supplying of what was thus wanting, he did himself, when he was grown up to some Years of
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Diocle, set on learning to read and write, and did, without the Help of a School, (being only assisted there-in by such as he could in a transient way get to instruct him) make such Proficiency in the Work which he so happily attempted, that he learned to read Indian well, and advanced so far in learning to read English also, that an English Bible and Concordance was of considerable Use to him. He learned to write so well also, that he penn’d the Heads of the Sermons he preached, as alfo of those which he heard preached by others; and kept in writing Memorandums of such things as he thought should not be forgotten.

He appeared serious while he was but a young Man, was not known to be given to any Vice, nor much addicted to follow after such Vanities as most young Persons are too prone to pursue: and there’s the more reason to think he was truly pious, while he was but a young Man, for that as soon as he was married, he did without any Delay set up the Worship of God in his Family; and also frequently prayed to God in secret; especially in the Morning when he first rose, it was his Custom thus to do, as the pious Woman that was his Wife, who is yet living, does assure me.

He was likewise very diligent in reading the holy Scriptures, and such other good Books as, being in the Indian Tongue, he could read with Advantage: and such as were acquainted with him, looked on him as a very just and honest Man in his Dealings with his Neighbours, and one whose Word might be rely’d on in what he spake or promised to them. The English as well as the Indians gave him this Testimony.

He did not join himself to any particular Church of Christ, as soon as the People of God thought him qualified for their Communion; but being concerned that he might approve himself to God in what he did, defer’d his asking an Admission to the Privileges of a Church State, until he was himself in some good measure satisfied, that he was qualified to enjoy them: nor did he ever after his Admission to them, by any Sin or Misconduct, dishonour the Name of God, or scandalize any of his People, but walked worthy of the Vocation wherewith he was called.

When he was called to the Work of the Ministry, he did undoubtedly study to approve himself to God in that Work.
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Work. He diligently read the Scriptures, and studied them; and not being furnished with Commentaries, was the more frequent in asking the meaning of difficult Places in them, and used also to propound many other profitable Questions about the Things of God and his Kingdom. He was a most zealous Preacher against the Sins of his own Countrymen, crying aloud, and not sparing to shew the People their Transgressions. And by the just Complaints he sometimes made of the Wickedness of many of his Neighbours, I cannot but think he was one that did sigh and cry for all their Abominations.

Nor did he thus shew to the People their Sins, without letting them know how they might be saved from them: he therefore preached Jesus Christ to his Hearers, shewing them who he was, and how he came into the World to save his People from their Sins, and what he did and underwent to that End; as also how sinful Men might come to have an Interest in him, and in all the Benefits which by his righteous Life, and bitter Death, he purchased for them; and what would become of all those that refused to comply with the Terms of the Gospel.

Being so good a Man, and so faithful a Preacher, when one Sowamog died, who was Mr. Japheth's immediate Successor in the Pastoral Office, the Flock over which these had been Overseers could think of no fitter Person to fill up that Vacancy, than this Japhb was; to him therefore they committed the Care of their Souls, and he was accordingly solemnly ordained to be their Pastor in the Year 1716, and did faithfully discharge the Trust so committed to him, as long as his Life and Strength lasted, which was but about four Years.

He was humbly sensible of his Insufficiency for the great Work to which he was called, complained much of his own Ignorance and want of Learning; and would sometimes say to a Person whom he thought to have more Knowledge than himself, 'I would desire you to instruct me in my Duty, and shew me how the Affairs of the Church ought to be managed: we Indians are ignorant, and know not what to do, without Counsel and Direction from the English.' Nor was this merely a Compliment in him; for he constantly asked and received Advice in his Management of his Church-Affairs.
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Being thus willing to learn, he seem'd daily to increase in Knowledge, and I believe grew in Grace also. The longer he continued in the Work of the Ministry, the more zealous and earnest his Discourses appeared to be; nor were his Sermons impertinent, unstudied Discourses, but had many very good things in them, and these delivered in something of Order and Method.

In his Discipline he did constantly bear Testimony against all the unfruitful Works of Darkness; very zealously reproving Offenders for their Miscarriages, and endeavoured to reclaim and reform them: Drunkenness especially was a Sin which he did most earnestly testify against, he spake of it with the greatest Indignation, and could hardly believe that it was lawful for Christians (except in extraordinary Cases) so much as to taste of those Liquors, by the drinking whereof God is so much dishonoured, and so many Souls destroy'd. In discoursing of strong Drink and Drunkenness, he made great Use of that Text, Wine is a mocker, and strong Drink is raging, he that is deceived thereby is not wise: and he used in his Prayer to lament that there were so many Drunkards amongst the People of his own Nation.

He was long sick of a consumptive Distemper before he dy'd, which I have often thought he brought on himself by his excessive Labours. Not long after the Beginning of his Illness, he told his Wife and Children, that he would not have them expect his Recovery; for he thought the Illness which he was under would end in his Death, and that he was going to his heavenly Father.

I saw him frequently in the time of his Sickness, and heard him utter many pious and savoury Expressions, which I cannot now repeat. However I remember that he did not appear to be at all dismay'd at the Thoughts of his approaching Dissolution; but said he was willing to die whenever God pleased that he should do so, whether it was sooner or latter. He owned himself to be a sinful Creature, and acknowledged, that if God should mark his Iniquity against him, he could not stand before him; yet he professed Hopes of Eternal Life thro' the Merits of Jesus Christ his only Saviour.

His Church visiting him a little before his Death, he earnestly exhorted them to persevere in the Fear and Service of the Lord their God; and at their Desire, gave them his dying Counsel, respecting a Successor in the Pastoral
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Pastoral Care and Charge of their Souls: but they did not see Cause to take his Advice in this last Particular.

He towards the close of his Life did most earnestly exhort, and solemnly charge those of his own House, to fear God, and depart from Iniquity; and particularly, that they should take heed of the Sin of Drunkenness, to which so many were inclined. And he then told them, that if they took his Advice in those things, they might again see him with Joy in his Father's Kingdom.

**EXAMPLE XXII.**

Abel Wauwompuhque, Deacon of the Indian Church on the West End of Martha's Vineyard, and a Preacher of the Word of God at Nashouohkamuk.

This Abel Wauwompuhque was a Son of a godly Man of the same Name, who was Brother to Muttark before mentioned, who were both of them Sons of Nobtook-fact, a Sachim that came from the Massachusetts Bay many Years since.

Our Abel was in his younger Years, and while yet in a State of Nature, inclined to the same youthful Vanities as unconverted young Men generally are, and would sometimes drink to Excess; but when it pleased God to work a saving Change in his Heart, there followed thereon an evident Change in his Life, he then departed from the Sins which before he loved and practis'd, and never, as did appear, return'd to them any more.

After he was married, and had some Children, he made a publick Profession of Religion, and joined as Member in full Communion to the Church whereof John Tackanash was Pastor; and for ever afterwards, so far as I can learn, walked worthy of the Vocation wherewith he was called. I never heard that he was once overtaken with strong Drink, from that time to the Day of his Death; or guilty of any other scandalous Offence whatsoever. And tho' some of his Children were Persons of no good Character, yet I never understood that he countenanced them in their Wickedness, or at all endeavoured to conceal their Faults; but on the contrary, always bore a Testimony against them.

He was a Person of good natural Parts, a ready Wit, and a very cautious and obliging Conversation; and seem'd...
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68 to be a very cordial Friend to the English, by whom he was generally well respected, and esteemed a sober and good Man.

It was not many Years after he had made an open Profession of Religion, before he was called to preach the Gospel occasionally to his own Countrymen; and was quickly esteemed and spoken of as a Person apt to reach, and would probably have proved as knowing and able a Man as any the Indians have had among them, had not that happened to him of which I shall now give an Account.

In the Year 1690, the Indians of Martha's Vineyard had a sore Fever among them, which proved mortal to many of them; of which number several of those who were most esteemed for Piety were a part.

With this Fever was our good Abel seized, and very sorely visited, insomuch that his Life was in a manner despair'd of: but it pleased God in his great Goodness to spare the Man, only taking his hearing from him; so that after this he never heard a Word more so long as he lived.

This was a great Affliction to a Man who was much delighted in Conversation, and also a great Hindrance to his profiting by those Discourses of others, wherewith he might have been instructed and edified: However I have heard him say, that it may be God aimed at his Good in bringing such an Affliction on him, and that it might have been worse with him if he had had the Use of his Ears than now it was.

Our Abel was not discouraged by this Disadvantage from endeavouring to gain more Knowledge than before he had: for having no Use of his Ears, he made the more Use of his Eyes; he took a great Delight in Books, and made much Use of them, was not willing to be without any that, being in his own Language, he could well read and understand; he made Use of some English Books also: he would also ask many necessary Questions, and not be satisfied till either by writing, or some other Means, he had obtained an Answer to them. He could understand Signs very readily: but that which was yet more observable in him was, that by observing the Motion of the Person's Mouth that spake to him, if they spake very deliberately, he could understand almost every Word that they said, if not at the first yet at the Repetition
petition of the same Words to him; by which Means there was scarce any News going, but he knew what it was.

Being so notable a Man, he was not allowed to leave off preaching, when he was obliged to leave off hearing; and though he could not now modulate his Voice as he formerly could have done, yet he did good Service.

After the Death of Deacon Jonathan Amos before mentioned in our 15th Example, this Abel was chosen into that Office in his stead, and served faithfully in it as long as he lived, still continuing to preach occasionally as he had done before. But after Mr. Japheth his Pastor dy'd in 1712, he became a constant Preacher in his Room, and remained so as long as he lived.

I have heard him several times, and could not but observe, that he always expressed himself with great Earnestness and Affection; and did plainly hold forth Jesus Christ and him crucified to his Hearers, inviting them to come to him and lay hold of him, for eternal Life, and Blessedness, and denouncing Wrath to the uttermost devouring Fire, and Everlasting Burnings, on all such as despise and disobey him. I also observed, that he cried aloud and spared not, to show the People their Transgressions and their Sins, telling them plainly of their Drunkenness, Whoredom, Thieving, Lying, Sabbath-breaking, &c. and letting them know, that those who do such things should not inherit the Kingdom of God.

I have also heard him insinuating with great Earnestness on the Necessity of Holiness in such as minister about holy things, and proving the same from Isaiah lii. 11. Be ye clean that bear the Vessels of the Lord.

In Prayer he used also to be very earnest, appearing therein to wrestle with God with all his Might; and I have sometimes heard him express his Sense of the Goodness of God to him, in granting gracious Answers to his Petitions; particularly, once in raising a Grandchild of his from the very Mouth of the Grave, and restoring it to Health, tho it had sometimes seemed to be quite dead.

He prayed frequently and earnestly for the English Ministers and Churches, and blessed God for the great Benefits which from them the Indians had received, in their bringing the Gospel to them.
Tho he could not hear, yet he diligently attended the publick Worship of God when others preached; and that his doing so might be of the more Advantage to him, he used when he could to get some body or other to sit by him, and write the Heads of the Sermon preached, and shew them to him; or otherwise at least to shew him the Texts of Scripture quoted in the Discourse. He also often borrowed the Notes of such as used any, when they preached to the Indians.

As he was a devout Man in the publick Duties of Religion, so he was also very constant and serious in his Family Worship.

His Custom was to read a while in the Practice of Duty before Morning and Evening Prayer, in which good Book he very much delighted; and while he had his hearing, he used also to sing Psalms in his House.

He frequently exhorted his Children to the Performance of the great Duties of Religion, and also reproved and rebuked them for their Miscessions; and would sometimes tell them they made their Father weep when they took bad Courses.

There were three of his Sons who came to untimely Ends, viz. that Elias and Caleb, whose Confessions are set down in Chapter third, and one called Cornelius, who was drowned not long since: which sad Providence made a deep Impression on the Heart of the good Man; yet he behaved himself very Christian-like under these Dispen-

sations.

After the Psalter was printed for the Use of the Indians in 1709, this godly Man delighted much to read and meditate therein; he therefore carried it about with him wherever he went to work, and whenever he sat down to rest him, he would look into it.

Being a good Man, he was a merciful one, and in that respect well qualify’d for the Office he sustained; he therefore wisely and compassionately considered the Poor, and was willing to do all that lay in his Power for their Relief.

He foretold that his Death was approaching, not far off, about a Year or two before he dy’d, when he seemed to others likely to live many Years longer; both to my self and others he thus gave notice of his End: but I thought what he said was but a mere Conjecture, and therefore did very little regard it: however, as he said so it prov’d.

When
When in his last Sickness I visited him, I heard him express himself in such Language as became a dying Christian. He appeared not to be at all terrified at the Thoughts of his Dissolution, which he daily expected, but manifested a Willingness to leave the World, whenever it should please God to call him out of it; and also expressed his Hopes of a better Life, whenever his present Life should end.

He exhorted his Neighbours before he dy'd to take care that the House of God did not lie waste, when he was laid in his Grave, and could not promote the repairing of it, as he had been wont to do. He also pressed them diligently to uphold the Worship of God in the Place; and did more particularly inculcate this Charge on a Son of his own, of whom he entertained some Hopes that he would serve the Lord in the Work of the Ministry, as he himself had done.

He told his Wife and Children, that he would not have them much concerned about him, but rather be concerned to be true Worshipers of the Lord their God; for as for me, said he, I have a firm Persuasion, that when I shall leave this World, I shall leave all my Troubles behind me. And tho' now I cannot hear, and can hardly see, but am every way weak and feeble; yet I shall shortly both see and hear, and walk, and leap in the Presence of the Lord.

He in his Sickness very frequently called on God, and when others pray'd with and for him, tho' he could not hear what they said, yet he himself still appeared very intent, and was supposed to be very seriously engaged in that Duty. And after he was speechless, he lifted up his Hands and Eyes towards Heaven, the Place where doubtless his Heart and Treasure were.

He dy'd October 1st, 1722.
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A SUPPLEMENT TO

The First Chapter:

Giving a more general Account of some other Godly Ministers.

Besides the Persons already named, as Examples of Piety, in this Chapter, there have been several other Preachers and Deacons, who have been justly esteemed godly Men; and therefore such as ought not to be forgotten: but partly because I can give no very particular Account of them, and partly because a larger Account would swell the Essay now under my hand, beyond its intended Bigness, I shall make but a very general Mention of the other Persons whom I here design to name; and they are these here following, viz.

I. Panupukquah. This Man was an elder Brother of that William Lay before mentioned, Example the ninth. He was one of the first Indian Preachers on this Island, and used to preach the Word of God at the Place now called Nashoobkamuk, alias Chilmark, and was accounted a very sober and godly Man. I cannot learn how long ago he dy'd, but I suppose well nigh sixty Years before the writing hereof in 1724.

II. John Amanbut. This John was a Son of Wannahmanbut, who had for his Father a Sachem of the Massachusetts Bay, by whom being sent hither to take care of the Rights he here claimed, he settled on the Island, and became a Christian, or praying Man, and his Son John being also a serious Professor of Religion, and one who could read, and was well versed in the Principles of Christianity, he was employed as a Preacher of the
the Gospel among his own Countrymen, and did good
Service therein. He maintained a good Character as long
as he lived, and was thought to die well. He was the
Father of Tosa Manbut, now one of the Pastors of the
Indian Church on the West End of this Island, and of a
very pious young Woman Abigail Manbut, here after
mentioned. I think he dy’d in March 1672.

III. Lazarus, called by the Indians Kokefap. He was
a very serious and godly Man, and a Person of a very
exemplary Life and Conversation. He was the first
Deacon of the Church whereof John Tackanafb was
Pastor, and dy’d at Numpang in Edgertown, some Years
before his Pastor did. I suppose about the Year 1677,
he was one of the Poor of the World, but generally ac-
counted by good People that knew him, rich in Faith,
and an Heir of God’s Kingdom. He lived to be an old
Man, and never married.

IV. Joel Sims. This Joel was the Son of an Indian
called Pockafimme, and was well instructed in his Youth,
so that when he grew up, he seemed to be a Person of
better Knowledge than most of his Neighbours; and then
appearing also to be seriously religious, and of a blame-
less Life, he was called to preach the Gospel at Christ-
ian-Town, the Place in which he lived, and was much
esteemed for the Gifts and Graces wherewith he was en-
dued. He dy’d while he was but a young Man, I
think about the Year 1680, and was much lamented by
good People among the Indians.

V. James Septimu. This James was a Brother to
John Tackanafb, already frequently mentioned. He was
a serious Professor of Religion, and a Man of a blame-
less Life and Conversation; and being also a Person of
good Knowledge, he was called to preach the Word of
God to the People of his own Nation, chiefly at a Place
now called Okokame, or Christian Town, where he dy’d,
if I mistake not, in the Year 1683.

VI. Wompamag, commonly by the English called Mr.
Sam. He was a Sachim of the East End of Martha’s
Vineyard, who, when he heard the Gospel preached,
professed that he believed it; and having first learned to
read, and been well instructed in the Principles of Chris-
tianity, he not only joined himself to that Church of
Christ whereof that John Tackanafb was Pastor, but be-
came himself a zealous Preacher to the People whole
Sachim
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Sachim he was. I have seen him divers times when I was a Youth, and remember that he was a Man of a very grave Deportment, and very full of serious and godly Discourse. I know he was charged with some Faults; but pleading his Innocency, nothing scandalous could be prov'd against him.

Some of our English People who were best acquainted with him, have given me a good Character of him. And I am credibly informed, that he triumphed over the King of Terrors at his Death. I can't certainly tell in what Year he dy'd, but I think it was in October 1689.

VII. Keftumin. This Man was the first Deacon of the Church whereof the famous Hiacoomes was Pastor. How early he was converted, I have never been informed: however, he was esteemed by all that were acquainted with him, as a Person of a very blameless Conversation, undoubted Piety, and an excellent Spirit. He was a devout Worshpper of God in Christ, praying constantly in his House, and sometimes in publick also. He was a diligent Instructor of his own Family, and used to give many good Exhortations to his Neighbours. He faithfully and prudently discharged the Duties of the Office to which he was called. He was the Husband of one Wife only, and she a very pious Woman, and had, if no more, one very faithful and pious Child, viz. the prudent and godly Sarah Hannit, Japheth's Wife, hereafter to be mentioned. I remember the Man, and have heard him pray very affectionately, but cannot give a particular Account of him, nor can I learn what his last Words were.

VIII. Job Pregin. This Job was a Preacher of the Word of God at Sanchekantacket, in Edgartown. And tho' it must be confessed, that he discovered some Infirmity, in craving of strong Drink more than he ought to have done; yet I must say, that I cannot but hope, that he had the Root of the Matter in him, and did sincerely endeavour to mortify that Lust which did too easily beset him. He preached, prayed, and discoursed like a Man that had a Principle of Grace in him, and was on all other Accounts, as far as I know, blameless; nor was he ever drunk that I know of, tho' he sometimes drank more than he should have done.
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He lived to a great Age, and carried himself like a good Christian when he drew near to his End; for he then gave much good Counsel to his Relations and Neighbours, confessed his Unworthiness of Eternal Life, and yet professed Hopes of Everlasting Blessedness thro' the Mercy of God, and Merits of his Son Jesus Christ, and his Willingness to die and leave the World, on the account of that Hope which he had in him. He dy'd in the Year 1723.

There have been several other Preachers among our Indians, which, tho' I have had some Hopes, that they were not utterly destitute of the saving Graces of God's Spirit, yet such were the Infirmities with which they conflicted, that I think not convenient to mention them as Examples of Piety: nor would I have any to think, that because I mention them not, I look'd on them as such as were utter Strangers to a Life of Grace and Holiness.
CHAP. II.

Containing an Account of several Indian MEN, not in any Church Office, who have appeared to be truly good Men.

WHEREVER God raiseth up a godly Ministry, and setteth them to Work among any People, it seemeth more than probable that he hath some Elect Souls, that he designs to extend his special saving Grace to, and will by such a Ministry effectually call, and bring savingly home to himself. But now, that God has raised up such a Ministry among our Indians, seems evident by what has been said in the foregoing Chapter, wherein I have instanced in a very considerable number of Indian Ministers, who have appeared to be truly godly.

I shall therefore now proceed to mention some that have not been Ministers of the Word of God, nor sustained any Ecclesiastical Office in our Indian Churches, who have yet been looked on as pious Persons; and shall in this Chapter only instance in several Men that I judge so to have been; purposing also to give an Account of some godly Women and Children in the two next.

EXAMPLE I.

Miohsoo, an Indian of Nunpang, within the Bounds of Edgartown, who was converted in the Year 1646.

After the memorable Hiacoomes had embraced the Christian Religion in the Year 1643, he joined with Mr. Mayhew, by whom he had been instructed in the Mysteries of God's Kingdom, in an Essay to make known those Mysteries to the rest of the Indians living on the same
fame Island with them; but for the present, these could only treat with the said Indians in a private Way, about the Things of God, a publick Audience not being yet attainable: nor were there many of them who were privately instruct'd, that seemed much to regard the great Things of God's Law, that were declared to them; but rather looked on them as a strange Thing: and especially the Sachims, and chief Men among the Indians, would not give any Countenance to that Religion which was then proposed to them; but did on the contrary most of them, either openly or secretly oppose it.

Thus Things remained till the Year 1646. at which time the Indians being visited with a foreDilemper which God sent among them, and made mortal to many of them, but apparently left to those who had given any Countenance to the great Truths that had been proposed to them, and Hiacoomes and his Family; who openly profess'd the fame, were scarcely at all hurt by it: Being, I say, thus visited by God, and observing the Distinction which he was then pleased to make betwixt those that favoured Religion, and such as did despise and reject it, they were many of them thereby put on a serious Consideration of the things which before they flighted; and some began earnestly to desire to have the Mysteries of Religion opened to them, and to hearken with great Attention to the Things that were by Mr. Mayhew and Hiacoomes preached among them.

About this time that Miobqjho of whom I am speaking, being the chief Man of the Place where he lived, sent a Messenger in the Night to Hiacoomes, about five or six Miles, intreating him to come away to him: and Hiacoomes receiving the Message about break of Day, readily went to the said Miobqjho's House, where when he came, there were many Indians gathered together, amongst which was Tauwenyquatuck, the chief Sachim of that End of the Island, whom I shall have occasion again to mention.

Hiacoomes being come, Miobqjho gladly received him, and told him what he desired of him; the Sum whereof was, That he would freely his Heart to them, and let them know how it stood towards God, and what they ought to do.

Hiacoomes very gladly embraced this Call and Opportunity to instruct them, declaring to them all Things
which he himself had learned, concerning God the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, shewing them what this God did for Mankind, and what their Duty was towards him.

Having finished his Speech, Miobqjfo asked him, How many Gods the English worshipped? Hiacomes answered ONE, and no more. Whereupon Miobqjfo reckoned up about 37 principal Gods which he had; and shall I, said he, throw away all these 37 for the sake of one only? What do you your self think, said Hiacomes? for my part I have thrown away all these, and many more, some years ago, and yet I am preserved as you see this Day. You speak true, said Miobqjfo; and therefore I will throw away all my Gods too, and force that one God with you.

Miobqjfo having thus spoken, Hiacomes proceeded more fully to instruct him, and the rest of the Company with him, and did, as Miobqjfo desired, open his Heart to them; he told them, that he did fear the great God only, and did greatly reverence his Son, who had suffered Death to satisfy the Wrath of God his Father, for all those that trust in him, and forfake their sinful Ways; and that the Spirit of God did work these things in the Hearts of the Children of Men. He told them also, that he was very sorry for his own Sins, and desired to be redeemed thro' Jesus Christ from them, and to walk according to God's Commandments.

Hiacomes also now told these his poor Countrymen of the Sin and Fall of Adam, and what a dreadful Estate Mankind were thereby brought into; and did also boldly reckon up their own Sins to them, and charged them home on them, as that of having many Gods, and going after Pawsasures, &c. And having thus opened his Heart to his Hearers, he concluded his Discourse by telling them, that if they could obtain such Hearts as, thro' Grace, he had, they should receive such Mercies as he did.

This Sermon of Hiacomes being ended, several of his Hearers were much affected; and some of them said that now they had seen their Sins.

But it is time to return to Miobqjfo.

Miobqjfo having promised, as is above declared, to worship the true God, and serve him only, was as good as his Word; for he carry'd himself as a true Servant of God all the Days of his Life after it. Upon diligent Inquiry of such as knew him, I cannot understand that he was ever...
ever known to be guilty of any considerable Fault after
he made a Profession of Religion, but carry'd himself in
all respects like a good Christian.

One thing in particular, wherein the sincere Piety of
this Miobqfoo was discovered, I shall here relate. An Indi-
an of some Note coming hither from the Main, good Miob-
qfoo fell into a Discourse with him, and told him many of
the great Things of God, and of his Son, wherein he had
been instructed; declaring also to him what a foolish and
sinful People the Indians were, and how they might ob-
tain the Pardon of all their Sins thro' Jesus Christ, the
only Saviour of sinful Men; shewing him likewise what
a good Life those lived, that were indeed the saved of
the Lord. And so greatly were they both affected with
these things, that they continued their Discourse about
them for near 24 Hours together, till their Strength was
so spent, that they could discourse no longer. Among
the Things which Miobqfoo now said to the Person with
whom he discoursed, this was one, That true Believers
did live above the World, and did keep worldly things
always under their Feet; and this he said did appear in
that, when they were either increased or diminished, it
was neither the Cause of their Joy nor of their Sorrow;
neither did they flin upon as to regard them, but stood
upright, with their Hearts heavenward, their whole De-

cire being after God, and their Joy in him only. Such
a Christian it was much to be hoped this Miobqfoo
was.

Miobqfoo himself being so good a Man, was very de-
sirous that his Children should be so likewise; to this
case he committed two of them, viz. a Son and a Daugh-
ter, to the special Care and Charge of Mr. Mayhew,
who was very highly esteemed by him, being desirous
that they should be well instructed. The Daughter will
be afterwards mentioned; the Son Mr. Mayhew took
with him, when he undertook that Voyage for England,
in which he was lost, and all that went with him in the
Ship, in the Year 1657.

After this Miobqfoo lived many Years, until he arrived
to a great Age, and was looked on as a wise and good Man,
both by the English and Indians that knew him. He fre-
quently served his Generation in the Place of a Magi-
trate, and was esteemed faithful in the Discharge of that
Trust.
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Trust. The Year of his Death I cannot now find, nor can I give a more particular Account concerning him.

EXAMPLE II.

Tawanquatuck, the first Indian Sachim that became a Christian on Martha's Vineyard.

His Person was the chief Sachim on the East End of Martha's Vineyard, where the English first settled in the Year 1642.

He was kind to the English at their first coming, and was, as I have been informed, willing to let them have Land to settle on; but several of his Council, or chief Men, called in Indian Akkoskouaeg, being much against his selling any Land to these new Comers, he to quiet them, gave several Parts of his Sachimship to them, and then left to the English a considerable Part of what he referred to himself, to make that Settlement on, now called Edgartown.

But tho this Sachim was thus kind to the English, he did not presently see reason to imbrace their Religion; nor was he one of them that appeared as an Enemy thereto, being willing, as it seems, to consider what he did in a Matter of so great Importance.

However, in the Year 1646, when Miohsoo above mentioned invited Hiacoomes to come to his House, and instruct him in the Religion which he professed, this Tawanquatuck was then present as an Auditor, with several other Indians, and in a short time after invited Mr. Mayhew to preach publickly to his People, and he himself became a constant Hearer of him.

On Mr. Mayhew's first going to preach to the Indians on this Invitation, the Sachim told him, 'That a long time ago the Indians had wise Men among them, that did in a grave manner teach the People Knowledge; but they, and ke, are dead, and their Wisdom is buried with them and now Men live a giddy Life in Ignorance till they are white-headed, and the ripe in Years, yet they go without Wisdom to their Graves.' He also told Mr. Mayhew, that he wonder'd the English should be almost thirty Years in the Country, and yet the Indians Fools still; but said he hoped the time of Knowledge
lodge was now come. He then also (others joining with him in it) desired Mr. Mayhew to preach in a stated Course to the Indians, to make known the Word of God to them: and soon after going to Mr. Mayhew's, to encourage him to comply with his Request, told him that he should be to them as one that stands by a running River, filling many Vessels; even so, said he, shall you fill us with Everlasting Knowledge.

He likewise told Mr. Mayhew, that the reason why he desired him to preach to the Indians was, because he was desirous that the Indians should grow more in Goodness, and that their Posterity might inherit Blessings after he was dead; and that he himself was also desirous to put the Word of God to his Heart, and to repent of, and throw away his Sins, that so after he should cease to live here, he might enjoy eternal Life in Heaven.

Mr. Mayhew complying with the pious Request of this good Sachim, and preaching to him, and as many of his People as were willing to come to hear him, the Sachim was hated and persecuted by such as were yet Enemies to the Christian Religion among the Indians. I shall here give one Instance of his Sufferings, and I shall set it down in Mr. Mayhew's own Words *, written on that Occasion about three Years after the thing happened,

"We had not, faith he, long continued our Meeting, but the Saggamore Tawanquatuck met with a sad Trial; for being at a Weare, where some Indians were fishing, where also there was an English Man present, as he lay along on a Mat on the Ground asleep, by a little light Fire, the Night being very dark, an Indian came down, as being ready fitted for the Purpose, and being about six or eight Paces off, let fly a broad-headed Arrow, purposing by all probability to drench the deadly Arrow in his Heart's Blood; but the Lord prevented it: for, notwithstanding all the Advantages he had, instead of the Heart he hit the Eye-brow, which like a Brow of Steel, turned the Point of the Arrow.

---

* See a Letter of Mr. Mayhew's to Mr. Whitfield, in his Light appearing more, and more Pages 6, 7, 8.
Arrow, which glancing away, flit his Nose from the Top to the Bottom. A great Stir there was presently, the Sagamore fat up and bled much, but was thro' the Mercy of God not much hurt. The Darkness of the Night hid the Murderer, and he is not discovered to this Day.

The next Morning I went to see the Sagamore, and found him praising God for his great Deliverance, both himself and all the Indians wondering that he was a-live. The Cause of his being shot, as the Indians said, was for walking with the English; and it is also conceived both by them and us, that his Forwardness for the Meeting was one thing; which, with the Experience I have had of him, gives me Matter of strong Persuasion, that he bears in his Brow the Marks of the Lord Jesu's.

About a Year and a half after Mr. Mayhew's writing this Account, a great number of the praying Indians, of whom this Tzacanquatuck was one of the most eminent, entred into a solemn Covenant to serve the true God, and him only; which Covenant was at their Request by Mr. Mayhew written in their own Language for them, and a Copy of it was soon after published in a Letter of his to the Corporation.

The praying Indians did also about the same time earnestly desire that Christian Civil Government might be set up over them, and that Transgressions of the Law of God might be punished according to the Rules of his Word, as Mr. Mayhew has in his said Letter declared*; which being according to their Desire, some time after done, this Tzacanquatuck became a Christian Magistrate among the People, over whom he had before ruled as an Indian Sachim, and did so far, as I can learn, faithfully discharge that Trust so long as God continued his Life.

All, both Indians and English that I can meet with, who knew any thing of the Man while he lived, do give him this Testimony, that he continued all his Days to be a Person of a blameless Conversation. I cannot now find out in what Year he dy'd; but I think it was near about the Year 1670.

* See Year of Repentance, published by the Corporation in 1655.
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EXAMPLE III.  

JOSEPH POMPMAHCHÔHOO, who died at Watfhat, on Martha’s Vineyard, in the Year 1687.

The Father of this Joseph was an Indian, called Pamominnit, which is all that I know of him; nor have I been informed how the Son carry’d himself in his younger Days: however, he became a Member in full Communion, of the Church whereof John Tackanôb was Pastor, well nigh as soon as that Church was first gathered, and was an Ornament to it as long as he lived.

Living some Years within about a Mile of my Father’s House, we were all well acquainted with him, and looked on him as a grave and serious Man, of a very blameless Conversation; and indeed all that knew him on the Island gave him such a Character.

He was justly esteemed a Person of great Prudence, Moderation, and Industry; and he accordingly ordered his Affairs with Discretion, provided well for his Family, and carry’d himself very obligingly to his Neighbours, both Indians and English.

He was observable for the excellent Memory wherewith God favoured him, and the good Use which he made of it. He could remember a great number of excellent Texts of Scripture, and had an Heart to improve them for the Edification of his Neighbours, when there was Opportunity and Occasion for it.

He constantly worshipped God in his Family, and used ordinarily to give some necessary Instructions and Admonitions to his Household, before Morning and Evening Prayer: but his Endeavours in this way to do them good had not the desired Effect.

As he endeavoured to do good in his own House, so he did no less in the Church to which he belonged, on all Occasions instructing, exhorting, and reproving his Brethren, as one that was not in doubt of the Obligations lying on him to be their Keeper: nor did he perform this great Duty in private only, but did the same in publick also, when there was occasion for it.

He was constant in his Attendance on the publick Ordinances of God’s Worship, as one that took Delight
and Pleasure in them: and he was in such Esteem for Wisdom and Piety among his Brethren, that if it had happened that the Minister that should preach was hindered from coming to the Place where he went to hear, they used to call on him to give a Word of Exhortation to them; and he several times did so, to the good Satisfaction and Edification of the most intelligent of them that heard him.

Another Way in which he served his Generation, by the Will of God, was, by sustaining and executing the Office of a Magistrate among his own Countrymen; in the Discharge of which Trust, being just, and ruling in the Fear of God, he did Good to his People.

This good Man made a good End. He was in his last Sickness visited by several of the most noted Indians on the Island, as particularly by William Lay, mentioned in Chap. 1. Examp. 9th, and John Hiacomes, who afterwards preached at Affawamcit on the Main. And I have a Paper now before me, subscribed by the two Persons last mentioned, wherein they testify, that he had good Hope in his Death; they declared that he said, 'That having chosen the Lord to be his God, and being firmly persuaded of his great Power and Mercy, and also of the certain Truth and Faithfulness of the Promises of his Covenant, he had a strong Hope that he would eternally save him.' Nor will such a Hope ever make those ashamed, in whose Hearts the Love of God is shed abroad by the Holy Ghost.

**EXAMPLE IV.**

Noquittompany, an Indian of Christian-Town, who died in or about the Year 1690.

I cannot tell who was the Father of this Man, but a Son of his I was well acquainted with, viz. that good Isaac Company mentioned Chapter I. Example 20.

The Father did not presently embrace the Christian Religion, on the first preaching of it; nor did he for some time appear forward to attend the preaching of the Word of God, when it was brought nigh to him; but would either lie at home, or go a fishing or hunting on the Lord's-Day, to the great Grief of such as were better disposed. O-
therwife he was generally esteemed a very honest and discreet Man among his Countrymen.

But what will moral Honesty without serious Religion profit a Man, in the Day that his Soul shall be taken from him, and when God shall enter into Judgment with such as obey not the Gospel? And our Noquittompany was at length convinced that he must become a praying Man, if he would enjoy that Salvation which none but such as call on the Name of the Lord may expect to obtain: God effectually convinced him, that without Holines no Man can see the Lord; and the next News of him was, Behold he prays.

He set up the Worship of God in his House, praying daily with his Family, and diligently instructing of them; nor were there now any more Complaints of his profaning God's holy Day, but instead of going a hunting, as he used to do, he became a constant and diligent Attender on the publick Worship of God.

And being thus become a new Creature, living a new Life, he could not long content himself without giving Glory to God by a professed Subjection to the Gospel: he soon asked Admission to all the Privileges of a Church-State, and publickly professing Repentance towards God, and Faith towards the Lord Jesus Christ, was readily admitted to them: nor did he ever after this bring any Discredit on Religion, or the Ways of God, by any immoral Practices, but continued a lively and bright Example of Pity to the End of his Life.

After his Wife dy'd, and his Children were all married, and settled in Families, he being old, used to live with them in their Houses, and sometimes lodged for a while in other Families, who were willing to receive and entertain him: and the Families wherein he for any time kept, were no Losers by having such a Man in them; for, being generally had in great Veneration among the Indians, they used wherever he lodged to desire him to lead in their Family Worship, and be instead of a Priest, to offer up their Spiritual Sacrifices to God for them; and such was the excellent Gift and Spirit of Prayer, with his God was pleased to favour him, that several Indian Ministers who heard him calling on the Name of the Lord, have assured me that his Prayers were very instructive and affecting.
But there was nothing more remarkable in the Character and Carriage of this good Man, than his Ability and Willingness to entertain with good Discourses, all those with whom he conversed. His God and Saviour, and those things which have a Relation to another Life after this is ended, were the Subjects about which he continually delighted to confer; and he used earnestly to invite and excite his Neighbours and Friends to the great Duties which ought to be attended by all such as fear God, and would be happy in the Enjoyment of him.

He did also earnestly testify against the Sins to which he saw that his Neighbours and Countrymen were addicted, as more especially that of Drunkenness, which he himself abhorred and avoided. Especially before Morning and Evening Prayer he used to discourse after such a manner as has been now declared, as there be several credible Witnesses yet living that can testify.

He was exceeding sensible of the woful Depravation of the human Nature, thro' the Sin and Fall of the first Adam. An Indian Minister worthy of Credit has informed me, that he once heard this Man making a Speech before he prayed in the Family where he lodg'd, and that Death being the Subject he then discoursed on, he declared, that every unconverted Man was really a dead Man; and that Men then came to Life again, when they were turned from Sin to God, so as to live to him from whom they had departed. He knew well, that Men were by Nature dead in Trespasses and Sins.

When the Epidemical Fever began to rage, which swept away many of our Indians in and about the Year 1690, the good Man observing it, said, That he hoped the time was then drawing on, when he should leave this troublesome World, and go to the Lord his God: and it was as he conjectured and desired; for it was not long before he was seized with the Diltemper which then prevailed, nor was he at all surprized when it came on him. He with great Cheerfulness entertained that King of Terrors, when it approached to him. He profess'd his Hopes in the Mercy of God, thro' the Merits of his Son, and greatly encouraged his Children and others, to seek that Kingdom to which he was going; and so yielded up his Spirit to the Hands of his Redeemer.

O Death, where is thy Sting? O Grave, where is thy Victory!

E X.
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Matthew, called by the Indians Nahnehshehchat, who died at Chappaquiddick in or about the Year 1690.

I cannot give a very particular Account of that Matthew of whom I here speak, yet he was so universally esteemed a good Man, that I can't forbear mentioning of him, as one of the Examples of Piety that have been found among our Indians.

Who his Parents were I think I have never heard; but a Brother he was of that good Kestumin, a Deacon mentioned in Chap. I. and there was another Brother of them that was esteemed a godly Man.

Tho this Matthew must needs have been a Man grown, before there was any School at which the Indians here might learn to read; yet, being desirous of such an Advantage, he happily attained the Skill, so that he was able to read the holy Scriptures, and such other Books of Piety as were extant in Indian, before he dy'd.

He was not long after the first preaching of the Gospel on the little Island where he lived, before he did embrace it; and he was one of the first Members of that Church whereof good Hiacoones was the faithful Pastor; and his English Neighbours, as well as the Indians, that were well acquainted with him, do bear him Witness, that he was a Person of a very blameless Conversation. I never met any one Person, either Indian or English, that could object any one Word against his Morals.

When the Church on the said Chappaquiddick was under flourishing Circumstances, he was esteemed as one of the principal Members of it, and was looked upon as a discreet, grave, and serious Man, whose Conversation was ordered as did become the Gospel.

He constantly upheld the Worship of God in his Family, every Day praying with them, and reading the Scriptures to them; and he used always to give some good Instructions and Exhortations to his Household, before Morning and Evening Prayer.

But there was scarce any Thing wherein this good Man did more evidently appear to be such a one, than in the Zeal for God, and earnest Desire of the Good of Souls,
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Souls, which he continually manifested in the good Instructions, Admonitions, and Exhortations which he daily gave to his Neighbours. Several of them yet living, do affirm to me, that he used to go about from one House to another, earnestly exhorting, and pressing the People which he visited, to the great Duties of Religion, and reproving them for their Miscarriages, and cautioning them against the Sins to which he knew them to be most subject; therein doing what Christians are obliged to, when they are commanded to exhort one another daily, &c.

But tho' the Man I speak of, was a Person of undoubted Piety, yet there was one Failure of which he was guilty, which I think proper to mention.

After Hiacocmes his good Pastor was so superannuated, as not to be able so well to guard his Flock as he had been, there being a great Decay of Religion on the little Island where this Man lived, few godly Persons then remaining there, compared with what there had before been, our Matthew was drawn over to the Error of the Antifedepists, was re-baptized, and became one of their Communion.

But as I have no reason to think, that any carnal Interest prevailed with this Man to embrace the Opinion mentioned; but that he did that which appeared to him to be right, and most agreeable to the Scriptures, thro' his misunderstanding of them: So I never heard but that he carry'd himself in all other respects, very Christian-like towards those from whose Opinion he differed. And as to his Conversation, it remained blameless to the last, as it had formerly been.

He dy'd of a strong Fever, which carried him off in a few Days, at a time when many others were sick and dy'd; nor can I find any Person now living that can give me a distinct Account of what he said and did, betwixt the time of his being taken sick and his Death: but, this notwithstanding, I hope he dy'd in the Lord.
EXAMPLE VI.

Yonohhumuh, who died at the Gayhead in the Year 1698.

This Yonohhumuh was an Obtoskow, i. e. one of the Indian Nobility, being a Counsellor to that Mittark mentioned in Chap. I. But it is much more to his Honour, that he became a Christian and a godly Man, not long after his Sacbim himself did so, than that he was such an Obtoskow, or Counsellor, as he was before his Conversion.

He was accounted a very just and honest Man in his Dealings with his Neighbours, and a Man of great Prudence and Moderation, and very courteous and obliging to all that he had any thing to do withal.

He was a Man of great Industry, one who labour'd diligently with his Hands, and taught his Children to work also; and with their Help raised yearly a good Store of Corn, Beans, &c.

He was observed to be a Person of remarkable Charity, used to give very liberally to the Poor of such Things as he had, was far from bringing the Curse of the People on him, by withholding Corn from them; so far from not selling it, that he was willing, if there were Occasion, to give it away freely.

He was not, that I can hear of, given to any Vice whatsoever, but lived in all Things blameless.

He appeared to be a Hater of Sin, by continually reproving of it, and bearing his Testimony against it, and by using his Endeavours to have it punished; of the last I shall give one Instance.

His own Son, the eldest he had, being charged with the Sin of Fornication, and brought before the Indian Court to be examined about it, this good Man came to Court, and earnestly desired the Magistrates to search the Matter diligently, and not to spare his Son if he was found guilty; and when, on Enquiry, he was found so indeed, and Sentence was passed against him, he thanked the Court for the Judgment given, that he should have corporal Punishment inflicted on him; and again when that Sentence was executed, thanked the Officer by whom the Punishment was inflicted.
He was a praying Man, as appeared not only by his joining with the People of God in their publick and solemn Worship; but also in that he prayed constantly and devoutly in his own Family, as all that fear God and desire his Favour ought to do.

His Piety and Charity were moreover further discovered in what shall be here related.

He frequently at his own Charges made Feasts, to which many poor People were invited, and satisfied with Bread; and that their Souls might be fed also at the same time, he used to take care that they might then also have the Bread of Life broken to them, and always desired some Minister to preach a Sermon on these Occasions.

When he lay on his Death-Bed, but a few Days before he dy'd, Peter Obiquebut, a Christian Indian, now a Minister worthy of Credit, going to his House to visit him, put some Questions to him, which, with the Answers he gave to them, here follow.

Peter. Do you believe that there is a God?
Tonohbunob. Yes, I believe that there is indeed a great God whose Name is Jehovah, and that he created the World, and all things in it.

Peter. Do you know that you have sinned against the God that made you?
Ton. Yes, indeed I do so, I know I have committed many and great Sins against him.

Peter. Are you sensible that for your Sins you deserve to be tormented?
Ton. Yes, I know that my Sins have deserved that I should be cast into Hell, and be there tormented for ever.

Peter. Have you then any Hopes of being saved? and if so, by whom, and how?
Ton. I have been informed, that God sent his Son into the World, to redeem and save sinful Men, and that such as come to him by true Faith and Repentance, are saved from Wrath by him; and on this I ground my Hope for Salvation.

Peter. Do you then repent of your Sins, and by Faith come to Christ, since you hope for Salvation in this Way?
Ton. Yes, I do, I come, and come again to Christ, (or keep coming to him) and I mourn for my Sins, and intreat him to pardon them, and cleanse me from them. And
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And now bursting into Tears, he was not able for some time to say any thing more; but after a while he spake as follows.

You. Had God but one Son, and no more?

Peter. He had but one. He gave his onlybegotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting Life.

You. Oh, the wonderful Love of God! that having but one Son, he was willing to give him to suffer and die for us miserable Sinners, that so we might live through him.

Thus far Peter Obquonhur's Discourse with this good Man; after which I can obtain no particular Account of what he said and did, but am in general assured, that he continued steadfast in the Faith to the last, praying earnestly to God, and waiting for his Salvation.

EXAMPLE VII.

Samuel Coomes, an Indian Magistrate, who died at Nashouohkamuk, alias Chilmark, in the Year 1703.

Samuel Coomes was the youngest Son sone of the memorable Hiacomes, the first Indian Christian on Martha's Vineyard. He was by his Father when he was a Youth put to live with the worshipful Thomas Maybew Esq; the Father of that Mr. Maybew by whom the Indians of this Island were first instructed; and living with one who had the Good of the Indians so much at his Heart as Mr. Maybew had, he was very well instructed. He could read well, both in Indian and English, and well understood the Principles of the Christian Religion. He had no doubt also many good Instructions, and Counsels from his own Father, who lived and preached about two Miles from his Master's House.

But, notwithstanding all these Advantages, he was in his youthful Days a carnal Man. He would then sometimes drink to Excess; nor did he stay here, but fell also into the Sin of Fornication, with a white Woman living in the Town where he dwelt. But tho he never that I could hear of, returned any more to the Sin and Folly last mentioned, yet he still continued to drink...
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Too hard at sometimes, not being yet able to overcome his Lust after strong Drink, when he came where it was, tho he did not make a Trade of going after it.

After some Years he marry'd a Wife, to whom (as she, being a pious Woman yet living, informs me) he freely and fully confessed his great Sin, in that Uncleanliness of which he had been formerly guilty, and told her that he was often grieved on the account of it.

When he was first marry'd, his aged and good Father lived some Years in his House with him, and while he did so, carry'd on the Worship of God in that House; and also frequently gave good Instructions to these Children of his, and now his Son seemed in general to behave himself well, was exceeding diligent in his Business, seldom went where strong Drink was; yet when he came in the way of it, was apt to drink more of it than he should have done.

When his Father dy'd, he appeared to be much awakened, and of his own Accord offered to renew his baptismal Covenant, and actually did so; nor did he appear to do this in a mere formal manner, but with much Serioufness and Affection, at the same time acknowledging and lamenting the past Sin of his Life, and professing his Resolution by the Help of God, to forfake every evil and false Way, and that he would worship the God of his Father the remaining part of his Life.

The Vows of God being thus on him, he, without any further Delay, set up the Worship of God in his House, praying Morning and Evening in his Family as long as he lived. He now also read the Scriptures, and frequently sung Psalms in his House, and was careful to instruct his Children in their Caretisins, and bring them up in the Nurture and Admonition of the Lord. And tho this Man had naturally a Thirst after strong Drink, yet thro' the Grace of God he so far overcame that Lust, that he never, as I could learn, was more than once overtaken with it from the time he renewed his Covenant to his dying Day; and then he confessed and bewailed his Sin therein, and renewed his Promise to watch more carefully against that Temptation.

I think he was universally esteemed a very just and righteous Man in his Dealings with his Neighbours, not willing to wrong any in their Estates. I am told by a credible Person that lived very near to him, that once he had a Cow
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Cow that broke into a little Piece of Corn that belonged to a poor Neighbour of his, and devoured the most part of it; the which when he was informed of, he immediately killed the said Beast, and gave the poor Man a far greater Part of it than the Corn was worth, which had been eat by her, and gave a considerable Part of the Remainder to his poor Neighbours.

He seemed always to make Conscience of giving some Part of his little Incomes to pious Uses: to such therefore as taught him in the Word he communicated in all good things, tho' he was not by any Law of Man obliged so to do: and scarcely any Man more carefully considered the Poor than he did; for he commonly made considerable Presents to his poor Neighbours, out of his Corn and Meat, and whatever else by his Industry was produced.

If a Meeting-house was to be repaired, or any thing else was to be done for the promoting of Religion, none would contribute more liberally to it than he. And when there was a Day of publick Thanksgiving, and Provision to be made for it, which among our Indians is brought into common Stock, (which the Poor as well as the Rich may come to and be filled) this our Samuel was one of the principal Providers for that Feast.

Being thus liberal, I think in him, as evidently as in almost any Person that I have known, were those Texts fulfilled, The liberal Soul shall be made fat, and he that watereth, shall be watered also himself: The Liberal deviseth liberal Things, and by liberal Things shall be stood. For altho' this Man did not grow very great and rich in the World, yet the Blessing of God seemed to be on all that he had and did. His Stock lived and prospered, even then when he was but poorly provided to keep it. He generally raised Corn enough for the Supply of his Family, and had greater Plenty of the other Necessaries of this Life than most other Indians had.

Being called to serve his Generation for some Years, in the Place of a Magistrate, he was in the Discharge of that Office very just, ruling in the Fear of God. And to the end that Things might be well managed in his Courts, he used to open them by Prayer to God for his Help and Direction. He was observed to be very impartial in giving his Judgment in any Case brought before
before him; and he endeavoured as much as he could to be a Terror to Evil Doers, by discountenancing and punishing their Offences.

But as good a Man as this Son of Hiacoomes was, he was guilty of one Fault, which I must mention, and a Fault it is which I believe many other good Men are guilty of: he never asked an Admission to the Table of the Lord, tho' none that knew him would have scrupled to admit him to it.

However, I will do him the Justice to declare how he excused his not doing this; he said, 'It was not because he despised that Ordinance of Christ, but because he feared that he was not well qualified for the Enjoyment of so high a Privilege; and further declared, that the dreadful Miscarriages of many that were admitted to this holy Feast made him afraid to venture to come to it, lest he also should dishonour God and Religion by the like Irregularities.'

But it being now too late to retrieve a past Error, I fear there was never so much said to him as ought to have been, for the satifying of his Scruples.

About a Year before he dy'd, he began to appear more serious than he used to do. He now spake frequently of the Frailty of human Life, and of his own in particular, and endeavoured to quicken himself and others to the Performance of the great Duties, which, if ever, must be done before the Night of Death overtake us. He about this time told his Wife, that he did not know how suddenly God might take him from her; but that if he left her a Widow, she should firmly trust in God, and see to it, that she did not let go her Hold of him; and be sure to take care to bring up her Children in his Knowledge and Fear.

He was sick but a few Days before he dy'd; and having, during that time, the perfect Use of his Reason and Understanding, he (tho' naturally a reserved Man) discoursed freely, and his Discourses were then such as did very well become a sincere Christian, viz. very heavenly and gracious. He spake much of the Power and Providence of God, and of his Mercy and Faithfulness towards all such as love, fear, and serve him, and mightily encouraged all that were about him, to live to him, and follow hard after him. He also declared his Willingness to resign himself, and all his Concernments into God's Hand,
Hand, submitting all to his sovereign Goodwill and Pleasure. And he said, tho he was a great Sinner, and unworthy of God’s Favour, yet he was not thereby discouraged from seeking to God for his pardoning Grace and Mercy, but was persuaded that he should not fail of obtaining it, could he but sincerely repent of his Sins, and by Faith lay hold of Jesus Christ his only Saviour; tho which tho he acknowledged himself unable to do, yet he rely’d on the Holy Spirit of God for those gracious Assistances which were necessary to his so doing, and professed his Resolution to persevere in his Endeavours to come up to the Terms of the Gospel: and while these and such like Expressions were uttered by him, he intermingled with the Sentences he thus spoke to Men, serious Petitions to God for the great Benefits of which he discoursed: besides which Ejaculations, he was frequently heard, during the time of his Sicknes, in a more set and solemn manner, calling on God for his Mercy.

Thus he spake, thus he pray’d, and then he dy’d.

---

**EXAMPL. VIII.**

**William Taphaus, who died in Chilmark in the Year 1705.**

The Person I now speak of was a Son of Taphus, an Indian of Chappaidick, of whom I have heard nothing remarkable. When he became a Man, he marry’d a Daughter of Deacon Jonathan Amos, mentioned Chap. I. Examp. 15. And the Woman he thus marry’d was a great Blessing to him; for being a very pious and godly Person, she was probably very instrumental in bringing him to be such a one too.

He had for some Years after he was marry’d, too plain and evident Marks of an unregenerate State on him; his godly Wife could not by any means persuade him to set up the Worship of God in his Family; and tho he was given to labour with his Hands, and did, by working among the Indians, frequently get Money, and bring it home, giving the same to his Wife to lay up for him, yet he would in a short time demand it again of her, and spend it all in Drunkennels, so that his Wife and Children were sometimes greatly straitned for
for want of such Things as should have been procured with what he wafted by his Intemperance.

His Wife being much afflicted with his bad Carriage herein, tho otherwise very kind to her, laboured, but in vain, to convince him of the Error of his Way; for nothing that she could say to him, seemed to make any considerable Impression on him: at length, she went in the bitterness of her Heart to her godly Father, and made her moan to him, declaring how much she was distrest for her poor Husband, and asked his Counsel what she should do in the Case that did so distress her? And he, in answer to her Requests, told her, that she should not suffer her Heart to be discomposed with the Trial that she met withal, but carry it well to her Husband, and commit the Matter to God, for he was strong, and Mens Hearts were in his Hands, and he could, when his time came, convince her Husband, and reform him, and that she ought with Patience to wait for that time.

With this so wife and pious Counsel of her Father's the Woman was much refreshed, and resolved to follow the Advice given her, and did accordingly.

It was not after this before she was taken with a grievous Fit of Sickness, whereof she had very like to have dy'd; and now her Husband being much distrest with a Sense of the Evil of what he feared was coming on him, in the Death of so good and kind a Wife as she was, was brought to a Sense of the Sinfulness of his Ways, confessing the same, and lamenting that he had not sooner hearkened to her Intreaties and Counsel, and made Promises to endeavour to reform his Life, leave off his Drunkenness, and set up the Worship of God in his House: and he did in some good measure fulfil these Engagements; for from this time forward he prayed in his Family, and was very rarely known to drink to Excess, as he had formerly done.

But being thus prevailed withal, not to waste what he had in Drunkenness, he fell into another Extreme, rarely to be found among our Indians, viz. that of being too sparing. He was so saving of what he had, as hardly to allow his Family what was necessary; and was not at all forward to give good Entertainment to such as came to visit him.

His good Wife observing this, was uneafy at it, and let him know that she was so. She told him, that they were
were but Stewards of what God gave them, and they must be accountable to him how they disposed of it; and that what was put into their Hands was partly to improve for their own Comfort, and partly to do good withal to others, as they had Opportunity.

He seemed to take in good Part what his Wife thus said to him, and told her that all he had was before her, and he would leave the Management of what he had in the House to her, and she might use it in their own Family, or entertain her Friends with it as she thought convenient.

After this they lived comfortably, and served God cheerfully; nor did the good Man of this House now think it sufficient to serve God therein only, but thought himself obliged to devote himself to the Service of God in his House too: he therefore offered himself to the Communion of the Church in the Place where he lived, and on making a publick Profession of Faith and Repentance, was admitted as a Member in full Communion in it, and in general carry'd himself as a good Christian ought to do, as long as he lived after it, which, I think, was about ten Years.

Indeed once in the time he was charged with speaking untruly in a Matter, wherein he and another had a Controversy; and being convicted and convinced of his Error therein, he gave good Satisfaction to those whom he had offended. And he was also once overtaken with strong Drink, after he had made a publick Profession of Religion, when being admonished, he made a humble Confession of his Sin, promising to be more watchful against that Lust for the future, and was as good as his Word therein, no more that I could ever hear of returning to that Folly.

He dy'd of a lingering Dslemper, which held him near a Year, before it put an End to his Life. During that time he carry'd himself as a sincere Christian ought to do. He gave much good Counsel to his own Family, and others that came to see him. He pray'd very much to God to pardon all his Sins, and be reconciled to, and at Peace with him thro' Jesus Christ his only Saviour. He instructed his Children in the great Truths of Religion, and exhorted them earnestly to the great Duty of Prayer, which they daily saw performed in the Family; and did particularly sometimes take into his Arms, and thus instruct
and exhort his little Daughter Bethia, afterwards to be mentioned with some other of his Children.

As I doubt not but that God gave him a true saving Faith, so he was also pleased to give him Peace in believing. He declared some time before he dy'd, that he had quitted all the Interest and Concernments which he had had in the Things of this Life and World, and was freely willing to leave them all, and go to his heavenly Father, in whose Mercy he trusted, and by whom he hoped he should be graciously received; and in this Hope he continued as long as his Life lasted.

Example IX.

Abel Wauwompuque Senior, who died at Nabswohlkamuk in the Year 1713.

This Abel was a Brother of the Sachim Mittark, mentioned Chap. 1. Examp. 7, and the glad Father of that good Abel mentioned also in the same Chapter, Example 22.

He was amongst the first that embraced Christianity in the Place where he lived and dy'd; nor did he ever after, that I can hear of, give Grounds to any to suspect his being a sincere godly Man.

He was either one of the very first of our Indians that confederated to serve the Lord in a particular Church-State, in an Attendance on all his Ordinances; or else joined to that Society soon after it was gathered, in the Year 1670; and having thus professed Submission to the Gospel, he walked as did become a Person professing Godliness.

He used to read the Holy Scriptures in his Family, and prayed daily to God with them; and was also very constant in his Attendance on the publick Worship and Ordinances of God, and did appear very devout and serious therein.

He was a zealous Reprover of the Sins of the times in which he lived, especially the Sin of Drunkenness he did abhor, and carnally teach'd against it.

He could not endure Contention among Brethren, but earnestly endeavoured to promote Peace and Unity among them; when therefore at Church-Meetings he saw
there was Danger of Discord, he would rise up and say, "Be at Peace one with another; consider that Christ hath said to you, Peace I leave with you, my Peace I give unto you.

He was sometimes called to the Office of a Magistrate among the People of his own Nation, and used to be a Terror to Evil Doers when he was in that Place of Trust, by inflicting deserved Punishments on them.

So excellent a Gift of Prayer had he, that tho he was never that I know of, called to preach, yet our Indian Ministers did sometimes invite him to pray in publick, as on Days of Fasting and Prayer, and on the Lord's-Day also; and I have myself heard him with very good Satisfaction.

He used to sing Psalms in his House, while he had a Family of his own to join with him in that godly Exercise; and, after he was blind with Age, and lived among his Children in their Houses, he continued to praise the Name of God, by singing to himself such Psalms as he had learned by Heart, while he had his Sight; as particularly part of the 18, also the 118, and 122.

He used to talk very piously and prudently, while he had the perfect Use of his Understanding; and tho he lived to so great an Age, that his Reason and Memory did at last in some measure fail him, yet his Piety and Charity did even then very much appear in his Discourses; and he had by Faith such a Prospect of things invisible and eternal, as made him very willing to leave this World, that so he might enter into the Enjoyment of them.

I believe none that knew this Man question his sincere Piety; I'm sure I myself do not.

*The hoary Head is a Crown of Glory, when it is thus found in the way of Righteousness.*
EXAMPLE X.

James Nashcompait, of the Gayhead, who died at Pashkehtanesit, alias Tucker's-Island, in the Year 1713.

Who the Parents of this Indian were I know not, he being an old Man when I was first acquainted with him.

He was I think among the first of the Indians that embraced Religion at the Gayhead; and, as far I can learn, walked according to the Rules of it for ever after.

He appeared to be a Man that feared God and eschewed Evil, and was a sharp Reprover of Sin in his Brethren and Neighbours, would tell them plainly that they sinned against God when they did so.

He was all the while that I was acquainted with him, which was many Years, a Member of the Church of Christ in full Communion, and never that I heard of, gave any Offence to his Brethren, unless it were once to some of them in speaking too hastily, but he readily owned his Fault in it. He was none of those that followed after strong Drink, but testified against their Practice that did so.

He was a Person very zealous and affectionate in his Prayers, humbly confessing his own Sins, and the Sins of others in them, and the Mercy of God in sending his Son to redeem Mankind from Sin and Damnation, and pleading earnestly for Pardon and Mercy for himself and others, thro' Christ's Merits and Intercession for them, and for Sanification to be wrought in the Souls of Men, by the mighty working of God's Holy Spirit in them.

He used before he went to Prayer to utter some pious Sentences about the Things our Prayers should have a relation to; and I am told by Peter Obquanlur, the present Minister of the Gayhead, who is very worthy of Credit, that he has heard him on such an occasion magnifying the Power and Work of the Holy Spirit, discovered in the Impressions which he makes on the Souls of good People.

This good Man going to the Island above mentioned to see a Friend or two of his that lived there, returned not hither again, but went from thence to Heaven, as there is good reason to believe. I cannot attain to parti-
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cular an Account as I would have had of his Depart-
ment in his Sickness, and at his Death: however, I am
credibly informed, that his Discourses were to the last such
as did become a dying Christian, and that he called often
on the Lord while he was sick, as well as when he was
in Health.

Tho he was an old Man when he ended his Days, yet
I'm told he was able to stand and go, even to the Day
on which he dy'd; and that having just before his Death
been out of Doors, he came in and laid himself on his
Bed; and then turning his Face to the side of the House,
and calling on his God, immediately resigned up his Spi-
rit to him.

EXAM P L E XI.

Akoochuk, who died at Gayhead, November 14th, 1714.

His Akoochuk was esteemed a Person of good Quali-
ty among the Indians. And when he was a Man
grown, he marry'd a Daughter of the Sachim Mttrark,
formerly mentioned, and was afterwards one of his An-
roskonago, i. e. Counsellors.

He was while a young Man, somewhat given to strong
Drink, and did sometimes drink to Excess; but emba-
cing the Christian Religion, he obtained a Victory over
his Lusts, and lived many Years very temperately and
blamelessly among his Neighbours.

He worshipped God constantly in his House, and tho
he was not a very good Reader, yet used Books, endea-
vouring to get Good out of them, and took Care to learn
his Children to read better than he could, and was a dili-
gent Instructor of his Household: nor were his Endeavours
to train up his Children for God without some good Ef-
fect, for some of his Children have already dy'd hopeful-
ly, and there is one of them yet living, who is a Man of
a good Conversation, and a Preacher of the Word of God
to his Countrymen, and has sometimes been a Schoolma-
ster among them.

He was reckoned very charitable to the Poor, not only
feeding them when they came to his House, but also gi-
ving them what was convenient to carry home with them.
And he was esteemed a Person of Moderation and Discre-
tion, and of a very kind and obliging Conversation.
Good Men.

He several of the last Years of his Life served his Generation in the Place of a Magistrate; and while he did so, endeavoured to be a Terror to Evil Doers among his Neighbours, and used also to give much good Counsel to them.

He diligently attended on the publick Worship of God, and treated Christ's Ministers as Persons worthy of Honour: but in this he failed, that he did not ask an Admission to special Ordinances, tho' none but himself questioned his being qualified to enjoy them; which his doing, and not a Contempt of them, kept him back from.

He was sick about a Month before he dy'd; and having the perfect Use of his Reason the greatest part of that time, he commended Religion to those of his own Family, and others that came about him, and exhorted them to pray constantly and fervently to God, and carefully to abstain from finning against him. He then also professed his Hopes of Eternal Life, thro' the Sufferings and Obedience of the Son of God, in whom he trusted for Salvation; and thus trusting and hoping in his Saviour, he willingly dy'd. And his Wife, who was, as there is reason to hope, a godly Woman, dy'd a few Days after him.

EXAMPLE XII.

JAPHETH SKUHWHANNAN, who dy'd in Chilmark, in the Year 1715, when he was about 26 Years old.

His Japheth of whom I now speak, was a Son of Nicolas Skuhwhannon, and his Wife Bethia, Daughter of the well known, and frequently before mentioned Mr. Japheth Hannit.

His Father and Mother being both religious Persons, gave him good Instructions while he was a Child; and he early discovered some Inclinations to the Things that are good, so that his Friends had great Hopes of him.

When he was about ten Years old, his Grandfather Hannit having no Son living of his own, (all his own hopeful Sons dying while they were young) took him to live with him, and kept him for the most part as long as he lived; and I suppose educated him as well as he could, not only as being one of his own Family, and so under his special Care and Charge, but as being also instead
instead of an own Son to him, and one called by his Name.

He learned to read Indian well, and made a considerable Progress in learning to read English also; and could likewise write a legible Hand. He was also well instructed in his Catechism, and did himself take Pains to understand the great Truths contained in it. His Friends seemed very desirous that he should be a good Man, and endeavoured what they could, by good Counsels and Instructions, to dispose his Mind to things good and virtuous; nor did their Labour herein appear to be in vain, for there were some good things found in him towards the God of his Fathers while he was young: for he was observed soberly to attend religious Duties in the Family, to read good Books, and was also found sometimes praying in secret to God. He was also very obedient to his Parents, and seemed not to make a mock of Sin as many did.

After the Death of his Father, who dy’d at Annapolis-Royal, after the Place was taken in the Year 1710. his Mother being left a Widow, went to live with her Father where he before was; and his Grandfather dying not long after, viz. in the Year 1712, his Mother, Grandmother, and himself, were left to keep House together. And tho’ now deprived of so good a Relation as Mr. Japheth was, yet not being willing to lose the Presence of God also, which is infinitely better than that of any Man’s in the World, they still carefully upheld the Worship of God in the Family, the Mother for the most part, but sometimes the Daughter leading in that Duty: but the Youth I’m speaking of, being arrived to those Years of Discretion, wherein it might be more decent and proper for him to perform that Duty, they devoluted that Work on him; and his Relations were now much comforted in him, and both those and others had very considerable Expectations concerning him.

However, it must be confessed, with respect to this young Man, that when he was about eighteen or nineteen Years old, he shewed too much Inclination to go into bad Company, and follow after strong Drink; of which Fault, being seriously admonished, he was obliged to acknowledge, that he had twice or thrice drunken more than he should have done; but being reproved for his Sin herein, he reformed, and never more that I have heard of, returned to that Folly.
Soon after he was grown up to the State of a Man, he appeared to be unhealthy; and the ill Habits of his Body increasing more and more on him, he at length fell into a Consumption, that put an End to his Life.

When Sicknels came on him, he freely acknowledged, and exceedingly lamented, the Follies and Irregularities of the former Part of his Life, own'd the Justice of God, in bringing on him the Affliction with which he was exercised, expressing at the same time his earnest Desire, that the same might turn to his Spiritual Advantage, and his Hopes that it would do so. At present he was not sensible that his Sicknels was like to be unto Death; he therefore made use of Medicines in order to the recovering of his Health; but after some time perceiving that he grew worse, notwithstanding any means that he used, he told his Friends, that they had taken much Pains to get things for him, in order to the restoring and recovery of his Health, but God had not bless'd them to that end, and he thought he should not recover; and therefore did not desire that they should seek any more Medicines for him, but was willing to submit to the Goodwill and Pleasure of God concerning him; only earnestly desired that he might obtain an Interest in that Favour of his which is better than Life it self, and that he might when he dy'd enter into Eternal Rest and Happiness in the World to come.' This therefore he said he was resolved to seek in the first Place.

He accordingly now seemed diligent in his Preparations for his approaching Death. His Strength was not yet so far gone, but that he could pray in the Family, which therefore he daily did; and the Prayers which he now made were most earnest and pithetic, such as did well become a Man that expected very shortly to leave this World: and besides those wherein the rest of the Family joined with him, he very frequently poured out his Heart before the Lord more secretly, as when he thought the Family were asleep, and knew nothing of it, tho' some or other of them at some times did so.

He now also most seriously exhorted all that came about him, young People especially, to take care of their Souls, and apply themselves in earnest to the great Duties of Religion, and that speedy while their Opportunities lasted. He likewise now comforted his Mother, and other Relations, exhorting them to go on hopefully
in that Course of Religion and Godliness wherein they were engaged.

He discoursed frequently of Jesus Christ, and the Way of Life and Salvation provided for the miserable Children of Men in and thro' him. He asserted his own Persuasion of the Truth of the Gospel, wherein this Way to Life is revealed; and magnified the Mercy of God, in contriving providing, and revealing it, and sending his Ministers to persuade Sinners to be, in this way, reconciled unto him.

Not having in the time of his Health asked an Admission to the Ordinance of the Lord's-Supper, he now desired to renew his baptismal Covenant; and that if it might be, he might take of that Seal of the Covenant before he died. And in this his Desire was granted for to the end he might do so, the Church met in the capacious Wigwam wherein he lay sick; where, after a serious Profession of Faith and Repentance, he solemnly renewed his Covenant with God, and was admitted as a Member in full Communion in that Church: And soon after it, the Lord's-Supper being for his sake celebrated in the same Place, he, with the rest of the Church, partook of it.

At his desire, there were also sometimes Sermons preached in the same House, once by my self, and at other times by some of the Indian Ministers; upon the hearing of which, he seemed much refreshed, and expressed his Thankfulness.

I sometimes went to visit him in his Sickness, and did with Pleasure hear his serious and savoury Discourses about the things of God, and another Life and World. He professed his Willingness to submit himself, and all his Affairs, to the good Will and Pleasure of the Lord his God; and professed his Hopes in the Mercy of God, thro' Jesus Christ his Son, for eternal Life.

When he was going to die, he desired Job Soomannam afterwards to be mentioned, to commit him to God by Prayer; to which the said Job willingly consented; but desired to sing part of a Psalm before he prayed, (which by the way is very usual among the Indians) the doing of which was so acceptable to the dying Man, that he joined with the rest so audibly, that he was plainly heard among them; and he also shewed his consent to the Prayer then made, by repeating, with a low Voice, every Word and Sentence after him that pray'd, and frequently lifting
lifting up his Hands towards Heaven, while the Prayer was sent up thither; at the conclusion whereof, his Hand that was up before falling down, he immediately expired, without ever speaking one Word more.

EXAMPE XIII.

SAMUEL JAMES, who died at Sanchekantacket in Edgerton, in the fall of the year 1715.

The Father of this Samuel James, was James Cowkeeper, an Indian of Edgartown, who died many Years since. His Mother was that good Old Sarah mentioned Chap. III. Example IV.

He was taught to read when he was a Child, and otherwise well instructed by his godly Mother; but was nevertheless, while a young Man, a great Lover of strong Drink, and would drink to excess; and in his drunken Fits, fight and be very unruly; and the more so, for that he was a very strong Man, whom few could grapple withal, when there was occasion by strength of Hand to govern him.

I do not remember that I have heard that there was any observable Change in him, till after he was married; but the kind Providence of God directing him to marry a Woman that loved him much better than she did that sort of Drink which he much delighted in, and he also having a great Affection for her, it has been thought that she prevailed with him to leave off his Drunkenness, and follow after things that were of greater Advantage to him than strong Drink could be. However, he was after his Marriage very much reformed, and lived far more temperately than before he had done, and was very diligent in his Business, and carefully attended on the publick Worship of God; but still neglected to worship God in his Family, till an awakening Providence quickened him unto it.

His good and kind Wife had very like to have died in Child-bed with the first Child she had; and he was so much affected with the Sense of the Loss which he then greatly feared, that he could no longer keep Silence, but began to call on that God who is a Hearer of Prayers, and a Rewarder of them that diligently seek him; and having experienced the Goodness of God, in sparing his Wife,
Wife, and still continuing her to be a Blessing to him, he ceased not to call upon him as long as he lived afterwards; which, I think, was about five or six Years.

In his Concern for his Wife thus manifested, his Love to her was indeed very observable; and that he had Caused to be well affected towards her, on the account of her good Affections to him, I could not but my self observe in one Instance: He being pressed to go as a Soldier into the War, he was most grievously distressed on that account, and came weeping to me, praying me, if it were possible to get him released; telling me, that his leaving of her would be a greater Grief to her than she was able to endure. But this being a Parenthesis, I shall go on with my Story of him.

Being thus become a praying Man, which among our Indians signifies a godly one, he in other regards behaved himself as a Person professing Godliness ought to do. He read the Scriptures in his Family, and conformed his Life unto the Law of God expressed in them: He was, I think, by all that knew him, English as well as Indians, esteemed as a Man of Truth, and as one that was just and honest in his Dealings.

As he was himself a constant Attender on the publick Worship of God, so he very much excited his Neighbours to do so too; and was a great Promoter of all things that are holy, just, and good; and a faithful Reprover of Sin, both in his own Family, and among others with whom he conversed. And he had this Testimony, that he was very kind and charitable to his poor Neighbours, being willing to distribute to them when there was occasion for it.

He was taken ill on a Lord's-Day at Meeting, and was not able to set the Tune of the Psalm in the Afternoon, as for some time he had been used to do; and as he went home in the Evening, he told his Wife, he thought he should go to the House of God no more; and, as he said, so it proved, for on the next Saturday he died.

As soon as the Sabbath was over, on which he was first taken sick, he began to set his House in order, as tho he knew he was to die very speedily.

He took great care that all his just Debts might be duly paid after he was dead, letting his Wife know how all his Affairs were circumstances, and giving her Direc
rections how she should manage them after his Departure from her.

He set himself diligently to prepare for his own Dis-

solution, endeavouring to obtain the Pardon of all his
Sins, thro' the Blood of his only Saviour.

He sent for a Minister to assist him in his Preparations
for his Change, to whom he confessed and lamented
the Miscarriages of his Life, and owned his Unworthi-
ness of Mercy by reason of them, but expressed most
Grief at his having neglected solemnly to give up him-
selv unto God, to serve him in an Attendance on all the
Ordinances of his instituted Worship. He also desired
him to shew him the Encouragements given in the Gos-
pel to such Sinners as he was, and direct him how to
improve them: As also to pray to God for him, that
he might have Grace to do what was incumbent on him,
in order to his Salvation. Nor was he unwilling to put
in practice the Advice given to him.

He expressed earnest Desires of being reconciled to
God thro' the Merits of his Son Jesus Christ; and he
cry'd earnestly to God for the Mercies he desired to
obtain.

He earnestly exhorted his Relations and Neighbours
to pray without ceasing to God for the good things they
needed, and which none but he could bestow upon them;
and to abstain from every thing that would provoke him.

He pray'd every Day with his Family, from the begin-
ing of his Sickness to that whereon he died; and, that
he might the better shew the Reverence which he did
bear to the Object of his Worship, he always arose and
stood on his Feet, while he called upon his Name; and
 tho' he was so weak that he could not rise and stand
without help that day he died, yet he would still stand
up and call upon the Lord, twice doing so but a very
little before his Death; in which Prayers of his, he
with much Faith and Fervency committed his Soul into
the Hand of God his Saviour.

Being told that he was too weak any more to rise
and stand in Prayer, as he had done, he after this sent
up some Requests to God as he lay upon his Bed, and
so died.

Tho' he had not a Plerophory of Assurance that he
should enjoy Life eternal, yet he appeared not to be
without
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without that Hope which is the Anchor of the Soul both sure and steadfast.

EXAMPLE XIV.

Annampanu, otherwise called Maatti, an Indian of Gayhead, who died in Dartmouth in the Year 1715.

This Man was a Grandson to Nabhooysaft, formerly a Suchim of the Gayhead, his Mother being Sister to Mittark before-mentioned, Chap. I. Example VII. and he was the Father of that excellent Joshu mentioned in the same Chapter, Example XXI.

He was, as I have been informed, while a young Man, one that walked in the Way of his own Heart, and in the Sight of his own Eyes, loving and following after strong Drink; and would also sometimes be in Broils, among those who have Sorrow, Contention, Babbling and Wounds without Cause, &c. But it was not very long before he reformed these Disorders, and began to worship God in his House, and appeared to be a religious Man, showing a Respect to God's People and Ways.

However, he was well in Years before he publickly professed Repentance towards God, and Faith towards the Lord Jesus Christ, and joined himself as a Member in full Communion to the Indian Church on the Island; but having once avouched the Lord to be his God, and promised to walk in his Ways, he for ever after adorned the Doctrine of God his Saviour, by walking as did become the Gospel. He was, I think, by all that knew him, esteemed a Person of a very blameless Life. I was my self many Years acquainted with him, and do not remember that ever I heard that he was guilty of any considerable Fault in all that time. Tho it is not to be doubted, but that he had his Failings as well as others.

He was one that used to discourse very seriously on matters of Religion: I remember I have heard him talk very sensibly of the Power of indwelling Sin in Mens Souls, declaring how hard a thing it was for Persons to mortify it, and get the Victory over it; instancing, in particular, the Lufts forbidden in the seventh Commandment.
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He was a praying Man: And as he pray'd in his own House, while he had one; so when, after he was grown old, he had no House of his own, but lived in other Families, he was a Blessing to them by his many good Prayers in them, and good Counsels given to them. He then also used to go about doing good, as in visiting the Sick and Afflicted, and counselling and comforting of them; and, as occasion was, praying with and for them.

Of his Charity and Piety this way manifested, I shall here give one Instance.

Peter Obquauhut, now Minister at the Gayhead, being in the Year 1714 taken by the French, and carry'd away to Sea, no body then knew whither, his Wife and Children were in great Distress about him, not knowing whether ever he would return to them again: But this good Man knowing how disconsolate their Condition was, and what Cares and Fears they were under, used almost every Day to visit them, speaking good and comfortable Words to them, and praying with and for them, till, by the good Providence of God, the good Man was returned to his Family again.

After this, our good Annampanu lived not long; for the next Year, going to visit his Friends on the Main, where he sometimes formerly lived, he there died: and tho I have had no Account how he carried himself in his last Sickness, yet I hope it is well with him; because I know it is in the end always so with them that fear God, which fear before him.

EXAMPLE XV.

Job Somannan, who died at Christian-Town, in the Year 1718.

This Job was a Son of a praying Indian of Takame, alias Tisbury, called Somannan: His Mother was by some thought to be a Heathen, yet she owned the true God, and did sometimes call upon him.

Their Son Job was taught to read Indian while he was a Youth; and he afterwards, by his own Industry, learned to read English pretty well. He also learn'd to write a very legible Hand, and was well instructed in his Catechism.
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Yet after all these Advantages received, the Job of whom I am speaking, did not in his younger Days appear to fear God and eschew Evil, as he ought to have done. He appeared to have such an Inclination after strong Drink, as to need the Grace of God to restrain him from the excessive Use of it: He was also charged with the Sin of Fornication, nor did he, I think, deny that he was guilty of it.

But appearing after some time to be much reformed, and to live a sober and orderly Life, he married a Daughter of Master Japheth Hannit, with whom he lived chastly all the rest of his Days.

As he was, before he married, observed by some to pray in secret to God; so as soon as he had taken a Wife to be a Meet-help to him, he pray'd with her, and such others as happened to be present with them when that Duty was to be performed.

When Japheth, his good Father-in-Law, lay sick of the Illness whereof he died, having no Son of his own, this Son-in-Law of his did, in a very dutiful manner, wait on him, and take care of his Affairs; and prayed in the Family, and with him, as there was occasion for it. He also wrote down those dying Speeches of his which my Reader has already had in his Life.

We were now ready to think that this Job was a good Man. However, it is reported, that after this he was guilty of dealing very unfairly with a Neighbour of his, and that he confessed the Offence, and took the Shame of it upon him, and made Satisfaction for it: Which, I sufficient to prove that he was then a wicked Man, must be acknowledged that he was unconverted till about five or six Years before he died; but the Truth of this Hypothesis I call in question. However, from this time forward I have not heard that he was ever guilty of any scandalous Offence whatsoever. He was a Man very diligent in his Business; and being a Weaver by Trade wrought much for the English as well as the Indian, and so provided comfortably for his Family, tho' lame in one of his Legs: and I think those that employ'd him generally accounted him very faithful.

He was a great Lover of good Books, was not willing to be without any such as had been translated into his own Mother-Tongue; and he used sometimes to read in English Books also.
He had by his Wife but one Child, a Daughter, who is yet living; and her he carefully instructed in her Catechism, and otherwise frequently taught and exhorted her. He also frequently gave good Instructions and Exhortations to others, especially his own Relations; and I believe did good by them.

He very constantly and diligently attended on the public Worship of God, therein discovering a Love to God's House and Ordinances; yet he never offered himself to join as a Member in full Communion to any of the Churches on the Island. I was well acquainted with the Man, and had frequently Discourses with him on this and some Matters of Religion, and must testify that he used to talk seriously. He always expressed a sense of the Truth and Excellencies of our Holy Religion, and a Desire to conform his Life to the Rules of it; but had such Apprehensions of the Holiness that was necessary to quality Persons for the Enjoyment of Church-Privileges, that he thought it not safe for him to venture to lay claim unto them.

He complained much of the Sinfulness of the Lives of many Church-Members; and seemed very desirous that some Way might be contrived for the Reformation of the Manners of his Countrymen, and would some times say he thought they were out of the way, in not being willing to have Englishmen for their Pastors.

He seemed to be a Person of a tender Conscience, and would, if seriously dealt withal for a small Fault, confess the Sin with Tears, and promise to amend what had been amiss in his Carriage, and would be as good as his Word therein.

He died of a Fever, which so disordered his Head that he was for the most part delirious in it: But when he was first taken, he said he questioned whether he should recover or not; and added, that he was willing to submit to the good Will and Pleasure of God concerning him, whether it were that he should live or die; only he earnestly desired to be reconciled unto him thro' Jesus Christ his only Saviour, and did trust and hope, that thro' his Mercy he should so be.

Finding that his Understanding began to fail him, he said he earnestly desired to meditate on God, but his Head was so disordered, that he could think but little of him. After this he was but little sensible; but when he
he had any lucid Intervals, he confessed his Sins, and professed Hopes of finding Mercy with God; particularly just before he died he spoke to this Purpose. And why may we not hope that he obtained Mercy?

EXAMPLE XVI.

DAVID PAUL, who died at a Place called Nunpaug in Edgartown, in the Spring of the Year 1718.

The Parents of this David were esteemed morally honest, and did sometimes pray to God; yet were they very faulty in that they did not send their Children to School as they ought to have done: So that neither this nor their other Children were taught to read; nor was this David otherwise well instructed in his Youth; and not being trained up in the way in which he should go, he began while young to drink hard, and keep bad Company.

When he was of Age to marry, he took to wife the Daughter of a praying Man, Jacob Suckacoonit, hereafter mentioned. However, he did not for some time follow the Example of his Father-in-Law, in worshipping of God with his Family; yet it seems he had so much sense of God and Religion in his Heart, that he would, when he was in trouble, call upon him for Mercy. And having no Child for several Years after he was first married, he was much troubled at it; and not being so ignorant as not to know that Children were God's Gift, he prayed to him to give him a Child; and vowed that if he did so, he should then be his God, and that he would love and serve him.

God condescended to hear this Prayer of his, and so to put him upon the trial, whether he would be as good as his Promise or not: nor did the poor Man forget the Engagement that he had laid himself under, to serve the Lord, who had granted him the Mercy he desired. He declared that he received his Child as a Gift of God, in answer to the Prayer which he had made to him, and therefore acknowledged himself as bound by Promise to serve him.

The Vows of God being thus upon him, he without further Delay set up God's Worship in his House, praying Morning and Evening to him; and very much reformed.
what was amis in his Life: yet would sometimes drink too hard; and when he had so done, would be much troubled at it, and under such Discouragements about his own State as not to be able for some time to call upon God in his House, as he had been used to do. But then he would renew his Resolutions, to look again towards God's Holy Temple, and would call upon the Name of the Lord.

After some time, his Mother dying, he was much affected at it, and renewed his Resolutions to abstain from the Sin of Drunkenness, with which he had hitherto been sometimes overtaken; and now God helped him to fulfill his Engagements herein. He (so far as I can understand) in the following Years of his Life lived very temperately; and tho' he still sometimes used those spirituous Liquors which had formerly hurt him, yet he took care not at all to abuse himself with them.

And having thus overcome the Lust and Sin that did before so easily bete him, he did for the future run with Patience the Race that was set before him.

He called on God daily in his House, making humble Confessions of his Sins, and imploring the pardoning Mercy of God thro' the precious Blood of his dear Son. He also very constantly and seriously attended the Worship of God in his House: and under the Advantage of publick Ordinances, and private Conferences with God's People, in which he delighted, he seemed to grow in Grace, and in the Knowledge of his Lord and Saviour; so that his Profiting was plainly discerned by such as were acquainted with him. And he grew into such Esteem for Piety and Wisdom, among the Christian Indians of the little Village to which he belonged, that on Days of Fasting and Prayer in that Place, he was sometimes desired to be a Mouth to the rest in the Duty of Prayer, wherein they spent the Afternoon; several of the best qualified taking their turn to lead in that Duty.

Being now justly looked upon as a godly Man, he did in some good measure comply with the Duty required of such, when it is laid to them, Deut. vi. 6, 7. "Thou shalt teach them diligently to thy Children, &c. He having asked one Child of God, God was pleased to give him several more; and it was his Desire to give again to
God these kind Gifts of his to him; and he would sometimes express to others this Desire of his.

But this did most evidently appear in his Care to educate his Children for God, that so they might be prepared to live to him.

He took very great Care that his Children might not fail of being taught to read, being himself sensible of the Inconveniency of being without such Learning; and tho' he was under a great Disadvantage, as living far from any School, in which they might be instructed, yet he was so set on their Learning, as for some time to get them boarded at a House near the School, to which he desired to send them. And which is yet more, there being no School in the Place the Year before he dy'd, he was himself at the Charge of hiring for several Months a sober young Man, who was then a Candidate for the MINISTRY among the Indians, on purpose to teach his Children to read and instruct them in their Catechisms; by which means they received great Advantages.

Some might possibly enquire, how this Man was able to be at such Charges; but I shall prevent this by informing them, that being a Person of great Industry in his Business, he provided for things honest and commendable, not only in the Sight of the Lord, but in the Sight of Men also. He had his Cows, Oxen, Horses, and Swine, also his Cart and Plough, and Cribs, and Stacks of Corn, and his Wigwam well furnished with things necessary for the Use of his Family, and also to give to the Poor, when the Case called for it.

Yet there was one thing that this good Man thought himself to want, and that was a comfortable Assurance of the Love of God to his Soul; tho' God perhaps saw it best for him, that he should be without such Comfort, and that he should be in heaviness thro' manifold Temptations.

When he discoursed concerning his own State before God, he still appeared to be in the dark about it, and used to reflect on himself as a most vile and sinful Creature; yet would in the Conclusion of his Discourses encourage himself in the Mercy of God, and the plenteous Redemption that is in his Son Jesus Christ: nor did he give over seeking for Mercy in the Way proposed in the Gosp., about a Year before he dy'd, he had a Fit of Sickness, wherein he, more especially, frequently talked as has been now declared.
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He was apprehensive that he had not long to live, for some time before he dy'd, while he seemed to be pretty well in Health, and would then say, that he would have such as had any Love for him, discover the same by taking care that his Children might be well instructed when he was dead; and he himself did frequently give good instructions to them: he also charged his Wife to see to it, that they were well educated. When he was taken with the Fever, whereof he dy'd in about five Days, his Distemper was so violent, that he had enough to do to conflict with the Pains of it; and he was so choked with Phlegm, that he was capable of saying very little, so as to be understood: yet those that attended him perceived, that he cry'd earnestly to God for Mercy, and he thanked the Minister that came and prayed with him: And being asked, whether he still trusted in God his Saviour; he by Signs shewed that he did, and so dy'd.

EXAMPLE XVII.

Jacob Sockakonnit, who died at Nunpaug in Edgartown, in the Year 1721.

His Jacob was the eldest Son of Thomas Sockakonnit, mentioned Chapter I. And being the Son of so good a Man, was well instructed in his younger Days; and was so far affected and influenced by the Means he enjoyed, and those Operations of God's Holy Spirit which did accompany them, that he acknowledged the Truth and Excellency of the Christian Religion, and appeared to have a Love to the House and Ordinances of God, and a high Esteem of good Men, and seemed himself to desire to be such a one.

He prayed daily in his House, and very constantly attended the publick Worship of God; and if at any time it happened that there was no publick Preaching in the Place where he lived, he appeared to be very uneasy at it, and would scarce give any rest to those that had the Management of the Indian Affairs on the Island, till there was a Preacher provided to dispence God's Word in that little Place. And when the Indians of that Village had for many Years no Meeting house, after the burning of one which they formerly had there, this Jacob kindly invited
invited them to meet in his own large Wigwam, and there courteously received them as long as he lived, professing a great Satisfaction in it, that the Word of God was brought so nigh to him, even into his own Dwelling.

He appeared to be much concerned if any of the People of the Place did not duly attend the publick Worship of God, and would do all that he could to persuade them to attend constantly on the Means of their Salvation. He did also much encourage the upholding of a School in the Place, and endeavoured to persuade the People to send their Children to it.

Thus forward and active was this our Jacob for the upholding of Religion in the little Place to which he belonged; but, alas! there was one grievous Temptation with which he conflicted, he had an excessive Love to strong Drink, and would sometimes be overtaken and overcome by it: and tho' he seemed to strive against it, yet the Temptations were so powerful, that it did too often prevail against him.

Such, as has been now declared, was for many Years the Weakness of this poor Man; yet I could not but observe, that, when I discoursed with him about his Sin and Fault therein, he never endeavoured to justify himself, or extenuate the Evil, of which he was guilty, but judged and condemned himself for it, and bewailed his Mifery on the account of the Power of that Corruption that he had in him, and renewed his Resolution to strive against it, and to wait on God for his gracious Assistance therein. I also observed that he (especially towards the latter Part of his Life) more carefully shunn'd the Occasions and Temptations by which he was apt to be overcome. He went not so frequently to drinking Houses as he had been wont to do: nor did he drink so hard when at them, as he had formerly done. However, he remained still too much under the Power of this Lust.

Thus the Case stood with him till about two Years before he dy'd, when being more tender thorow Convictions, he declared to an Indian Minister the deep Sense he had of the great Sin of Drunkenness, to which he acknowledged he had hitherto been too subject; and withal declared his Apprehensions of an absolute Necessity of a thorow Reformation, and Resolution, by the Help of God's Grace, to live a new Life.
After this there was a sensible Reformation in the Man, and I cannot learn that he was from thence forward ever guilty of Drunkenness.

However, about half a Year after he had privately manifested his Repentance to this Minister, as has been now related, he did on a Day of Fasting and Prayer renew his Profession of Repentance, declaring his Sorrow for all his Sins, and his Resolutions to depart from them, and live to God; and during that Year and half which he lived after this, he seemed to be a new Man, and to live a new Life; and I could not now but think that he was truly turned from Sin to God, whether he was before converted or not.

About this time I observed Things in him that confirmed me in my Opinion, that he was become a good Man. I heard him pray with such Fervency and Affection, as made me think he had the Spirit as well as the Gift of Prayer bestowed on him.

I also divers times heard him magnifying the Grace and Goodness of God, in granting to the Indians such excellent Means, as they in the Ministry of the Word enjoyed, and telling them how much it concerned them to lay to Heart, and diligently improve the great and excellent Truths which they heard preached to them.

Being satisfied that he was qualified for Communion with the Church of Christ, in all the Ordinances of the Gospel, I put him on his Duty of asking an Admission to them; but found that he laboured under such Discouragements, with respect thereto, as he could not yet overcome. He feared that he had not yet experienced a Work of Regeneration, or having Conversion to God, and so remained unqualified for Communion with him in his Ordinances. However, I now observed that in him, which confirmed me in my good Opinion of him, as that he appeared to discourse on this Subject with very great Awe and Reverence, and such a Seriousness as would become one that set the Lord always before him. There was nothing light or trifling in his Discourse; nor did he seem at all unwilling to open the State of his Soul to me. And tho I could not at that time satisfy him, that it was his present Duty to ask an Admission to the Table of the Lord, yet a Duty in general he acknowledged it to be; and also owned the Obligations lying on him to prepare himself for it.
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A few Months before he dy'd, he so far overcame the Discouragement under which he thus laboured, as to signify his Desires of an Admission to the Privileges of which he before thought himself unworthy: but the Church to which he would have joined, being at that time without a Pastor, this for the present hindred his Proceeding; and being in a short time after taken with the Illness whereof he dy'd, he never had an Opportunity to enjoy that which he now much desired.

He was sick several Weeks before he dy'd, and some part of the time he was very much in the dark about the State of his Soul; so I found him to be when I visited him, and talked with him about his Spiritual State. He then doubted whether his Heart was found in God's Statutes, and did not appear to have any Assurance of the Love of God to his Soul; yet I hoped by what he said of himself, that he truly hunger'd and thirsted after Righteousness, and therefore was one of them who would in due time be filled. He expressed a very deep Sense of his own Sinfulness, and earnest Desires of being reconciled to God, thro' the Blood of Jesus Christ his only Saviour, and of being sanctify'd by the Spirit of God, and fitted for his Kingdom; as also his Resolutions to continue seeking to God for these Mercies.

I intended to have again visited him, but he dy'd sooner than I thought he would have done; so I missed the Opportunity.

However, I have been informed by credible Persons, that were with him in his Sickness, that he was after I saw him often heard calling earnestly on God for his Mercy, and seen looking in his Bible, and reading Places of Scripture in it; and indeed his Bible was what (while he was in Health) he made much use of.

The Persons who thus informed me, did also tell me, that he grew much more cheerful before he dy'd, than in the former Part of his Sickness he had been; and that he obtained a comfortable Hope of the Love of God to his Soul, insomuch that he divers times expressed his Joy, by singing some Verses in the Psalms that were suitable for such a Purpose; and that he at last lamented his having too long delayed to ask an Admission to the Communion of God's People, whose Communion is with himself, and his Son Christ Jesus. However, I hope, he is now
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now joyed to the General Assembly, and Church of the
First-born, which are written in Heaven.

EXAMPEL XVIII.
JAMES SPANIARD, who died in Chilmark in the Year
1721.

This Man was surnamed Spaniard, because he was a
Spanish Indian, being, as I have heard, brought from
some part of the Spanish Indies when he was a Boy, and
sold in New-England.

He was not long after he came into the Country bought
by a Gentleman in Chilmark, with whom he lived ma-
ny Years, and was kindly used; having, I doubt not, in
that Family many good Instructions given him.

His kind Master dying a few Years before him, he
was much affected at the Breach which God had made
in the Family, and made this pious Reflection on it, It
is the Will of God that it should be so, and we must be
contented.

Not long after this he, on very easy Terms, purchased
his Freedom from his Mistress, his Master having never
designed to keep him a Slave all his Days: but tho he
had met with very kind Usage here, yet he laid much
to Heart the unkind Treatment he had met withal, in
being separated from all his Friends and Relations, and
brought out of his Country into a strange Land, from
where he never expected to return again, and at this
he sometimes appeared to be discontented; which being
informed of, I took an Opportunity to discourse with him
about the Matter, telling him, that tho what had in this
Particular befallen him, might be what was hard to be
borne, yet God might design the same in Mercy to his
Soul, inasmuch as he was brought from a Place where
he would probably have perished for lack of Vision, in-
to a Land of Light, where he might, if it were not his
own Fault, attain to the Knowledge of the only true
God; and Jesus Christ whom he had felt, whom to know
is Life Eternal. I advised him therefore not to give way
to Discontent on this account, but endeavour to make a
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good improvement of the Price which God had put into his Hand; which if he did, the Benefit which he would receive thereby, would infinitely more than compensate all the Wrong that had been done him. He seemed kindly to accept what I thus said to him, and I hope made a good Use of it.

Thus becoming a free Man, he quickly marry'd a Wife, who had been well instructed by her pious Parents, and so knew God's Will, and approved of Things excellent, tho her Conversation was, in some respects, faulty.

It is to be hoped, that he had before this learned to pray in secret: for being now joined with one, who was willing to join in the Worship of God with him, he used to pray both Morning and Evening with her, and continued to do so as long as he lived.

Falling soon after he was first marry'd, into an Acquaintance with some of our Indians, which he had better been a Stranger to, he began to learn their Ways, and once or twice drank more than he ought to have done: but being by a Friend privately admonished of his Sin and Danger, he without Delay separated himself from the Company, and Society of such wicked Persons, and walked no more in the Way with them, but restrained his Feet from their Path; nor did he fall into any other scandalous Immoralities.

He was constant and diligent in his Attendance on the publick Worship of God, and used to discourse seriously on Matters of Religion, and the Concerns of his own Soul; tho not being a compleat Master of either the English or Indian Tongue, he could not express himself very aptly in either the one or the other of them: but the English he seemed to understand best, in which therefore he generally prayed, his Wife understanding that also.

He was long sick and weak before he dy'd, and sometimes in such great Pain, as he could not endure without very sad Complaints, tho I never heard that he was charged with Impatience. He was also in the time of his Sickness deeply concerned about the State of his Soul and very solicitous that he might not fall short of Eternal Life; and did in his Distress often cry to God for his Mercy. He also divers times desired others to pray with him, particularly the Reverend Mr. William Homes, besides others, both English and Indians, who do all re
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Miffy, that he appeared very desirous to be reconciled to
God, and made a Partaker of his Everlasting Mercies.

When I visited and discoursed with him, (which I seve-
ral times did) I still found him in a very humble frame.
He owned himself to be a great Sinner, altogether un-
worthy of God's Mercy; but yet said that he had some
Hopes, and that he earnestly desired an Interest in the
Mercy of God, thro' his Son Jesus Christ, and was resolved
still to look to him for it, (or Words much to this pur-
pose). And tho' he seemed to want that Joy of Faith
which is much to be desired, yet I could not but hope
that he was a true Believer.

Within a few Days after I last visited him, he died;
and I am assured by some worthy of Credit, who were
with him, that he then had Peace and Joy in believing.
He in the Morning of that Day, which was the Evening
of his Life, experienced such Consolations as he never
before enjoyed, and had such Forerunners of the Blessedness
of another World, as did exceedingly refresh and delight
him; and make him willing, yea and desirous, to leave
this and go to that.

He now exhorted those that were with him, to trust
continually in God, and be constant and diligent Seekers
of him. He earnestly exhorted his Wife to take care
that his little Son, the only Child he had, might be
taught to read, and trained up in the Way in which he
ought to walk. He told her also, that when Persons went
Journeys abroad, and left their Families, they used some-
times to commit them to the Care of some Man or
Men, whom they desired to leave in Charge with them;
but that the Journey he was going being long, he would
commit his to the Care and Charge of God only; who
he knew could, and he hoped would take care of them.
He told her, that if she trusted in God, he hoped she
would not in vain seek for Bread to satisfy her and her
Child's hunger.

Having spoken to this purpose, he went smiling out of
the World; and it is to be hoped, then went unto God
his exceeding Joy.

E.X.
EXAMPLE XIX.

Jannohquisoo, an old Man, who died at Nashaun, otherwise called Slocum's-Island, in February 1722-3.

His Jannohquisoo was in his younger Days a Person of a vitious Conversation. He was given to Drunkenness, and such other Excesses as that Sin commonly leadeth Men into: nor did he become a new Man before he began to become an old one; but better late than never.

He was convinced of the Irregularity of his Life, and began to reform it, some Years before he was able to get a compleat Victory over his Lust after strong Drink, that being at some times too strong for him; as well as the Drink itself, which it drew him to follow after.

But God having a Design to subdue and conquer this Lust of his, was pleased by a very awakening Providence, to bring him under a solemn Obligation, to live more soberly for the future, than he had before done; for undertaking to go in a small Canoo a little way over the Water, to a Place where he expected to find Company and Drink, his Canoo overset, and he had very like to have perished in the Way. He was alone in the Sea; nor did he know that any Person either saw him, or could help him: and, being now in great Distress, he cry'd earnestly to God for Mercy, and made Vows to him, that, if he would deliver him, he would endeavour to part with all his Sins, and live to his Glory; and God was pleased to hear his Prayer, and send Deliverance to him. This poor Man cried, the Lord heard him, and saved him out of all his Troubles. Some that saw him in Distress came and took him up, when it had been too late, if it had been one Minute later.

Being thus delivered, he performed to the Lord the Vows which he had made; for, tho many do quickly forget the Promises which they make to God when they are in Distress, yet all do not so, and this Man was one Instance of a Person that did not. He from this time forward
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ward forsook his Drunkenness, and all his drinking Companions, and lived soberly; and not only so, but also righteous and godly in the World. If he was not before a praying Man, he now became one, worshipping God daily in his House; and appeared to take care that he might not have any Fellowship with the unfruitful Works of Darkness, but rather reprove them.

Being thus reformed in his Life and Manners, the few Families on the little Island where he lived, did, with the Consent of the English Authority, who managed the Indian Affairs here, choose him to be a Ruler over them; and he accepting the Office, did with much Fidelity discharge it as long as he lived.

He endeavoured to be a Terror to Evil Doers among his Neighbours, frequently inflicting corporal Punishments on them for their Crimes, and not sparing his own Children when they appeared to be guilty.

He shewed a great Desire that Religion might be upheld, and promoted in the little Island on which he lived; he used his utmost Endeavours, that the few Families there might constantly have a Minister to preach to them; and he himself, tho' no Minister by Profession, yet carried himself very much like one in the Visits which he frequently made to the Houses of those whom he lived among, entertaining the Families with good Discourses when he was with them, and giving many good Instructions and Admonitions to such as he thought needed them.

He was very much grieved at the evil Conversation of some in the Place where he lived, and of his own Children in particular, whom he, not beginning early enough withal, was not able to restrain from their Wickedness; and as tho' this had not been Affliction enough, he had a Wife, who being her self like one of the foolish Women, too much countenanced her Sons in their Ungodliness, contending with her Husband for punishing their Offences, infomuch that he would sometimes say to her, that she acted as tho' she desired to cast her Children into everlasting Burnings: nor did she appear to repent of these Misdemeanors until the Death of her Husband, which was but a very little while before she her self dy'd.

This
This good Man, like some others, deferred his joining to the Church of Christ longer than he should have done, viz. till within a Year of his Death; but when he offered himself, gave great Satisfaction to those that admitted him, not only by manifesting a hearty Repentance for all the Miscarriages of his Life; but by professing Faith in Jesus Christ, as the only Saviour of sinful Men, such as he confessed himself to be: and that it might appear that he knew in whom he had believed and that he was able to keep what he had committed to him, he particularly declared his Persuasion of what is revealed in the Scriptures, concerning his Person, Offices, Death, Resurrection, and Ascension into Heaven, &c.

He languished some Months before he dy'd; and as the former Part of his Life had been very vicious so in the former Part of his Sickness he was in great Distress about his Soul. God made him to possess the Iniquity of his Youth, caused the Iniquity of his Heart to compass him about. He confessed with bitterness of Soul the Drunkenness of which he had been guilty yea and other Sins too, as Uncleanliness, &c. and declared that his Sins were a Burden too heavy for him to bear, and that he feared that God would call him away for ever for them.

But yet God left him not utterly to despair of his Mercy, but enabled him to cry to him for the Pardon of his Offences, and that he might be reconciled to him thro' the Blood of Christ, which cleanseth from a Sin; and the Issue was, that God had Compassion on him, spake Peace to his distressed Soul, enabling him so to hope in his Mercy, as to be willing to die, yea even to desire to die, that he might go to his Heavenly Father: and with such a Hope of a better Life he ended his Life here in this World.
EXAMPLE XX.

Henry Ohhunnut, alias Jannohquissoo, an old Man, who died at Christia-Town, December 17th, 1724.

While this Henry was but a young Man, meeting with some Trouble on Martha's Vineyard, which made his Mind uneasy, he left the Island, and travelled about on the main Land from one Place to another. At length coming to Natick, and there abiding one Winter at least, hearing the Word of God preached, and beholding the Order of the Indian Church, which had been some time before that settled there, by the renowned Mr. John Eliot, whom our Henry sometimes heard preaching to the Indians; the Effect of his enjoying these Advantages was, that he believed the things which he heard, was awakened, and became a Pecan-amacina, i.e. a praying Man; and being such a one, he professed Subscription to the Gospel of Christ, and was admitted as a Member in full Communion in the said Church.

Being returned to Martha's Vineyard, he there married a Woman called Dinah, who proved a good Wife to him, and a very good Christian; the same who is afterwards mentioned Chapter III. Example 2. By this Woman he was much encouraged in the Ways of God and Religion; and his Conversation was, so far as I can discern, constantly ordered as it became the Gospel.

He was diligent and steady in his Business, labouring constantly with his Hands, to provide for his Family. He prayed daily in his House, and brought up his Children in the Nurture and Admonition of the Lord: and they, several of them, dy'd very hopefully; but he living on the Main when they dy'd, I could not obtain so particular an Account of them as I would have done. However, there are two of them briefly mentioned in their Mother's Life. He was also very constant in his Attendance on the publick Worship and Ordinances of God, as is well known to those who were acquainted with him.

Having been my self long and well acquainted with the Person I am speaking of, I can freely testify, that he
he always appeared to me to be a very serious Man. I have divers times heard him pray very affectionately and understandingly; and I have also frequently heard him discourse very piously. He often lamented the Sins of his own Countrymen, but especially that of Drunkenness; which Evil, as he carefully abstained from so he earnestly testify'd against in others, who were sometimes found faulty. Indeed he had a commendable Courage and Boldness in reproving the Sins of his Neighbours, of which Courage he made even his Superior sensible, when there was Occasion for it.

He had a Heart to glorify God under afflictive Dispositions, owning his Wisdom, Sovereignty and Goodness in them: I shall here give one Instance of his so doing. Two or three Years before his own Death, he had Son drowned, if not murdered, (which latter the poor old Man and some others suspected) and it was much to be feared too that he dy'd drunk, and so perished in his Sins. This was a most afflictive Providence to the aged Father, and such a fiery Trial to him, as was very hard to be endured. But while he was under that Affliction, lamenting to me the Loss he had sustained, and relating the sorrowful Circumstances with which it was attended, he told me that he quieted himself with this Consideration, that what had befallen him was ordered by God, who might do what he pleas'd and whoever did all things well; and that having vowed to love his God as long as he lived, he was still resolved that he would do so, notwithstanding what was now come on him.

Observing not long before his Death, his constant and diligent Attendance on the publick Worship and Ordinances of God, notwithstanding his great Age, and the many bodily Infirmities which he was under, one Day asked him, whether he experienced any Pleasure and Delight in hearing the Word of God preached and attending on the Ordinances of his Worship? To which very great, said he to me. I also then asked him concerning his Hope of future Blessedness; in answer where to he told me, that he had a strong Hope that God would save him: And he mentioned the Merits and Sufferings of Jesus Christ, as the Ground and Foundation of that Hope of his. I asked him, whether he found
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found that he obtained a Deliverance from under that Power and Dominion of Sin, to which Mankind are naturally subject? To which he reply'd, that formerly he found his Lufts and Corruptions very strong, but of latter Years God had given him Strength against them. How long is it, said I to him, since God has so helped you? I think about twenty Years, reply'd he to me.

He was sick but a few Days before he dy'd, and I saw him not during that time, (being from home on a Journey) tho he desired to have spoken with me; however, I am well informed, that he called much on God while he lay sick; and that declaring his Expectations of Death, he received the same joyfully, professing, that he hoped to enjoy Life Eternal thro' Jesus Christ his only Saviour. He also gave much good Counsel to his Son, who took care of him in his Sicknes, exhorting him to be a constant and diligent Seeker of the Lord his God.

This was that poor old Man mentioned in Chapter IV. Example 20. in young Joseph Peag's Life, and he whom that Child would have Care taken of; of which there was indeed great need, he being grown very helpless.
Here have been many godly Men among our Indians, who may be justly named as Examples of Piety, besides those already mentioned; but I shall content myself with giving a more general Account of a few of them, than I have done of the Examples already given. And they are these.

I. Pamchannit, who was a petty Sachim of part of the Island now called Chilmark, and the happy Father of the well known Mr. Japheth Hathit, who has been frequently before mentioned. He embraced the Christian Religion soon after the first publishing of the Gospel in the said Island, and continued a zealous Professor of it as long as he lived. He was a devout Worshipper of God in his Family, and a diligent Instructor of those under his Charge: he was one of the first Members of that Church whereof Hiacoome was the first Pastor, and behaved himself from his first Conversion to the end of his Life as did become the Gospel. He dy'd at Naithouhkamuk in the Spring of the Year 1672, but what he then said I have not heard, and so I cannot declare; yet there are good Grounds to hope that he dy'd in the Lord.

II. Pehtanattook, who was a younger Brother of that Pamchannit but now mentioned. He was a Man of a very blameless Life, and undoubted Piety. Several that I
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were acquainted with him, yet living, do affirm, that he was a constant and serious Worshipper of God in his House, walking with a perfect Heart in it, and that he was a sharp Reprover of Sin, and a diligent Instructor of his own Family and others. He was a Member of the Church whereof John Tackanath was Pastor, and he adorned the Doctrine of God his Saviour by a well ordered Conversation. I cannot certainly tell in what Year he dy'd, but I think it was near about the Year 1680. The Place was the East End of Winthrop's Island.

III. Lazarus. The Person I here intend was before his Conversion called Cain, and by some so called afterwards.

He is by all acknowledged to be a Pawwaw, or Wizard, before he was by the Grace of God in the Gospel turned from Darkness unto Light, and from the Power of Satan unto God. When the Zachim Mitark, of whom he was a Friend and Favourite, became a Christian, and a Preacher of the Gospel to his Countrymen at the Gayhead, this Cain renounced the Devil, and became a Profylete of Mitark's, and Disciple of Jesus Christ.

And, being some Years after admitted as a Member of the Church whereof Mr. Japheth was Pastor, he was baptized by the Name Lazarus, by which he was afterwards frequently called.

Being thus become a Christian, he lived and acted like one all his Life after. He no more returned to the Sorceries of which he had been formerly guilty; but instead of worshipping the Devil, as he had done, was a constant Worshipper of God in and thro' Jesus Christ; calling daily on him in his House, and publicly attending the Ordinances of his Worship on the Sabbath, or Lord's-Day.

I'm credibly informed, that when he lay a dying, he experienced such Consolations as were not small; and that being then by one spoken to about some of the Affairs of this World, he said to him, Say no more to me of these Things, they are dull and insipid Things to me; but if you will speak to me of the Things of the World to come, I will hear you gladly about them. He dy'd about the Year 1690.

IV. Amos,
IV. Amos, who was a godly Indian of Chappaquiddick, and dy'd there in or about the Year 1690. He was one of the principal Members of the Church on that little Island, and by all acknowledged to have been a very serious Man, and one who lived a very holy and blameless Life: and being so good a Man himself, he endeavoured that his Children might be so too; and one of them, if no more, proved such a one, viz. the good Deacon Jonathan Amos, of whom I have before spoken.

In the same Year 1690, or not long before or after it, there dy'd at the said Chappaquiddick several other godly Men, whom I shall but name, viz. V. Thomas Oonquun. VI. Washamon. VII. Jebu. VIII. Adam. IX. Samuel Kokoquonut.

X. John Koffitunut, who was a Son in law of Hiacoomes. These were Persons in such Esteem for Piety, that if I had not mentioned them, I am apt to think that some English People that knew them, would have blamed me for it, tho' I can give no particular Account of them.

XI. Paul, commonly called Old Paul, who dy'd at Christian-Town about the Year 1676, was generally esteemed a godly Man, being a serious Professor of Religion, constant in the Performance of the Duties of it, and, as far I can learn, without any Stain in his Life and Conversation.

XII. John Hucwayman was another Person of the same Character with him last mentioned, and dy'd in the same Place about the Year 1678.

XIII. Pattompan, who dy'd in Tisbury in the Year 1688. He was a Brother of three Ministers mentioned in the foregoing Chapter, viz. John, Micah, and Stephen Shobkau, and was esteemed like them for Piety. There is another Brother yet living, tho' a very old Man, his Name Daniel Shobkau; he still preacheth the Gospel to a few Families at Winthrop's Island, and is justly accounted a good Christian.

XIV. Wuttabhannompisin, an Indian of the Gayhead who, by the oversetting of a Canoe, was drowned there about the Year 1688. He was one of the first that embraced the Christian Religion in the said Place, when it was by Nutark preached to his Countrymen ther in the Year 1663, and continued a constant Worshipper.
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Per of God in and thro' his Son Jesus Christ, all his Days after, and was a Person of a very blameless Life. As he used to pray at other times, so God gave him Opportunity and a Heart to call on him, and commit his Soul to him while he was able to keep his Head above Water, before he dy'd, as was reported by those that were with him and escaped. He dy'd a very old Man.

XV. Simon Netawass, who dy'd at Naskouwhamuk, about the Year 1693. This Man was while young, somewhat given to the Sin of Drunkenness; but it pleased God some Years before he dy'd, to convince him of his Error herein, and enable him to live a sober Life: and not only so, but also to become a praying Man, worshipping God constantly in his House, and diligently attending the publick Worship of God in his. Being thus prepared by Grace for a Scene of Trouble and Affliction, God was pleased to send the same on him. He was taken with a Malady in one of his Hips, by reason whereof the Joint at length perished, and also the Flesh that covered it. While he was thus visited, he endured a great deal of very strong Pain, but was exceedingly patient under it. He owned the sovereign Goodwill and Pleasure of God, in bringing the same on him, and manifested his Willingness to submit thereto. He daily cried to God to sanctify the same to him, pardoning all his Sins, and fitting of him for his Eternal Kingdom; nor did he find it in vain thus to seek the Lord; for as his outward Man decayed, his inner Man appeared to be renewed Day by Day. In the Day that he cried God heard him, and strengthened him with Strength in his Soul: so that when his Pain was almost insupportable, he experienced the Truth of that Word of God, As thy Day is, so shall thy Strength be; he found Comfort in God when his outward Circumstances were most deplorable, and enjoyed great Peace in believing. His last and dying Words were, O Lord, I beseech thee to save my Soul. While he uttered these Words, seeming to stretch himself on his Bed, his decayed Hip Joint came out of its Place, and lay naked without any Flesh or Skin on it, except that of his Hand, with which he at the same time laid hold on
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on it. Mr. Japheth, who was frequently with this Man before he dy'd, looked on him as an eminent Instance of Faith and Patience. I have heard that there was a Paper written of his dying Speeches; but it not coming to my Hand, I cannot here insert it.

XVI. Isaac Wanabtak, an Indian of Christian-Town, and a Member of an Indian Church on Martha's Vineyard, who dy'd in Falmouth on the Main, in the Year 1715. This was a Man of a very exemplary Conversation, as I, and many others that were acquainted with him, can testify. And I am credibly informed, that he dy'd as became a good Christian, calling upon God his Saviour, and putting his Trust in him for Life Eternal; and so laying down his Head with Comfort.

XVII. Samuel Pasbqunnabhamun, an old Man, who dy'd in Lisbury in the Year 1721. This Man was not effectually called until the eleventh Hour. He appeared to be a carnal and vicious Man till about three or four Years before, at a very great Age, he dy'd. He seldom went to any Meeting where the Word of God was preached, and was not known to call upon the Name of the Lord; and he would frequently drink to Excess when he had Opportunity for it. About eight Years before his Death he became naturally blind, and still remained spiritually so, about three or four Years of that time: and tho he could not now run about to seek after Strong Drink, as he had formerly done, yet, if he could get any brought to him, he would abuse himself with it. But at length, it pleased God to open the Eyes of his Understanding, and to work such a great and gracious Change in him, that he saw, confessed and lamented the Sins of his Nature and Life, and called earnestly on God for his pardoning Mercy, thro' his Son Jesus Christ. He worshipp'd God every Day in his Family, put away his Strong Drink, discoursed much about the things of God, and a future Life and World; and was so earnest to hear the Word of God preached, that being unable to go to the Place of publick Worship, he frequently desired Ministers to preach at his own House, and used to desire such as came to visit him, to pray and sing Psalms with him; and did sometimes send for Ministers.
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offers to come to him for the same Purpose; so he did on the Day whereon he dy’d, and having obtained his Desire therein, he declared his Hopes of finding Mercy with God, and his Willingness to die and go to him; and then, as it is to be hoped, did so.

More Examples of good Men might have been here given; but, lest my Book swell to too great a Bigness, I shall add no more.
CHAP. III.

Containing an Account of several Indian Women that have been justly esteemed Religious.

The number of Women truly fearing God, has been supposed to exceed that of Men so doing; but whether the Observation will generally hold true or not, I shall not now inquire; or it will, stay to consider the Reasons of it. However, it seems to be a Truth with respect to our Indians, as far as my Knowledge of them extends, that there have been, and are a greater number of their Women appearing pious than of the Men among them.

But tho' this be not what I have here undertaken to make good, yet having in the foregoing Chapters instanced in several Men, that were thought to be godly Persons by such as were acquainted with them, I shall in this give an Account of some Women, of whom it may be justly hoped, that they had Eternal Life abiding in them, and dy'd in the Lord.

EXAMPLE I.

Wuttununohkomkooh, who was the Wife of Pan channit, and the Mother of the memorable Jopheth, and died about the Year 1675.

Considering whose Mother I have already said th Wuttununohkomkooh was, and also what may be further related concerning her, it will not, I suppose, be thought strange that I have mentioned her as my first Example of Women fearing God; tho' thro' want of Care to preserve her Memory, I can give but a very general Account of her.
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There is one thing, however, to be said of her, which can scarce be said concerning any other of our Indians, who lived a considerable Part of their time before the Word of God was ever preached to them, viz. That, by a due Improvement of the Light of Nature, assisted by the Spirit of God, she attained to a right Conception of the only true and living God, and her own Relation to, and Dependence on him, as that she did worship and call on him, and, as it seemeth, obtained a gracious Answer to her Prayers. A particular Account of this being already given in the Life of her Son Japheth, Chap. II. Examp. 17.

I shall not again repeat the same here, but refer my Reader to what is there said about it: only I must here say, that such a Discovery of the true God to her, before she was favoured with the Light of the Gospel, did very wonderfully prepare her for a ready Reception of it, when the Providence of God brought it to her, as within a few Years it did.

From whence it was thought, that as soon as this Woman heard of the Devotions of the English, who settled on the East End of Martha's Vineyard, in the Year 1642, at a considerable Distance from where she lived, she presently alleged that they were Worshippers of the same God to whom she had prayed: and the soon after found that she was not mistaken, when Mr. Mayhew began to preach the Word of God to the Indians on the Island; and when she heard the Gospel preached, she accordingly readily believed it and embraced it.

This Woman thus becoming a Christian, lived like such a one all the remaining Part of her Life, which was well nigh thirty Years, never that I can, on the Briefer Enquiry, hear of doing any thing which might be an Occasion of stumbling to such as were acquainted with her, but did in all respects order her Conversation as did become the Gospel.

Her Husband also being, on the preaching of the Gospel, soon converted to Christianity, they lived together as joint Heirs of the Grace of Life, contentedly worshipping the true and eternal God, both publickly and privately, devoting also their Children to him, and bringing them up in the Nurture and Admonition of the Lord.
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The Piety of this Woman was further discovered in that, as she seriously joined with others in the Worship of God, when it was her Duty so to do, so she was not ashamed her self vocally to call on him, when it was proper and convenient that she should do so, as when the Hour of Prayer being come, there was none present for whom it might be more proper and decent to perform that Duty. There are yet several living Witnesses of the serious and fervent Prayers that this Woman offered up to the Lord.

As Piety towards God was one Part of her Character, so Charity towards her Neighbours was another; and for this latter, she was so eminent an Example, that she was thereby distinguished, not only from those who were totally destitute of a true Love to their Neighbours, but even from most of them who had some Measure thereof bestowed on them. I have been credibly informed, that she was so extraordinary courteous and obliging to all those that were about her, or whom she had anything to do withal, that herein she could scarcely be parallel'd; and that she was unwearied in going about, and doing Good among the Poor, and in communicating to them such good things as she was able to bestow on them.

She was a little Woman, low in Stature, and withal of a most lowly Mind; and so exactly answered the Notation of her Name, which signifyeth a humble, or lowly Woman. She discovered nothing of Pride in her Deportment, unless it were in honouring her self by a very regular Conversation.

I cannot obtain any particular Account of the Carriage of this Woman in her last Sickness, and at her Death; but I doubt not but that as she lived the Life of the Righteous, so her last End was like his.
EXAMPLE II.

DINAH AHHUNNUT, who died at Nafhowohkamuk in or about the Year 1684.

THE Father of this Woman was; as I am inform'd, a praying Indian, who liv'd at Monument, on the main Land, and was called by the Indians Panupub-quat.

When she was a Woman grown, she married an Indian of Martha's Vineyard, called Henry Ahhunnut, alias Jannobqufsu, (mention'd Chap. III. Examp. XX.) with whom she liv'd many Years, and had several Children; to whom she was a kind and tender Mother, till God took her from them.

She was a Person of a very blameless Life. Neither was she the Subject of a mere negative Goodness only; for the good Works she did praised her: She was particularly a very remarkable Example of Kindness and Charity to her Neighbours, ready on all Occasions to visit and help them. This Testimony some of her English Neighbours, as well as many Indians, can and do give her.

She was much given to Hospitality; being always ready to entertain in her House such as Providence called her to receive into it, and cheerfully performed all the Labour that was needful in providing well for them.

She living some Years near my Father's House, while I was a Youth, the Family had Opportunity and Occasion to take notice of her Carriage; and could not but observe that she was a very courteous, discreet, and diligent Woman; seldom went abroad, but tarried at home and minded her own Business, except when Duty called her to go out.

These things were commendable in her; but the best part of her Character is yet to be given: She was a Woman that feared the Lord, and such a one is to be praised.

She not only with her Husband constantly worshipped God in the Family whereof they were the Parents, but did also publickly and solemnly avouch him to be her God, and gave up her self unto him to be his, to love, fear, and serve him for ever, and to expect all from him that shelood in need of.

Being
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Being join'd in full Communion with the Church whereof John Tracanasso was the faithful Pastor, she highly praised, and diligently improved, the Privilege which she therein enjoy'd, constantly and seriously attending the Worship and Ordinances of God in his House and therein shewing her Love to God, and his Word and Ways.

Her Piety was also further manifested in the Care she took to bring up her Children in the Knowledge and Fear of the Lord, by her constant Endeavours to instruct them in the Mysteries of Religion, and pressing them to the Duties in the Word of God requir'd of them: and there was, thro' Grace, a good Effect of her Essays to do them good in this way, several of them afterward appearing to be pious, especially two of her Sons that died some time after, while they were but about sixteen or seventeen Years old; concerning one of which Master Japheth said he had scarce ever known so great Faith in so young a Person. The Name of this Youth was Elisba, and that of the other Nathan: but these Youths dying on the Main, whither their Father carried them after their Mother's Death, I cannot give a particular Account of them.

The Husband of the good Woman, who was a Person very worthy of Credit, told me but a few Months before he died, that he had great Reason to praise her, as such a Wife as who so findeth, findeth a good thing, and obtaineth Favour of the Lord; and as one that greatly helped and encouraged him in the Ways of God and Religion; wherein, by his Profession, he was obliged to walk. He said she not only excited him to pray with our ceasing to God, but prayed her self also in the Family, when he was not present to do it.

She died of a strong Fever, which in a few Days carried her out of the World; tho' I hope not before she was prepared for Death. In the time of her Sickness she professed her Reliance on the only Son of God, and her only Saviour, for the everlasting Mercies which she needed; and did, with Hands and Eyes lifted up toward Heaven, earnestly call upon God, that for his sake she might see and enjoy his Kingdom: and then with great Serioufnesses and Affection exhorted all about her, to see the Lord while he might be found, and call upon him while he was yet near.

Bleffo
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Blessed is that Servant, who when his Lord cometh he shall find so doing.

EXAMPLE III.

Hannah Ahhunnut, who died at Nafthouohkamuk, alias Chilmark, in or about the Year 1704.

Hannah Ahhunnut, commonly called by the Indians Pekkeben, was a Daughter of an Indian who formerly liv'd in Tuckarc, now Tisbury, of whom I know nothing remarkable.

Her first Husband's Name was John Momonequem, a Son of that Momonequem mention'd Chap. II. Examp. II. The said John being a very worthy Man, a Preacher of the Word of God, and a Ruling Elder of the Church, whereof Master Japheth Hannit was the Pastor; he was sent to preach the Gospel to the Indians at Dartmouth, and there died many Years since.

The Hannah of whom I am speaking, being there left a Widow, return'd again to Martha's Vineyard, the Place of her Nativity: She was a Member of the Church whereof her Husband was a Ruling Elder while he lived; and so far as I can understand, lived very blameless from the time she first join'd to it, to the end of her Life.

She was a Person of good Knowledge in the things of God, was able and willing to read the Scriptures, and other good Books translated into the Indian Tongue. And I have heard her discourse very understandingly and seriously in matters of Religion, and about the State of her own Soul; tho' I cannot now particularly remember what she said.

She constantly attended God's publick Worship and Ordinances, and appeared very serious therein; was often much affected while she was waiting on God in the Days of his House, wherein she drew nigh to him.

She was observed, by such as were acquainted with her, to make conscience of retiring for secret Prayer: I have heard an English Woman, worthy of Credit, with whom she laboured some time, give her this Testimony.

Her second Husband, Job Ahbunnut, whom I look upon as a godly Man, affirms, that she gave her self much to Prayer while she was his Wife. He says she encourag'd
encourag'd him in his Duty towards God, and used to pray constantly in the Family when he was abroad.

She very frequently instructed and exhorted those of her own Sex, who stood in need of such Admonitions as she was able to give them: And young People especially, she in this way spake often to.

She was very merciful to the Poor, tho' she was not her self rich; and would very often extend her Charity towards them, by bestowing on them such things as she had, and as she thought their Needs called for.

She was remarkable for her Willingness and Ability to be helpful to the Sick; such she very often visited, carrying such things to them as she thought they needed, and doing such things for them, while with them, as she saw needful to be done. And being looked upon as a Woman of Prayer, and one who had an Interest in Heaven, Persons of her own Sex used to desire her to pray with and for them, when in their Sickness she visited them, and there were no Men present for whom it might be more proper to perform that Office. She used to perform the same Duty at Women's Travails also, when in difficult Cases there were special Occasions for it; and it has been reported, that she had sometimes very remark-able Answers.

She seemed to have a great Veneration for the Ministers of God, shewing by her Practice, that she accounted them worthy of double Honour, esteeming them highly for their Work's sake; and communicating to them in all such temporal good things as God had bestowed on her. And when there were Days of Thanksgiving among our Indians, she was a most diligent Provider and Dresler of the Food wherewith the Poor as well as the Rich were then to be entertain'd; and usually order'd the setting of it on the Tables, at which People were to sit and eat it.

She died very suddenly of, as I suppose, an Apoplexy; but I trust Death did not find her unprepared for it.
EXAMPLE IV.

SSANNOOSHQUE, commonly by the English call'd Old Sarah, who died in Eldgartown, about the Year 1708.

Who the Parents of this Woman were I know not; She was once married, and her Husband was commonly by the English called James Cowkeeper; but he died before I had an Opportunity to have any Acquaintance with him; nor have I heard any thing remarkable concerning him. But good old Sarah, his Widow, was observable a Person, that many, both English and Indians, had some Knowledge of her. And I think everybody that was acquainted with her, esteemed her as a Person of undoubted Honesty and Piety.

She was a serious Professor of Religion, one that gave herself up to God, joining herself to the Indian Church, whereof she was long a Member. Nor was she ever known, as I can hear of, to do any thing that was atter of Stumbling or Offence to the Church to which she join'd; or any other of God's People, whether English or Indians.

She never would marry after her said Husband died, but chose to live in a State of Widowhood, saying, that if she married again, she might thereby bring such Troubles on herself, as living a single Life she might be free from.

She was a Person of great Industry, kept her Wigwam, Indian House, in very good Repair, and was generally well provided with all things necessary for the Support of her Family; so that she brought up her Children comfortably, both as to Food and Raiment, tho' there were a considerable number of them; and which is yet more, she kept a very hospitable House, entertaining with much kindness and Bounty such as came to visit her, tho' the number of these were not very small: And Persons of the highest Quality among the Indians, used frequently to lodge her House, when they happened to be near the Place where she lived.

She was very observable for her Charity and Compassion to the Poor, which she manifested by feeding them when they were hungry, visiting them when they were sick; and
This Daughter of the religious Parents now nam'd was taught to read very well, and was, I suppose, otherwise well instructed, she afterwards appearing to be a Person of good Knowledge in the things of God, as was well known by all those who were acquainted with her.

She, as I am informed, appeared to be sober and well inclined when she was but young, and was not known to be addicted to any Vice whatsoever.

She loved to read in good Books, and after she was marry'd, and had some Children, (not being nigh any School) she did herself teach them to read, and did otherwise carefully instruct them. She did also frequently and earnestly exhort them to fear and serve the Lord, and did in particular urge and press them to the Duty of secret Prayer, as some of them yet living do declare and testify.

She did not ask an Admission into the Church of Christ in the Place where she lived, till she had such Experience of a Work of Grace on her Soul, as did furnish her with Matter for a very affecting Profession of Faith and Repentance, and encourage the Church to which she offered her self very gladly to receive her; nor did she ever afterwards make them ashamed by any such Irregularities in her Conversation, as many Professors of Religion are guilty of, her Conversation being for ever after such as did adorn the Doctrine of God her Saviour.

As her Piety was otherwise conspicuous, so it did in particular shine forth in many gracious Expressions, which on all Occasions she used to utter, in which God was acknowledged, and those edify'd that conversed with her; besides what others inform me as to this Particular, I being myself acquainted with her, do judge worthy of such a Testimony.

She was much given to Prayer, and observed to be very earnest and affectionate in it; for she not only pray'd constantly and fervently in her own Family, when her Husband was gone from home, but was sometimes found praying abroad, where she did not expect any would see her, but her Father who seeth in secret, and rewardeth openly.

As she pray'd much, so she frequently gave Alms of such things as she had, doing good, and being ready to distribute, and willing to communicate.
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In the beginning of the long Sickness whereof she dy’d, she was very deeply sensible of the Sins of her Nature and Life, and wanted a comfortable Assurance of the Love of God to her Soul; but was not wanting in doing all she could, that being justly’d by Faith, she might have Peace with God thro’ her Lord Jesus Christ. She then most frequently and earnestly pour’d forth her Soul before the Lord, intreating of him, for Christ’s sake, to bestow on her those everlasting Mercies which she stood in need of, and to lift up the Light of his Countenance upon her; nor did God despise the Prayer of this his Handmaid, for after she had struggled a while with the Temptations of Satan, and the Unbelief of her own Heart, she first declared her firm Persuasion of the great Truths of the Gospel, wherein the way of Salvation by Jesus Christ, the Son of God, is set forth and declared. She said she believed that Jesus Christ did indeed come into the World to save Sinners; that he dy’d, and rose again from the dead, to that End; and that there was Mercy and Forgiveness with God thro’ him; and that she her self was not excluded from the Benefits of that Redemption, which he came to work out for his People.

By these Considerations her Heart was much quieted, and her Soul relieved; but God had yet higher Degrees of Consolation in store for her, for soon after this he gave to her a firm and strong Persuasion of her own personal Interest in the everlasting Mercies of that Covenant which is well ordered in all things, and sure.

The Spirit of God did now bear Witness with her Spirit, that she was a Child of God, and had a Right to the Inheritance laid up in store for his Children.

Having thus obtained Peace in believing, she opened her Mouth in the Praises of God to others. She told those that were about her, that what she had formerly heard of the Power and Mercy of God, she did now find and experience to be true; for he then had granted her the Mercies which she had long sought to him for, had pardon’d her Sins, and was reconciled to her Soul.

She then earnestly called on her Relations and Friends, to chuse God for their Portion, and love, fear, and obey him all the Days of their Lives, and be sure to avoid those things that were provoking in his sight. On her Husband in particular she did with much Earnestness press these
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This Daughter of the religious Parents now nam'd was taught to read very well, and was, I suppose, otherwise well instructed, she afterwards appearing to be a Person of good Knowledge in the things of God, as was well known by all those who were acquainted with her.

She, as I am informed, appeared to be sober and well inclined when she was but young, and was not known to be addicted to any Vice whatsoever.

She loved to read in good Books, and after she was marry'd, and had some Children, (not being nigh any School) she did herself teach them to read, and did otherwise carefully instruct them. She did also frequently and earnestly exhort them to fear and serve the Lord, and did in particular urge and press them to the Duty of secret Prayer, as some of them yet living do declare and testify.

She did not ask an Admission into the Church of Christ in the Place where she lived, till she had such Experience of a Work of Grace on her Soul, as did furnish her with Matter for a very affecting Profession of Faith and Repentance, and encourage the Church to which she offered her self very gladly to receive her; nor did she ever afterwards make them ashamed by any such Irregularities in her Conversation, as many Professors of Religion are guilty of, her Conversation being for ever after such as did adorn the Doctrine of God her Saviour.

As her Piety was otherwise conspicuous, so it did in particular shine forth in many gracious Expressions, which on all Occasions she used to utter, in which God was acknowledged, and those edify'd that conversed with her; besides what others inform me as to this Particular, I being myself acquainted with her, do judge worthy of such a Testimony.

She was much given to Prayer, and observed to be very earnest and affectionate in it; for she not only pray'd constantly and fervently in her own Family, when her Husband was gone from home, but was sometimes found praying abroad, where she did not expect any would see her, but her Father who seeth in secret, and rewardeth openly.

As she pray'd much, so she frequently gave Alms of such things as she had, doing good, and being ready to distribute, and willing to communicate.
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In the beginning of the long Sickness whereof she dy'd, she was very deeply sensible of the Sins of her Nature and Life, and wanted a comfortable Assurance of the Love of God to her Soul; but was not wanting in doing all she could, that being justifi'd by Faith, she might have Peace with God thro' her Lord Jesus Christ. She then most frequently and earnestly pour'd forth her Soul before the Lord, intreating of him, for Christ's fake, to bellow on her those everlasting Mercies which she stood in need of, and to lift up the Light of his Countenance upon her; nor did God despite the Prayer of this his Handmaid, for after she had struggled a while with the Temptations of Satan, and the Unbelief of her own Heart, she first declared her firm Persuasion of the great Truths of the Gospel, wherein the way of Salvation by Jesus Christ the Son of God, is set forth and declared. She said she believed that Jesus Christ did indeed come into the World to save Sinners; that he dy'd, and rose again from the dead, to that End; and that there was Mercy and Forgiveness with God thro' him; and that she herself was not excluded from the Benefits of that Redemption, which he came to work out for his People.

By these Considerations her Heart was much quieted, and her Soul relieved; but God had yet higher Degrees of Consolation in store for her, for soon after this he gave to her a firm and strong Persuasion of her own personal Interest in the everlasting Mercies of that Covenant which is well ordered in all things, and sure.

The Spirit of God did now bear Witness with her Spirit, that she was a Child of God, and had a Right to the Inheritance laid up in store for his Children.

Having thus obtained Peace in believing, she opened her Mouth in the Praise of God to others. She told those that were about her, that what she had formerly heard of the Power and Mercy of God, she did now find and experience to be true; for he then had granted her the Mercies which she had long fought to him for, had pardon'd her Sins, and was reconciled to her Soul.

She then earnestly called on her Relations and Friends, to choose God for their Portion, and love, fear, and obey him all the Days of their Lives, and be sure to avoid those things that were provoking in his sight. On her Husband in particular she did with much Earnestness press these
these her dying Counsels, with which he appeared to be very much affected.

Having thus expressed her Sense of God's Goodness to her, and called on others to trust in him, and live to him, she declared that now she thought her End was very near at hand, and told her Friends, that being now to take her leave of them, if they would see her any more, they must be true Seekers of that God whom she had sought and found; which if they did, she and they would meet again, and see one another, in their Father's House, with great Joy and Comfort.

After this she spake but little, and took very little Sufferance, but lay still for the most part with her Eyes closed as if she had been asleep; and yet she would answer when spoken to, and shew that she was not so, but was thinking on the things prepared for her in her Father's Kingdom: and being desired to take something to refresh here, she said she needed nothing of that Nature, having more to refresh her than they were or could be sensible of.

The real and solid Piety of the Person of whom I here speak, has, I think, been sufficiently evidenced in what has been already said of her; that therefore which I'm now going to relate is not brought in as any Proof of her Sincerity, but proposed to the Learned for their Thoughts on it.

The pious Woman of whom I have been speaking, had a godly Sifter with her in the time of her Sickness, who had a most earnest Desire to know if her Sifter dy'd, that she went out of this World in a State of Grace, and Favour with God, and should go into everlasting Joy: and tho' her Sifter expressed her self so very comfortably as she did, such was her Insirmity, that this did not satisfy her, but she long'd for a more full Assurance of her Sitter's Well-being. Thus she continued in Distrefs for her until about twenty four Hours before she dy'd, when, being asleep in the House where her Sitter lay, she, as she thought, plainly heard a Voice in the Air over the Top of the House, saying in her own Language, Woodwardiana Kanaanur, the same being divers times repeated; which Words may be thus rendered in English, tho' they are much more emphatical in Indian, There is Favour now extended in Canaan; there is Favour, &c. The Person that in her Sleep thought she heard such
such a Voice, supposed it to be a Voice from Heaven by
the Ministry of Angels, sent to give her Satisfaction in
the Case that did distress her: and she was exceeding re-
freshed with the good Tidings which she thought she had
in this wonderful Way received; but while she was trans-
ported with the Thoughts of God's condescending Good-
ness thus manifested to her, and her Heart filled with un-
speakable Delight, to her great Grief, some Person, as she
thought, awaked her, and wake she did, but she could not
find that any Person called her. However, she then went
to her Sister, and said, Now, Sister, you are going into
everlasting Happiness; to which, her Sister being now
speechless, could make no Answer, save that by a Sign
she consented to what was said to her, and with a smiling
Countenance lifted up her Eyes and Hands towards
Heaven; after which she said no more, but the next
Morning dy'd.

Query. Whether the Person that dreamed the Dream
now related, ought to take any other notice of it, than she
should of any common Dream; or what she should think
concerning it?

A Solution of this Problem would gratify both the Per-
son that had the Dream, and him that has related it.

EXAM P L E VI.

Abigail, called by the Indians Ammapoo, who died
at Sinccecanacket in Edgartown, in the Year
1740.

This Abigail was the Daughter of a petty Sachim of
Homes's Hole, called Cheffcheaamog, and a Sister of
that Caleb Cheffcheaamog, who took a Degree in Harvard-
College in the Year 1665. When she became a Woman,
she was married to Wunnannankwon a godly Minister, men-
tioned Chapter I. Example 5. And, tho' she was es-
eemeon worthy to be a Wife to such a Husband, yet
she made not a publick Profession of Religion until after
the gathering of the first Indian Church on Martha's
Vineyard, in the Year 1672.

She was taught to read while young, and made a good
Improvement of that Advantage, till by a Scald in her
Face, she in a great measure lost her Sight, within a
few Years after she was first marry'd.
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She used, while her Husband lived, to pray in the Family in his Absence, and frequently gave good Coun-

sel to her Children.

After she had lived so long with her Husband that the eldest of the three Daughters which she had by him, was become a Mother, he dy'd and left her a Widow; but just as he was going out of the World, desiring his Wife and Daughters to tell him what Petitions he should put up to God for them, before he took his leave of them, the Mother, her Daughters joining with her in it, requested him to pray for spiritual Blessings for her and them, which he did accordingly, as is related in his Life.

Being thus left a Widow, she lived in that Estate the greatest part of her time after; for though after some Years marry'd again, yet her Husband soon dying, she chose not to marry after this, but lived with her Children, and used to pray with them, and frequently gave many good Instructions to them, as two of them yet living do testify.

As she prayed much at other times, so she made God her Refuge in an evil Day, calling on him without fainting until he had Mercy on her; and experiencing the Mercy of God her self, she was very merciful to the Poor, being, according to her Capacity, ready to di-

tribute, and willing to communicate to them.

She delighted much in going to the House of God, and would scarce ever stay from Meeting, unless there were some very necessary Occasion for it.

She was a diligent Instructor of her Grandchildren, as well as of her own, earnestly exhorting them to love and fear God, and believe in Jesus Christ their only Saviour; and lived to see some good Effects of her pious Endeavours in this Way: nor did she neglect to instruct and exhort other ignorant Persons.

When she prayed, she was careful not to forget her Enemies, and would seldom fail of putting up some good Petitions for them: and as she prayed for them, so she sought Opportunities to do good to them, and would some-
times say, that that was the way in which People should keep Coals of Fire on the Heads of them that hated them.

She often spake of this World as none of our resting Place, and of her self and others as Strangers and Pil-
grims in it. But of Heaven she used to talk as a Place of excellent Glory, where God the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit
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Spirit dwell, and from whence the holy Angels come to minister to the Saints on the Earth, and to which they would at their Death convey them. And of Death she would sometimes speak as the Hand of God, by which his People were removed into a better Place than this World is; and would also call it a Ferryman, by which we have our Passage out of this Life into the next.

As she was her self careful to abstain from Sin, so she was also a serious and sharp Reprover of it, and used to call it the Way to Hell and Damnation.

She was long sick before she dy'd, and tho she underwent much Pain in that time, yet she bare it with Patience and Resignation, being full of heavenly Discourses, and calling often on God her Saviour.

One of her Daughters, who, I hope, is a pious Woman, affirms, that being much broken of her Rest, by attending her Mother Night and Day in her Sickness, and being her self not well, her Mother desired her to lie down and try to get a little Sleep, before it was well light, on the Morning of the Day on which she dy'd, but that telling her she was afraid she would suffer for want of Help if she did so, her Mother told her, that God would take Care of her; but this Argument not prevailing with her to lie down, she, as she sat in the Room drowsy, with her Eyes well nigh shut, suddenly saw a Light which seemed to her brighter than that of Noon-day; when looking up, she saw two bright shining Persons, standing in white Raiment at her Mother's Bed-side, who, on her Sight of them, with the Light attending them, immediately disappeared; and that hereupon saying something to her Mother of what she had seen, she replied, This is what I said to you, God taketh Care of me. She also, as I am informed, told another Person before she dy'd, that her Guardians were already come for her.

She, just before she departed this Life, prayed earnestly to God for all her Children and Offspring, as her first Husband did before he dy'd; nor did she now forget to pray for others also, and even for her Enemies. And having thus called on the Lord, she presently after committed her Soul into the Hands of her Redeemer, and so expired.

I was
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I was long acquainted with the Person of whom these things are related, and always esteemed her a very godly Woman.

The Account given by her Daughter of what she saw before her Mother dy’d, being alone with her, she related soon after her Death, and still maintains the Truth of it.

EXAMPLE VII.

Rebecca Sissetom, who died at Sanchekantacket in the Winter of the Year 1719, when she was about 21 Years old.

This Rebecca was a Daughter of Deborah Sissetom, a very pious Woman yet living, and a great Grand-daughter by the Father’s side, to that excellent Woman, naukkomun mention’d Chapter II. Example 5. who dy’d calling upon God for his Blessing on his Offspring, as is there related.

She appeared sober, and well disposed from her very Childhood, was obedient to her Parents, and not so much given to Vanity as most Children are.

Having been taught to read while she was young, she soon appeared to delight in her Book. She seemed also to delight in going to Meetings; and, being about ten Years old when her Mother was admitted to full Communion in the Church of Christ, she her self manifested a Desire of being baptized before the same was proposed to her, and was accordingly admitted to that Privilege, being first examined, and found to understand the Nature of the baptismal Covenant, as well as willing to give her Consent to it.

After this she frequently discoursed of the things of God and another Life, and this in such a manner as shewed a becoming Seriousness, and manifested a Desire of obtaining that Knowledge which is necessary to Salvation, and also a great Concern that she might not fall short of eternal Life.

In her last Sickness she was often heard calling upon God for his Mercy, and pleading with him the Merits of his only Son Jesus Christ. She also declared that she feared that she might yet want something that was necessary to be known and done by her before she dy’d; and there
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Therefore desired the Minister of the Place might be sent for to her, to instruct her: but he not coming as she hoped he would have done, and she being grieved at it, there providentially came in two other Ministers unsent for, but by God sent to her. These discoursed with her about the State of her Soul, instructed her, and prayed with her, yea and sang Psalms also. On this the young Woman was greatly comforted, and declared her Hope in the Mercy of God, thro' Jesus Christ her only Saviour, and withal her Willingness to die and leave this World: and accordingly having given many good Exhortations to her Relatives, and spoken some Words of Comfort and Encouragement to them, she called on her Saviour to receive her Soul, and then slept in Jesus.

I shall only add this further concerning her, that, so far as I can learn, she was looked upon as a Person of a very blameless Life by all, whether English or Indians, that were acquainted with her.

EXAMPLE VIII.

Rachel Amos, who died at Chilmark in the Year 1711.

This Woman was the Wife of Deacon Jonathan Amos, mentioned Chapter I. Example 15. and was a Daughter of that good Minofsoo mentioned Chap. I.

She was, while young, put to live with that Mr. Mayhew, by whose Ministry the Indians here were first illuminated, her Father, no doubt, aiming at her Spiritual Good therein; and she her self did afterwards acknowledge, that she had been a Gainer by that Disposal of her, and would sometimes speak of the good Instructions which she had in that Family received, and good Example therein set before her. More particularly the strict Observation of God's holy Day in the Family in which she had lived, was what she never did forget, and would frequently mention to her Children. I with the Generality of Indian Youth that are put to live with the English, could give so good an Account of the Instructions given them in the House of their Masters.

It is to be hoped that the good Instructions thus given her, had a good Effect upon her; for I cannot understand but
but that she behaved her self well while she was a young Woman: however, it is certain that she appeared to be very pious afterwards.

As she was well instructed her self, so she was very exemplary for the pious Care she took to bring up her own Children in the Nurture and Admonition of the Lord. I suppose there are scarce any of the eight Daughters whom she brought up, but what have on this Account risen up and called her blessed. I have my self heard several of them declare with much Affection and Tears, what good Instructions and Exhortations she used to give them: nor was her Labour herein lost and in vain, several of her Children so instructed having been so far as could appear, truly godly Persons, some of which are hereafter to be mentioned.

As with her Husband she came from the Main, on purpose that she might enjoy God in all his Ordinances here, where they both thought Church-Discipline was better managed than there, so when they were come hither, she at the same time with him made a publick and solemn Profession of her Religion, and joined as a Member in full Communion with him, to that Church of which Mr. Japheth was Overseer; and was very constant and serious in her Attendance on, and Improvement of the Privileges to which she was admitted.

She was a praying Woman, and appeared so to be, not only in that she was careful to uphold the Worship of God in the Family, praying constantly her self in it when her Husband was not at home to lead in that Duty, but also in her frequent Retirements to seek him who seeth in secret and rewardeth openly.

A Daughter of this good Woman, which she had most reason to suspect to be still in a State of Nature at the time to which this present Relation referreth, has with many Tears declared to me, that a little before her Mother was seized with the Illness whereof she dy'd, she meeting her alone where she was walking, did most solemnly charge her to depart from her Iniquities, and become a true Servant of God, and believe in his Son Jesus Christ; telling her then also, that she thought the time of her own Departure was at hand, and that she therefore gave this her dying Charge and Counsel to her.
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She, while she was in Health, used to discourse with her Husband concerning Death, and with him conclude, that it was a most necessary thing to be in a prepared Estate for it; and it is exceeding likely that she was her well prepared for that Day and Hour.

In the time of her last Sickness she told her Children, that it was likely that she should now die and leave them: and after she had given much good Counsel to them, told them she would have them cheer up their minds, and not be too much grieved for her, for she had Confidence in her God, that he would save her; but yet she did at the same time acknowledge and lament the Sins of her Life, particularly those of her Youth, and the Slights she had put upon so good a God as hers was; and did exceedingly magnify his Mercy towards her, in that, notwithstanding her sinful and unworthy life, he had still gone on to use Means with her for her good, and had enabled her to hope and trust in his Mercy.

I had like to have forgotten to tell my Reader, that to the Woman of whom I speak was in the general of very blameless Conversation, yet, that she might be more humble, and so the more pious and godly, she was once suffered to drink to Excess; and having done made a most humble and affecting Confession of her therein, and never was known to do so any more: which Fault of hers, if I had not thought here to have mentioned, would perhaps with some have been so great a one in me, as to have weakened the Credit of my whole History.

EXAMPLE IX.

Abigail Amos, who died in Chilmark in the Year 1711.

THIS Abigail was a Daughter of godly Parents, viz. Jonathan and Rachel Amos, both before-mention'd; and these endeavour'd to bring her up, as they did the of their Children, in the Nurture and Admonition of the Lord. She was taught to read, and well catechiz'd while young; and it is to be hoped, the good Instructions in her childhood given to her, made good Impressions on her Soul,
Soul, before she had passed the Years of her Minority, or was a Woman grown.

She was not while young given to keep evil Company, nor addicted to such Vices as many young People among the Indians are given to; but used to keep at home and mind her Business, working diligently with her Hands, that she might not eat the Bread of Idleness; and she was always very obedient to her Parents.

She appear'd to mind that which was good, not only by her constant and serious Attendance on Family Worship in her Father's House, and other Places where she occasionally was, and on the publick Worship of God in his House on the Lord's Day, and at other times; but also in her Forwardness to entertain serious and religious Discourses with God's People, as occasion offer'd for it.

Tho she appear'd to be a religious Person before the last and long Sickness which she died of, and was very blameless in her Life; yet it was more especially during that time, that she discover'd a pious Disposition of Soul, making it evident that she had a Principle of Grace in her Heart.

Soon after she was first taken ill, she manifested a deep Sense of the Sinfulness of her Nature and Life, comparing her self to those Swine who love to be wallowing in the Mire, alluding to that in 2 Pet. ii. 22, and seem'd to loath her self on the account of her moral Uncleanliness; and also called frequently and earnestly upon God, to pardon her Sins, and sanctify her Heart for the sake of Jesus Christ, whose Blood cleanseth from all Sin.

After this she said, That when God began a good Work on any Soul, his way was to carry it on to Perfection, and not to leave it unfinished; and that she hoped he had began such a Work of Grace in her, and would accordingly go on with it.

She was, during the time of her long and lingering Sickness, very full of such serious and heavenly Discourse, as to a Person, considering that out of the Abundance that is in the Heart the Mouth speaketh, would strongly argue that she was indued with saving Faith, and other Graces of God's Holy Spirit. She now magnified the Power, Wisdom, and Grace of God, and asserted his Sovereignty over her and all his Creatures, declaring her Willingness to submit to his good Will and Pleasure with respect to the Issue of that Sickness with which he was pleased to visit her,
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her, whether in her Life or Death: she also praised God for his Son Jesus Christ, and that way of Salvation thro' him which is revealed to Sinners in the Gospel, and profess'd her Hopes of obtaining everlasting Life in that Way.

To this purpose she discoursed when I visited her, not long before she died; and I am assured by others who are worthy of Credit, that her Discourses were generally of this Nature.

She also, before her Death, gave much good Counsel to her Relations and Visitors, exhorting them to take notice of her Frailty, and improve their time well in preparing for their own Death.

She was never married, but died a Maid, in, I think, the six or seven and twentieth Year of her Age.

EXAMPLE X.

Hannah Charles, who died in Tilbury in the Year 1711.

This Hannah Charles was another Daughter of good Deacon Jonathan Amos, and Rachel his Wife before-mentioned.

Her godly Parents taught her to read, and gave her a religious Education; and she, thro' Grace, made a good improvement of these Advantages.

I cannot understand but that she liv'd blamelessly while he was a young Woman; but after she was grown up, marrying with Amos Charles, who proved a Lover and follower of strong Drink, she was sometimes drawn into bad Company by him; and, as was reported, drank more than she should have done: but it was not long before, being convinc'd of all her Sins, she reform'd what was mislaid in her Conversation, made a publick Profession of Religion, and join'd her self as a Member in full Communion to the Church whereof Master Japheth Hannah was the Pastor.

Being now a believing Wife, she endeavou'rd to save her Husband; she prevail'd with him to worship God in is Family, and do some other things that were good and commendable. And thus putting on something of a form of Godliness, People for a time began to entertain good hopes concerning him; but his Religion did not hold out to
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But the Woman having once the true Fear of God put into her Heart, never would any more depart from him. Tho’ she wanted not for Opportunities and Temptations to have Fellowship with her Husband, and others like him, in the Sin of Drunkenness, yet I can’t understand that she was ever again overtaken with it.

She went but little abroad, but tarried at home with her Children; labouring diligently with her Hands, to provide the Necessaries of Life for them. She also diligently instructed them; and when her Husband was not at home, prayed with them.

Being sick a considerable while before she died, she carried her self like a good Christian during that time.

She acknowledg’d her utter Unworthiness of God’s Favour, and magnify’d his Mercy, in that he had not for her many Sins utterly cast her away; but had been long waiting that he might be gracious to her, and had done much for her in order to her Salvation: and she was very solicitous that she might not receive all this Grace of God in vain.

She called often and earnestly upon him, intertaining him to pardon all her Sins, and be reconciled to her Soul, thro’ the Merits of his dear Son, and her only Saviour.

She earnestly exhorted her Husband, and other Relations, to seek the Lord while he might be found, and call upon him while he was yet near, and to depart from all their Iniquity.

She told them that she would not have them to be much concerned about her, but be willing to part with her, as she was now willing to die and leave them; and all the Enjoyments of the World as well as all the Evils and Sorrows in it; that so she might go to her God, and enter into everlasting Rest and Peace, as thro’ his Mercy she hoped to do; adding, that she and they might again see one another with much Joy, if they would truly love and serve the Lord their God.

I shall only add, that our English People who were acquainted with this Woman, do give a very good Character of her.
EXAMPLE. XI.

Abiah Paanit, who died in Chilmark in the Year 1712.

This Woman was the eldest Daughter of good Deacon Jonathan Amos, and Rachel his Wife before-mentioned; who, tho they had no Son, yet had a great Blessing in their Children, the most of them proving very pious Persons: No less than four of the Examples mentioned in this History, have been found among them; and there are yet two of them living, who are justly esteemed sober and religious Women.

These godly Parents of this Abiah, took care to teach her to read when she was a Child, and did otherwise well instruct her; so that she was a Person of good Knowledge in the things of God, and was, I think, from her very Childhood, a sober and religious Person.

Eliha Paanit, a Minister before-mention'd, was her second Husband, as she was his second Wife; and they were both very happy in the Marriage in which they were joined. She was a Meet-help unto him, did much reverence him, and took great Care of him, keeping his Apparel whole and in good order, his Linen clean and neat, and carried her self in all respects towards him as a Minister's Wife should do.

She joined her self as a Member in full Communion to the Indian Church here, while she was but a young Woman; and she ever afterwards behav'd her self as a Person in Church-Relation is oblig'd to do, adorning the Doctrine of God her Saviour in all things: Only one failing she was guilty of, she was too apt to be offended, and to resent any Injury which she received higher than she should have done; but then she would be easily satisfied, and reconciled to the Person that wrong'd her, or which she supposed to have done so.

She was remarkable for her Love to the House and Ordinances of God; for no light thing could hinder or detain her from an Attendance on them: and when she was at them, she appear'd to be most devout and serious, being often much affected at publick Prayers, Sermons, and Sacraments.

She
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She was well known to be a praying Woman, or else should not have been mention'd as a pious one. She pray'd constantly in her Family in her Husband's Absence and often with sick Women and Children, when there were Occasions for it; yea, in such esteem was she for the Gift as well as the Spirit of Prayer, wherewith the Holy Ghost had favoured her, that when there was any special occasion for Prayer, where any number of Women were met together without any Men with them as at Womens Travails, &c. She, if among them, was commonly the Person pitched upon to be their Mouth to God, to make known their Requests to him.

She was very observale for her Forwardness to enter tain religious Discourses, and her Ability to manage them to the Edification of those with whom she conversed and tho she was a Woman of a commendable Industry yet if any of her Neighbours came in to visit her, she would ordinarily lay her Work aside, that she might sit and discourse with them: And her Discourses on such Oc casions were not vain and frothy, but such as were good for the Use of edifying, and might administer Grace to the Hearsers.

She was kind to her Neighbours Bodies as well as to their Souls; for tho she was but a poor Woman, yet she often distributed part of the little she had, to such a she thought were in more want than she was.

She died of a Consumption, under which she languish'd several Months before it put an end to her Life; but as her outward Man decayed, so her inward Man was renewed day by day.

She was in the former part of her Illness rather dis consolate than joyful; did not seem to be assured of her own personal Interest in the great and good things, the Existence whereof she doubtles by Faith realiz'd: and now she was very diligent in her Endeavours to make her Calling and Election sure, calling often and earnestly upon God, that for Jesus Christ's sake he would pardon all her Sins, and be reconciled to her; discoursing very seriously about the things of God and another World but what in particular the Expressions were which she used, those who were with her do not so well remember as to undertake to relate, tho they affirm the same to have been very edifying.

As she drew nearer to her end, she appear'd more joyful than she had formerly been; and there was one thing which
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which happened not very long before she died, that seemed somewhat to affect her.

She being still able to sit up, and go out when she was minded so to do, she once late in the Night went out, as she had hitherto sometimes done; but during the little time of her staying abroad, she was very suddenly refreshed with a Light shining upon and about her, which she thought to be brighter than that of the Sun at Noon-day. Being filled with Admiration at this marvellous Light, and looking upwards to see if she could discern from whence it came, she saw, as she thought, as it were a Window open in the Heavens, and a Stream of glorious Light issuing out from thence, and lighting upon her; which, while she admired at it, in the twinkling of an Eye disappeared.

This Account she presently gave to her Husband, from whom I had it presently after the thing happened. She related the same also to some other credible Persons yet living, who still remember the Story, as it is here set down.

What notice ought to have been taken of this Phænomenon I shall not undertake to declare, but shall leave to the Judgment of the Judicious; but the Woman herself who saw this Light, was somewhat affected at what she had seen, and divers times spake of it as some little Glimpse of the Glory of the Heavenly World which God had been pleased to favour her withal. She thought she had seen some Rays of that glorious Light which the Saints in Light do enjoy.

But however it was as to this, she had in some of the last Days of her Life a more sure and certain Discovery of the loving Kindness of God to her Soul, than any which such a Light appearing to the Eyes of her Body could afford her: She had such Foretastes of the Joys of the Heavenly World, as made her heartily willing and desirous to leave this; and having experienced such a Mercy, she comforted her Relations whom she was to leave behind her, and earnestly exhorted them to go on to seek the Lord their God, and to be sure never to depart from him.

* Our Indians go out much more in times of Sickness than English People do.
Her last Words were, O Lord, I beseech thee be gracious to my Soul.

**EXAMPLE XII.**

Momchquannum, who died at Sanchekantacket in Edgartown, in the Year 1715.

Who the Parents of this Woman were I cannot tell; but the Wife she once was of a praying Indian, whose Name was Sissetome, and the Mother of Thomas Sissetome, an Indian Minister, who went from Martha's Vineyard to preach the Gospel on the main Land, I think at a Place called Nammashokket, and died there at least thirty Years before the writing hereof, in 1724.

She was one of the first who embraced the Christian Religion in the Place where she lived, I suppose more than fifty Years before she died; and by the best Information that I can get, liv'd a sober and godly Life for ever after; but I think did not make a publick Profession of that Faith and Repentance whereof she was long before thought to be the Subject, till after Japheth was ordained, which was in the Year 1683.

Being admitted to full Communion with the Church of Christ, in all the Ordinances of the Gospel, she highly prized, and diligently improved, the Advantages she enjoyed, constantly attending on the Ministry of the Word and Sacraments, as that spiritual Food whereby she was to be nourished to Life eternal.

She appeared to profit by the Privileges which she enjoyed and improved; for out of the Abundance that was in her Heart her Mouth did continually utter very gracious and favoury Expressions, such as were good for the Use of edifying, and might administer Grace to the Hearers: and the longer she lived, the more she did excel herein.

She was both able and willing to give good Instructions and Exhortations to such as needed them, especially to young Men and Women, whom she frequently admonished for their Faults, and excited to their Duty.

She testified against the Sins of the Times wherein she lived, particularly against that of Drunkenness, and would not have any Fellowship with such unfruitful Works of Darkness.
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She was always, from her first Conversion to the Day of her Death, a praying Woman; not only joining with others in Prayer, when Duty called her so to do, but also her self calling audibly upon God as occasion required, and in her Devotions appeared to be very fervent.

As she prayed, so she gave Alms of such things as she had; and tho’ being a poor Widow she could give no more than two Mites, yet she seemed to make conscience of doing that; and the most Miserable and Helpless were those to whom her Charity was chiefly extended: Blessed are the merciful, for they shall obtain Mercy.

She liv’d to a great Age, yet not so long as to be past Labour before the Sickness whereof she died, nor did her Sight much fail her; and which was yet a further Favour of God to her, she in a good measure retained the Use and Exercise of her intellectual Powers, as long as her Soul, the Subject of them, continued in her.

During the time of her last Sickness, which was, I think, a Month at least, she behaved her self as a Child of God, going to her Heavenly Father, ought to do. She bare with much Patience the Pains with which God was pleased to visit her; She gave good Counsel to those that attended on her; She expressed earnest Desires of enjoying that Favour of God which she acknowledged to be infinitely better than a temporal Life here in this World; and she prayed often to God that he would bestow on her the everlasting Mercies which her Soul stood in need of. She professed Hopes, that thro’ the Merits of Jesus Christ, her only Saviour, she should obtain those Mercies; and she declared her hearty Willingness to leave this World, and go to the Fruition of them.

EXAMPLE XIII.

Abigail Abhunnut, who died at Sanchekantacket, in Edgartown, in the Year 1715.

This Abigail Abhunnut was a Daughter of a good Man who formerly lived at the said Sanchekantacket; his Name I have now forgotten.

She was generally esteemed as a sober and pious Person while she was a young Woman, not being given to any Vice that I can hear of.
She was taught to read very well, and made much use of her Bible and other good Books, and was a Person of good Knowledge in the things of God; and could discourse very understandingly about them; tho being a Person of much Prudence, and not of many Words, she did not use to speak when there was not a proper Season and Occasion for it.

She made a publick Profession of Religion, and joint her self to the Church of Christ, whilst she was, if I mistake not, but a young Woman; while John Iackanash was Pastor of the Indian Church here: and her Conversation was from thence forth, to the Day of her Death, very blameless. I cannot learn that she ever did, either in Word or Deed, give Offence to any of God's People.

She was very constant in her Attendance on the publick Worship of God, and seemed very serious and devout in it. She used to bring her Bible to Meeting with her, and as the Minister quoted Places of Scripture, she turned to and read them.

She had three Husbands, whereof the second was a Person eminent for Piety, viz. That Deacon David, whose Character I have given in Chap. I. Examp. 12. and she was such a Wife to them all, as whose findeth, findeth a good thing, and obtaineth Favour of the Lord. As she encouraged them in the Duties of that Religion which they professed, so she her self acted like a religious Woman, as in other things so in this, That she constantly prayed in her Family when her Husband was from home; and while she was a Widow, she also did so.

Tho she used for the most part to keep silence when Men were present, yet as she was able to instruct most Women, so she was willing to give good Counsel to them when she saw occasion for it; and especially to young Women, she in this way used to shew her Charity. She was one of those blest Persons who consider the Poor, on these Waters she often call her Bread, as there are still many that can tell by.

The last of her three Husbands was that Job Abhunnet, whose third Wife she was; of which three, that Hannah mentioned in our third Example was the second, and one now living the fifth, tho he be yet not sixty Years old. This Husband of hers praiseth her, declaring with much Affection what a Blessing he had in her; and all his Neighbours say the same of her.
Two of her Sons, and some others, being gone on a Whale-Voyage to Cape Cod, in the Winter 1715, she dreamed a little before their return, that they were come home, and that she was at the Point of Death. A few Days after they came home indeed; and she being seized with the Measles about the same time, soon died of them.

In the time of her Sickness, she gave many good Exhortations to her Relations and Neighbours, and profess'd Hopes of everlasting Mercies thro' Jesus Christ her only Saviour; and then willingly left the World, and went to him.

EXAMPLE IV.

HANNAH NOHNO SOO, called by the Indians NATTOO-TUMAC, who died in Tisbury in the Year 1716.

THIS Woman was a Daughter of a petty Indian Sachim, called Chesbchaameg, who formerly owned the Lands about Homes'-hole. Being grown up, she was married to an Indian called John Nahnofoo, who was afterward a Ruling Elder of the Church whereof John Jackanaflj was Pastor; the same Nahnofoo spoken of Chap. I Examp. 4.

How she carried her self in her younger Days I can't remember that I have heard; but she was happy in having so good a Man for her Husband as the said Nahnofoo was; and by the best Information I can get, she was a good Wife to him, doing him good and not evil all the Days of his Life, which expired about the Year 1676, after he had sustaine'd the Office mention'd about nine or ten Years.

She joind early to the Church already mentioned, and was a Member of it in full Communion, I suppose, at least forty Years before she died; in all which time, I cannot learn that she was ever guilty of any scandalous Evil whatsoever, but constantly behav'd her self as became a good Christian, so as to adorn the Doctrine of God her Saviour in all things.

She was really, and not by Profession only, a praying Woman, praying always when there were proper Occasions for it; as in her own Family when she was a Widow and her Children lived with her, and afterwards in the
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the Houses wherein she lived with others, when there were none present for whom it might be more proper. And she always manifested a Love and Zeal for the House and Ordinances of God, not in her Discourses only, but in her constant and serious Attendance on them.

She was very observable for her delighting much in serious and religious Discourses; she would on all Occasions be speaking something concerning her God and Saviour, and would frequently speak of the great things done by them for the sinful Children of Men. I have my self divers times heard her talk very religiously; and there are many other Witnesses of her frequently doing so.

Having very considerable Skill in some of the Distempers to which human Bodies are subject, and in the Nature of many of those Herbs and Plants which were proper Remedies against them, she often did good by her Medicines among her Neighbours, especially the poorer sort of them, whom she readily served without asking them any thing for what she did for them. Nor did she only serve the Indians this way, but was, to my knowledge, sometimes imploy'd by the English also. And I have sometimes heard her, when she has been asked whether she could help this or the other Person under the Indispositions wherewith they were exercis'd, make this wise and religious Answer: I do not know but I may, if it please God to bless Means for that end, otherwise I can do nothing.

Among the Cafes wherein she, by her Medicines, did good to her Neighbours, I shall particularly mention one only: Several Women, some English and some Indians, being divers Years after Marriage without the Blessing of Children, having barren Wombs and dry Breasts, which Persons in a married State are scarce ever pleas'd with, some of these Women applying themselves to the good old Hannah of whom I am now speaking, for help in Cafe that thus afflict'd them, have soon after become joyful Mothers of Children; for which Comfort, under God, they have been oblig'd to her.

As for the Poor, as she expected no Reward for her Medicines of them, so she was observed to be otherwise very kind to them, readily administring to them for their Relief, such things as she was able to give them.

Her Charity to her Neighbours was also herein discover'd, that she improv'd the good Understanding which
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It pleased God to give her, in giving good Counsels and Exhortations to such as she thought needed them, especially young People; and did likewise frequently admonish such as were guilty of Faults, for which they were worthy to be reproved.

But tho this Hannah did, by such things as have been mentioned, make it evident that she was such a one as we may well call a good Woman, yet so humble was she, that she did not use to call her self so; but reckoned her self so sinful a one, as to stand in absolute need of a Saviour to deliver her from Sin and Death, and would often speak of her self in these or such-like Words: 'I am a very filthy Creature; yet Jesus Christ my only Redeemer can, if he pleaseth, save me from my Sins, and all the Evil I deserve by them.' She frequently talked of Christ, and professed to trust in him alone for Salvation, both in the time of her Health, and after she was taken sick; but for some time before she died, was delirious, and said nothing worthy of Observation. It was well that she delayed not her Repentance till that time.

EXAMPLE XV.

Sarah, formerly the Wife of Master Japheth Han- nit, who died March 1716-17.

The Sarah of whom I here speak, was the Daughter of a godly Man, named Keslumin, mentioned in Chap. I. the same being afterwards Deacon of the Church whereof good Hacoomes was Pastor. She was married to Japheth whilst she was but young, was a good Wife to him as long as he lived; and like another Sarah, did reverence her Husband and obey him.

Tho she carried her self soberly and well when she was first married, yet she did not, until several Years after, make a publick and solemn Profession of Religion, and join as a Member in full Communion to the Church of Christ, whereof her own Husband became afterwards the Pastor.

Her Conversation was from first to last very blameless and exemplary: She never was, that I have heard of, guilty of any Fault that was just matter of Offence to God's People, from the time she first joined to the Church of Christ till she died.
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She was chaste, a keeper at home, that minded her own Business, and meddled not with what belonged to others, and so no Busy-body, or Tale-bearer.

She was one of those wives Women that built the House, and not of the foolish ones that plucked it down with their Hands; for the fair and large Wigwam where-in she with her Husband lived, was a great part of it her own Work; the Mats, or platted Straw, Flags and Rushes with which it was covered, being wrought by her own Hands; and those of them that appeared within side the House, were neatly embroidered with the inner Barks of Walnut-Trees artificially softened, and dyed of several Colours for that end: so that the generality of Indian Houses were not so handsome as this was; neither was it inferior to those the chief Sachims lived in.

The House thus built was kept clean and neat, all things in it being in their proper Places; the Clothing of the Family being also clean and whole, as by many has been observed: And in particular, this virtuous Woman's Husband was constantly so well clothed, and his Linen kept so clean and white, that he was always fit to go into the best Company, and was known in the Gates when he sat amongst the Elders of his People.

When these good People had much Company at their House, as being given to Hospitality they frequently had, they were entertained with the best, and that ordered after the best manner, which their Circumstances would allow of; the good Woman and her Daughters serving cheerfully on such Occasions, and shewing no Discontent.

But the Prudence and Industry of this Woman, in ordering her outward Affairs, tho' it were very commenda- able, yet was not the best part of her Character; for tho' she served with Martha, yet was she not so careful and troubled about many things, as not with Mary to chuse the one thing needful, even that good Part not to be taken away from her.

We are told in the Description of a virtuous Woman, which we have in Proverbs chap. 31. A Woman that feareth the Lord she shall be praised; and such a one, the Sarah of whom I here speak was justly thought to be, by him who from that Text preached her Funeral Sermon when she was interred.

Her sincere Piety has been in part discover'd, in what has been already said of her; but this will be yet more con.
conspicuous in what may be further related concerning her.

She then carefully remembered the Sabbath Day to keep it holy, constantly and seriously attending the Worship and Ordinances of God in his House on that Day.

She was careful to uphold the Worship of God in her Family, praying constantly her self when her Husband was absent, (as on necessary Occasions he often was) unless there was some other Person present for whom it might be more proper; she also frequently retired to pray in secret, as was supposed by those that observed her.

Tho she could not read very well, yet she was not discourag’d from making the best use of Books she was capable of, reading frequently in such Books as she could make the most Advantage by: and Mr. Perkins’s six Principles of Religion, having been translated into the Indian Tongue, was what she took great delight in reading of.

She was careful to bring up her Children in the Nurture and Admonition of the Lord, frequently gave them good Instructions, and would faithfully reprove them when they did amiss; and did also frequently exhort them to the great Duties of Religion, and particularly of that of Secret Prayer to God.

She was taken sick of a Fever on the second Day of the Week, and died on the Saturday next following. She told her eldest Daughter then with her, that she was apprehensive that the Sickness with which she was seiz’d would be her last; and withal, expressed such a Submission and Resignation to the Will of God with respect to her own Life, and all her temporal Concernments, as did become a true Saint.

She then also expressed her Desire to see and speak with her other two Daughters before she died; who being come, she exprest to them all a very deep Sense of the many Sins and Failures of her Life; but told them, that what she now most especially blamed her self for, was her not having taken so much Care for her eternal Good as she ought to have done: for tho’ said she, I have sometimes instructed and exhorted you, yet I should have done this more carefully and pressingly than I have, and should even have commanded you to love and serve the Lord your God: But having fallen far short of my Duty
Duty herein in times past, I must now be the more earnest with you, being now about to leave the World and you.

And she did accordingly now, in the most affecting and pressing Language of a dying Mother, urge and command these her Children to love the Lord their God with all their Hearts and Souls, Mind and Strength; and did even intreat them to avoid and abstain from those Sins which she thought them most inclined to, and all other Sins whatsoever.

She had, in times past, frequently discoursed of the woful Condition, into which, by the Sin of our first Parents, Mankind were fallen; but now she seemed with more than ordinary Earnestness, to endeavour to affect her own Heart, and the Hearts of all about her, with the deepest Sense of the Guilt and Corruption whereinto all the Posterity of the first Adam had, by his Apostacy, been plunged; and among other things, she then said, that we who were created in the Image of God, or made like to him, did, by Adam's Sin and Fall, lose that Image with which we were indued, and became like Devils for Wickedness.

This being said, she proceeded to magnify the Riches of God's Grace, in finding out and providing that Way for the Salvation of Sinners which is revealed in the Gospel, declaring in general Terms what that Way was, viz. that of Redemption by the Blood of Christ, the only Son of God.

She then declared, that as to her self she had hope thro' the Mercy of God in Jesus Christ, the only Saviour of sinful Man, she should, notwithstanding all her Sin and Guilt, obtain everlasting Life and Happiness in the World to come; and having thus professed her own Hopes of everlasting Mercies, she exhorted all about her to have continual recourse to the Blood of Christ for cleansing from all Sin. She told them they could never wholly cease from committing Sin as long as they lived in this World, and therefore had need constantly to apply to the Blood of Christ for Pardon and Cleansing; and this she declared her own Intentions to do as long as her Life continued.

After she had thus discoursed, she said but little to any but God, to whom she was frequently heard pouring out her Soul; and she also desired some that came in to pray.
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pray for her. The last Words that ever she was heard to say were, O Lord I beseech thee to save my Soul.

EXAMPLE XVI.

Katherine, called by the Indians Wuttontachtunnooh, who died at Sanchecantacket in Edgartown, in the Year 1718.

His Woman was the Daughter of an Indian called Mecchina, and this is all the Account I can give of him. Her Mother was a Woman very much noted among the Indians for her Piety. Her Name was Siuokswinni.

The Daughter's Husband dying long since, I have not heard any thing remarkable concerning him; of her therefore I am now only to give some Account.

How she carry'd her self in the first Part of her Life, I do not remember to have heard; but have been told, that she joined as a Member in full Communion to the Church whereof John Tackanash was Pastor, no Body now knows how long ago; it is thought at least forty Years before she dy'd; and was, so far as I can learn, without Spot and blameless all that while. I was my self acquainted with her about thirty Years, and do not remember that in that Time I ever heard that she was guilty of any considerable Fault, tho doubtless she had her infirmities as well as other People.

She was well known to be a Person of great Industry, labouring diligently with her Hands to provide her self an honest Livelihood.

She was one of those blessed Persons who prudently and compassionately considered the Poor; for she had no outward Means but her own Labour, to depend upon for her Support, yet she frequently gave Alms to poor and needy People; and that even after she was so old, that she was scarce able to provide the Necessaries of Life for her self.

If she knew of any Person sick that wanted Relief, she used to make Baskets, or something else that she could dispose of to the English, or some of the best Divers among the Indians; and having sold the same for something the Sick most needed, she would then visit them, and carry those good things to them.

She
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She was very pious towards God, as well as charitable towards Men; there be many that can bear Witness that she was a praying Woman; while she had a Family of her own, after she became a Widow she used to pray with them, and afterwards when she dwelt in other Families, she frequently, when there was Occasion for it, prayed in them: yea, so much was she esteemed for the Gift and Spirit of Prayer, wherewith God had favour ed her, that when she was occasionally with other Women, where no Men were present, she was frequently the Person singled out among them, as their Mouth, to make known their Requests unto God. Just now a good Woman told me she had on such Occasions several times heard her call upon the Lord very affectionately and understandingly.

Yea such was the Gravity of this Woman, and the high Esteem which she had for her Piety among all that knew her, that I have been credibly informed, that when she happened to lodge in Houses where the Man of the House did not himself pray in his Family, she was by such invited to pray with and for them.

As she was grave and serious in her Deportment, she used to discourse very religiously, frequently instructing and exhorting her Neighbours, especially the young People of the Place in which she lived.

Her Love to the House and Ordinances of God appeared to be such, as was very rarely equalled; for of them she attended with very great Constancy and Seriousness, and that even when she was grown so old that she could hardly go, and was but meanly clothed, travelling many times a considerable Way to Meeting, tho' the Weather was so cold and stormy, that one could scarce have thought it possible that she should have endured it.

She seemed to have such a Veneration for the Ministers of God's Word, that she has often brought that Text to my Mind, How beautiful are the Feet of them that preach the Gospel, and publish glad Tidings of good Things! She would, on the Sight of a Minister coming to preach in the Place where she lived, discover all the Signs of Joy and Reverence, proper to be manifested towards a Person coming in the Name of the Lord to a People.
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She living to be so very old, as to be almost past all Labour, needed to have some of her Wants charitably supplied and as she had, while she was able, shewed Mercy to others, so she sometimes received the like Favours, tho she never appeared to crave them: for, as she never asked for them, so when she at any time received them, she used first to express her Thankfulness to God, from whose bountiful Hand she affirmed that all her Supplies came; and then in the second Place, gave Thanks to those Men whose Bounty and Kindness she experienced in the Favours she received.

One would have hoped, that so good a Woman as this was, would have had a most comfortable Exit, had we not known, that the Godly do often experience the Reverse of what is in Scripture said of the Wicked, when we are told, That there are no Bands in their Death, their Strength is firm; They are not in Trouble like other Men, &c. The contrary to which, this godly Person had by a sovereign God ordered out to her.

She was in the last Year of her Life very frequently miserably distraffed, and was, when out of those Fits, very much troubled with melancholy Vapours, which did much annoy her. She was ready to fear that God had suffered the Devil to take some kind of Possession of her, and this Fear did somewhat disquiet her Soul; yet she was not hereby discouraged from her Duty when she was able to attend it. She still attended the publick Worship of God as often as she could, and prayed earnestly to God in private, as I have been well assured. I discoursed with her while she was under the Cloud which I have mentioned, and plainly perceived that her Desires were still after God, and the Remembrance of his Name; yet she dy'd a while after terribly distraffed, and under such violent Agitations of Body as were very uncomfortable to those that tended her.

However, I hope, she was one of those whom nothing could separate from the Love of God which is in Christ Jesus.
EXAM P L E  XVII.

Alanchchannum, who died at Nunpaug in Edgar town, in the Year 1720.

This Woman was the Wife of that John Tackatt, of whom I have given some Account, Chapter 1, Example 1.

She was, as I have been informed, a Person of no very good Character for some time after the said John Tackatt first marry'd her; but at length it pleas'd God by his Word and Spirit, in some measure, to convince her of the Sinfulness of her Heart and Life, and put her on a serious Consideration of her State and Ways, and to strive with her, in order to a forsaking of her Sins, turning unto him, and becoming his Servant.

Hereupon she began to entertain Thoughts of giving up her self to God, by laying hold of his Covenant, and so joining her self to that Church whereof her Husband was then the faithful Pastor: but then Satan, the great Enemy of Souls, and the Lust and Corruption of her own so evil Heart, did make a violent Resistance against her doing so.

The Case standing thus with her, she now experienced a very sore Combat betwixt the Flesh and the Spirit in her. Sin and the World on the one hand, being presented with all their Charms to her; and on the other hand, Life and Death, Blessing and CURSING, Heaven and Hell being set before her, with the absolute Necessity of her choosing the one, and flying from the other. In this Combat, which Side would prevail seemed to her for some time doubtful; but at length Grace so far overcame Sin and Corruption, that she was enabled publicly to avouch the Lord to be her God, and promise to deny all Ungodliness and worldly Lusts, and live to him all her Days.

Of this her Conflict with Sin and Satan, she her self did some Years since give me a good Account, the Substance whereof I have now given to my Reader.

But this Alanchchannum having, thro' Grace, been so good Courage, (which, by the way, is the Signification of her Name) as to have overcome, and become Conqueror in this her first and great Combat with her Spiritual Enemies, we may henceforward consider her 
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a new Creature, interested in the new Covenant, and so united to Jesus Christ, and living a new Life, not unto herself, but to him that dy’d for her.

We accordingly from this time forward hear no more of her falling into those Miscarriages, which she had been before guilty of, but are on the contrary informed, that she lived soberly, righteously, and godly in the World. She in near fifty Years time was not once that I can hear of, left to dishonour God, wound her own Soul, and offend her Brethren, but are on the contrary informed, that she lived soberly, uprightly, and godly in the World. She was an old Woman when she dy’d, yet retained the Use of her Understanding, and improved the same well to the last. In her Sicknes she prayed earnestly to God, and gave good Counsel to her Friends, and took
her leave of this World with good Hopes, that she was going to a better Place, thro' the Merits of her Redeemer.

EXAMPLE XVIII.

Jerusha Ompan, who died in Tisbury September 18, 1721.

This Jerusha Ompan was a Daughter of religious Parents, viz. Josiah Patumpan, and Ruth his Wife, of the said Place, he the said Josiah being sometimes employed in dispensing the Word of God to his Countrymen on Martha's Vineyard.

The Parents of this young Woman taught her to read while she was young; she was also instructed in her Catechism, and as I have been informed, had much good Counsel by her Parents given to her.

And as she had a competent Measure of Knowledge in the things of God, so she soon appeared to have a serious regard to them. She seemed to have the Fear of God in her Heart, while she was but a young Girl, was very dutiful to her Parents, and was not known to be given to any Vice. She never much affected going to Huskings and Weddings, and if at any time she went to them, she would be sure to come home seasonably, not tarrying too long, as the Generality of Persons did.

She was a Person of very remarkable Industry, labouring daily with her Hands for her Livelihood. She us'd, when she could be spared from her Father's House, to work with her English Neighbours, with her Labour purchasing such things as she her self needed, and also Necessaries for the Family to which she belonged.

She did not appear to affect gay and costly Clothing, as many of the Indian Maids do, yet always went clean and neat in her Apparel, still wearing such things as were suitable to her own Condition and Circumstances.

She delighted much in going to the Assemblies of God's People, and used to attend the Exercises in them with a very becoming Sobriety, as both my self and others have frequently observed; and at the Conclusion of them she used to hasten home to the Place of her own Abode, and not to go a visiting to other Places. And when she was not her self to go to Meeting, she used to quicken others in the Family to do so, telling them, that there was no need for them to stay at home when she did.
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She much delighted in reading her Books, and if she could not get time in the Day, she would not ordina-

rily fail of reading in the Night; and for that End al-

ways used to be provided with something to make a

light withal.

She constantly attended Prayers in her Father's House; and that she was herself a praying Woman, I shall be manifest by one Instance.

When her Sister Elizabeth, after mentioned Chap. IV. was sick and like to die, about eleven Years before her Death, being then scarce nineteen Years old, she ob-

lying her to be in great Pain and Distress, and there being no one else present but her Mother, unless it were some Children, she fell to comforting her Sister, and at the time offered to pray to God for her, and with much

section did so, as the sick Maid and the Mother told Father at his coming home.

It may be wondered by some how this Maid came to

fer to pray with her Sister when her Mother was pre-

sent; which, that People may think the less strange, I will here inform them, that it has been a Custom amon-
gst our Indians to teach their Children Forms of

ys, and sometimes to call them to make use of

m in their Presence; and hence, as I suppose, it hath

ne to pass, that young People among the Indians have

ught it no Presumption to call upon God for his Mer-

when their Parents have been by, and heard them:

I think it is better it should be so, than that for

tent of such Instructions they should not know so much,

ow to desire a Blessing on their Food, and be so

id of being put upon it, as rather to lose their

tals, than sit down at a Table where they fear they

ll be called to this Duty.

But to go on with my Account of the Maid of whom I am now speaking, I am informed by a Person very

orthy of Credit, that she was deeply concerned how

he might approve her self to God under a sore Trial

ere with she was for some time exercised, and did

re than once with much Affection and many Tears,

t be advised how she should govern her self in

Case that did distress her; and having received the

Counsel she could get, she carefully followed it, com-

ting her Cause to God, and relying on him in a

y of well-doing; and so doing, found his Grace suf-

icient
ent for her. What her Trial in particular was, I think not convenient to relate, only will say it was what was no Fault in her.

She used to ask serious Questions in Matters of Religion, as particularly of one she enquired, Whether Adam had Free-will before his Fall, and how his Sin came to be imputed and propagated to his Posterity, and how we might be delivered from it? And, lastly, how she ought to order her Prayers with respect to it?

She was, I think, by all that knew her, both English and Indians, esteemèd a Person of a very blameless Conversation: some of her English Neighbours that us'd to employ her do bear her Witness, that she was a Person of great Integrity, true to her Word, just and honest in her Dealings, and of a most obliging Carriage and Temper.

Some of her Relations that survive her, do testify concerning her, that she was a serious and faithful Reprover of their sinful Mifcarriages, and that she did often give them good Counsel: particularly one of her Brothers, that was younger than she, gives this Testimony concerning her; and says also that she used to instruct him in his Catechism.

She was about 29 Years old before she dy'd; and tho' she had had some Offers of Marriage made to her, yet she would accept of none of them, alledging to her Friends as the reaion of her Refusal, that of the Apostle in the first Epistle to the Corinthians, Chap. vii. The unmarried Woman careth for the Things of the Lord, &c.

She dy'd of a lingering Distemper; and as her outward Man gradually decay'd, so it appeared that her inner Man was renewed Day by Day.

Her Discourses were during that time very pious and edifying; particularly she declared, that she saw no Beauty in the most desirable things and Enjoyments of this World, and wished that all her Relations and Friends had the same Sentiments concerning them as she had. She talked of Heaven as a Place of transcendent Excellency and Glory, and manifested earnest Desires of going to that Place. She declared, that if she were clothed with the Righteousness of Christ, that would entitle her to the Blessedness which was to be enjoyed in the Kingdom of God; and that his Resurrection would preserve her from a State of Sin and Death, to an eternal Life of O Glory.
Glory. She exhorted her Relations and Visitors to be diligent Seekers of God, and to depart from all Iniquity. She expressed her Willingness to die, whenever it should please God that she should so do; only she most earnestly desired, that she might be first reconciled to him, and made meet for the Enjoyment of him.

After this manner she discoursed when I went to visit her; and tho I cannot affirm, that she said to me all that is above related, yet to others worthy of Credit she said the rest, and more than I have here set down.

She took care that all the little Debts which she owed might be exactly paid; and one of her English Neighbours enquiring of her a little before she dy'd, how he should come by the small Matter which she owed him, she first gave him a satisfactory Answer to his Demands, and then exhorted him to take heed, that he did not lose his Soul for a little of the Sottish Dirt of the World.

As she discoursed piously, so she prayed earnestly to God for the Mercies she needed: some of the Expressions which she used, her Father having penned in Indian, and put into my Hand, I shall here insert in English, and they are these which here follow, 'I beseech thee, O my God, to pardon all my Sins before I die; for I now know that I shall not recover, and live any longer in this World; nor are my Desires after any of the things here below; but I do most earnestly crave thy pardoning Mercy, throu' the Death of thy Son Jesus Christ.

'For verily thy Death, O Christ, is sufficient for the Salvation of my Soul from Death, when the time of my Death cometh. And when I die, I beseech thee, O my Redeemer, to receive my Soul, and raise it up to thy heavenly Rest. Thus have Mercy on me, O my God; and then I know when my time ends in this World, I shall be exceedingly happy in thine House for ever.'

About a Week before she dy'd, she thought her Understanding began to fail her; at which she seemed to be troubled, and prayed to God that he would not deprive her of her Reason, while he continued her Life: and the Lord granted her Request.

Several
Several Persons that were with her in the two or three last Days of her Life, do, with one Consent, assure me, that she enjoyed much Consolation in her Soul, and declared her Willingness to leave her earthly House of this Tabernacle, and go to that not made with Hands, eternal in the Heavens.

EXAMPLE XIX.
MARY COSHOMON, who died in Chilmark, March 1721-2.

THIS Mary was a Daughter of pious Parents, (viz. Deacon Jonathan Amos and his Wife, before mentioned) who taught her to read, and instructed her well in the Principles of the true Religion: and she, so far as I can learn, was of a sober and regular Conversation from her Youth up.

When she came to Years of Discretion, she used to ask her Parents serious Questions in Matters of Religion, desiring to be instructed by them in the things of God and his Kingdom.

When she was a Maid grown, she was married to Eliab Coshomon, since a Preacher of the Word of God to the Indians in the said Chilmark: and as soon as she was become a Wife, she encouraged her Husband to set up, and constantly uphold the Worship of God in his House and used herself to pray in the Family when he was not at home.

When she had been marry’d about two Years, she began to express a deep Sense of the Obligations lying on her, publicly and solemnly to devote her self to the Fear and Service of God, in an Attendance on all the Ordinances of his instituted Worship. She then said, that when she saw the People of God sitting at his Table, and enjoying Communion with him, she thought with her self, that if she did not draw nigh to him here, in the great Duties in which his People were bound to wait on him, she should be excluded from his Presence in the World to come, and not be admitted into the Company of such as would be then happy in the Enjoyment of him, but only see them afar off, she her self being shut out from among them.
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She also declared that she look'd on the Officers of the Church of Christ, as dressers of the Trees planted in God's Vineyard; and that she greatly needed to be under such Cultivations, by Instructions, Admonitions, and Reproofs, as Members of Churches might expect to enjoy. Such Thoughts as these drew many Tears from her Eyes, when she saw the Lord's Supper administered, and put her upon seeking earnestly to God to prepare her for the Privileges which she earnestly desired to enjoy.

Having opened her Case to some Indian Ministers that lodged at the House, one Night after the Sacrament, and having received Counsel and Advice from them, she was, on her desiring of it, readily admitted to a Participation of all the Ordinances of the Gospel, having, in order thereto, made a Profession of that Faith and Re-entance, which God by his good Spirit had wrought in her Soul.

Some time after her Admission to those Privileges, she declared to her Husband, that she had found Rest and Comfort in the Enjoyment of them; but said, that she must notwithstanding expect to meet with Troubles and Temptations, while she remained here in the World; and that therefore she desired him to be helpful to her under them; and that in order to his being the more so, he would give up himself unto God also, and submit to those Rules which Christ had commanded his Disciples to follow: and this Duty she continued to press on him, until he not long after joined as a Member in full Communion to the Church whereof she was before one.

But tho a Desire of being under Discipline in the Church was one thing that made this good Woman seek to become a Member of it, yet being so, she never did by any Miscarriages offend her Brethren, and put them to the Trouble of dealing with her, but walked veryamelessly from the time of her first Admission to the Day of her Death.

She was a great Lover of the House and Ordinances of God, and would never unnecessarily stay from them, and did appear very serious and devout while she attended them.

She was a diligent Instructor of her Children; and one little Girl in particular, which she could not send to School because there was none near, she did herself teach to read, and say her Catechism competently well by
by that time she was six Years old, and did otherwise well instruct her.

She was remarkable for her dutiful Carriage towards her Husband, ever shewing him great Reverence and Respect; and when he was guilty of any Miscarriage, she would bring no railing Accusations against him, but would in a very submissive manner advise and intreat him.

She carried her self very obligingly to all her Neighbours, yet seldom went to visit them unless there were some special Occasion for it; but generally kept at home, and minded her own Business, working very diligently with her Hands.

Tho' she was not her self rich, yet she charitably and wisely considered the Poor, and was forward when they needed to give them part of that little which she enjoyed.

As this good Woman glorified God while she was well and in Prosperity, so she did no less so in those Fires, which in a Furnace of Affliction he was pleased in his wise and holy Providence to cause her to endure.

She was, after she had lived to be about forty Years old, in the manner already declared, helping her Husband in Indian Harvest time, to put up his Corn into a Crib prepared for that use; and the same falling suddenly upon her, with a considerable Quantity of Corn in it, did most grievously crush and bruise her, insomuch that, besides several other Hurts, some of the Joints of her Back were somewhat displaced.

She was for the present speechless, and appeared to be in a manner dead; but after a while coming a little to her self, she justified God in respect of what had befallen her, declared her Expectation of a speedy Death, and prayed that her Soul might not perish, but enjoy everlasting Mercies, altho' her Body was thus sorely broken.

Not her self only, but all others about her did now continually expect her Dissolution, nor was there here any Chirurgeon to be had that could help her; but after she had lain some Days in this Condition, perceiving that she was yet alive, and not knowing how long God might still preserve her so, she said, that she had but a little while to live when she came first into the World, and much less now; yet God had lengthened her Life much longer than she thought he would have done, when that Evil befel her under which she now suffered:
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Alered: and she then magnify'd the Mercy of God in preserving her so long, and declared that she looked upon the Evil wherewith God had visited her, as designed by him for her Spiritual Advantage, and prayed that her offering of it might not be in vain to her; 'For so, said she, the Pain which I must afterwards endure will be infinitely greater than that which I here undergo: I therefore intreat the Lord to help me so to improve this, and all other Providences of his towards me, that I may have all my Pain and Sorrow here in this World, and be for ever happy in that which is to come.'

This poor Woman lived after this about three Years and a half, but was never able to sit up again: and a great Part of the time she was exercis'd with such grievous Pains as were hard to be endured, but was exceeding patient under them; and so excellent and exemplary was her Carriage from first to last, as cannot easily be expressed.

I divers times visited and discoursed with her, while she was in this low Estate, and cannot but testify that her Discourses were always very heavenly and gracious: and here be many others that can give the like Testimony.

She owned the Wisdom, Goodness and Sovereignty of God, in visiting her with the Affliction under which he was pleas'd to exercise her. She confessed, that what she suffered was far less than her Sins deserved; and affirmed, that she was oblig'd to bear with Patience what her heavenly Father was pleas'd to lay on her. She asserted, that what she suffered was but little and light, compared with what her Saviour had suffered for her, and with the Happiness and Glory to be enjoyed by God's People in another Life and World. She constantly declared her Willingness to die, whenever it should please God that she should so do: and on the other hand, that if God pleased to lengthen out her Life a while longer, she was content that he should so do.

She also declared how very apt God's own People were in their Prosperity to forget him, and how much they often needed Affliction on that Account; and did confess to his Praise, that he had done her Good by that where-with she had been visited.

She
She prayed without ceasing to God for the Mercies she needed, and did not neglect to pray for others also; and sometimes in her Prayers said to God, that she had no Righteousness of her own to recommend her to his Favour, but must with the poor Publican smite upon her Breast, and say, Lord be merciful to me a Sinner.

About three or four Weeks before she dy’d, she was in the Night heard calling upon God, and, among other things, then spake to this Purpose: O Lord, I beseech thee, consider the Case of my poor Husband and Children, consider the great Trouble and Difficulty which they have undergone in looking after me, so long as they have done; is it not time to give them rest? However, I may not prescribe unto thee, do as thou thinkest best.

A little after this she was again heard pleading with God after the same manner.

Not long before she dy’d, she gave much good Counsel unto her Husband and Children. Something of what she said to him, I think worthy to be here inserted.

She intreated him to be sure to endeavour to keep a Fear and Awe of God alive in his Heart; for if, said she, that be wanting, you will soon fall into Sin, and that will bring Evil upon you: but if God should at any time suffer you to be overcome by Temptations, so as to sin against him, see that you be not discouraged so as to despair of his Mercy, for so your Condition will be exceeding miserable. Other good Advice she gave to him, which he had need to remember and improve.

Having finished the Counsel which she gave to her Friends, she spent much of her few remaining Hours in speaking and praying to her God; but was now so weak and low, that not much of what she said could be heard and understood by those that were with her.

Thus she lived, and then dy’d, and we hope does now thro’ Faith and Patience inherit the Promises.
EXAMPLE XX.

Hannah Sissetom, who died at Sanchekantacket about the latter end of September 1722.

This Hannah was a Daughter of Joel Sims mentioned in Chapter I. who dy’d while she was young. She was put to live in a religious English Family on the Island, where she was taught to read, the not very well, and instructed in the first Principles of Religion; and she carry’d her self well in that Family.

After she was grown up, she marry’d an Indian called Ogin [alias Hankings] Sissetom, who was a Grandson of that very pious Wunnannahubkomm. mentioned Chapter I. Example 5, and one for whom his said Grandfather was very solicitous, that he might be and do Good, as is there declared: but his Character was not at all answerable to the Desires of that godly Man, or of his godly Mother yet living; for tho he frequently worshipped God in his Family, and was also pretty constant in his Attendance on God’s publick Worship, yet he had such an excessive Lust after strong Drink, that he was frequently overcome by it, so as that he might be justly looked upon as one of those Drunkards who, without a true Repentance, shall not inherit the Kingdom of God; and tho he sometimes appeared to be under great Convictions, yet still the Temptation prevailed too much against him, and sometimes overcame him; and it is uncertain whether God ever gave him a true Repentance or not: however he appeared so remarkably penitent in the eight or nine Days of his last Sickness, that there may be some Room to hope, that he may be found among the number of those who are called at the eleventh Hour.

But I did not intend this Man as one of my Examples of Piety, tho I have said thus much concerning him; it was his Wife that I intended to give some Account of.

And the first thing which I shall take notice of in her Character, was her remarkable Dutifulness to her Husband; for tho by his frequent Drunkenness he very much unmin’d himself, and forfeited the Honour which had been otherwise due to him, yet, this notwithstanding, his good Wife carried her self towards him, his own Relations being Judges, as she ought to have done if he had
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had not been so faulty, constantly yielding Obedience to his just Commands, and not vexing and provoking him by any hard Words, but used in a very dutiful manner to advise and intreat him.

But as on the one hand she would not unnecessarily provoke him; so on the other, she would have no Fellowship with him in the Sin in which he lived; but on the contrary, endeavored to persuade him to refrain from it. Her Life was also on all other accounts very blameless.

The ill Courses which her Husband took, kept his Family very poor and needy, so that she was forced to labour extremely hard for a Livelihood for herself and Children: for, tho he was a labouring Man, yet he, and some English Men do, spent almost all he got in strong Drink, bringing very little home for his Wife and Children to live upon.

Yet these Inconveniences the poor Woman bore very patiently, still following her Business, and endeavouring to keep her Children to work also: nor was this the best Part of her Character, for unto Patience and Diligence she added Prayer to God for his Blessing on all that belonged to her: she prayed with her Children when her Husband was not at home with her, seeking the Presence of God, which she knew would more than supply the want of any other Comfort which she needed.

A good English Neighbour observing how her Husband spent what he got in strong Drink, which did but hurt him, one said to her, that she thought she ought to talk to him for wasting what he got, and bringing so little home to her and his Children: unto which she answered, that she was loth to do so; for if she should, she should thereby only vex him without doing any Good. No doubt she had before this made the Trial.

One Comfort she had under this Affliction; her Husband's pious Mother before-mentioned living much in the House with her, was very kind and obliging to her, endeavouring to comfort her under all her Trials; and used to exhort her to devote her self to the Service and Glory of the God of her good Father, who had devoted her to him in Baptism while she was a Child. This her Mother-in-law used also, sometimes to pray with her.
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her and her Children, her Daughter in her Husband's Absence desiring her to do it.

But tho she kindly accepted of her Mother's Good-will towards her, yet she had not the Courage to ask an Admission to full Communion in the Church of Christ, but alledged, that she feared she was not qualify'd for so high a Privilege.

Near a Year before she dy'd, she buried a very pious Daughter, Bertha Sifform, afterwards to be mention'd in the fourth Chapter of these Examples; whom having seen laid in the Grave, she was her self immediately taken ill, the same Sickness increasing on her, till it put an End to her Life: and during the time of this her long Sickness, she labour'd abundantly to prepare for her great Change, calling very often and earnestly upon God to pardon her Sins, sanctify her Heart, and fit her for his Kingdom; and used, as long as she was able, to read and meditate as well as pray, and was very full of such serious Discourse as does become a Person leaving this World, and entering on an eternal Estate of Weal or Woe in another.

Her English Neighbours before-mentioned visiting of her in her Sickness, were entertain'd by her with serious and good Discourses.

She then blamed her self for having let her Heart and Time be too much taken up about the things of this Life and World, of which she said her Poverty and Want had been one Occasion; but added, that she had now seen her Error, and that the Concerns of our Souls should be more taken care of.

She also declared, that the Sickness and Death of her Daughter before-mentioned, had been a Means to affect her and do her good, taking notice at the same time of the Grace of God manifested in her and towards her.

It pleased God very much to enlighten and comfort her before she died. She expressed her Hopes of everlasting Mercies thro' the Merits of her only Saviour Jesus Christ, and her Willingness to die and leave this World, and all the Enjoyments of it, as well as all the Sorrows and Troubles she met withal in it. She mightily comforted and encouraged her pious, but poor Mother-in-Law, who had been so very good and kind to her; and she gave much good Counsel to her Husband and Children.
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Chap. III. Religious Women. dren and others, exhorting them earnestly to forsake every evil Way, and follow hard after God: and so le this Vale of Tears.

—EXAMPLE XXI.

Martha Coomes, who died at Nafhouohkmuk the Summer of the Year 1722.

This Woman was a Daughter of religious Parent, viz. Gershom Wompanummn, and Sarah his Wife of the Place already mentioned; her Mother being Daughter of that good Deacon Jonathan Amos, whom I have spoken in Chap. I. Examp. 15.

She was solemnly devoted to God in her Infancy, and had a religious Education; but notwithstanding the Advantages she enjoyed, she was by some said to be vicious while she was a Maid, and for some time after The Sins which she was chiefly charged withal, were such as were against the eighth and ninth Commandment. But having been some few Years married to Simon Coomes, a hopeful young Man, whose Grandfather Hiacoome and Father Samuel Coomes, have been already mention'd as remarkable Examples of Piety, she began to appear more serious than before she had been, and carried herself much better than formerly she had done. And now might be said of her, behold she prayeth; for she not only join'd with others in the Worship of God, which she before appear'd to do, but was also observed to pray by her self alone, where she did not design that any but God should see and hear her.

She also, before that long and lingering Sickness where she died, expressed Desires of giving up her self publicly to God, that so she might enjoy him in all his Ordinances; but was under such a Sense of her sinful Unworthiness, that she durst not ask an Admission to the Table of the Lord, tho' she said she desired to see him.

After she had been sick a while, she expressed her Apprehensions of the Approaches of Death towards her and withal, a deep Concern that she might not fall into the everlasting Mercies offered to Sinners in the Gospel, and her Resolutions to seek earnestly to God for Interest in them.
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She was accordingly, in the time of her Sickness, often heard pouring out her Soul before the Lord; but with so low a Voice, that very little of what she said could be understood: and she now professed her Faith and Hope in Christ, her only Saviour.

The Evening before she died, she mightily comforted and encouraged her Relations: She told them she would not have them much grieved at her Death; for she believed, that when she left this World she should enter into Rest in the Kingdom of God; and then exhorted them to be constant and earnest Seekers to that God in whom she trusted; telling them, that if they were so, they might again see her with Comfort in the other World.

The next Morning she desired that her Father, then abroad, might be called to come to her; and being come, she gave some serious and good Counsel to him, and then presently died, calling on her Saviour to receive her Soul. She left one little Daughter behind her when she died, viz. Sarah Coutces, afterwards mentioned in Chap. IV.

Let none object against this Woman the Faults of which she was guilty before her Conversion; for such were some of you, but ye are washed, but ye are sanctified, but ye are justified in the Name of the Lord Jesus, and by the Spirit of one God.

EXAMPLE XXII.

Abigail Sekitchahkomun, an old Maid, who died at Nafliaun, alias Slocums Island, in the Year 1722.

This Abigail had a very good Report, even from her Childhood, and made a publick Profession of Religion while she was but a young Maid, joining her self while a very young Woman to that Church of Antipedo- baptists whereof good Stephen Tackmaffen before-mentioned was the Pastor.

She had the Happiness of being taught to read well while she was young; and she made a good use of the Advantage, reading abundantly in the Bible, and such other good Books as our Indians have among them; and he ordered her Conversation as did become the Gospel.

She sometimes said, that having long had a Desire to love and serve the Lord, she used to think that her loving and keeping bad Company would not agree there-
withal, and that she had therefore resolved to be separate from them, and not to walk in their way: And herein she kept her Resolution to the last; when many of her Neighbours had their drunken Meetings, she would not go to them, but tarried at home and minded her Business, labouring diligently with her Hands for a Livelihood.

She living with her Mother, and Mother's Sister, used to take her turn to pray in that little Family, and was probably the best qualified to perform the Duty of any Person in it.

She was constant and serious in her Attendance on the publick Worship of God, and heard indifferently those of her own Persuasion, and those who were for Pdo-Baptism; nor could she endure to hear those of her own Profession revile those from whom they dissented.

Being sick almost a Year before her Death, she was in that time very full of good and heavenly discourses; she talked much of the Vanity and Uncertainty of all things in this lower World, and the Excellency and Glory of that which is above: she expressed a deep Sense of the Evil of Sin, and of the Excellency of a Life of Faith and Holiness; and earnestly exhorted her Relations and Visitors to fear God and keep his Commandments.

She professed Faith in the Son of God, and said that her believing in him, was that which had encourag'd her to join to the Church whereof she was a Member.

She said she had rather leave this World and go to God, than remain any longer here below; and she desired those about her, in the time of her Sickness, to let their Discourses be about the things of God and his Kingdom: and when some began to talk of other things in her hearing, she let them know that she took no delight therein.

Thus setting her Affections on things that are above and not on things below, she willingly left this World and went to the other.
EXAMPLE XXIII.

Hannah Tiler, who died at Sanchecantacket in Edgartown, in the Summer of the Year 1723.

This Woman's Father was a praying Indian, named Maquane, who died many Years since. Her Mother's Name was Susannah, and she was a pious Person, and of a blameless Conversation; she lived to a great Age, and died at the little Island of Chappaquiddick, but a few Days before the writing hereof.

As this Daughter of hers was as bad by Nature as any others, so the former part of her Life was no better ordered than the Lives of Persons in a State of Nature generally be. Nor was the Husband she married after she was grown up, a Person of so good Qualifications, as that it might be justly hoped concerning him, that he would save his Wife. He lived but viciously before he married her, and continued so to do for some Years afterward. He would frequently have his drunken Fits, and was often very contentious in them; and his Wife, who had too much Fellowship with him in these unfruitful Works of Darkness, being the weaker Vessel, often went by the wall when there were Contentions between them.

But the Woman, being at length convinced of the great Evil there is in the Sin of Drunkennes, resolved that she would forsake it, and God helped her so to do; so that she overcame her Temptations to that Vice, and lived in that regard very temperately: but being her self in that Particular reformed, and Drunkennes now becoming exceeding offensive to her, she could not bear with it in others, and therefore could not forbear talking too angrily to her Husband when she saw him guilty of that Crime; and this was an Occasion of fore Contentions betwixt them.

But the Wrath of Man worketh not the Righteousness of God, and this poor Woman quickly saw, that her contending so sharply with her Husband about his Drunkennes, was not the way to cure him of it: She therefore resolved to try another Method with him, and see if by mild Intreaties, and a good Carriage towards him, she could not gain him; and she accordingly put this Method in practice with him, patiently bearing both
with his excessive Drinking, and other things hard to be
indured, which, when he was in drink, she suffered from
him. And tho this Method had not presently the desired
Effect, yet she found Peace in it; and God helped her
in this way of well-doing, to cast all her Care on him.

Being thus reform'd in her Life, she made a public
Profession of Religion, and joined herself to the Church
of Christ about nine or ten Years before that wherein she
died; during all which time, she walked, as far as she could
understand, very blameless, ordering her Conversation so
did become the Gospel. However, some of her Neigh-
bours yet observed, that she still suffered such things from
an unreasonable Man, as they thought to be intolerable
and advised her to apply her self to the Civil Authority for
the Redress of her Grievances: But she peremptorily refus'd
to take this Course, as prudently foreseeing and con-
sidering the evil Consequences that would be apt to at-
tend it, and as being in some hopes, that by continuin
in the Method which she had begun, she might possibly
at length save her Husband.

Accordingly she, after some time, did so far overcome
his Evil by her Goodness, that he carried himself more
kindly to her than formerly he had done; and appeared
to become religious, put on a Form of Godliness, prayed
in his House, took some care about the Instructiion of his
Children, and made a publick Profession of Faith and
Repentance, joining himself to the Church of Christ
so that People were in hopes that he was become a good
Man. Yet he still appear'd to be somewhat faulty; and
one thing objected against him was, that he was not yet
so kind to his Wife as he should have been, especially
considering how well she constantly carried her self to
wards him; but still she bore, with the greatest Patience
all his Unkindness towards her, being glad that she had
gained so far on him as she had done. Her Neighbour
bear her witness, and her Husband also confesseth, that she
as has been now declared was her Carriage towards him.

Nor did this good Woman neglect to do all she cou'd
for the good of the reit of her Householde, either by pro-
viding Necessaries for their Bodies, or giving them those
good Instructions which tended to the Salvation of their
Souls, A Son which her Husband had by a former Wife
has declared to me, that she carried it towards him a
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The she had been his own Mother, and did frequently give good Instructions and Exhortations to him.

She saw, and rejoiced in, one good Effect of her Endeavours to bring up her Children in the Fear of God: A little Daughter of hers, who died a few Months before her, appeared so pious in her Life, and had such Hopes in her Death, that she declared to some of her Friends, that the Comfort she had in respect of the happy Change which she hoped her Child had experienced, had in a great measure swallowed up that Grief which otherwise her Death would have brought on her.

She was good to her Neighbours, as well as to those of her own House, as all that lived near her can testify. Her Charity, or Kindness, was more especially discovered to such of her Neighbours, as, being sick and weak, were unable to take care of themselves; to such she frequently made Visits and carried Presents: and tho' she had nothing to carry them that was of any considerable Value, yet she would pray them to accept of what she brought them, telling them that others had need take care of them, when they were unable to go abroad to provide for themselves such things as they wanted.

Nor was the Charity of this Woman confined to those of her own Nation only: Some of her English Neighbours do testify concerning her, that she did good to them when they had need of it. Thus an English Gentleman who lived near her, lately told me, that when by reason of Sickness he much needed Help in his Family, this Neighbour of his did of her own accord come frequently to his House, and perform such Services in it as were most necessary to be done, without the least Intimation of her expecting any Reward for what she did.

One Instance more of her Charity I shall here insert: She had a poor English Neighbour that had a Daughter to whom God had not given that use of her Reason as People ordinarily enjoy, by reason whereof she was very helpless, and not able to do such things for herself as otherwise she might. This being observed by the charitable Woman of whom I write, she every Year, just before Winter, began to knit the poor Girl a Pair of Stockings, her Mother finding Yarn for it; the doing of which

* Joseph Norton Fjt,
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She freely gave her, and would not by any means be hindered from doing so as long as she lived.

Nor can the Character of this Woman be fully given without an Account of the Piety as well as Charity with which she was indued. Besides what has of this nature been already related concerning her, I must here further add, that those who were well acquainted with her, do affirm concerning her, that she was much in Prayer to God, and was sometimes observed (according to the good Example by another Hannah set her) to be pouring out her Soul before the Lord.

She did also, with great Constancy and Seriousness, attend the publick Worship and Ordinances of God; scarce any Weather being bad enough to hinder her from going to God's House of Prayer, when she was not by Sickness disenabled for it.

She also used on all Occasions to discourse very piously; frequently using such Expressions as tended to the Honour of God, and the Edification of those with whom she conversed: for this she was so observable, that some of her English, as well as Indian Neighbours, took notice of it; especially when she visited the Sick she was wont to talk seriously with them about the things of God, and another Life and World; and she would sometimes, when she saw Persons, as she thought, too impatient under the Pains which they endured, speak to this Effect to them: Consider how light and short the Pains are which you so much complain of, compared with those which the Damned undergo in the Place of eternal Torments.

As she thus excited others to Patience, so she was exceeding patient herself under those Afflictions wherein it pleased her heavenly Father to visit her.

In her last Sickness she discovered a temper of Soul well becoming a Person, whose Conversation in the foregoing Years of her Life, had been such as has been now described. She trusted in the Mercy of God, thro' Jesus Christ her only Saviour, and called frequently on him for the Favours and Benefits which she needed, expressing her Hopes of receiving the Mercies which she called on the Lord her God for. She declared her Willingness to die whenever it pleased God that she should so do: And she earnestly exhorted all that were about her to be diligent Seekers of that God in whom she believed and trusted,
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trusted, and to take heed that they did not by their Sins provoke him.

Thus she lived, and thus she died; and is, I hope, gone to that Place where the Wicked cease from troubling, and where the Weary be at rest.

EXAMPLE XXIV.

ELIZABETH UHQUAT, who died at Christian-Town in the Year 1723.

AS by Faith Rahab the Harlot perished not, so there is good Reason to believe that the same may be truly said of the poor Woman of whom I here speak.

She was, while young, put to an English Master on the main Land, who neither taught her to read, nor took care to instruct her in the Principles of the true Religion, the Knowledge whereof is necessary to Life eternal; which is the unhappy Case of many of our Indian Youth that go to live among the English, tho there be others of them who are well instructed.

Being very ignorant, she was also exceeding wicked while she was a young Woman; and a Violation of the seventh Commandment was the Sin of which she appeared to be most deeply guilty, having by her Whoredoms been the Mother of two Children, before ever she bad a Husband to be the Father of them.

After this she married, but her Husband did, in a short time, treacherously depart from her, and took another Wife; she not being, as I could understand, any blamable Cause of his so doing, but was much troubled at his so forsaking her. However, being irrecoverably gone from her, she afterwards married another Man, viz. Joseph Uhquat of the Place above named; with whom she lived, and was, as far as did appear, a faithful Wife to him to the Day of her Death.

While she lived with this Husband, she was observed to keep much at home, and to mind her own Business, labouring diligently with her Hands to provide for her self and him such things as were necessary; but he being for some time given to Idleness, and to follow after Strong Drink, she was grieved and disturbed at it; and this sometimes caused Difference and Contention betwixt them. However, it seems that her Uneasiness at his Conduct,
Conduct, and her Endeavours to reform him, had a good Effect on him; it being very apparent to their Neighbours, that he after some time became a better Husband: And he and his Wife lived more comfortably together than formerly they had done.

But the Woman I am speaking of being thus settled in a Family, and that in a Place where the Word of God was constantly preached, became a diligent Hearer of the same, and seemed to take heed how she heard; giving, so far as could be observed, a very great Attention to the things which she heard preached from the Scriptures of Truth: and the longer she continued in this Course of hearing the Word of God, the more serious she seemed to grow; and her Neighbours began to observe and say, that she was much altered in her Countenance and Behaviour from what she had formerly been. I could not myself but observe a very remarkable Change in her, she appearing to me as a Woman of a sorrowful Countenance; and I sometimes saw her much affected at Sermons which she heard preached.

She was about this time very much affected at the Death of one of her forementioned Children, who will be afterwards spoken of. The Piety which she beheld in her dying Child, was a means to stir up in her earnest Desires to be made a Partaker of the like gracious Endowments, and put her upon endeavouring to obtain the like Qualifications.

Her Husband being gone from home on a Whaling-Voyage when this happened, when he returned in the Spring (as he himself declared to me) she told him, That God had since he had been gone given her a more deep and affecting Sight and Sense of her Sins, than she had ever before had, and that he had made her to see a Necessity of true Repentance and of a new Life; and did withal, earnestly desire him to assist her therein, and that he would to that end set up the Worship of God in his House, which he had hitherto neglected, &c. These things he says she pressed upon him with such Importunity, that he could not withstand the Motion made by her, but did, as far as he was able, comply with her Desires therein. This was early in the Spring in the Year 1722-3.

After this, the Woman continued to be of a sorrowful Countenance; and I not fully understanding what was the matter
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matter with her, waited for a convenient Opportunity to discourse with her about the State of her Soul: but not speaking with her before I went to Boston in June, she died before my Return; which, when I understood, I repented the Delay. However, there was a godly understanding Woman, who observing how melancholy she appeared to be, discoursed several times seriously with her about her Spiritual State, and much encouraged her to follow hard after God, and to apply her self to some Minister for further Advice and Direction; for which Counsel, tho' she was very thankful, yet she was under such Discouragements as never to speak with any Minister about her Case, till after she was seized with the Sickness whereof in a few Days she died.

But being sick and like to die, she sent for a Pastor of an Indian Church who lived not far from her, and fully and freely opened the State of her Soul to him, and desired his Counsel and Prayers respecting the Difficulties which she was under; yea, earnestly begged the Prayers of all God's People for her.

She now owned her self to be a most vile and sinful Creature, and said God had made her deeply sensible that she was so; having set all her Sins in order before her Eyes, and made them exceeding bitter to her Soul: she further said, That such was the Load of Guilt which lay on her, that were it not that she believed that the Son of God came into the World to save such miserable Sinners as she was, and had laid down his Life and shed his most precious Blood to that end; and that the Mercy of God was exceeding great, and ready to be extended to all such as truly lay hold of the same, she would despair of obtaining Pardon of Sin and Life eternal; but being persuaded of these things, she was resolved that she would seek to him, and do all that she could that if it were possible she might make her Peace with him, and intreated that the People of God would help her by their Prayers in this great Work.

She also now lamented that she had so long neglected publickly and solemnly to give up her self to God, to be his Servant all the Days of her Life; and said that she feared she had missed an Opportunity of doing this; but if God would please to spare her Life, and enable her to do it, she was resolved to delay this Work no longer.
She was very thankful to the Minister that came to visit, counsel and pray with her, and so he left her. After this she called frequently and earnestly upon God for his Mercy; and before she died, obtained a comfortable Hope of eternal Blessedness.

EXAMPLE XXV.

MARGARET Osooit, commonly called by the Indians Meckfishqune, who died at the Gayhead December the Fifth 1723.

This Woman was a Daughter of a petty Sachim of Tisbury, called by the English Joah, and by the Indians Ketecomin; but of him I can give no very good Character. Her Mother's Name was Sianum, a Daughter of Noquittompane, formerly mentioned; the same being esteemed a good Woman, in some of the last Years of her Life.

But whatever the Father or Mother of this Person was, it is much to be hoped she her self was a Woman that feared the Lord, and served him with Integrity and Uprightness of Heart.

She was happy in this, that she was, while young, taught to read very well; and God gave her a Heart afterwards to make a good Use of this Advantage, wherewith in his good Providence he favoured her, as we shall have further occasion to observe.

She was, so far as I can learn, while a Maid, of a Sober Conversation, and free from any moral Scandal whatsoever; but I do not know that she was religious while a young Woman, tho' it is probable that she was so.

She was, after she had been some time a Woman-grown, married to Zachariah Osooit, an Indian of the Gayhead; and lived with him about thirty three Years, and did bear many Children to him.

As soon as she became a Wife, she began to discover such things as gave some grounds to hope that she had the Fear of God in her; for it then appeared that she often read the Word of God, and such other Books of Piety as were so long ago published in the Indian Tongue: She also then excited her Husband to pray to God in his House, and prevailed with him so to do; and whereas he was very apt to follow after strong Drink, she
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She used her utmost Endeavour to restrain him from that way of Wickedness, and would have no Fellowship with him in it.

Only she was once guilty of great Folly this way; for being vexed with the Intemperance of her Husband, and having some Rum ready at hand which she might drink of if she pleased, Satan tempted her to taste the Liquor, and to take so plentifully of it, that she might see how good a thing it was to be drunk as many others were: and drunk she was to some purpose, so that falling down on the Earthen Floor of her House, and sleeping some time there, she at length awaked so sick and out of frame, that she thought it no good thing to be drunk; and was yet more sick at the thoughts of her Sin and Folly, in trying the wicked Experiment by which she had made such a Beast of her self as she had done: And it pleased God, that instead of now becoming in love with the Liquor by which she had so basely fallen, her Aversion to it was abundantly increased, and she never more returned to that Folly of which she had been guilty: Nay, she could hardly be persuaded to taste of that Liquor again as long as she lived; and she grew more earnest with others to restrain from the excessive Use of it.

As she appeared to fear God and eschew Evil, so she made confidence of worshipping God, and calling upon his Name. When her Husband was gone from home, as he too often was, she constantly pray'd with her Children; nor did she pray in her Family only, but frequently went into secret Places to call upon the Name of the Lord: at which Devotion she was sometimes accidentally surprized, by her Relations and Neighbours.

As her Children became capable of receiving Instruction, she endeavoured to train them up in the way in which they should go: several of them have with Tears told me what Pains she used to take with them, as by teaching them their Catechisms, and also reading the Scriptures to them, and pressing them to the Duties mentioned in them, and warning them against the Sins therein forbidden. Her Husband and Neighbours do likewise give the same Testimony concerning her.

She was often grieved at her Husband's erring thro' strong Drink, and was unwearied in her Endeavours to persuade him to refrain from that Sin: but alas! she had
had not the Success in it which she desired; and such were the Hardships which she was by this means brought under, that it must be confessed, it made her sometimes speak unadvisedly, which she would readily confess and lament; but considering how much Poverty and Grief she underwent, it is more to be admired that her Patience held out as it did, than that she sometimes shewed some Infirmity.

She was looked upon as a Person so well qualified for Communion with the Church of Christ, that many wondered that she did not ask an Admission thereunto; and some discoursed with her about the matter, but she had such Apprehensions concerning the Holiness required of those who are admitted to Fellowship with God in his Ordinances, that she could not be persuaded that she was her self qualified for so high Privileges, and would declare how grievously God was dishonour'd by such as had given up themselves to him, and yet did not walk worthy of the Vocation wherewith they were called.

When she discoursed on these things, she used to take her Bible, to which she was no Stranger, and turn to and read such Places in it as she apprehended to intimate what Holiness was required to be in such as so drew nigh to God, as particularly Psalm xv. and xxiv. 5, 4 and many other Places.

She seldom went abroad, unless there were some special Occasion that called for it; and indeed while her Children were young, it was thought by some she did not go to Meeting so often as she should have done; but others have alleged in her favour, that the miserable Condition which she and her Children were in, rendered it almost impossible that she should frequently leave her own House and go to God's, which they judge she would have otherwise gladly done. She was her self most miserably clothed, and her Children were no better of it nor had she ordinarily, while they were small, any body to leave with them: and the Diligence with which she afterwards attended God's publick Worship, when her Children were grown more able to help themselves, gave grounds to think that she did not stay from publick Ordinances for want of an Heart to attend them.

She mightily delighted in The Practice of Piety, Book which our Indians have in their own Language.
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and would scarce pass a Day without reading something in it.

As she grew in Years, she seemed to grow in Grace, and in the Knowledge of her Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ; which many ways appeared to those that observed her.

She often confessed and lamented the Sins of her Heart and Life, and talked much of that way of Redemption by the Son of God which is revealed in the Gospel, magnifying the Grace of God therein manifested to Sinners.

She complained often of the Sins of the Times, and mourn’d for them, particularly the Sin of Drunkenness, of which she knew many of her Neighbours were frequently guilty; and that any in publick Stations were in this way faulty, seemed to her intolerable.

She frequently dealt with Persons privately for their Sins, especially with those of her own Sex; and if they were Persons who had made a publick Profession of Religion, she would declare to them the solemn Obligations they lay under to live to God, and to depart from all Iniquity: And when she had begun to deal with any for their Miscarriages, she would not willingly leave them till she had brought them to a Confession of their Faults, sometimes with Tears, and to engage to endeavour to reform what was amiss in them.

After she had been supposed to have been several Years past Child-bearing, and was, I suppose, upwards of fifty Years old, she brought forth a Son, who is still living; but not long after this she grew unhealthy, and was grievously exercised with a sore Breast, which in the Issue put an end to her Life.

She was for some time towards the beginning of her Illness in much Heaviness thro’ manifold Temptations, complaining of her Sins as a Burden too heavy for her to bear, and mourning under the Weight of them; yet God did not suffer her to despair of his Mercy, but enabled her to believe the Gospel of his Son, and endeavour to obtain Reconciliation to God thro’ him, and a Sense of his loving Kindness to her Soul. She her self cry’d earnestly to God for his Mercy, and she called others to help her by their Prayers in that time of her Trouble, and she now declared, that she utterly disre-
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ned that she might not fall short of the Favour of God, without which nothing else could give Rest and Com-
fort to her Soul: nor did God deny the humble Re-
quests of this his poor Handmaid, but did graciously
lift up the Light of his Countenance upon her, giving
her Peace in believing, and that Joy of Faith which
passeth all Understanding.

She was now not only willing to die, whenever it
should please God that she should so do, but even long-
ed for that happy Hour; and yet said, that she was con-
tent still to bear more Affliction, if her heavenly Fa-
ther saw it needful that she should.

She was wonderfully carry'd out in her Endeavours to
affect the Hearts of her Relations and Neighbours, with
a Sense of the Necessity and Excellency of Religion, and
did with all possible Earnestness press them to engage
thoroughly in the great Duties of it, and to avoid every-
thing that might bring the Displeasure of God on them.

To this End she not only spake to them all jointly,
but having first spoken to her Husband giving him the
best Counsel she could; and committing the Care of her
Children to him, earnestly desiring him to bring them
up in the Nurture and Admonition of the Lord; she
called her Children, all one by one, giving such Advice
to them as she thought they respectively most needed,
and telling them she had often instructed and exhorted
them, but that being now to leave them, that was the
last time that she should ever speak to them.

She also declared before she dy'd, that she saw the
Error she had been in, in not joining to the Church of
Christ, as she ought to have done; and she lamented this
Fault.

Some Christians that were with her when she was dy-
ing, having at her Desire commended her to God by
Prayer, and sung a Psalm of Praises to him, she mani-
ested a Desire to be gone, and intimated, that the Mes-
sengers of Heaven were already come to receive her
and two Persons that were then abroad, near the House
where she lay a dying, do affirm, that they then plain-
lly heard a melodious singing in the Air, over the House
where this Woman lay; but whether that be a Mistake
or not, there is reason to believe that she dy'd well, and
that she is gone to the innumerable Company of An-
gels, and to the Spirits of just Men made perfect.

E X-
EXAMPLE XXVI.

Hepzibah Assaquanhut, who died at Christian-Town, October 20, 1723.

The Parents of this Hepzibah were John Whitten (as he is commonly called) and Jerusha his Wife, Indians of the Place already mentioned.

They put this their Daughter while young, to live in a good English Family in Salisbury, where she continu'd I think seven Years, and until she was a Woman grown. And the pious People with whom she lived do bear her Witness, that she appeared all the while she was with them to be a sober, orderly, and well disposed Person, not given as they could perceive to any Vice whatsoever; but was faithful to her Trust, and diligent in her Business, and very willing and forward to go to Meeting, but not at all inclined to go into any bad Company. She also appeared willing to learn to read, but did not take her reading so easily as many do, and so did not learn to read so well as was to be desired.

Not long after she went from her said Master, she was marry'd to Joel Assaquanhut of the Place aforesaid, and was a good Wife to him, being a discreet and chaste Keeper at home, and one that loved her Husband and Children, being also very obedient to him; and was one that laboured diligently with her Hands, to provide Necessaries for the Family.

Tho' she lived very much in the Day of Temptation to the Sin of Drunkenness, yet I can't, upon strict Enquiry, understand, that she was in the least degree tainted with that Vice, but on the contrary she used to bear a Testimony against the immoderate Use of strong Drink, and pleaded with her Relations to abstain from it.

She encouraged her Husband to worship God in his Family, and frequently read in such Books of Piety as she was able to read in.

I visited her more than once in the time of that Sickness whereof she dy'd, and then heard her express her self well, with respect to the Concerns of her own Soul, and a future Life and World. She acknowledged her self to be an unworthy Sinner, yet said she had prayed often to God for his Mercy, and that not only now since she
she was sick, but also long before; and she hoped he would not utterly cast her off, but pardon her Sins and save her Soul.

She also professed Faith in the Son of God, and a Trust in the Merits of his Sufferings and Obedience, for all the Mercies she needed, and her Resolutions to continue seeking to God for them, and then desired me to pray with and for her.

As the time of her Dissolution approached, her Hopes and Consolations increased; she declared that she had no Pleasure in any of the Things and Enjoyments of this Life, but was willing to leave Parents, Husband, and Children, and all she had here, for the sake of those things which were above, which she hoped she was going to the Enjoyment of.

She lamented the Sinfulness of the Lives of some of her Relations, and particularly of her own Father and Mother; and gave them her dying Charges to depart from those Iniquities, which she had formerly without any good Effect, cautioned them against; and declared that having done so, she was willing to die and leave them.

She also declared her hearty Willingness to forgive all such as had done her any Wrong, mentioning in particular one Instance wherein she had been greatly injured.

As she appeared willing to forgive Men their Trepasses, so it is much to be hoped, that her heavenly Father was also willing to forgive hers.

E X A M P L E. XXVII.

SARAH PEAG, who died at Christian-Town October the 30, 1723.

THE Father of this Sarah was one Samson Cabkub quit, of whom I can give no good Report. Her Mother was a Person yet living whose Name is Elizabeth, the same being a Woman of good Knowledge, and one who, as I hope, truly feareth God.

The Daughter was, while she was young, put to live in a good English Family in Chilmark, where she was taught to read, and had, I doubt not, many good Instruction and Admonitions given to her, but did not behave herself answerably to the Advantages she enjoyed. She wa
was sometimes guilty of stealing, lying, and running away from her Master; and yet she did not appear to be ashamed when she had committed these Abominations, but was proud and haughty, and much set upon making her self fine with her Ornaments.

After her time was out with her said Master, there appeared for some time no remarkable Change in her. But what I then heard her most blamed for, was her giving way too much to her irregular Passions, so as often to transgress that Rule, *Be angry and sin not.* It is certain that she was a Person of a very unhappy Temper, and naturally so much inclined to Contention, as to need a great Measure of Grace for the rectifying and regulating of that perverse Spirit, which she had in her.

She had not been long grown up before she marry'd to one Jacob Peag, to whom the Haltiness of her Spirit proved a great Exercise and Trial, and perhaps much greater than it would have been, if he himself had not been of too hafty a Spirit also. Two such Persons meeting together lived somewhat uncomfortably, especially the first Part of the time which they lived together.

Having such an unruly Spirit, she very much needed to have it broken and humbled; and God suited his Providences unto her Necessities, causing her to experience such Changes, as some because they have not, do not fear God.

Among those Afflictions and Trials which he brought upon her, the Sorrows with which she brought forth some of her Children were none of the least, nor was she unaffected with the afflictive Hand of God upon her herein.

After she had her first Child, who was that Joseph Peag hereafter mentioned in Chapter IV. Example 20, he appeared more serious than she had formerly done, and attended the publick Worship of God as one that sought Spiritual Advantage thereby: and so plain a Change was there in her Countenance and Behaviour, that I could not myself but take much notice of it.

She was also about this Time sometimes observed to withdraw her self from Company into a Wood near her Dwelling; and her Mother informs me, that once she found her praying and weeping in a Place where she was after this manner retired, and that her Daughter perceiving that she had discovered what she was doing, called her,
her, and opened the sorrowful Condition of her Soul to her, letting her know, that her spiritual Wants were the Cause of her being there, in the Employment which she found her at.

She did not on her becoming thus serious presently overcome the irregular Passions to which she had been subject; yet there was this observable Change in her, with regard thereto, that when she had been unreasonably angry, she would when her Passion was over, confess her Fault, and appear to be much troubled at her Miscarriages.

After her second Child was born, she appeared yet more concerned about her Spiritual State, and discoursed frequently with her Husband about the Obligations which those who fear the Lord lay under to give up themselves to him, to be his Servants, and to attend all his Ordinances: and the Issue of their Conferences on this Subject quickly was, that first the Wife, and soon after the Husband gave up themselves unto God, and were admitted to full Communion in all his Ordinances.

The poor Woman having at her Admission into the Church, made a humble Confession of her Sins, and professed Faith in Christ, and her Resolutions to live to him, seemed to endeavour to fulfil the Engagements she had brought her self under: and she was I think on all accounts blameless, saving that she was still apt to be overcome with Passion, and be so angry as to sin therein.

From hence on her part were those sad Jars betwixt her and her Husband, mentioned in her Son's Life: but when God took this dear and precious Child from her, he by this Affliction brought her to a more full Sight and Sense of her Sin in those Contentions, by which she had dishonoured God, grieved his holy Spirit, and wounded the Heart of her said Child, than she ever before had. From this time forward there was a great Change in her, and she governed her Passions much better than ever she had done before, insomuch that those that observed her, looked upon her as in that regard a new Creature.

But soon after this, falling her self into a weak and languishing Condition, she lived not many Months, but after the Birth of a third Child, in a few Weeks dy'd. I twice visited her in the time of her last Sickness, and when at the first of those times I came to the House...
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where she lay ill, I found her in a grievous Agony, confessing and bewailing the Sins of her Heart and Life. She with many Tears cry'd out against her self as a most vile and wicked Creature, unworthy of the least of God's Mercies; but worthy to be eternally rejected of him, and to be cast into Hell for ever. Then she proceeded to magnify the infinite Grace and Mercy of God in sending his own only dear and precious Son into this World, to save such sinful and wretched Creatures as she was, expressing withal her Hopes in the Mercy of God thro' him, and her Resolutions to continue to seek for the Pardon of her Sins and the eternal Salvation of her Soul, thro' the Merits of his Suffering and Obedience.

I now asked her, whether she could charge her self with dealing hypocritically in that Transfaction with God, wherein she publickly gave up her self to him? To this she answered, that she could not; but said, that such was the Power of her Corruptions, that they had sometimes been too hard for her, yet God had not left her to commit any of those more heinous Offences into which the Children of Men do sometimes fall.

Having heard those things from her, I thought it my Duty to encourage her to rely on the Mercy of God in Christ for Salvation, and spoke some Words of Comfort to her; which having done, and at her Desire pray'd with her, I left her.

Some Days after this I went again to see her, and found her in a more quiet and composed Frame than before. She still own'd her self to be a sinful and unworthy Creature; and in particular confessed her Sin in giving way to her Passions as she had done, and being so contentious as she had often been; but added, that her Husband's sometimes using strong Drink too freely, had been one thing which had much disturbed her. She at the same time professed her Hopes in God thro' Christ for the Forgiveness of all her Iniquities. She also professed her Willingness to die, if it were the Will of God that she should so do. After I had again said to her what I thought proper, and had at her Request pray'd with her, I took my leave of her, she with much Affection then thanking me for all the Instructions and Exhortations that I had ever given her.
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After this she lived but a few Days, and was, during that time, as she had been before, very diligent in preparing for her approaching End, which she daily expected. She called often upon God for Mercy, and gave much good Counsel to her Relations and Visitors. She expressed her earnest Desires, that, if she had offended any by any Miscarriages of which she had been guilty, they would bring her Faults to remembrance, that she might confess them, and ask for the Pardon of them.

In the Morning of the Day on which she dy'd, in the Afternoon she was under some Discouragements, and in Heaviness by reason of Temptations; but having sent for an Indian Minister to give her Counsel, and pray with her, the Clouds wherewith her Soul was overshadowed, were all dispersed, and she enjoyed Peace in believing, and declared that she was willing to die, and go to her heavenly Father; which said, she expired, calling on her Redeemer to receive her Spirit.

F X A M P L E XXVIII.

MARY MANHUT, a Maid, who died at Christian town April 8, 1724.

MARY Manbut was a Daughter of Christian Parents, who devoted her to God in Baptism while she was a Child, viz. Hoyia Manbut, now a Pastor of an Indian Church on Martha's Vineyard, and Quaok, his Wife, who is esteemed a sober and godly Woman.

She was by these her religious Parents well instructed while she was young, being taught to read, and was catechized, and had, I doubt not, very frequently good Counsel given her. She was likewise kept under good Family Government, not suffered to run abroad at Pleasure, but obliged to attend Family Religion in her Father's House, and also to attend the publick Worship of God on the Lord's Days, and at other times as might be convenient.

Enjoying these Advantages, she seemed to make some good Improvement of them. Her Conversation was generally blameless. Her Parents affirm, that she was very obedient to them, and that she used frequently to read in good Books, especially the Practice of Piety.
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She much delighted in, and she would be affected and weep when discoursed withal about the Affairs of another Life, owning the Truth and Importance of what was said to her, as I have myself upon Trial experienced.

After she had been some Years a Woman grown, there being a Motion made, that the Children of the Church arrived to Years of Discretion, would renew their baptismal Covenant, and explicitly choose the Lord to be their God, devoting themselves to his Service, and putting themselves by their own Act and Deed under the Watch and Government of the Church of which they were before Members, there was none more forward than she was to comply with what was proposed; and it happening, that about this time she and some others of the said young People were together discoursing concerning what was proposed to them, some of them shewed a Backwardness to consent unto that whereunto they were invited, but this young Woman freely declared her Approbation of the thing proposed, and pleaded the Reasonableness of it, and the Advantage that might attend it, with such Cogency as to convince her Gainlayers, and to bring over some of them to be of her Mind. And what she thus pleaded for, she soon put in Practice, some of those that had before shewn an Aversion to it, now also doing as she did.

Not long after this solemn Transaction with God, in which she appeared very serious, she was taken with the Sickness whereof she dy’d.

Quickly after she was first taken ill, she expressed a deep Sense of the solemn Obligations which she had brought her self under, to live to God, and her continued Resolutions to perform the Vows she had made, saying, that if it pleased God that she might recover again, she desired to be more confidant than she had been, and more fully to obey his Word than she had hitherto done.

And then she said, I have destroyed my self by my Sins, but O Lord Jesus Christ, I believe thou canst wash and cleanse my Soul from them all, by thy Blood that was shed for the Remission of our Offences. I believe but how many forever the Sins of a Sinner are, yet, if he truly repents, and turns from them, he shall be saved.
She some Days after this declared, that if it would please God to save her, she had rather he should do it now, than lengthen out her Life any longer in this World, so that she should live to sin any more against him.

A few Days after this she spake to this Purpose:

I am grieved that I have so often broken my Covenant with God as I have done. Sometimes when I have been sick I have thought, that I would, if I recovered, go and join my self to the Church; but when I have been well again, I have not done it. This has been a great Sin in me. But now I desire Help from God in this Affair. O Lord God, I now long to be in my Place [or enjoy my Privileges] in the Church before I die; for there, O Lord, it is that I may expect to receive Help from thee. I believe in the Father, and in his Son Jesus Christ, and in the Holy Ghost, who is the Instructor and Illuminator of Souls.

Our Indians can hardly believe that they are fully in the Church, till they are admitted to full Communion in all the Ordinances there to be enjoyed: they suppose that till this be done, they are as it were but in the Porch of the House into which they would enter, in hopes of finding and enjoying God there; and this was what this poor Woman now earnestly thirsted after, and lamented that she had so long neglected to ask and seek for: Nor could her Mind be quiet, till the Church-Meeting at her Father's House admitted her into their Communion in the Ordinance of the Lord's-Supper, which she was not before admitted to; and this seemed to be some Satisfaction to her, tho God never gave her an Opportunity to partake of it. But I am not yet in my Story arrived to the time when this was done.

Having manifested her Desire hereof, she thus pray'd:

I beseech thee, O God, to forgive my Sins, and save my Soul; I'm sorry for my Sins, and now see what the Desire of them is. And then she said to those about her: I am grieved that I did not diligently obey the Commandments of God. When I was in Health my Sins were many, and I often did Evil against God; but these my Sins I do now plainly see. There is especially one thing that does trouble me, I went to Meeting on the Lord's Day from my Father's House; and when Meeting was done, my Mother called me to go home with her, but I did it not, but went away with another Person: not Q

\[\text{going} \]
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going to my Father's House as I should have done: this was a great Sin, I now see it. O Lord, I beseech thee to forgive this Sin of mine.

My Mother, if it please God that I should live any longer, I will no more displease you as I have formerly done; it would be an Evil in me thus again to fall.

Three Days after she had thus discoursed, the Weakness of her Body growing on her, she earnestly desired that God would lengthen out her Life, till she had publicly renewed the Dedication of her self to him, and been admitted into a State of nearer Communion with him than she had hitherto been in. And she then said, My Desire is, and I now intreat God, that I may live a little longer, and do a little more of what he has commanded me to do. Nothing indeed that I do can merit that I should be saved, Jesus Christ only does this. Let his Merits be upon me, who has wrought many good Works for poor Sinners: and I believe that he that does his Commandments shall be saved. But if it please God that I may live a little longer, I would fain do that which is well-pleasing to him; for while I was in Health, I too much slighted his Word: yet now am I unwilling to go to Hell, but if God would please now to save me, to that I willingly consent. She meant by this, as I suppose, that she was willing then to die, if the Will of God were so, if so be he would please to save her.

When the time came that she should be admitted into full Communion with the Church, her Father read a Paper which he had written from her Mouth, expressing her Repentance towards God, and Faith towards the Lord Jesus Christ, (the Sum whereof is drawn into this Account of her) and she further answered to such Questions as any for their Satisfaction desired to propound to her: And then also confessed a Fault of which she had been formerly guilty, and which she could not be easy till she had declared, and manifested her Repentance of it. It was this, she once eat some Fish, which she knew the Persons had no Right to who invited her to partake of it with them. This she declared to have been a great Trouble to her.

After this she expressed a great Concern for the young People that had renewed their baptismal Covenant, and the Engagements which they were under to serve the Lord. I should, said she, be very sorry if they should again
again fall into Sin. We have, said she, engaged to be subject to the Discipline of the Church, and to obey the Lord.

About this time some of the Children of the Church coming to visit her, she spake thus to them: O take heed to your selves, for you have been baptized; depart from all Iniquity, for that brings the greatest Miseries. The Doors of Hell are opened, and the Wicked do go in at them; Oh let us turn now, that we may not go in thither. When I was in Health, I was too unconcerned about this; but now Affliction is come upon me, I see my Sin therein, and that the same carried me towards Hell. Let us pray to God to pardon our Sins, and let us do what in his Word he requires of us.

On the last Sabbath shee one which she lived, she said, I now desire a little Rest, [meaning here, if it would please God to give it] or otherwise if the Will of God were so, that he would now save me. O God, I beseech thee have Compassion on me, and now wash and cleanse my Soul, that so I may be saved. O now open the Gates of Heaven to me, and receive my Soul there; but shut, I beseech thee, the Gates of Hell for me, that I may not go into that Place.

Then speaking to her Relations, she said, Do not be too sorry for me, nor weep excessively when I die; for this Body of mine is a weak and frail Thing, that must quickly pass away: but let him that weepeth, weep for his own Sins and Miseries; and O pray earnestly!

On the last Sabbath which she lived, she earnestly desired to hear the Word of God preached; and her Father at her Request preached a Sermon in his House from John iv. 42. at the hearing whereof she was refreshed.

After this she was able to say very little, but what she did say was comfortable, as importing the good Hopes she had, that she should enter into Rest, when she should leave this World. Among other things of this Nature, she, before she dy'd, spake of the ministering Spirits as coming to receive her.

Her Father just before she dy'd singing the fourth Psalm, and praying with her, she seemed observably to attend to what was done; and particularly shewed her Pleasure in that Psalmody, not only by looking most earnestly and pleasantly towards her Father, while he read Q. 2, and
and sang, but also by stretching out her Hand, and laying it on his Book while he did so, he then sitting nigh to her.

When I visited her during the time of her Sickness, her Discourse was such as gave me great Hopes, that she was a truly penitent and believing Sinner. She then gave much good Counsel to her Relations and Neighbours, and particularly to her own Father, from whose Papers the Substance of this Account is taken; nor have I the least Suspicion of the Veracity of what he has therein written concerning her.

**EXAMPLE XXX.**

Rachel Wompanummo, who died in Christian-town, June 15. 1724, in the 25th Year of her Age.

This Woman was a Daughter of godly Parents, viz. Isaac Company formerly mentioned, and his Wife Elizabeth yet living. These devoted her to God in her Infancy, and took care to teach her to read while she was a Child; also taught her her Catechism, and did otherwise piously educate her.

Of these Advantages she appeared to make a good Improvement. She was very obedient to her Parents, loved to read her Book, and go to Meeting, while she was young, and carry'd her self as she ought to do.

When she was grown up, she appeared to be much inclined to Diligence, and used, when she could be spared from the Family to which she belonged, to work by the Week or Month among the English in the Vicinity, by her Labour purchasing such things as she needed; and I think all that employed her, counted her faithful in her Work, and true to her Word; and she having frequently lived and laboured in the Family of the Writer hereof, he cannot but give her such a Testimony.

Having been much among the English, and got the Knowledge of their Language; she, after she was a Woman grown, learned to read English, and also to write a legible Hand, (having only learned to read Indian before) which having done, she used to read English Books when she had any Opportunity for it.

Tho,
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Tho, as she afterwards declared, she used sometimes to pray to God before her Father's sudden Death, when she was about 17 Years old, of which I have given an Account Chapter I. Example 20. yet being much awakened and affected with that awful Providence, she became more serious than she had before been, and with greater Constancy called on the Name of the Lord, being deeply concerned about the State of her Soul; and her godly Mother has assured me, that she about this time and afterwards frequently found her in secret, calling on God; and that she used to give good Counsel to her Sisters, and seriously reprove them when they did amiss.

Being something more than twenty Years old, she marry'd to Daniel Wompanummo, commonly called Daniel Griibson; unto whom, his own Relations being Judges, she carried her self very dutifully, and as a Wife ought to do, who wisely considers that of the Apostle, How knowest thou, O Woman, but thou may'st save thine Husband? The Man, tho a Child of praying Parents, and one that had been well instructed, yet did not, when she first married him, walkanswerably to the Benefits he had received, but would frequently drink to Excess, nor could he be persuaded to pray in his Family; at which Miscarriages, tho his Wife was much grieved, yet she would bring no railing Accusations against him, but used to advise and intreat him to reform what was amiss in him: and she did after some time so far overcome his Evil by her Goodness, that there appeared to be a sensible Reformation in him; for he more carefully abstained from strong Drink than he had formerly done, and called upon God in his House, and carried himself kindly to his Wife, which was a great Comfort to her.

This godly young Woman having thus prevailed with her Husband to pray in his House, was so much concerned that the Worship of God might be constantly upheld therein, that when he was gone from home, she desired her good Mother that lived with her, to perform the Duty; and sometimes at her Mother's Request, did her self perform it.

Having made so good Progress in Religion, as has been now declared, she began to be very desirous to approach yet nearer to God, in an Attendance on all the Ordinances of his instituted Worship: but such humble Thoughts had she of her self, that she durst not ask an
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Admission to the Table of the Lord, as fearing left she was not well qualify'd for it. However, she desired publicly and solemnly to renew her baptismal Covenant, and did so; and did not make a mere formal Business of it, but at the same time made a very humble, and affecting Confession of the Sins of her Life, and a Profession of her Resolutions to endeavour to walk more closely with God than she had hitherto done: and I doubt not but she did as she promised.

It was not long after she had thus owned the Covenant, before she was taken ill of the Sickness whereof she dy'd, within a few Weeks after.

Some of the Circumstances attending her Illness made her Indian Neighbours suspect, that it was by Witchcraft brought on her; and if what is credibly asserted be true, it is to be feared that it was so, and she her self suspected it: however, she told me, that she received what she suffered as from the Hand of a righteous, holy, and sovereign God, without whose Goodwill and Pleasure no Evil could befall the Children of Men. And during the whole time of her Sickness, she behaved her self as a true Christian ought to do. I divers times visited her, and received from her own Mouth an Account of what God had done for her Soul, and what her Carriage had from time to time been towards him. She very humbly confessed the Sinfulness of her Heart and Life, and her utter Unworthines of God's Mercy, but withal declared her Belief of the Gospel, and that Jesus Christ was an all-sufficient Saviour: she professed she hoped in the Mercy of God thro' him, and called earnestly on him Day and Night for the Pardon of her Sins, and Salvation of her Soul.

This was the Sum of what she said to me some of the first times I visited her in her Sickness; and what she said to others was agreeable herunto.

But there is one thing which I think I may not omit in the Account I am giving of this pious Person: being sick and like to die, she was grieved that she had not before asked an Admission to full Communion in the Church of Christ, and could not be satisfy'd till she had done it, and obtain'd what she desired, the Indian Church meeting at her House for that End; but then being not able to say much, she was only desired briefly to answer to some Questions, both doctrinal and practical, which she had
had then propounded to her; and the Answers she then gave to them, contained in them so good a Profession of Repentance towards God, and Faith towards the Lord Jesus Christ, that they were very satisfactory.

Having been a Witness to this her Profession, I asked her, Whether the Reason why she desired to be admitted by the Church into full Communion with them, was, because she thought that without being so she could not be saved? No, said she, I do not think so. Why then, said I, do you desire this, seeing probably you may not live to have any Opportunity to partake of the Lord's Supper? Unto which she answered, That she desired this, because she thought it her Duty, to approach as nigh to God while she lived as she could do: which being said, the Church very gladly received her into their Communion.

About a Fortnight before she dy'd, her Pastor Hosea Manbut being sent for to pray with her, she spake thus to him, as in a Paper of his now before me, he informs me: If it be the Will of God that I should now die, I am satisfied that it should be so. But, Oh! that God my Redeemer would now pardon all my Sins. I have often broken the Commandments of God, and cannot escape Damnation, if dealt withal according to my Sins: I therefore intreat Christ to wash and cleanse my Soul. And I do believe that he is able to save me; and if he please so to do, I desire he would now save me.

I'm credibly informed, that both before and after this, she was very frequently heard, both by Night and Day, crying earnestly to God for Mercy, and pleading with him the Merits of his Son, her only Saviour. And the last time she was able, she declared, that this was the Course she took, in order to her finding Favour with God, and obtaining his Salvation; and that she had great Hopes that God would not cast her off, but give eternal Life to her.

She underwent a great deal of strong Pain in the time of her Sicknefs, but shewed much Patience under it, giving Glory unto God all the while, by owning his Sovereignty, Justice, and Mercy, and that she had no Reason to complain.

About three or four Days before her Death, she declared to those about her, that she was now ready to die, and desired Death rather than Life. She said, she had
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been long and earnestly seeking unto God for his Mercy, and that she firmly hoped that he had heard her, and would receive her into his heavenly Kingdom. She said she had wholly quitted any Interest she had in any of the Things and Enjoyments of this World, being willing to leave them all and go to God: even her little Son and only Child, she said she was willing to depart from, and leave him with God, who could, and she hoped would provide for him, and be a Guide to him. She also now charged her Relations not to be overmuch troubled at her Death, but that they should love God, and seek to him continually.

After this she said very little to any body that was about her, except it were to answer a Question propounded to her: nor did she much complain of any Pain, but appeared to have such a cheerful Countenance, as bespoke inward Peace and Comfort in her Soul. I once saw her in that time; and tho I was ready to think she had been just dying when I came in, yet when I spake to her, she looked cheerfully on me, and said she knew me. I asked her if she were now willing to die? To which she answered, that she was. I further asked her, whether she had Hopes in the Mercy of God, thro’ his Son Jesus Christ? To which she answered, she had; which said, having committed her to God, I left her.

Being divers times after this asked concerning her Hope, she either by Words or Signs gave very comfortable Answers; and then dy’d, much lamented by her Relations and other good People.
Wherein some other Religious Women are named.

There have been several other very pious Women among our Indians, of whom I intended to have given a brief Account: but this Work being already grown on my Hands beyond what I expected, I shall only briefly name some of them, and such were the following, viz.

I. Mary Manbut, the Wife of John Ammanbut, an Indian Pastor of an Indian Church at Martha's Vineyard. This Mary dy'd at Noshouobkum, in or about the Year 1689.

II. Mary Cosbomon, who was the first Wife of Samue Cosbomon, an Indian Minister yet living, and dy'd in Christian-town in the Year 1691.

III. Siokuhumanau, who was the Wife of an Indian called Meckins, and the Mother of that Katherine, of whom I have given an Account in the foregoing Chapter, Example 16. She dy'd about the Year 1690.

IV. Nahpunuchtau, who dy'd at Christian-town about the Year 1703. She was first the Wife of an Indian Magistrate called John Papamek, and after that was the Wife of a praying Indian called Paattoohk.

V. Pamie, formerly the Wife of Sowamog an Indian Minister. She was esteemed a Person of very remarkable Piety by all that were acquainted with her. I am no certain
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certain in what Year she dy’d, but there are many yet living that knew her.
VI. Rebecca Lay, the last Wife of good William Lay, of whom I have given an Account Chap. I. Examp. 9. This Woman died about the Year 1708.
VII. Johanna Coshomon, the last Wife of Samuel Coshomon above mentioned. She dy’d at Sanebekantacker in the Year 1711.
VIII. Ruth Pattompan, the Wife of Josiah Pattompan, who dy’d in Tisbury in the Year 1722.
IX. Naomy Sosamon, the Wife of Thomas Sosamon, and a Sister of that Rachel mentioned in the last Chap. Examp. 50. who dy’d at Christian-town May 21, 1726. This Woman was a Daughter of that Isaac Ompany mentioned Chap. I. Examp. 20. She was, so far as I can learn, a Person of a good Conversation; and she professed when she was dying, that she had been a Seeker of God ever since she was ten Years old; and that God had since her Sickness enabled her to cry earnestly to him for his Mercy. She said also, that she was willing to die, having Hopes that, thro’ the Merits of Jesus Christ her only Saviour, she should obtain Life eternal.
I do not think that any that were acquainted with the nine Women last named, have any doubt of their real Piety. And I at this time think of divers others, who might have been very justly numbered with them; but tho’ their Names be not written in this Book, yet, I hope, it will one Day appear that they are written in Heaven.

CHAP.
CHAP. IV.

Early Piety exemplified, in an Account of several Young Men, Maids, and Children, that have appeared to be truly pious.

I doubt not but that where there is any thing considerable of true Piety and Religion among a People, God does extend his special and saving Grace to some of every Age, whether elder or younger among them.

As therefore it appears by what has been already said, that there have been many grown Persons who have been converted and saved among our poor Indians, so I believe it will be evident by that which here followeth, that there have been also many young People savagely brought home to God among them. I shall here instance in several such, as I cannot but hope have been effectual called.

EXAMPLE I.

Abigail Manhut, who died at Nashtouohkamuk, or about the Year 1685, when she was about twenty Years old.

Abigail Manhut was a Daughter of John Annamahb, an Indian Minister formerly mentioned, and a Sister of Hosca Manhut, now one of the Pastors of the Indian Church on the West End of Martha's Vineyard: She was piously educated by her Father and Mother, who were both esteemed godly Persons; and she herself appeared pious from her very Childhood.

She was taught to read well while she was young, and delighted much in reading the Scriptures and other good Books.
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She also loved to go to Meeting and hear the Word of God preached, and was a strict Observer of God's Holy Day.

She was not given to run about with rude and wicked company, as many young People are, but constantly and seriously attended the Worship of God in the Family to which she belonged; and was always very dutiful and obedient to her Parents.

She had not, so far as did appear, any Fellowship with the unfruitful Works of Darkness; but was on the contrary, a zealous Reprover of them.

Her Relations yet living, do affirm that she used Boldness and Courage in reproving their Miscarriages, when she knew them to be guilty of any Fault.

Such as were acquainted with her do also affirm that she used to pray by herself, and that very frequently; and that when she had none with her but Children, she as sometimes found praying with them.

She used, in the time of her Health, to discourse very seriously about the things of God and another Life; and having learned of her Mother, with whom she lived after her Father's Death, to sing Psalm Tunes, she used not only to sing with the rest of the Family before Morning and Evening Prayer, but was also frequently heard singing Psalms by herself alone.

It is so long since this Maid died, that I cannot distinctly remember any thing concerning her; but while I was writing this Account of her, my aged Mother came in and told me, that she lived and laboured some time in my Father's House, carrying her self very well while she was there; and that my Father esteemed her a very religious Person.

She died of a lingering, consumptive Distemper, and was sensible of the gradual Approaches of Death towards her; and in the time of her Sickness, behaved her self as one that had lived well ought to do: She prayed often to God, and desired others to pray with and for her, and gave many good Exhortations to her Relations, and others that came to visit her; and her Mind appeared to be calm and serene, as being possessed with Peace in believing.

When she was going to die she was sensible of it, and told those about her, that she should now presently leave them; but seemed not at all surprized at the Approach of
of the King of Terrors. She comforted her Relations by telling them, that she was heartily willing to die, as being persuaded that she was now going to God, in whose Presence there was Fullness of Joy; yea, she rejoiced that that happy time was now come. She now also exhorted and encouraged those about her to love God and live to him; telling them how good and profitable it was so to do.

Having spoken to this purpose, she seeming to be nigh to Death, her Friends that were with her committed her to God by Prayer; and she appeared evidently to join with them therein, by lifting up her Hands and Eyes to Heaven, from whence she well knew that all her Help came. After this she spake no more; but being asked whether her Desires were still after God, she by a Sign answered that they were so; and so went to him after whom her Soul longed.

I cannot forbear here relating a very observable thing that happened at the time of this young Woman's Death of which there are three or four credible Witnesses you living: It being a dark Night when she died, the Moon was then shining, and many of the Stars being covered with Clouds, the People who were with her and tended her, were on a sudden put to a great Strait for something to make a Light withal, whereby they might see what was needful to be done for her, their Dry Pine or Light-wood, which they had hitherto used for this purpose, being all spent. But while they were a little surpriz'd on this account, they were on a sudden more surpriz'd by perceiving that there was a Light in the House, which was sufficient for them to see to do any thing by, that the dying Maid could need them to do for her. All present wondered from whence it was that this marvellous Light came to them; and several of them went out to see if they could discover the Cause of it, but could see nothing that could afford such a Light but that wherewith they were favoured; and therefore concluded it was something extraordinary, and such of them as are still living think so. They say it was not a sudden Flash of Light only, but lasted several Hours, even from the time they first needed it, till the young Woman was dead, and they had no more Occasion for it: Nor was this Light so dim, but that it was as sufficient to all the ends for which a Light was necessary, as tho it had bee
Thus the Signs which the Maid, being speechless, made in answer to such Questions as they thought proper to put to her.

I shall leave others to think of this matter as they please; but the Story is so well attested, that I cannot but give credit to it; and I believe there was something extraordinary in it. Herein, it seems, that that Word was in the most literal Sense fulfilled: Unto the Upright there ariseth Light in Darkness.
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Joseph Nahnosoo, who died at Nahouohkamuk, now Chilmark, if I mistake not, in the Year 1685, when he was about twenty Years old.

This Joseph was a Son of that good John Nahnosoo, of whom I have spoken in Chap. I. Examp. 4. Some time after the Death of his Father, he was committed to the Care of Mafter Japheth Hannot, with whom he dwelt several of the last Years of his Life.

He was taught to read both in English and Indian, and was well instructed in his Catechism; and I doubt not but that he was taught to write also.

He spent much time in Reading and Meditation, and seemed to delight very much therein: nor did he appear to be any ways viciously inclined, or to delight in such Company as were known to be.

When good Japheth was at any time gone from home, as about that time on necessary Occasions he often was, this sober and pious young Man read the Scriptures, prayed, and sung Psalms in the Family, as he himself did when at home with them.

By wrestling at a Husking, he brake one of his Legs, and lay lame a great while with it; lamenting the Vanity of which he had been guilty, and saying that he should not from thenceforth delight in such Exercise.

When he was taken with the Fever whereof he died, he quickly declared his Apprehensions, that that Sickness would put an end to his Life; and withal, expressed his Willingness to submit to the Will of God therein: He then also confessed his Sins, and lamented them, and prayed.
prayed earnestly to God for the Pardon of them, and for cleansing from them.

He declared his firm Belief of the great Truths revealed in the Word of God, particularly those which relate to the Person of Jesus Christ, and his Mediation between God and Sinners; and professed that he did rely on the Mercy of God thro' him.

He earnestly exhorted all that were about him, to pray constantly and earnestly to God, and to lay hold of him and cleave continually to him; and so died, hoping in the Lord.

Good Japheth, from whom I received a considerable Part of what I have written concerning this young Man was exceeding troubled at his Death, as having had great Hopes of his proving very serviceable among his own Countrymen. But God had otherwise determined.

EXAMPLE III.

JEREMIAH HANNIT, a Son of Master JAPETH HANNIT, who died at Chilmark, in or about the Year 1686, when he was about fifteen Years old.

This Jeremiah was Japheth's eldest Son, and was looked upon as a very hopeful Youth by all that knew him, whether English or Indians.

He was much kept at School, and pleyed his Time well at it. He was also taught his Catechism, and was instructed in the Principles of Religion, and had the Advantage of a very strong Memory to facilitate his Learning.

He was very sober from a Child, and not given to such idle Talk as most young People are addicted to, and was very obedient to his Parents, and very faithful and diligent in any Business which they set him about. Nor was he known to be given to any of those Vices which Persons of his Age are apt to run into: and what more strongly argued his real Piety than any thing yet said of him was, that he used to pray in secret Places, as some yet living can of their own Knowledge testify.

He was long sick and weak before he died, and in that time expressed a deep Sense of the Sins of his Nature and Life,
Life, and earnest Desires that God would pardon all his
Transgressions, and renew and sanctify his Soul.

He said he believed that Jefus Chrift was an all-sufficient Saviour, and would be a Saviour to him, if he could by Faith lay hold of him. He declared his Resolution to seek to him as long as he lived, and did accordingly call often upon him. And he exhorted his Relations and others to pray always to the Lord.

Falling more violently sick a few Days before his Death, he declared his Expectations of dying speedily; and withal, his Hopes of obtaining eternal Life, thro' Jefus Chrift his only Saviour; and continued to the last calling on him for his Mercy.

When he perceived himself dying, he looked about on his Friends, and said, Fare ye well.

My Father, who was acquainted with this Youth, looked on him as truly pious, and very much lamented his Death. Japheth had another Son, whose Name was Jofhua, and he was also said to die hopefully; but of him I cannot give any particular Account.

EXAMPLE IV.

Eleazar Ohhumuh, who died at the Gayhead in or about the Year 1698, when he was sixteen Years old.

The Parents of this Eleazar, viz. Caleb Ohhumuh, and Deborah his Wife, sent him to School to learn to read and write while he was a young Boy; and he made such Proficiency therein, that he soon read competently well, and could write a legible Hand. He also learned his Catechism by Heart, and was not ignorant of the first Principles of the Oracles of God.

He was also taught to call upon the Name of the Lord while he was but a Child, as many of our Indian Children have been, which has proved of great Advantage to some of them.

Not only his own Parents, but Elifba also, an Indian Minister of the Gayhead formerly mentioned, who was his Uncle, used to instruct and exhort him.

All that knew him bear him witness, that he appeared sober and serious from his very Childhood; and his Mother, who is a Professor of Godliness, yet living, and I hope a good Woman, informs me, that he used frequently of
of his own accord to pray to God while he was very young, and used also to tell others that they ought to do so.

I'm likewise informed, that when he came to Years of such Discretion, as to be sensible that it would not be decent for him to pray vocally where others were present, and yet not joining with him in the Duty, he used frequently to withdraw himself into obscure Places, whither it was supposed he went to pray in secret to God, being there sometimes found kneeling down, or lying prostrate on the Ground, or otherwise leaning against some Trees, as tho he was praying.

He was diligent in reading his Book, willing to go to Meeting, and used often to repeat his Catechism, and that without being called to it, and was very obedient to his Parents.

He divers times confessed the Sinfulness of that Estate which by Nature he was in, and expressed earnest Desires of being delivered therefrom; and used to manifest a Dislike of the Sins of others, and would sometimes reprove them for their Faults.

The Father of this Lad being somewhat addicted to follow strong Drink while the Son lived, so that he was by bad Neighbours too often drawn into the Company of such as inflame themselves therewithal, the pious Youth laid grievously to heart his Sin and Error therein, and did divers times go to the Places where his Father was drinking, and with such Earnestness, and so many Tears, in-treat him to leave his drinking Company and go home to his own House, that he was not able to withstand the Importunity of his afflicted Child, but at his Desire left the drinking Tribe; and when he came home, owned the Victory which his Son had obtained over him.

Such was the Gravity of his Deportment, that all who knew him took notice of it; especially his Behaviour while he attended the Worship of God, either in publick or in the Family to which he belonged, was remarkably serious.

It seems this Youth thought it his Duty sometimes vocally to call upon God in the Presence and Hearing of others; for he divers times requested his Father, when the Hour for Family-Prayer came, to permit him to call on the Name of the Lord; which Desire his Father willingly granting, he discharged the Duty with that Under-
Standing, Gravity, and Affection, which argued that he had the Spirit of God helping his Infirmities, and that he was no Stranger to the Duty of Prayer: tho' what his particular Expressions were at such times, cannot now be remembered.

He was sick something more than half a Year before he died; and soon after he was taken ill, he told his Relations, that he thought the time of his Dissolution was now drawing on, and prayed them not to be much troubled at his Death; for that he hoped that God would, thro' his Son Jesus Christ, have Mercy on him, pardon his Sins, and save his Soul for ever. He told them, that he had from his Childhood chosen God for his Portion, and that beholding with Grief the Miscarriages of that wicked Generation among whom he had lived, he had earnestly intreated the Lord, by any means to keep him from the Company and Society of such as they were, and not suffer him to go astray in their Paths; and that he therefore hoped that God would, when he died, take him to himself. He earnestly requested them to be Earnest Seekers of that God in whom he trusted, and to depart from all Iniquity, that so they might also go to Heaven, where they might again see him with Comfort.

The good Hopes which this Youth had that it would be well with him after Death, did not make him grow remiss in his Preparations for his End: He, as long as he was able, made use of his Books by reading in them, and meditating on what he read. He also called frequently and earnestly on God for the Mercies he needed, especially for the Pardon of all his Sins, thro' the Mediation of Jesus Christ his only Saviour.

He also sent for the Elders of the Church, Master J—, and many others, to come and pray with him, not to request that he might be recovered and live any longer in the World, (for he thought that God had determined the contrary, and declared his Willingness to submit to his Sovereign Pleasure therein) but that which he desired was, that he might be prepared for his great Change, and that the same might be made safe and comfortable to him.

The Ministers meeting on this occasion, discoursed with him about the State of his Soul, and received great Satisfaction respecting the Reasons of that Hope which he had
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had in him; some of them declaring that they had scarcely ever seen so bright an Example of Piety in so young a Person.

Not long after this, the Youth perceiving himself nigh to Death, sent for some of the Neighbours to come and commit him to God, and as he expressed it, to give him a Lift towards Heaven; which, according to his Desire, they did, then also singing a Psalm of Praise to God his Saviour; which he being well pleased at, and not able to shew it by joining with his Voice, shewed his Consent to what was done, by laying hold with his Hand on the Book out of which they read and sung, and keeping hold of it till the Psalm was finished, and looking all the while with a most cheerful Countenance.

Soon after this Exercise was over, the pious young Man looking up towards Heaven, and smiling as tho he had seen something that did greatly delight and comfort him, surrendered his Soul into the Hands of his Redeemer.

Some who were with him when he died have told me, that they thought themselves as sure that he was gone into the Kingdom of God, when he left this World, as tho they had seen the Angels of God come down and convey him to that Place of Glory.

I have now finished what I had to say of this godly Youth; but considering what has been above said of his Father, it may perhaps be grateful to my Readers, if I here give some further Account of him.

He was exceedingly affected at the Sickness and Death of this Son of his, who had performed the Part of a Father towards him: He totally quitted his immoderate Use of strong Drink; he lived very inoffensively among his Neighbours; he join'd himself to the Church of Antipedo-baptists in the Place where he lived, and believed himself like a good Man among them, reproving their sinful Misdicarriages, and trying to reform them; but at length being extremely vexed and grieved at the evil Conversation of many of his Brethren, he was so discouraged, that he would not hold Communion with them any longer, but totally left them. After this he seldom went to Meeting; but when he did so, it was to another Assembly than that to which he had belonged. Nor was he now so constant in praying in his Family as he had formerly been; but he still continued in other Respects a
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Person of good Morals: He dissuaded his Family and Neighbours from sinning against God, and mightily commended and pressed the internal Duties of Religion, and urged those of his House to be much in secret Prayer to God; and in this Course he continued some Years, and then died very suddenly. I do not understand that he gave any Account how he expected it would fare with him in the other World.

EXAMPLE V.

William Tuphaus, who died in the Year 1703, when he was about twelve Years old.

This William Tuphaus was a Son of William Tuphaus, an Indian of Chilmark, mentioned Chap. II. and his Wife Bethiah, a Daughter of good Jonathan Amos also formerly mentioned.

His godly Parents, especially his Mother (being a very knowing and pious Woman) instructed both him and their other Children while young, endeavouring to teach them to know God, and call upon him. And this Boy had been for a considerable time before his Death, a very orderly and obedient Child; and his Friends observed, that he frequently retired into some Place by himself, which was, as they supposed, for secret Prayer to God.

Once when a Brother of his who was younger than himself, was suddeely taken very sick, and his Mother had no body else but him with her, who then stood by observing the Sickness and Pain of his said Brother, and the Affliction and Distress of his Mother on the Account thereof, he on a sudden said to her, Let us pray; and immediately putting him self into a proper Posture for it, began audibly to call upon the Lord: and he did then in the first Place humbly confess his own Sins, and utter Unworthinesse of the least of God’s Favours, and beg the Pardon of them; praying also that God would renew and sanctify him, and teach and enable him to do his Duty. Then he prayed for his sick Brother, that God would spare his Life, and recover him to Health; and that he might be taught to know and serve the Lord; but that if otherwife, his Brother were then to die, yet God would have Mercy on him, and save him with an eternal Salvation. He also then prayed for his poor afflicted
Ached Mother, that she might be comforted and enabled to endure the Trial which she was then under. He pray'd also for his absent Father, that God would preserve him, induce him with his Grace, and make him meet for his eternal Kingdom: then he prayed for all his other Relations, that they might be Partakers of Special and saving Mercies. He also pray'd for all Mankind; particularly for little Children, that they might find Mercy with God: and in this Prayer of his, he pleaded the Merits and Intercession of Jesus Christ the Son of God, and only Saviour of Sinners. This was when he was about ten Years old.

After this Youth had thus pray'd, he appeared yet more grave and serious than he had formerly done. He did not any longer carry himself like a young Boy; but rather like some Man of Years, who had his Heart seasoned with the Grace of God: he kept at home and took care of the Affairs of the House when his Father was gone abroad to work, and was as dutiful to his Parents as any Child could be.

The Mother of this Lad took notice, that when his Father began to eat without asking a Blessing on the Food prepared, (which tho a good Man he sometimes did) he used to go out, and not begin to eat when the rest of the Family did: But the Reason of this she did not at first understand; but at length observing whither he went, and what he did, she perceived that he went by himself to pray to God, and she concluded it was to perform the Duty which her Husband neglected; because as soon as he had done, he would come in and eat.

He was sick but three Days before he died, in which time he called frequently and fervently upon God for Mercy; but generally spake so low, that but little of what he said could be understand'd by those who were with him.

On the Day on which he died, a little before it was light, his Mother perceived he was awake, and heard him praying to God, tho but with a low Voice, as he had done before during the time of his Sickness. At length, when his Prayer was ended, she spake to him, and asked him if he were awake; to which replying that he was, and was not sleepy, she told him it was good to wake early in the Morning, and to think upon God, and upon the things of another World, &c. continuing her Discourse till Day-light; which having finished, he thanked her for...
for what she had said to him. But then appearing very ill and full of pain, much worse than he had hitherto been, he again began to call upon God, and that with a louder Voice than before he had done, so that he might be plainly heard and understood. He prayed God to pardon all his sins, and to renew and sanctify him by his Holy Spirit, and so to fit him for his eternal and heavenly Kingdom. He earnestly intreated that God would not cast him off and reject him; and in the whole, pleaded the merits and intercession of Jesus Christ, on whom he affirmed that he did put his trust, as the only Saviour of Sinners, and Refuge of his Soul.

When he had thus prayed, his Mother perceiving that he looked very earnestly upon her, asked him, if he desired any thing of her; Yes, said he, I have a great desire you should once more pray for me. She very readily complied with his desire therein, there being none but children in the house with her; and she says, that God then enabled her not only to ask for him the mercies which she then thought he needed, but did also help her to resign him up to that God who had lent him to her, and to give her consent that he should take him away from her, if so it seemed good in his sight.

Having thus resigned him to God, she perceiving that he was nigh to Death, presently sent for his Grandfather Jonathan Amos, to come and pray with and for him; which he having with much Affection done, the pious Youth presently expired.

EXAMPLE VI.

Bethia Tuphaus, who died in the Year 1704, when she was not quite four Years old.

This Bethia was a Daughter of that William and Bethia Tuphaus above-mentioned, and a Sister of the Youth last spoken of. Her godly Father and Mother began to instruct her in the things of God, as soon as she was in any measure capable of understanding them; and it seems that these influences of her godly Parents, to make good Impressions on the young Heart of their little Daughter, had by God's Blessing, the desired Effect: She seemed to take much notice of what they said to her,
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as tho she desired to receive Instruction, and know her Duty.

When she was but a little above three Years old, her good Father being very sick, and nigh to Death, her Mother saw her kneeling down in the Room where he lay, and soon perceived that she was speaking and praying to God; when observing what she said in that Address to him, she first plainly heard her confessing her Sins, and utter Unworthines to speak to the Lord; and then in treating of him to have Mercy on, and pardon and save her. She then prayed God to have Mercy on her sick Father; and she requested, that if it were not the Will of God that he should recover and live longer in the World, yet he would please to give him Life eternal in Heaven wish himself; then she prayed for her little Brothers, that God would bless and save them. And lastly, she prayed for all other little Children, that God would extend his Favour to them.

This was the first time that this Child was observed to call upon the Lord; but after this, her Mother frequently heard her praying to God, and that with more Enlarge-ments than at first.

She was not at home, but kept with her godly Grandmother at the time of her Father's Death; which was not very long after her praying for him, as has been re-lated. This Tidings, when heard by her, seemed to make a great Impression upon her; insomuch, that she thereupon grew melancholy, and would be much grieved at every little thing that happened, which was not agree-able to her; and in a short time appearing not to be well, her Illness grew so fast upon her, that in a few Days she died.

Her Mother observing what Heaviness she was in about the time she was first taken ill, discoursed with her about the Vanity and Uncertainty of all the Things and Enjoy-ments of this lower World, and the Excellency of those which are above in the other, where Christ sits at God's Right-Hand; upon the hearing of which Discourse, the Child seemed to be much comforted, and expressed a Willingness to die; yea, and a Desire to go to Heaven and be with God.

Her good Grandfather was from home when she drew nigh to Death, and did not return till after she was be-come speechless; but on his coming, he presently recom-mended her to God by Prayer; and she, soon after he had
had so done, left this World, and I hope went into the Kingdom of God.

EXAMPLE VII.

Jedidah Hannit, who died in Chilmark October the 14th 1725, being about seventeen Years old.

Jedidah Hannit, of whom I here speak, was a Daughter of Master Japheth Hannit, and Sarah his Wife. She was religiously educated while she was a Child; and it is very probable that the Spirit of God did make good Imression on her Soul some Years before that in which she died. She was very obedient to her Parents, was very apt and willing to learn her Catechism, and delighted much in reading her Book. Nor was she much inclined to go into such vain Company as many young People delight in: And her Friends sometimes found her praying in secret Places, where she intended that none but God should see or hear her.

In the Night on which she was taken with the Sickness whereof she died, she dreamed, as she in the time of her Sickness declared, that there was a very dark and dismal time shortly coming on the Indian Nation; with which Dream being much distressed, she waked out of her Sleep, and had such an Imression made on her Mind, that what she had so dreamed would come to pass, and of the Dreadfulness of the thing so apprehended, that she immediately prayed earnestly to God, that she might not live to see the thing feared, but that she might be removed out of the World before it came to pass. After his, having again fallen asleep, she after some time awoke very sick: and the Sickness whereof she was seized, did in a few Days put an end to her Life. The Distemper with which she was thus taken being a Fever, with a Pain in her Side, was so very violent from the beginning of it, that she was neither able to say much to her Friends, or do much for the Safety or Welfare of her Soul, if that Work had not been done already by her. Her Illness still increasing, she in a little time appeared to be dying, and her Friends were grieved and surprized at what was coming so suddenly on them. But having lain for some little time wholly speechless, and to appearance senseless, and almost breathless, she began to revive,
revive, breathed better, and was in a short time able to speak, and that sensibly, and remained so for several Hours together; nor was her Pain so violent as it had before been: Being thus revived, she said she seemed to herself to have been in a Dream; but whether she were or not, she could not determine. However, she said she was going to a Place which she much desired to be at and was exceedingly delighted with the thoughts of her going to it; but she then thought that her Brother-in-Law, naming him, came after her, and called her to come back again, telling her that her Father and Mother and other Friends would be exceedingly troubled, if she went away so suddenly and left them.

While she seemed to be dying, as is above related, her Brother-in-Law, by whom she thought she had been called back from her Journey, as is above said, went out of the House; and not long after him, her Father also; and the last mentioned of these Persons walking by the side of an Hedge-Fence, not far from the House, overheard the other, on the other side of the Hedge, pleading most earnestly with God, that his Sister might not be so suddenly taken away from her Friends, as to appearance she seemed likely to be: Soon after this, the Father of the Maid returning to the House, found her revived, as has been declared, and was told what she had said before he came in; and soon after her said Brother came in also, and to his great Comfort saw her, as one in a manner raised from the Dead.

But left the Relations of this young Woman, and particularly her Brother-in-Law mentioned, should be too much transported at the sudden Alteration which they saw in her, Mr. Japheth made a very grave and reasonable Speech to them, telling them that they should by no means conclude from his Daughter's being thus revived, that God designed to recover her from this present Sickness; but think it sufficient, that God had so far heard Prayers for her, as not to take her so suddenly away as they feared he would have done, and had given her and them a further Opportunity to speak one to another before she died and left them: and to this purpose he more particularly addressed himself to his Son-in-Law, who had prayed for his Daughter, as has been declared.

However, the Maid thus far revived, had now a further Opportunity to look up to God for his Mercy, and
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let her Friends understand that she did not leave the World without committing the Care of her Soul to Jesus Christ, her only Saviour. Having such Opportunity, she now declared, that she did no longer set her Mind upon any of her worldly Enjoyments, but was willing to die and leave them. There is, said she, but one thing that I am now concerned about. I am now troubled for my Sins against my God, and my not keeping his Commandments as I ought to have done. I have made Promises to him, and have not duly performed them. I desire that God's People would pray to him for me.

After this she said, I believe in Jesus Christ, that he is my only Saviour; and then praying, called thus upon him, O my God, thou who takest away the Sins of the World, forgive my Sins, I beseech thee, and save my Soul for ever.

She also took her leave of her Relations and others in Words to this Effect: Farewel all ye my beloved Friends! Farewel all ye young People, fear ye God greatly, pray earnestly to him, sanctify his Sabbath, and be sober on that Day in his Fear.

As for me, said she, my Days are cut off, and I groan by reason of the Pain which I endure; but I am willing to die, because I believe in Christ that he is my Salvation.

EXAMPLE VIII.

Jeremiah Wesachippau, a Youth of the Gayhead, who died in Chilmark towards the latter End of the Year 1705, when he was about 18 Years old.

The Parents of this young Man, viz. Eliisha Wesachippau and his Wife, were both of them esteemed Persons of a vicious Conversation, and were some Years before this their Son dy'd, both at once drowned in the Sea, being supposed to be drowned in Rum at the same time: They had a Son that was esteemed a pious Youth, drowned with them.

But it is their Son Jeremiah that I am here to give a short Account of; and as bad as his Parents on other Accounts were, yet they sent him to School when he was a Child, where he was taught to read, and also learned his Catechism, and heard many Prayers put up to God; for it is the Custom of our Indian Schoolmasters to pray with
with their Scholars. He was also taught to write a legible Hand. Living also with an Uncle of his, [his Mother's Brother] especially after the Death of his Parents, that House then becoming his Home; he there enjoyed considerable Advantages, Reading and Prayer being attended in that Family, and something of good Order upheld.

The Lad enjoying those Advantages, was enabled through Grace, to make a good Improvement of them. He was sober and orderly from a Child, loved his Book well, studied his Catechism diligently, delighted in going to Meeting, and behaved himself soberly there; was very obedient to his Uncle, and faithful in any Business which he set him about; would not go into bad Company, but saved himself from that untoward Generation among whom he lived.

These things were observed in him by many of his Neighbours: but his Piety did yet more evidently appear in that he was a praying Youth. He was observed to pray in secret to God, being several times found at his secret Devotions, in obscure Places unto which he used to retire: nor did he pray in secret only, but gave Honour to God, by praying in the Family to which he belong'd when his Uncle was gone from home, and there was no Person present for whom it was more proper to lead in the Duty.

He dy'd of a violent Fever, which carry'd him off in a few Days; but it is to be hoped that Death did not find him unprepared. He in the time of his Sickness, as well as before, sought earnestly to God for Mercy, calling often upon him, and desiring others to pray with and for him; and owning his Unworthiness of the great Salvation which he thus fought for, he professed his Hopes of obtaining it thro' the Merits of Jesus Christ his only Saviour. Tho' a more particular Account cannot be now given of him, yet he was so generally esteemed a godly young Man by such as were acquainted with him, that I could not forbear instancing in him as an Example of early Piety.
EXAMPLE IX.

Abigail Kenmp, who died in Chilmark, in or about the Year 1710, being 16 Years old, or thereabouts.

This Abigail Kenmp was the Daughter of Amos Kenmp and Abigail his Wife, who lived in the said Chilmark. She seemed to be very sober and considerate while she was but a Child, was remarkably observant and dutiful to her Parents; and after she had learned to read, was observed to be often looking in her Book, and seemed to meditate much on the things which she read in it. She loved to go to Meeting while she was but young, and seemed to take heed that she sinned not, as if she had an Awe of God in her Heart.

One Morning, when some young People who lodged in the House with her, were, when they first waked, entred into a Discourse which was vain and unsavoury, she very seriously reproved them, telling them, That the God of their Lives and of all their Mercies, ought to have the first of their Thoughts when they awoke in a Morning: And declared to them, how unfit a thing it was for Persons to begin the Day with such vain and unprofitable Discourses.

Some time after this she grew unhealthy, and was long sick of a languishing Distemper before she dy'd; yet she was not so bad for a considerable time, but that she could go to Meeting: And being willing to omit no Opportunity to wait on God in the publick Ordinances of his Worship, while she had Ability to atted them, she frequently desidered some Body or other to carry her on a Horse, when she had not Strength to go up to the House of God on Foot.

When her Strength so failed that she could not go to Meeting any longer, she appeared careful to spend her time well at home; and Reading and Meditation was now a great part of her Employment.

This pious Maid was also much in Prayer, or else she had not deserved such a Character: but tho' she seemed to aim at Secrecy herein, yet those that dwelt in the same House with her could not but observe, that she was often alone pouring out her Heart before the Lord.

When
Chap. IV. Pious Children.

When young People came to visit her in her Sickness as sometimes they did, she used to desire such of them as she knew could read, to read some Portion of God's Word to her, and would take that Opportunity to let fall some Words of Caution and Counsel to them. She would then speak to them of the Frailty and Uncertainty of this present Life, and declare to them the exceeding Evil of Sin, and let them know how needful a thing it was for young People to remember their Creator in the Days of their Youth, &c.

She in the former part of her Sickness made use of Medicines, in order to the recovering of her Health; but some time before she dy'd, she said, she had no need to make use of such Medicines any longer; for, said she, the Lord Jesus Christ is the only Medicine that I now stand in need of.

Some time after this, a little before her Death, she spake to this Effect to her sorrowful Mother: Be not, my Mother, overmuch grieved at my Death; for, tho' I have been guilty of many Sins, yet I have Hopes in the Mercy of God, thro' Jesus Christ my only Saviour, that I shall when I die leave all my Pain and Affliction behind me, and enter into everlasting Rest and Happiness. And if you do by a thorough Repentance turn unto God, and truly seek and serve him, you may yet again see me with great Joy and Comfort.

She was very sensible of the Approaches of Death towards her, as the time of her Dissolution drew near; but was able, thro' Grace, to look that King of Terrors in the Face.

Just as she was dying, she called her Mother to her, and spake such good and comfortable Words to her, as she had formerly done, and then lifting up her Hands towards Heaven, said, Oh! my gracious Saviour, have Mercy on me a miserable Sinner, who am but Dust and Ashes; which having said, her Hand dropped down, and she immediately expired.
EXAMPLE X.

ELIZABETH PATTOMPAN, who died in Tisbury, July the 6th, 1710, in the 17th Year of her Age.

THIS Elizabeth was a Daughter of Josiah Pattompan and Ruth his Wife, both Professors of Religion, and, as I have been informed, diligent Instructors of their Children in the Mysteries and Duties of Christianity.

When this Daughter of theirs was about eleven Years of Age, they put her to live in an English Family in the Town in which they themselves lived; and she carry'd her self very orderly and well while she tarried there, being willing to learn to read, and receive such other Instructions as those she lived with thought themselves obliged to give her; but the Death of her pious Mistres, about a Year, as I think, after her first coming to that House, occasioned her returning to her Father's House again, tho her Matfer would not otherwise have parted with her, not having observed any thing in her Carriage which he misliked.

After her Return to her Father and Mother, she continued to behave herself well, being very obedient to them. She was exceeding diligent in her Business, minded her Book, and was willing to go to Meeting as oft as she could.

She appeared also careful to abstain from Sin, and her Parents observed that she prayed in secret Places; and once when they had been abroad, and did not return till after she had done looking for them, they, when they came to the Door, heard her praying with the Children which they had left under her Care and Charge.

As she took heed that she sinned not, but lived very blamelessly, so she was a very serious Reprover of Sin in others, especially those of the Family in which she lived; insomuch that her Father assures me, that all that belonged to the House flowd in Awe of her, even her Parents as well as others, she having the Courage to let them know, that she was grieved at such Miscarriages as she saw in them, or otherwise knew that they were guilty of; and yet had the Prudence to manage her Reproofs.
proofs so inoffensively, as not to give them any Occasion to be angry with her.

Growing unhealthy some Years before she dy'd, as her bodily Weakness grew upon her, her Spiritual Strength seemed to increase more and more: she therefore now discoursed more freely about the Concerns of her Soul and another World, than she had formerly been wont to do; and she told her Relations, that great Seriousness which she observed in her Mistress with whom she lived, and her Earnestness in prosecuting the Work of Religion wherein she was engaged, was that which first put her upon a deep and serious Consideration of her own State and Ways: she said, that she then thought, that if she would obtain eternal Life, she must work out her own Salvation with Fear and Trembling, as she saw her Mistress did, and indeed which all about her could not but observe.

One Instance of this Maid's following the Example herein set her, I shall here make a particular mention of.

One Morning her Father going out of his House before it was well light, and walking towards a Spring not far off, which the Family used to fetch Water from, he thought he heard near that Place the Voice of his said Daughter, who went out some time before him; and going a little further that way, he found that he was not mistaken, for he then plainly heard his Daughter speaking, and calling on God for his Mercy to be extended to her. She then humbly confessed to him the Sins of her Nature and Life, and earnestly entreated him for the Merits sake of his Son Jesus Christ, to pardon and blot out all her Transgression, and to renew and sanctify her Heart, saying to him, that if he would graciously please so to do, she should be then willing to leave this World, and all her Enjoyments in it, that she might go to him, and be happy in the Enjoyment of him for ever, &c.

On the same Day wherein her Father heard her thus praying to God, she fell more violently ill, and remained so till she dy'd. Being now much worse than she had hitherto been, she expressed her Apprehensions that she should not recover of the Sickness with which she was visited, and her Willingness to submit to the Will of God therein, also her earnest Desires of being reconciled.
Pious Children.

Said to him, and her Hopes of eternal Salvation thro' Jesus Christ, her only Saviour. She also now called earnestly on God for the Manifestation of his Favour to her Soul, gave many good Exhortations to all her Relations, and forewarned her Father of something that befel him, according to her Words, soon after her Death.

Some Days before she dy'd, she earnestly desired her Father to commit to writing, for the Benefit of her Relations, some things which she then uttered: which her Father doing not long after, he since presented me with a Copy of the said Writing; which having now before me, I shall here insert the Substance of it, and it is as followeth.

I know assuredly, said she, that such is the Condition of Mankind, that there is no Rest for them any where in this World: I choose therefore to go to my Father, rather than tarry any longer in it.

Then praying, she said, Therefore now, O my heavenly Father, if thou pleasest so to do, prepare my Soul to be saved by thee in the Place of heavenly Rest, which thou hast prepared for thy People; and then I know I shall certainly have everlasting Joy in thy Salvation. If therefore, O God, thou takest me away, take away likewise my Sinfulness from me. And O that thou, O God, wouldst deal thus mercifully with all my Friends and Brethren.

Having thus prayed, she further spake thus to her Relations: And you my Brethren and Friends, I desire you would not be over much grieved at my Death, but instead thereof turn to, and call on God, and then we shall see one another again in Heaven.

Lastly, said she, I speak to you my Father. I find in my Heart, my Father, something that is a Matter of very great Consequence, or Importance to you; it greatly concerns you, that turning to God, you call constantly upon him as long as you live, which if you do, your God will shew a great Favour to you, [or will greatly bless you,] and you shall have great Joy, [or Comfort] but if you do not, you will be wretched and miserable for ever.

You ought to consider how exceeding dreadful their Pain and Torment will be, who go to Hell, [or to the Place of Devils.]
I would have you, my Father, remember one thing more: after I am dead you will quickly lose all your Estate, but if you worship and serve God as you ought to do, you will receive it again.

[See that you abstain from Drunkenness:] I intreat you, my Father, in the Name of our merciful King in Heaven, that you would write these Words for the Use of my Brethren and Friends, that so they may duly consider their own Souls.

Tho the Father of this young Woman was so earnestly desired by her to commit to Writing the Words above recited, yet having for some time neglected to do so, he does with great Assurance and Confidence affirm, that the Spectre of his said Daughter did after her Death one Day plainly appear to him, being so near to him, that he plainly saw that she appeared with the same Clothes which she commonly wore before her Death. He also saw some Warts on one of her Feet, which were, in appearance, such as his Daughter had on hers.

He says he had not the Power to speak to the Apparition, nor did that say any thing to him, but soon vanished out of his Sight. He also says, that on the Sight of the Spectre his Breath and Strength did in a great measure fail him, and that he remained weak, and incapable of any Business; till advising with some on the Cafe, he was told that he had best fulfil the Will of his Daughter, by committing her Words to Writing as she had desired him to do, but that on his doing it, he was, after he had slept a little, as well as he used to be. This Account he gave to several Persons soon after the thing happened, as some of them do still testify.

And whereas his Daughter told him before she dy'd, that soon after her Death he would lose all his Estate, &c. he affirms that this came to pass according to that Prediction of hers; for his Horses, Swine, and his other Cattle, all dy'd in a short time, [if I mistake not] within a Year; and whatever else he had, went unaccountably to Ruin, so that he became poor and miserable; but that in a few Years he again got things about him, so as to live comfortably, as he does to this Day: Nor has his Account of what thus befel him his own Word only, to support the Credit of it, there being several others that took notice of the sad Decay of his Estate, &c.
I shall leave these strange Occurrences to the Thoughts of others, without spending my own Judgment on them; only I shall take the Liberty to say, that I hope the Maid to whom these Passages relate, was a truly pious Person.

EXAMPIE XI.

Job Tuphaus, who died in or about the Year 1714, in the 15th Year of his Age.

This Youth was another Son of that William and Bethia Tuphaus above mentioned. His Mother has informed me, that the first Child she had being a Daughter, and dying while very young, she had none but Sons for many Years after; and that being very desirous of having another Daughter, she prayed earnestly to God, that he would, if it pleased him so to do, bestow one upon her; but if he saw good to deny her Request herein, he would then please to give her such a Son, as would be as great a Comfort to her as a Daughter would be if she had one.

The next Child which this good Woman had after she had thus prayed, was this Job, and such a Son he proved to be as she had prayed he might, if it did not please God to bestow a Daughter upon her; and for her further Comfort, the next after this was one of the same Sex as she had desired, even that Bethia who is above mentioned.

But it is the said Job that I am now giving some Account of, and he appeared to have in him such good Things as God does induce those withal, whom he has a Favour for, and intends to make Heirs of his eternal Kingdom.

This Job was then one that feared God and eschewed Evil. He seemed, when he was but a Child, to stand in awe that he sinned not; was not, as did appear, given to any of those Vices that the Generality of Boys are addicted to. He was very obedient to his Parents, and diligent and faithful in any Business that he was set about. He was very willing and desirous to go to Meeting, and seemed loth to omit any Opportunity of attending the publick Duties of Religion. He was also very careful to attend Family Worship, and seemed to be very serious in it.
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He was sick near a Year before he dy'd, in which time he shewed a great Delight in hearing the Word of God read; and sometimes desired his Mother to read in the Book of the Psalms to him; and Psalms of Prayer he was most desirous to have read in his hearing, and would seem to be delighted and refreshed when they were so, and would lift up his Hands and give Thanks. When Psalms were sung in the Family, he used to join with his Voice in the singing of them, tho the State of his Body was very weak and low.

Once after Family Prayer, his Mother asked him what his Thoughts of his own Condition were? Unto which he answered, that he thought he should now quickly die. And are you, said she, willing so to die? I am, said he, if God will please to bestow his Grace upon me; for then he will deliver me from all my Pain and Sorrow for ever. I love my Relations, said he, but I am willing to leave them all and go to God; and I desire that God would help me more and more to put my Trust in him. I would not have you troubled at my Death, for we must all of us die, one as well as another. And tho I go a little before my Friends and Relations, they must quickly follow after me. But do you, said his Mother, hope you shall be saved? I earnestly desire, said he, that God would have Mercy on me, and I do put my Trust in my God.

The Day before his Death his Mother again asked him, Whether he was willing to die? Unto which he answered, that he was. But do you, said she, love God? Yes, said he, I do.

After he was speechless, he held out his Hand to his Mother, Grandmother, and Brother severally, and took them by theirs: and so, taking his leave of them, went, as 'tis to be hoped, to that God in whom he trusted.
EXAMPLE XII.

Jerusha Ohquanhut, who died November 14th 1714, in the 18th Year of her Age.

This Jerusha Ohquanhut was a Daughter of Peter Ohquanhut, and Dorcas his Wife; the said Peter being one of the present Pastors of the Indian Church on the West End of Martha's Vineyard.

Her religious Parents taught her to read, and say her Catechism, while she was but young; they also taught her to call upon God while she was but a little Girl, and she seemed to be very sober while she was but a Child, and used to pray according to the Instruction given her: nor was she, as did appear, addicted unto any Vice, but carried her self well, and was very obedient to her Parents.

When she was scarcely 15 Years old, her Father endeavoured to pass the Sound in a Canoo, was there taken by a French Privateer, and carried away; but whether, neither his own Family, nor any other here, could tell.

At this Mishap this Daughter of his (as well as the rest of his Family and others) was exceeding troubled, but did at the same time encourage her self and the rest of her Relations, in the Power, Goodness, and Providence of God, and expressed her Dependence on him for the Preservation and safe Return of her Father, in his good time. She now put her Friends in mind how God delivered Daniel out of the Lions Den, and the three Children out of the fiery Furnace, into which they were cast; and from thence inferred how easy a thing it was with God to set her Father at Liberty, and bring him home to his Family again.

Having such a Faith, she exercised the same in fervent Prayer for her Father's Return: and her Mother perceiving that she was now very constant and earnest in her secret Devotions, and knowing that she had been long used to call on the Lord, did sometimes invite and persuade her to pray in the Family, there being none but themselves and little Children in it; nor was she at a loss how to express her self pertinently in the Duty, but prayed
prayed like one that was used to it, as indeed she was, and had for a long time been.

In these Addresses to Heaven she prayed with much Affection, and ordinarily with Tears, enforcing her Petitions with proper Arguments taken out of the Word of God, which she was no Stranger to; nor did she fail of mentioning her Father's Case in any of the Prayers thus sent to God by her.

And while she was thus earnest with God for the Return of her Father, he put it in the Hearts of the French to release him, and set him on Shore at; who, being at Liberty, got home to his Family at Gayhead in about a Month after he was taken.

This young Woman on the News of her Father's Return, and being already come as far as the next Town, was so exceedingly affected, as for the present to fall into a Swoon; but being in a short time recovered out of it, she expressed her great Joy and Thankfulness to God for his great Goodness therein manifested.

Not long after this she signified her Intentions to her Parents of renewing her Covenant with God, and asking an Admission to the Table of the Lord: and being encouraged by them to do, did it accordingly; and giving good Evidences of a Work of Grace on her Soul, was by the Church readily admitted when she was but very little above 15 Years of Age: nor did this young Woman ever, by any Miscarriage, bring Reproach on Religion, or the Church whereof she was a Member.

As she appeared to be a very pious Person in the time of her Health, so she did in the time of that Sickness also whereof she died, she then behaving herself as became an Heir of God's eternal Kingdom. I shall conclude my Account of her with the last Words she spake before she died, which being penned by her Father, to whom, with the rest of her Friends, she spake them, were in Writing delivered to me, as they are these:

"My Father, these are my last Words to you, now in my End: Worship God fervently, and be not much troubled for me; for as for me, I'm going to my heavenly Father: serve God therefore with greater Diligence and Fervency than you used while I was well in Health. And all you my other Friends, whom I know to have lov'd me, and who are also beloved of me, if you are sorry for my leaving of you, seek for me with Jesus Christ, and there
Thus you shall find me, and with him we shall see one another for ever.

EXAMPLE XIII

LYDIA OHQUANHUT, who died in the Year 1715, when she was five Years old.

SHE was a Sister of Jerusha Ohquanbut, last mentioned.

She was, like her Sister, instructed in the first Principles of Religion as soon as she was capable of such Instructions: and it seems that it pleased the Holy Spirit of God, by his sanctifying Influences, to make very early Impressions on her Soul. She carried her self on all accounts very inoffensively, before she was seized with the Sickness whereof she died; being very obedient to her Parents, and not, as did appear, addicted to any Vice: but it was not till after she was taken with that Sickness that put an End to her Life, that such things did appear in her, as did more fully discover her to be a new Creature, and an Heir of that Salvation of which those who call on the Name of the Lord, have a Promise made to them.

Her Father being affected with some of the Expressions she then used, committed them to Writing, and thereby furnished me with what I shall here further relate concerning her.

When her Mother perceived that she was dangerous ill, she wept over her; which the sick Child observing, said to her, 'My Mother, do not weep, for it is to Heaven that I'm going. Jerusha is already gone to Heaven, and now I am going to Heaven also.' She further said at the same time, 'We must all of us die, we must all of us die.'

Two Days after this she called on the Lord, and said; 'Oh God! have Mercy on me; Oh God! have Mercy on me, Oh God! have Mercy on me.'

A while after she spake thus to her Father, 'My Father, I desire you would teach me how I ought to pray.' Her Father, in answer to her Requests, taught her several Petitions as he thought proper, and suitable for her to make use of; and she did still as fast as she could, learn them, with great Affection improve them, calling on the Lord in the Words in which she was so directed to play
pray to him, and frequently repeating the Petitions so put up by her. At length her Friends perceiving that she was just a dying, her Father taught her to call upon her Saviour in these Words, Lord Jesus Christ receive my Soul; and she most readily accepting her Father's Direction, thus to commit her Spirit to the Hands of her Redeemer, did frequently, while she lay dying, in these Words call upon him: and after she was so far spent, as not to be able to speak audibly, she was supposed to continue so praying, her Lips continuing to move as long as she had any Life left in her.

Thus this Child breathed out her Soul into the Hands of God her Saviour.

EXAMPLE XIV.

Laban Panu, who died at Gayhead, November 6th, 1715, when he was ten Years and about nine Months old.

This Child had for his Father a godly Indian Minister, viz. Joash Panu, formerly mentioned. His Mother was a pious Woman who is yet living, Naomi Panu, the Widow of the said Joash.

He did not appear to have any Fear of God before his Eyes till about two Years before he dy'd, but seemed rather to be an evident Instance of the Verity of that Word of God, the wicked are estranged from the Womb, they go astray as soon as they are born. He was till he was near nine Years old, rude and disorderly, was apt to profane the Sabbath Day, and could scarcely be restrained from playing at Meeting: nor did the many good Instructions and Exhortations given him by his Parents appear to have any good Effect upon him.

His Parents, grieved with his Miscarriage, at length began to deal more sharply with him, taking therein that Advice of the wise Man, Cor3t thy Son, and he shall give thee rest: and as they found the Counsel good, so they found the Promise true; for due Corrections thus added to good Instructions, did, by God's Blessing, soon produce a remarkable Change in the Carriage and Behaviour of their Child. He very suddenly appeared to be much more sober and orderly than he use to be; and thus becoming
becoming sober, he soon discovered a religious Seriousness also.

He about this time told his Mother, that formerly he had not believed there was a God, but now he was persuaded that there was one, who had placed him here in the World. And for what End, said his Mother, do you think that God has placed you here as he has done? That I might seek and serve him, said the Child; and as God has placed us here upon Earth, so he will shortly remove us again from it. His knowing and pious Mother then proposing the Doctrine of the final Judgment to him, he readily asserted his firm Persuasion of the Truth and Certainty of that Doctrine: and he then carried himself as one, that must be brought into Judgment for all he said and did, ought to do.

Being thus become serious, he applied himself with Diligence to the reading of his Books, which he had before too much neglected; and he now also studied his Catechism, and would often of his own accord repeat by Heart the Questions and Answers, which he had before learned; and he and some of the other Children of the Family, and some also of another Christian Family that lived near by, used by turns to catechize one another; by which Means the Knowledge of this Child, as well as some of the rest, was considerably increased.

His Mother sometimes hearing of him at these Exercises, would ask him, whether he really believed the Truth of the Answers in his Catechism which he repeated; making this Demand more especially when he came to Answers of the greatest Importance; and he would still, in Answer to her, declare his firm Belief of the Truths which he so learned,

Thus believing, it might soon be said of him, Behold he prayeth: he was sometimes heard and seen calling upon God his Saviour.

His Mother several times observing that he was alone, saying something which she could not so hear as to understand, she once asked him what, and to whom he used to speak in his Retirements? To which he answered, that he used to speak to God, and pray to him, to pardon all his Sins, and make him good [or godly.] His Father also sometimes found him alone in the Woods, calling on the Name of the Lord; and sometimes heard him in the Depth of the Night, when he was upon his Bed, cry-
ing to God for his Mercy and Salvation; as in a Paper wherein he hath set down the time of his Birth and Death, he has declared.

The Father of this Child observing such good things as these in him, would sometimes tell his Wife and others, that he thought he should not long enjoy him; by which he was supposed to intend, that his little Son had his Conversation so much in Heaven, that he thought he would be soon ripe for that Place, and removed to it.

He divers times confessed the Sinfulness of his Heart and Life, especially to his Father, when he was instructing and exhorting of him; and he particularly lamented his Miscarriages before-mentioned, and he sometimes cautioned his younger Brothers and Sisters against such Evils.

He talked often of his own Frailty and Mortality, and that even while he appeared to be in Health; and sometimes let fall such Expressions as seemed to intimate, that he thought he should very shortly die. And he did as he conjectured, living a natural Life scarcely two Years after he began to live a spiritual one.

He was sick but about a Month before he died; in which time he behaved himself as became a Youth that remembered his Creator.

Soon after he was taken ill, his Mother asking him whether he was willing to die and leave this World, and all his Enjoyments in it, he after a little Pause said, that he found in himself an Unwillingness at present so to do. But why so? said his Mother to him, this is a very troublesome World, here are many Afflictions to be undergone; whereas Heaven is a most excellent Place, wherein there is no Trouble or Sorrow to be endured. I am concerned, said the Child weeping, for my little Brother, (one younger than himself) I now keep with him and look after him; but if I die, I can take no more care of him. Don't, said his Mother, let that trouble you; if you die before your Brother, it will not be long before he will follow after you; and if you go to Heaven, he will, if he loves and serves God, come thither to you, and there live with you for ever; the which that he may do, I will endeavour to teach him to know and serve the Lord. Do you therefore seek to God to prepare you for your End; and be willing to die, and go to your God, when he sees meet to call you. Tea, said the Lad smiling,
smiling, I will be so; I will now set my Heart no longer upon my Brother, nor be unwilling to leave him: Come hither Joseph, said he to him; who then coming to him, he took him by the Hand and said, Farewell my Brother, you shall not offend (or hinder) me any longer, be thou diligent in seeking after God!

After this, he never discovered the least Unwillingness to die, but set himself to seek the Lord with his whole Heart, and called daily upon him for his Mercy, to be extended to him for the sake of Jesus Christ his only Saviour; and also frequently desired his Father to pray for him, and sometimes his Mother also in his Father's Absence.

He also now discoursed much of the things of God and another World, frequently calling God his Heavenly Father, and speaking of Jesus Christ as his only Redeemer and Saviour; but what the Sentences were he then uttered, cannot now be distinctly remembered, not having been committed to Writing.

He underwent much Pain in the time of his Sickness, and sometimes said that he could not forbear groaning under his Affliction; yet he said it was God that laid the same upon him, and he did bear with much Patience the mighty Hand of God which he was then under, constantly trusting in and crying to him only for Deliverance.

When he perceived that he was nigh to Death, he said but little to any that were about him, but kept almost continually praying to God, often saying, Oh! my Heavenly Father, have Mercy on me.

When his Friends asked him whether he was willing to die, and whether he had Hopes that God would save him, he still answered affirmatively to these Questions.

After his Voice so failed him that he could not pronounce perfect Sentences, he still kept praying to God, and saying, Woi—Woi—Woi; which may be rendred in English, I pray—I pray—I pray—, which were the last Words he ever was heard to speak.
EXAM PLE XV.

JANE POMIT, who died in Nashouohkamuk, alias Chilmark, in March 1716-17, in the eighteenth Year of her Age.

This Jane was a Daughter of Jeffe Pomit, an Indian of the Gayhead, (who died while she was a Child) and his Wife Jane, who is yet living in Chilmark.

She was taught to read while young, and was also instructed in her Catechism, and had by her Mother and Grandmother many good Counsels given her. Nor were the Means used for her Good lost; for she was obedient to her Mother, willing to receive Instructions, and loved to read her Book and go to Meeting.

When she was ten or eleven Years old, the good Instructions given her began to make a very observable Impression upon her: she would then weep and be much affected, when spoken to about the things of God and another World, seeming to lay to heart what was said to her.

Some time after this, her Mother being poor, and living with her and one or two more of her Children in a little sorry Cottage, and having a little Son some Years younger than this Daughter, then in a sick and low Condition, was put to great Straits for a Livelihood for herself and little ones, undergoing such Difficulties as People were not generally so sensible of as they should have been; and particularly her little Son David, for that was his Name, did somewhat suffer for want of such things as, in regard of his present low and weak Condition, he needed: which being observed and considered by his Sister, of whom I am here speaking, she with great Compassion and Sympathy applied her self to him, condoling the Misery of the present State which he was in, and declaring to him how much better it would be for him, if he were fit to die, to leave this World, and go unto that better Country which is above in Heaven; and earnestly pressed him to prepare to go to that good Place, telling him, as well as she could, what we must do to be saved, as that he must love God, and call upon his Name, &c.
Nor did she once only thus address herself to him, but did several times with much Affection so do; telling him what an excellent and glorious Place Heaven was, and how dreadful the Torments of Hell were, and how much it concerned him to endeavour to escape the one and obtain the other; declaring withal, her own Resolutions so to do: and so earnest was she sometimes with him, that she would not leave him till he owned the Truth and Importance of what she said to him. I'm informed, that the Girl herself was wont to be thus treated while she was a Child; and if so, it is the less wonder she should deal so pungently with her little Brother.

I desire my Reader to pardon the Digression, if I here, as in a Parenthesis, give some further Account of the little Boy so instructed by his Sister: He did not at first seem to be very much affected with what she said to him; but before he died, which he did not long after, when he was about nine Years old, he was concerned about his eternal Estate, and called upon God for Mercy; so that there was some ground of hope that he died well: and this is all that I have to say about him.

The young Maid being sick herself, after the Death of her Brother, called earnestly upon God to extend his Favour to her; she intreated him to spare and lengthen out her Life a little longer, and made Promises that she would endeavour to live to him. God heard her Requests, spared her Life; and she performed her Vows to him, owning her Obligations so to do.

Being arrived to sixteen Years of Age, or something upwards, she expressed a great Desire of enjoying God in all his Ordinances; and gave so good an Account of her Knowledge of the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom he hath sent, and Experience of a Work of Grace on her Soul, that she was with good Satisfaction admitted to full Communion in the Church whereof Master Joseph Pann was the Pastor. Nor did she ever, while she lived, give the Church any Cause to repent of their having admitted her.

About the time of her being thus admitted to the Privileges of a Church State, or rather before it, her Mother's Wigwam being gone to ruin, they had no House of their own to dwell in, but were fain to get Entertainement as they could in the House of others. But this way of living did not please the Daughter, who therefore
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fore told her Mother, that she earnestly desired that she
would again endeavour to get her a little Wigwam to live
in; for, said she to her, we cannot worship and serve
God so constantly and comfortably in the way we are in
as we might if we had a House of our own, in which
we might daily call upon him. She further told her Mo-
ther, that being fallen into an unhealthy State of Body
she should on that account choose rather to have a House
of their own, in which she might live and die, than to
be in other Peoples Houses.

Her Mother hearkning to her, and getting a little Wigwam according to her Desire, they there lived together
and called daily on God, as the Daughter had proposed it
and there she also died about a Year after.

Being settled in their much desired Wigwam, the
Daughter prayed her Mother to grant her the Privilege
of sometimes expressing orally, or with her Voice, the
Prayers to be jointly put up to God by them; which Re-
quells her Mother readily and with much Pleasure grant-
ed, desiring her Daughter to pray every Evening, she
taking her turn in the Morning: Nor was the Mother any
ways disadvantag'd, in her own Apprehensions, by thus
employing her Daughter, but much edified with the
Gift of Prayer wherewith God favoured her. She has
told me, that as her Daughter was able, in a very suitable
manner, to express the Wants and Desires of her own
Soul, and those of others whom she was bound to pray
for, so she generally called upon God with much Fer-
vency and Affection, and often with many Tears poured
out her Soul before him.

Bodily Weakness increasing apace on this pious young
Woman, she never was more than twice able to attend
the Administration of the Lord's Supper, after she was
admitted to a Participation in it, tho' she very much de-
sired to have partaken of it oftener; and yet the Comfort
she received at the Table of the Lord, when she was
enabled to come to it, was such as that she was no Loser
by seeking an Admission thereunto.

When she came home in the Evening, the first time
she was at this Feast, she opened her Mouth in the
Praises of God, for that he had granted her the Favours
which she had desired of him; and professed that she
had met with Comfort and Refreshment in the Duty she
had been attending. She likewise experienced divine
Con-
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Confolation the last time she was at the Sacrament, declared the same to her Relations at her Return from it; adding at the same time, that she thought she should no more in this World partake of the Feast at which she had then been entertained; but that she hoped she should be again admitted to it in the Church that is above.

This being in August, she died the next Spring after, being in the mean time very diligent in her Preparations for that great Change which she expected and waited for. She often called upon God for the Mercies she needed, not forgetting to pray for others also; she utter'd also many pious and savoury Sentences, which cannot now be distinctly remembred. She mightily encouraged her poor afflicted Mother, desiring her to put her trust in God, and pray without ceasing to him. Master Josiah, her Pastor, often visited and discoursed with her, and was well satisfied with what she said to him: others who were well acquainted with her, have given her a good Character.

One Day, a little before she died, she bemoaning her Brother whom she was like to leave alone, (the rest of her Brothers and Sisters being dead) her Mother told her she should not distress her self about him, God would provide for him after her Death as well as while she lived; upon the hearing of which, after a little Pause, she called to her Mother and said, My Mother, I will no more love my Brother, or any thing else here, I will henceforth love none but Jesus Christ.

She accordingly, after this, spake of this World and the Enjoyments of it, as things which she did not set her Heart upon; but professing Hopes of enjoying everlasting Mercies thro' the Merits of the Son of God her only Saviour, she declared her Willingness to die, and go to the Enjoyment of them; and so took her leave of this Vale of Tears.
EXAMPLE XVI.

Bethia Sisseton, who died at Sanchekantacket, in October 1721, when she was about eighteen or nineteen years old.

This young Woman was a Daughter of an Indian; commonly called Oggin; alias Haukim, and his Wife Hannah, a pious Woman before-mentioned, in Chap. III. Examp. 20.

She had also a very pious Grandfather, viz. Joel Sims, formerly mentioned, and a godly Grandmother yet living; the last of whom had Opportunity and a Heart, by her good Example and Instructions, to promote her Salvation: And if I may go a little further back, she was a great Grandchild of that excellent Wunnaumabkomun, who prayed so very earnestly for his Offspring when he was dying, mentioned Chap. I. Examp. 5.

These were great Advantages, but it seems God still designed some better thing for her, which those mentioned were but means and steps towards her Attainment of. She behaved herself from a Child in some good measure as a Person so privileged ought to do; was very obedient to her Parents, diligent and faithful in what she was set about, and not known to be any ways vicious; and yet not free from some of those Vanities to which young People are very commonly subject.

There being seldom, while she was young, any School near to which she could be sent, and she being so exceedingly desirous to learn to read, that no Difficulties lying in the way could discourage her from it, she used to catch at every Opportunity she could get to read a Lesson to any one that would hear her; and her Mother being but a poor Reader, and her Father seldom at home, some of her Neighbours seeing how much she was set upon learning her Book, and kindly offering to hear her read if she would come to them when they could attend it, she thankfully accepted the Offer, going very often to them; and tho' the Circumstances of the Family to which she belonged, were such that she could scarcely be spared long enough from it to go and read a Lesson or two in a Day, yet she would by her great Industry redeem time, for that wherein she so much delighted: and in this way she
She learned to read better than many do who have a
School to go to, and time to attend it.

Having with such Difficulty attained this Skill, she
with a proportionable Diligence improved it, delighting
much in reading such Books as might be advantageous
to her; and in this way especially, arrived to some good
measure of Knowledge in the things of God and his King-
dom, infomuch that her Mother, after she died, acknow-
ledged that she had got the start of her, and knew so
much more than she did, that she either did or might
have learned of her.

Tho she made a good use of her Books while she was
in Health, yet they became more especially serviceable
to her after she fell into a Consumption, under which
she lingered, I think, a Year and half before she died, be-
ing unable for the greatest part of that time to go to
Meeting.

When she first began to languish, she thought she
saw Death approaching towards her, but was then far
from being able to bid the same welcome to her: she
still saw Terror in the Face of that King of Terrors;
and she could not yet say with pleasure, ' I shall go to the
Gates of the Grave, I'm deprived of the Residue of
my Years, I shall not see the Lord, even the Lord in
the Land of the Living; I shall behold Man no more,
with the Inhabitants of the World.'

It seems she was still in the dark, as to her Estate be-
fore God; and she could not be willing to die without a
comfortable Hope of his Love to her Soul: she was
therefore now, more than ever before, observed to work
out her own Salvation with Fear and Trembling, and to
use all Diligence to make her Calling and Election sure.
She now confessed the Sins and Failures of her Life, and
cried daily to God her Saviour, that his Grace and Mercy
might be extended to her, and that her Sins might be
all pardoned, and her Soul saved.

Her pious Grandmother before-mentioned, being now
with her, frequently comforted her in her Affliction, and
greatly encouraged her in the Work wherein she was
engaged; but which was infinitely better, God wrought
in her both to will and to do of his own good Pleasure.

God thus speeding the Work, it was not long before it
was with her, as the Light of the Morning when the
Sun riseth, even as a Morning without Clouds. All her
Fears
Fears of Death were now vanished away; and not this World, but Heaven, was now the Place of her Desires. She declared that she could leave Father and Mother, and Brethren and Sistres, and all that had been dear unto her here, that she might go to God who was her exceeding Joy.

About this time, a godly English Neighbour going to visit her, was edified by hearing many good and comfortabe Expressions which she uttered: among other things, she said that the thoughts of Death had been, in the first of her Sickness, very bitter to her; but that having got over that Difficulty, she was now willing to die and leave this World, and all the Enjoyments in it.

Her Discourses, after she thus attained to Peace in believing, were continually such as became a Child of God, living within the Views of that Glory which she expected in a short time to arrive to: but those who were then frequently with her, will not trust their Memories so far as to undertake to give a particular Account of what she said; only they affirm, she expressed her self very piously and comfortably, and that she did mightily exhort and encourage her Relations to depart from all Iniquity, and be diligent Seekers of that God to whom she hoped she was going; and did, I trust, do so to her unspeakable Joy.

EXAM P L E XVII.

Tobit, commonly called Tobit Potter, who died at Okahame, alias Christian-Town, in the Winter of the Year 1722, when he was in the thirteenth Year of his Age.

The Lad of whom I here write, was a Son of Elizabeth Uhquat, spoken of in the foregoing Chapter, Example 24.

He was in the ninth Year of his Age put to live in a religious English Family in Tisbury, where continuing about four Years, he was carefully instructed in the great Truths of Religion; and it is from the pious Mistress whom he lived with, that I have received the Substance of what I have to relate concerning him. He was very
Thus ready and apt to learn his Catechism, and to receive such other Instructions as were given to him, increasing daily in Knowledge by the Means for that End used with him.

As he increased in Knowledge, he appeared to be under Convictions, and said he was in trouble and needed more Instructions; and would, if he were not ashamed, speak with some Minister about his Case; for he said he thought that Ministers knew more than others, and should be honoured more, as coming to us in Christ's stead.

He also enquired whether Ministers prayed for all, saying he thought they did, but did not know whether their Prayers would reach him who was of another Nation. In answer to which, he was told that none were excluded, and was put in mind of that Place of Scripture, **God is no respecter of Persons; but in every Nation, he that feareth him and worketh Righteousness, is accepted with him.**

He was very willing to go to Meeting as often as might be; and he told his Mistress, that tho he could remember but little of what he heard, yet he made as good use as he could of what he did remember, and studied the same daily.

He was very careful to attend Reading and Prayer in the Family wherein he lived, and hearkned diligently to what he heard read, endeavouring to remember as much as he could of it.

Questions being put to him on the Answers in the Assembly's Catechism, he would give pertinent Answers to them; so that it appeared that he was not only able to say his Catechism, but that in some good measure he understood it.

He learned several pious Poems by heart; and among others, those Verses for Children wherein are these Words:

\[ \text{I may not sin as others do,} \]
\[ \text{Left I lie down in Sorrow too.} \]

Which Verse having once repeated, he said, To lie down was to die, and in Sorrow was in Hell; and he would often make such pertinent Observations on other things which he read.
He was careful to pray in secret towards the latter part of his time; and also manifested a Desire to see the Lord's Supper administered, and more than once did so.

He once said, that when he looked on the Moon and Stars, &c. he considered that these things could not have been, if there had not been a God that made them.

He said he loved good People better than others, because he thought they belonged to God; and being desired by a Minister to do a Chore or two for him, he said he had rather do things for him than not, and that because he was a Minister; and that he did not desire any Reward for what he did.

Having a fore fit of Sickness about a Year before he died, he then said he prayed daily for himself as well as he could, but he desired that his Master would also pray for him: Being asked what he desired, he answer'd, That God would forgive all his Sins, and give him an Interest in his Son Jesus Christ.

After his Recovery, he told his Mistress, that he had been sometimes formerly guilty of Lying; but that he was resolved to do so no more, tho' he should suffer for what Faults he committed, being known.

Once speaking of a Servant who had been unfaithful, he said he would not do as he did; for he had heard that read, Servants obey your Masters, &c.

He would sometimes say, that he thought he should be willing to die if he were fit for it; and being once asked why so? he answered, because he should then enjoy God, which he thought was Man's greatest Happiness.

He said once when he came from Meeting, that hearing the Minister mention those Words, If my Father and Mother forfake me, the Lord will take me up; he was glad to hear this, for that he thought he had no body to take care of him. And he would frequently mention Passages in Sermons which he heard, and make pertinent Remarks upon them.

He was often affected, and would weep when he was catechiz'd, and when any good Instructions were given to him,

He appear'd to have a great Love to his Books, and once said, that he would not take twenty Shillings for one of them.
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If there were, on any occasion, Prayers in the Family, and he not there, he would be troubled that he was not at them.

He was always thankful for such good Instructions as were given to him; and when he went from his Master, a few Months before he died, he told his Mistress he thanked her for all the Good she had ever done him.

Being unhealthy when he left his said Master, and went to another with whom he had formerly for some time lived, it was so order'd, that he returned to his Mother, and not long after died.

His Behaviour and Discourses, from the time he went to his Mother till his Death, were still such as they formerly had been, viz. very serious and pious: but he not being able to speak Indian any thing well, and none of the Indians with him in the time of his Sickness, excepting his Mother, being able fully to understand what he said in English, I cannot obtain a particular Account of what he said in that time; especially considering that his Mother died a little after him, before I had a good Opportunity to inquire of her about him.

However, I am in general well informed, that he was sensible that he was like to die, and very diligent in preparing for his Change. He prayed much himself, and desired others to pray with and for him; and he attained to comfortable Hopes of his eternal Happiness in another World, before he left this; and comforted his distressed Mother, by acquainting her therewith.

Particularly on the Morning of the Day wherein he died, he did so; for being then observ'd to look more lively than he had for some time done, and his Mother observing him to clap his Hands and smile, she asked him why he did so? to which he answered, because I am to die this Day. How know you that, said his Mother to him? I do know, said he, that it will be so. Are you then willing to die, said she to her Son? I am so, said he unto her. And why so, said his Mother to him? Because, said he, I shall then go to Jesus Christ, and be with him for ever.

This his Mother related to the Mistress with whom he had lived, on the Day in which he was interred.

His pious Mother sent for me to come and pray with him a little before he died; but he was become speechless before I could get to him; and so I could then have
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Difcourfe with him, which I was troubled at. How-
ever, I doubt not but that he died in the Lord.

EXAMPLE XVIII.

Hannah Soopasun, a Daughter of Joel and Sarah
Soopasun of Christian-Town, who died there May
the 12th 1723, when she was about eleven Years and
two Months old.

The Parents of this Child being both of them Pro-
fessors of Religion, devoted her to God in her In-
fancy, and took care that she might be educated ac-
cordingly. They sent her to School while young, that so
she might learn to read; and she made good Proficiency
therein for the time she was kept at it. She was also
pretty well instructed in her Catechism, so that she un-
derstood in some good measure the great Truths of Re-
ligion.

The School failing which she was sent to, her Parents
put her to an English Master and Mistress, intending that
she should have lived some Years with them, and there
have received such farther Instructions as were necessary
for her. But the Girl proving sickly at that House, after
she had been some time there, both Parties agreed that
she should again go and live with her Parents; and she
accordingly did so, her said Master and Mistress speaking
well of her after her removing from them.

She delighted much in going to Meeting, so that she
would not willingly miss any Opportunity for doing so;
she was also still very apt and willing to learn to read,
and to receive such other Instructions as were needful for
her.

She seemed grieved, when by her long Sickness she
was detained from the House of God; and told one of
her Sisters, that she would not stay at home as she did,
if she was well enough to go to Meeting.

When she grew so ill that her Friends suspected she
would not recover, and understood what their Apprehen-
sions were concerning her, she seemed to be much con-
cerned about it, and Death for some time appeared very
terrible to her: And now she seemed to be very sensible
of her Sins, and confessed some of which she had been
guilty. She also frequently desired her Father to pray
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for her, which he at her Request readily did, and made it one of his Requests to God for her, that her Life might be spared, and her Health again restored to her; but she at length told him, that she desired he would no longer pray for her Life, telling him that she thought that God intended her Sickness should be unto Death; and she now earnestly desired him to pray for the Pardon of her Sins, and the eternal Salvation of her Soul. She also now told him that she wholly disregarded all her worldly Enjoyments, and was only concerned about the things of another Life and World.

She understood the Doctrine of Redemption by Jesus Christ; and sometimes discoursed about it, improving of it for her Relief and Comfort, when she was under a deep Sense of her own Sinfulness.

As the time of her Death drew near, she was very sensible of it, and was not at all terrified at it; but told her Relations, that she desired they would not lay the same much to heart, since she had Hopes of changing this Life for a better whenever she should leave this World.

A little before her Death, she desired that one of the Indian Ministers might be sent for to come and pray with her; but by her Mother desired him not to pray for her Recovery, but only that God would fit her for and bring her to his everlasting Kingdom.

After this, she encouraged her Relations to be diligent Seekers of God; and told her Father, that she was troubled that he went so often, and stayed so long at drinking Houses, and that he sometimes seemed to her to have drank too hard when he came from them; and then earnestly intreated him to reform what was amiss in that respect.

When she perceived that she was dying, she desired her Father to commit her to God by Prayer; the which having done, she did her self call upon him, concluding with that Form of Prayer which our Lord taught his Disciples to use.

She then told her Friends, that she saw a shining Person clothed in White, standing by the Foot of her Bed; nor did she seem at all delirious when she thus spake; yet none else in the Room saw any thing of that Nature. Her Father then told her, that she should rather think upon God, and call upon him, than mind any such thing; which
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EXAMPLE XIX.

SARAH COOMES, who died in Chilmark, March 10, 1723, when she was six Years and nine Months old.

THIS Child had for her Great-Grandfather, on the Father's side, the memorable Hiacomes, frequently before-mentioned; and for her Grandfather, that good Samuel Coomes mention'd in Chap. II. Example 7. On the Mother's side she was a Granddaughter to that good Deacon, Jonathan Amos, mentioned Chap. I. Example 15.

Her Mother being very sickly, and dying some time before her, she lived much with her good Grandmother, her Mother's Mother, who carefully instructed her in the things of God, and taught her to call upon him, as soon as she began to be capable of receiving such Instructions; who, to her great Satisfaction, quickly found that she had a Relish for them, by her frequently desiring of her further to open and explain the Mysteries of Religion to her.

When she asked her Grandmother to instruct her, she usually did it in these Words, Kukkootammah Mannit; that is, Teach me God, or instruct me concerning him: And her Grandmother finding her so willing to hear and receive Instructions, was as willing to go on in the good Work which she had so happily begun, and had such Encouragements to go on withal.

And as the Child increased in Knowledge, so she appeared to be more and more affected with a Sense of the Reality and Importance of the Truths wherein she was instructed; and would, when the same were at her Desire proposed to her, frequently affirm her Belief of the Truth and Certainty of them, saying, that tho' she could not her self express them, yet she firmly believed them.

Nor did this Child rest in the bare and naked Knowledge of the things she learned, but endeavour'd also to put the same in practice; and did evidently appear to be influenced thereby in her Life.

Her Grandmother having frequently observed that she was unwilling to go to bed early in the Evening, tho' she appeared to be very drousy, and not knowing the Reason...
of it, the Girl after some time told her, that she desired to stay up till her Grandfather had been at Prayers in the Family; and from thence forward used to do so. Nor did she content her self with being at Family Worship, without making her Address to God by her self alone, as her Grandmother, and others in the Family, soon observed.

She lay sick a considerable while before she died; and in that time continued to crave Instructions in the things of God and the eternal World, and to express her Assent to, and acquiesce in them. She in particular expressed her steadfast Belief of the Doctrines of Christ's Person, Suffering, and Intercession for Sinners; and when she prayed, she called upon God to have Mercy upon her for his sake.

She seemed to have a lively Apprehension of a future Life and World, wherein Rewards and Punishments should be distributed unto all, according to their Works in this.

When she drew near her End, she desired her Grandmother not to be too much grieved for her; for, said she, I am now going to the House of God, and when you go to God's House also, we shall again see one another with Joy; and we shall there see others also, who are gone before us, leaving us sorrowful here behind them; and then we shall be where there is everlasting Joy.

She also, before she died, desired her Grandmother to be of good Courage, and go on steadfastly to serve God, notwithstanding any Opposition which she might meet withal in the way wherein she ought to walk.

EXAMPLE XX.

JOSPEH PEAG, who died at Christian-Town, July 20. 1773. being four years and twenty one Days old.

THIS Child was a Son of Jacob Peag, and Sarah his Wife, both of them Persons professing Godliness; and who, as they did devote him to God in Baptism, while he was an Infant, so they took care to instruct him in the things of God. As soon as he was capable of receiving the most familiar Instructions that could be given to him, his pious Grandmother also laboured to make him understand the first Principles of Religion.
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The little Child thus instructed was scarce three Years old, before the Instructions thus early given to him, began to make some observable Impressions on his Soul. He would of his own accord mention God, and call him good and gracious, and speak of the Benefits which he received as bestowed by him.

He used in the fourth Year of his Age to ask very notable Questions in Matters of Religion; to instance some of them, he one Day asked his Grandmother, how it was said that good People went to Heaven when they dy'd, when yet there was a Hole dug in the Ground, and they were put into it, and buried in it? His Grandmother, in answer to him, instructed him in the Doctrine of the Immortality of the Soul, its Separation from the Body at Death, and its Return to God who gave it, &c. All which the Child seemed to understand, and appeared to be well satisfy'd with the Answer.

At another time the Child asked his Grandmother, Why People, when they prayed, used to say God and Christ; are there, said he, two of them? Yes, said his Grandmother, there are; yea, indeed there are Three. What, said the Child, is the Name of the other which ye speak of? The Holy Ghost, said the Grandmother to him.—Are there then three Gods, said the Child to her? No, said the Grandmother, there is but one God, yet that one God is some ways distinguished into three,—which is a Mystery too deep for us to understand.—Upon the hearing of which Answer, the Child fell to admiring of God as a most wonderful Being, saying, O tamojsunj—foo Mannit! i.e. Yes God is very wonderful! And he appeared to be well satisfy'd with what was said, without making any further Enquiries.

At another time this Child asked his Grandmother, Whether Jesus Christ was really God, or not? To which his Grandmother answer'd, that he was, telling him that he was God's only Son, and that he was equally God with his Father; and further familiarly instructing him in the Doctrine of Christ's Incarnation, and of his suffering in our Stead to reconcile us to God. The Child seemed to understand, and receive what she said, and did appear to be much affected therewithal, Expressing his Admiration at the Goodness of God and Christ, appearing in this wonderful Way contrived for the Salvation
He one Day asked his Father, *For what End People sing when they went to Meeting?* His Father told him, that it would be the great Work and Business of good People to praise God when they came to Heaven; and that singing being one Way in which they would then praise him, they were now before-hand learning to praise and glorify God’s Name.—I desire then, said the Child, to learn to sing too, may I not, said he, Jb 7. To which his Father answering him, that he might, he seemed to be mightily pleased with that answer. And after this, whenever he heard Persons singing of Psalms, which was frequently praised at the House of an Indian Minister* just by, the Child would flip away thither, and with great Sobriety attend that Exercise to the Conclusion of it; and did also frequently attempt to sing by himself, tho’ being but a Child, he therein acted as a Child.

There being frequently unhappy Jars betwixt the Parents of this poor Child, he appeared to be much distressed at them, and would sometimes run out of Doors, as if he were not able to endure the House, where his Parents were contending; yea, so much affected was he at their Quarrels, that he could not forbear telling his Parents, That they were very evil, and God was offended at them, desiring them to leave them off, lest by them they should provoke God to bring Evil upon them. And one Day he told his Grandmother, (being abroad with her) That he was weary of living in the World, by reason of the Sin and Disorder he saw in it, insomuch in particular in the Differences of his Parents, telling her that he had rather die, and go to the House of God, than live any longer in so bad a Place as this was.—And such a Desire of dying, and going to the House of God, he at another time expressed to a pious Aunt of his, who meeting him abroad, spake something of God and Heaven to him.

When this Child saw his Parents under any Straits and Difficulties, he would frequently express his Grief at them, but would say withal to them, *That, if they*
would love and serve God, they should shortly go to his House, where they should be happy for ever.

When he saw some Indians drunk, he asked, What was the Matter with them? and being informed, he manifested a great Abhorrence of their Wickedness. And one Day hearing that there were some Indians drinking at House near by, he asked, where his Grandfather was? and being answered, that he was at home, he expressed his Joy at it, and said, That his Grandfather should not drink, as other Indians do, for he was a Mannittoomp, i.e. A Man of God, and God would be greatly offended at it if he drank to Excess. He also desired his own Parents to abstain from the Sin of Drunkenness, to which he saw many addicted.

He told his Father and Mother, That they ought to be always very kind to old Men and Women; for (said he) they belong to God, and God has a great respect for them, and will be angry with you if you slight them, and do not carry well towards them. And he now mentioned in particular one old and good Man that used to come to the House, as one that he would have kindly treated.

When this Child received any Benefit, he used to acknowledge that it was God that bestowed the same upon him, and would bless and praise him for it; thus he used to bless God for his Food when he received it, and to call him a good God on the account of it.

The Relations of this Child frequently heard him calling upon the Lord for his Mercy; and do affirm, that in his Prayers he used to mention all the Persons in the adorable Trinity, asking the Favours for which he prayed in the Name of Christ, to be communicated by the Holy Spirit. And that he distinctly prayed, that he might be fitted to dwell in the House of God, and then go to it. He had once asked his Grandmother, Whether any sinful or unclean thing could be in God's House? meaning Heaven: and being informed by her, that there could not, he probably from thence saw it needful so to pray.

At the very first of his being taken ill, about a Fortnight before he dy'd, he earnestly desired his Grandmother to lay him into a Chett that stood in the House, without any Lid to it, that he might go to sleep in it. To please the Child she did as he desired; but as soon as he was laid down, he looked on her with a smiling Countenance,
tenance, and said, As you now see me laid in the Chest, into which you have put me, so you will very soon see me laid in another, (meaning a Coffin) whereinto I shall be put and buried.

In the former Part of his Sickness he talked much of God and Heaven, and expressed earnest Desires of leaving the World, and going to the House of God, for so Heaven was constantly called by him: yet he seemed to have something lying on his Mind, that did still much afflict him; nor did he long conceal it, that the foresaid Contentions of his Parents was the thing that did so trouble him. But now the Indian Minister before mentioned, being sent for to pray with him, and knowing what Burden the Child was under, on the Account mentioned, would not go to Prayer in the afflicted Family, till he had first laboured to convince the Parents of the distressed Child, of the Sinfulness of those Jars of theirs, whereby God was greatly dishonoured, and on the Account wherein their poor sick Child was sorely afflicted. And the Effect of this Essay was, that they both confessed their Sins and Error therein, and made Promises, that they would endeavour to live more peaceably for the future.

The Minister having succeeded so well in his Essay to make Peace in the Family, prayed with the sick Child, who was now very low and weak: he also recommended to God the Affair in which he had just then been labouring with some Appearance of Success. But while he thus prayed, the Parents of the Child sitting by him, one of them on the one side, the other of them on the other side, the Child stretched out his Hands, with one of them laying hold on the Hand of his Father, and with the other on the Hand of his Mother, and then pulled their Hands together, and put them one into the other; which having done, he let them go again, as if he had accomplished what he desired.

After this the Child appeared very much refreshed and comforted, but still expressed earnest Desires to die, and go to the House of the Lord. He very frequently thanked and blessed God for sending that Sickness upon him: and when his Pain grew stronger, he would renew his Thanksgiving, and would still speak of his Sickness as the Messenger of God, sent to call him out of this World to the House of God, unto which he desired to be gone. Once he held up his Hand, and beckoned with it, as tho
he desired that some Person would come to him; and being asked why he did so? he said, he desired that God would come and take him home to his own House. Soon after this he dy’d: and ’tis to be hoped, that, according to his Desire, he went to the House of the Lord, there to dwell for evermore.

EXAMPLE XXI.

Jesse Quannoohuh, who died June 5th, 1724, when he was seven Years and about two Months old.

The Boy of whom I here speak was a Child of religious Parents, who gave him up to God in Baptism while he was an Infant, viz. Jeremiah Quannoohuh, and his Wife Hannah of Okokame, alias Christian Town.

He was put to School to learn to read while young, and made good Progress therein, as long as the School continued; but that failing for a while, before there was another for him to go to, he fell into that languishing Dis-temper whereof he dy’d.

Observing while he lay sick, that his Parents were apt to contend one with another, without any just Cause, he told them that he was greatly troubled, and feared that he should not be saved. His Mother asking what the reason of his Fear was? he told her, he feared he should suffer for the Sin of which his Father and she were guilty in their Contentions; You often, said he, contend about nothing, so that the House is defiled thereby. Upon the hearing of this his Parents were so affected, as to promise to endeavour to reform, and pray for their little Son to forgive them; at which he appeared to be greatly comforted.

Being apprehensive, after he had been sick a while that he was like to die, he of his own accord sent to Hosea Manbut, an Indian Minister of the said Place, to come and pray with him, and, as he himself expressed it to receive him, and give him up to Jesus Christ. Hosea being come, asked him, if he believed the Being of God Yes, I do, said the Child to him. Where is he? sai Hosea to him. In Heaven, said the Child, holding up his Hand. Hosea, Do you believe that Jesus Christ is the Son of God? Jesse, Yes, I do. Hosea, Where is Christ Jesse, In Heaven. Hosea, Do you believe that he able to save you? Jesse, I do so believe. And do you, sai Hosea.
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Hosca, desire that he should so do? Yes, said the Child, I do desire it.

After this Confession of Faith, Hosca received him as a believing Child, and prayed, that Christ would also receive him, as the Child desired he should. Hosca being some time after this, on a Lord's-Day, between the fore and afternoon's Exercises, sent for to pray with him, I being then at that Place went with him; and before he prayed put several Questions to the Child, then very sick and weak, in order to my knowing what Knowledge of God, and Sense of Religion he had in him. And by his Answers, which much exceeded my Expectations, I found that he was not ignorant of those great Truths, the Knowledge whereof are ordinarily necessary to Salvation. He satisfied me, that he believed the Being of the only true God, by whom all things are created that do exist: also the Doctrine of the Immortality of the Soul, and of eternal Rewards and Punishments either in Heaven or Hell, after this Life, he appeared to have a lively Apprehension of. He conceived of Heaven as the Place where the blessed and glorious God was himself graciously present; but Hell he conceived of, as the Place of Devils and wicked Men, where they must be tormented for ever.

He was not ignorant of that Estate of Sin and Guilt, into which all Mankind have fallen. And he acknowledged himself a sinful Creature, that needed Pardon and Cleansing.

The Doctrine of Redemption by Christ he appeared not to be ignorant of, but acknowledged him to be the only Saviour of Sinners. He owned his Divinity, as being the Son of God; also his Incarnation, Obedience, and Sufferings for Sinners, &c.

He understood that the Benefits purchased by Christ were not promiscuously applied to Mankind; but that they are only repenting and believing Sinners that are made Partakers of them.

He professed his Desire to be interested in the Redemption purchased by Christ, and that he might be qualified to receive them.

This Child was not indeed able in a suitable Language to express these things; and indeed his bodily Weakness was such that he could not have done it, had he been otherwise capable of it; but being tried by Questions,
Questions, the most wherein either yea or nay was a sufficient Answer to, he gave very proper Answers to the most of them, and such as made it evident that he had been well taught; and I before knew that he had been instructed in his Catechism.

After the Indian Pastor mentioned had prayed with him, I could not but observe, that he seemed to be sensibly revived, and was much better able to speak than he was before.

I then asked him whether he did not expect to die within a little while? To which he answered, that he did. I again asked him, whether he was willing to die, and leave this World, and all the Enjoyments in it? Unto which he replied, that he was. I asked him, whether he hoped that God would save him, and that he should go to Heaven when he dy'd? To which his Answer was affirmative. I asked him, whether he was sensible of his Sins, and grieved that he had sinned so much against God as he had? To which he said, that he was. I further inquired of him, whether he himself ever called upon God for his Salvation? Unto which he answering, that he did, his Parents bare Witness to the Truth of what he said, declaring, that they had sometimes heard him calling on the Name of the Lord, and that before he was sick, and not since only. And a very credible Person that sometimes was in the House, did also give that Testimony.

A few Days before this Child dy'd, I went again to visit him, but he was then so weak that he could say little to me; only he answered some Questions that I put to him, thereby giving me to understand, that being sensible of his Sins, he trusted in Christ as his only Saviour, and prayed to God for Pardon and eternal Life through him, and had such a Hope of receiving the same on his Account, that he was very willing to die, and leave the World, and all things in it; yea, that he chose to die rather than live, and should not be unwilling to die tho' it were then immediately, but yet was content to live longer if God pleased that he should so do.

His Father and Mother have both declared to me, that he used frequently to call upon them to teach him to pray to God; and that they, according to his Desire, furnishing him with the best of Expressions they could, to address himself to the Lord in, he still as soon as he had
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had learned them, improved them to the end for which he desired to be taught them, using them in Prayer to the Lord his God.

Thus calling on the Name of the Lord, it is to be hoped that he is saved.

EXAMPLE XXII.

DEBORAH SISSETOM, who died at Sanchekantacket February 12, 1724, in the 15th Year of her Age.

THAT Deborah was a Daughter of Caleb Sissetom and his Wife, of the Place already mentioned. Her Mother, who dy'd within less than two Years before her, made, as many hoped, a good End, being very penitent, and seeking earnestly to God for Mercy in the time of her Sickness.

The Grandmother of this young Maid was a very pious Woman, who is yet living; and this good Woman had for her Father a godly Indian Minister formerly mention'd, (Chap. I. Examp. 5.) as one that prayed very earnestly to God for his Offspring when he was dying.

A little above a Year before this young Woman dy'd, I went to her Father's House, on purpose to visit the Family, and inform my self what Knowledge of God and Sense of Religion there was in it; but when I came thither, I found none but Children in the House; and of these this Maid, of whom I then knew nothing that was remarkable, was the eldest.

Providence ordering it thus, I resolved to say something to them; and directing my Speech to the said Deborah, and putting some such Questions to her as I thought proper, she answered me very discreetly to them all, and appeared to be exceeding serious in what she said. I found she understood the first Principles of the Christian Religion, and she professed that she believed them; and she seemed to have an affecting Sense of the Excellency and Importance of what she said she did believe. She affirmed she had Desires after God, and was a Seeker of him. When I instructed and counselle her, she was much affected with what I said; and when I went away, gave me very hearty Thanks for the Instructions I had given her.
I observed at this time, that she appeared to be unhealthy, and I heard a while after that her Friends feared she was falling into a Consumption: however, I did not see and speak with her again, till at least a Year after I had my first Discourse with her; but hearing that she was grown worse, and was like to die, I again visited her, and I shall here set down the Substance of what she said to me, chiefly in answer to such Questions as I then put to her.

She said she remembered the Discourse which I formerly had with her, and said she had been thereby encouraged to seek after God, and she manifested a Desire that I would further instruct her.

I then put many Questions to her for the Trial of her Understanding, and found she well understood the Principles of the Christian Faith; as the Doctrine of Original Sin, the Guilt which it brought on all Mankind, and the Depravation of the humane Nature by it, by which Man is now naturally inclined to that which is evil only, and that continually. She owned, that from this corrupt Fountain all those actual Sins do flow, which Mankind commit, and said, her own Sins had been very many and great.

I found also that she had a distinct Understanding of the Doctrine of Redemption by Jesus Christ. I put several Questions to her concerning his Person, Offices, and the Righteousness he fulfilled in his Obedience and Sufferings for Sinners; all which she answered well, and declared her Belief of his Resurrection from the dead, and Ascension into Heaven, &c.

I likewise found that she understood the Doctrine of Regeneration, and the absolute Necessity of it, in order to the eternal Salvation of Sinners. She owned, that without Holiness of Heart and Life, none could have any saving Benefit by Jesus Christ, or ever enter into the Kingdom of God.

She declared, that the Mercy of God in giving his Son to die for Sinners, and his, in undertaking the Work of our Redemption, was exceeding great, and that Mankind are thereby brought under the strongest Obligations to love God, and not to live to themselves, but to him that dy'd for them.

She declared to me that she repented of all her Sins, and endeavoured to forsake them; and that she prayed...
Prayed earnestly to God for Christ's sake to pardon them all, and to give her a new Heart; and that God would please to continue to her the use of her Reason as long as he continued her Life, that so she might be able to think of him.

She said she used to pray in secret to God before she was sick, but that she had especially since her Sickness prayed earnestly to him.

She said also, she had taken delight in going to Meeting, and hearing the Word of God preached; and had sometimes been much affected with what she heard, so as to be afraid of Sin and Hell.

She said, she hoped she had a sincere Love to Jesus Christ, that she was grieved at the Miscarriages of those who sinned against him, and had a Desire that all People would obey and serve him.

She said, she hoped she had experienced the sanctifying Influences of God's Spirit on her Soul, working good Affections and Desires in her; and that she was willing to die whenever it should please God to remove her out of this World, as firmly hoping she should obtain Life eternal; and that when lately she thought she was dying, she was not surprized with the Thoughts of her Change, but had Peace and Comfort in her Soul.

She desired me to pray with her before I left her, and to ask of God the Pardon of all her Sins, and that he would please to continue to her the use of her Understanding as long as she lived.

Having done as she desired, she expressed much Thankfulness to me for the Pains I had taken for her Good, and so I took my leave of her.

After this, I saw and discoursed with her divers times before she died, and always found her in such a frame as has been expressed. She said that her Desire of being freed from Sin, unto which she was subject while she was here, and to enjoy the Blessedness of the Heavenly World, caused her to desire Death rather than Life; and tho her outward Circumstances were very mean, yet she seemed to me to be rich in Faith, and to enjoy great Peace in believing.

Her Relations affirm, that she used to pray in secret Places, having several times found her alone, pouring out her Heart before the Lord with many Tears.
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Not having been baptized in her Infancy, she desired to have received that Seal before she died; but Providence denying her an Opportunity for it, she expressed her Submission to the Will of God with respect thereto.

She was very sensible of the Approaches of Death, as the time of her Departure drew near. She called often upon God for his Mercy; and as she had Opportunity, desired others to pray with her.

She gave much good Counsel to her Relatives, and told them that she was willing, yea desirous to die, as being weary of this World, and as longing to be with her Saviour: And it is to be hoped that she went to him.

Conclusion of Chap. IV.

There have been many other young Persons among our Indians, who have been thought to die well: But not being able to give a particular Account of them, I shall add no more to the Instances already given, in some of whom that Word has been very observably fulfilled: Out of the Mouth of Babes and Sucklings hast thou ordained Strength, because of the Enemies, that thou mightest still the Enemy and the Avenger.
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Who have successively presided over the Work of Gospelizing the Indians on the Vineyard, and adjacent Islands: By whose special Care and Labour it was at first begun, and has been carried on and continued down to this Day.

THE worthy Collector of the foregoing Instances having very well expressed his Concern that GOD may have the Glory of his Works of Grace upon that People, it must needs be very fitting there should now be some Account of those more principal English Instruments, which Heaven has been pleased to qualify, and inspire with Zeal for this difficult Employment, and then to crown and honour with such remarkable Successes. And as the Author happens to be restrained from publishing a just Account of these, by his near Relation to them, and his commendable Modesty, it is but Gratitude and Justice that some other Hand should now take the Pen, and draw something of those worthy Gentlemen, who have chiefly laboured in this Evangelick Service, and by whose Care and Pains such happy Fruits have sprung and grown.

This I shall therefore, with all Faithfulness and convenient Brevity, endeavour, partly from several Books and Pamphlets published both in Old England and New, partly
Account of those English Ministers

partly from two or three Manuscripts of Credit I have now in my Hands, and partly from my own Enquiries and Informations of the living.

Mr. Thomas Mayhew junior, coming over as a Merchant to the Massachusetts, in the early times of that Plantation, and meeting with Disappointments in his Business, he first purchases a Farm at Watertown, and applies himself to Husbandry: and then in 1641 he procures a Grant or Patent of Sir Ferdinando Gorges, the Earl of Sterling's Agent, for Martha's Vineyard, Nantucket, and Elizabeth Illes, to make an English Settlement, &c.

In 1642, he sends Mr. Thomas Mayhew junior, his only Son, being then a young Scholar about 21 Years of Age, with some other Persons, to the Vineyard, where they settled at the East End; and quickly after the Father followed, and became their Governor. But because the Son appears to be the first that laboured in the Indian Service, on those Islands, I shall therefore here begin with him.

EXAMPLE I.

The Reverend Mr. Thomas Mayhew junior, the only Son of the excellent Thomas Mayhew Esq.

He was a young Gentleman of liberal Education, and of such Repute for Piety as well as natural and acquired Gifts, having no small Degree of Knowledge in the Latin and Greek Languages, and being not wholly a Stranger to the Hebrew, that soon after their Settlement on the Island, the new Plantation called him to the Ministry among them.

But his English Flock being then but small, the Sphere was not large enough for so bright a Star to move in. With great Compulsion he beheld the wretched Natives, who then were several thousands on those Islands, perishing in utter Ignorance of the true GOD, and eternal Life, labouring under strange Delusions, Incantments, and panic fears of Devils, whom they most passionately worshipped, and in such a miserable Case as those 1 Pt. ii. 12. Without CHRIST, being Aliens from the Commonwealth of Israel, and Strangers from the Countries of Promise, having no Hope, and without God in
who presided at Martha's Vineyard. But GOD, who had ordained him an Evangelist for the Conversion of these Indian Gentiles, stirred him up with an holy Zeal and Resolution, to labour their Illumination and Deliverance.

He first endeavours to get acquainted with them, and then earnestly applies himself to learn their Language. He treats them in a condescending and friendly manner. He denies himself, and does his utmost to oblige and help them. He takes all Occasions to insinuate and show the sincere and tender Love and Goodwill he bare them; and as he grows in their Acquaintance and Affection, he proceeds to express his great Concern and Pity for their immortal Souls. He tells them of their deplorable Condition under the Power of malicious Devils, who not only kept them in Ignorance of those earthy good things, which might render their Lives in this World much more comfortable, but of those also which might bring them to eternal Happiness in the World to come; what a kind and mighty GOD the English served, and how the Indians might happily come into his Favour and Protection.

The first Indian that embraced the Motion of forsaking their false Gods, and adoring the true one, was Hiacoomes, which was in the Year 1643; an Account of whom we therefore have in the first of the foregoing Examples. This Indian living near the English Settlement, quickly grew into an Acquaintance with them. And being a Man of a sober, thoughtful, and ingenious Spirit, he not only visited their Houses, but also their publick and religious Meetings; at which time Mr. Mayhew took particular Notice of him, discoursed often with him, invited him to his House every Lord's-day at Evening, gave him a clear Account of the Nature, Reasonableness, and Importance of the Christian Faith, and quickly brought him to a firm and resolute Adherence to it.

Mr. Mayhew having gained Hiacoomes, he first employs him as a faithful Instrument to prepare his Way to the rest of the Natives, instructing him more and more in this new Religion, showing him how to recommend it to them, and to answer all their Arguments and Objections against it. And then in 1644, he proceeds to visit and discourse them himself, carrying a greater and more irresistible Light and Evidence with him. And whereas at first he could not hope to be heard in public,
lick, he therefore begins to instruct them in a more private way, sometimes going to the Houses of those he esteemed most rational and well qualified, and at other times treating with particular Persons.

And as Mr. Mayhew endeavoured the Good of these Heathens, by discoursing with as many as were willing to have any Conference with him, so with Hiacoomes in particular, whom he from time to time directed to communicate the Knowledge received to those that Mr. Mayhew could not so easily meet with. And thus they united their Counsels, and wrought together, and by the Blessing of GOD soon gained some others.

But that which especially favoured the Progress of Religion among them, was a universal Sickness, wherewith they were visited in the following Year; wherein it was observed by the Heathen Indians themselves, that those who hearkened to Mr. Mayhew's pious Instrucions did not taste so deeply of it, and Hiacoomes and his Family in a manner nothing at all. This put the Natives who lived within six Miles of the English, upon serious Consideration about this Matter, being much affected, that he who had professed the Christian Religion, and had thereby exposed himself to much Reproach and Trouble, should receive more Blessings than they: whereupon Myoxco the chief Man of that Place, and Tozwanquatick the Segamore *, with many others, sent for Hiacoomes to tell them what he knew of the God which the English worshipped.

At this very Meeting, which was in 1646, Myoxco was happily enlightened, and turned to chuse and acknowledge this God for his own; and Tozwanquatick soon after, encouraged by some others, desired Mr. Mayhew to give them a publick Meeting, to make known to them the Word of GOD in their own Tongue: and, among other Incitements, addressed him thus,—You shall be to us as one that stands by a running River, filling many Vessels; even so shall you fill us with everlasting Knowledge. So Mr. Mayhew undertook to give them a Meeting once a Month; but as soon as the first Exercise was over, they desired it oftener than he could well attend: however, once a Fortnight was the settled Course; and as this was

* A sovereign Prince.
the first publick Audience among them; so from hence, both Mr. Mayhew on the Week-days Lecture, and Hiacomes on the Sabbaths, were constantly heard in publick as long as they lived.

However, Mr. Mayhew here met with three very great Obstacles: for, (1.) Many strongly stood for their own Meetings, Ways, and Customs, as being in their account much more advantageous and agreeable than ours, where-in they have nothing but talking and praying, and this in a manner too still and sober for them. (2.) Others alleged, that the Sagamores were generally against this new Way. But the (3.) and greatest of all was, how they should come off from the Pawwes*. This was the strongest Cord that bound them; for the Pawwes, by their diabolical Sorceries, kept them in the most flavi-fh Fear and Subjection to them. There were about twelve at the Meeting who were halting between two Opinions, and others only came to see and hear what was done: for tho they had heard something of the ONE GOD of Heaven, yet such was their unspeakable Darkness and Bondage to Sin and the Pawwes, that they durst not for Fear desert them: and tho a few were better enlight-ened, yet the Natives round about stuck fast in their Bru-tishness.

The Sagamore Towanquatwick was exceeding malign'd by them, and in 1647 his Life was villanously attempted for his favouring the Christian Religion †: but his great Deliverance, with a due Reflection on the Villany, the rather confirmed him in it, and inflamed him with the more active Zeal to espouse and affect it; and the Meeting went on to the Joy of some Indians, and the Envy of the rest, who derided and scoffed at those who attended the Lecture, and blasphemed the God whom they wor-shipped, which very much damped the Spirits of some for a time in his Ways, and hindered others from looking towards them. But Towanquatwick and Hiacomes were inspired with a wonderful Courage and Constancy: And

---

* Such as cure, or hurt and kill by diabolick Sorcery, and to whom sometimes the Devil appears.
† See the Story in Mr. T. Mayhew's Letter of September 7, 1650. Printed at London 1651. and in Mr. E. Mayhew's Indian Converts, Chap. II.
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in the following Year had a general Meeting of all that were inclined for Christianity, to confirm and assist one another in their abiding by it.

This Assembly was held in Mr. Mayhew's Presence, and therein he tells us, that twelve of the young Men went and took Sacochanimo, Toscanquatuck's eldest Son, by the Hand, telling him, They loved him, and would go with him in GOD's Way; and the elder Men encouraged them, and desired them never to forget these Promises. And so after they had eaten, and sang part of a Psalm in their own Language, and Mr. Mayhew had prayed, they returned home with Expressions of great Joy and Thankfulness.

The next Year there was a greater Convention, where-in was a mixt Multitude, both of Infidel and Christian Indians, and those who were in doubt of Christianity; but Mr. Mayhew it seems was not now present. In this Assembly the dreadful Power of the Pawaws was publicly debated, many asserting their Power to hurt and kill, and alledging numerous Instances that were evident and undoubted among them: and then some asking aloud, Who is there that does not fear them? others reply'd, There is not a Man that does not. Upon which Hiacoomes breaks forth, and boldly declares, that tho the Pawaws might hurt those who feared them, yet he believed and trusted in the GREAT GOD of Heaven and Earth, and therefore all the Pawaws together could do him no Harm, and he feared them not. At which they all exceedingly wondered, and expected some dreadful thing to befall him; but observing he remained unhurt, they began to esteem him happy in being delivered from their terrible Power. Several of the Assembly declared they now believed in the same God too, and would be afraid of the Pawaws no more: and declared Hiacoones to tell them what this GREAT GOD would have them to do, and what were the things that offended him; he immediately fell to Prayer and Preaching, and by a rare and happy Invention, he readily discovered and mentioned forty five or fifty sorts of Sins committed among them, and as many contrary Duties neglected; which so amazed and touched their Consciences, that at the End of the Meeting there were twenty two Indians who resolved against those Evils, and to walk with GOD, and attend his Word, among whom was Momonequem, a Son of one of the principal Indians.
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Indians, who some time after became a Preacher, and of whom we may read in the second Example.

And now in 1650, comes on the critical Point of the Credit and Power of the Pawaws among them: for Hiacoomes thus openly renouncing and protesting against the false Gods he had worshipped, with all the Pawaws their familiar Ministers; and with an amazing Courage, despising and defying their Power, the Pawaws were greatly enrag'd, and threatened his utter Destruction; but to their own and their Peoples Surprise and Confusion, were unable to hurt him.

Mr. Mayhew improves the Advantage, and redoubles his Diligence, is incessant in his pious Endeavour: And now, while many are in doubt of their way, he offers to show them the right one; he spares not his Body either by Day or by Night: He readily travels and lodges in their smoky Wigwams*; when he usually spends a great part of the Night in relating the antient Stories of GOD in the Scriptures, which were very surprizing and entertaining to them, and in other Discourse which he conceives most proper. He proposes such things to their Consideration which he thinks firstly requisite: he fairly solves their subtle Objections, and tells them they might plainly see, it was purely in good will to them, from whom he could expect no Reward, that he spent so much Time and Pains, and endured so much Cold and Wet, Fatigue and Trouble.

But as GOD was pleased to animate, uphold and preserve him, so also quickly to give a growing Success to his painful Labours.

For soon after, an Indian standing up at the Lecture, confessed his Sins, declared his Repentance and Desire to forsake them, and to go in GOD's Way; and then going to Tewangquatick, took him by the Hand, and in his native Simplicity said, I love you, and do greatly desire to go along with you for GOD's sake: the same he said to some others; and then coming to Mr. Mayhew he said, I pray you to love me, and I do love you, and desire to go with you for GOD's sake; upon which they

* Indian Dwellings, like Tents, framed with small Poles set in a Ring, bowed inwards, tied above, and covered with Bark or Mats; with a Hole at the top to let out the Smoke from the Fire in the midst of the Ground at the bottom.
received him with Gladness of Heart. After this, there came five Men more; and by the End of the Summer, there were thirty nine Indian Men of this Meeting, who had not only the Knowledge of the main Points of Religion, and professed their Belief of them, but had also solemnly entered into a Covenant to live agreeably to them: Besides the well instructed and believing Women, who were supposed to exceed the number of the Men, tho they had not yet entered the Covenant.

Mr. Mayhew's way in Publick now is, by a Lecture every Fortnight, whereof both Men, Women and Children come; and first he prays, then preaches, then catechizes, then sings a Psalm, and all in their own Language. After Sermon, he generally spends more time than in the Sermon itself, in a more familiar Reasoning with them. And every Saturday Morning, he confers with Hicaconnes more privately about his subject matter of preaching to the Natives on both the Parts of the following Day; Mr. Mayhew directing him in the choice of his Text, and in the Management of it.

About this time, viz. the End of the Summer, the Rev. Mr. Henry Whitfield, Pastor of the Church at Guildford New England, in his Voyage to Boston, in order to his Return to England, happened to put in at the Vineyard, and to stay there ten Days.

There he tells us, he found a small Plantation, and an English Church gathered, whereof this Mr. Mayhew was Pastor; that he had attained a good Understanding in the Indian Tongue, could speak it well, and had laid the first Foundation of the Knowledge of CHRIST among the Natives there, by preaching, &c.

Mr. Whitfield attends Mr. Mayhew to a more private Indian Meeting, and the next Day to the Indian Lecture, where Mr. Mayhew preached; and then catechized the Indian Children, who answered readily and modestly in the Principles of Religion; some of them answering in English, and others in the Indian Tongue: And then Mr. Whitfield adds the following Lines.—

Thus having seen a short Model of his Way, and of the Pains he took, I made some Inquiry about Mr. Mayhew himself, and about his Subsistence; because I saw but a small and slender Appearance of outward Conveniences of Life in any comfortable way: The Man himself was modest, and I could get little from him; but after, I understood
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derstood from others how short things were with him, and how he was many times forced to labour with his own Hands, having a Wife and three small Children, who depended upon him to provide Necessaries for them; having not half so much yearly coming in, in a settled way, as an ordinary Labourer gets there among them; yet he is cheerful amidst these Straits, and none hear him complain. The Truth is, he will not leave the Work in which his Heart is engaged; for on my Knowledge, if he should have left the Work, and employed himself other where, he might have had a more competent and comfortable Maintenance. I mention this the rather, because I have some hope, that some pious Mind who reads this, might be inwardly mov'd to consider his Condition and come to his Succour, for his Encouragement in this great Work.

Thus—Mr. Whitfeld—But quickly after he left Mr. Mayhew, there happened a thing which amaz'd the whole Island, and turned to the great and speedy Advancement of the Christian Religion.

For it pleas'd GOD, who had drawn the Indians from the Pawawes to worship himself, whereat the Pawawes were greatly offended; yet now to persuade even two of themselves to run after those who fought him, and desire they might also go with them in the ways of that God whose name is JEHOVVAH. They came very deeply convinced of the Sins they had liv'd in, and especially Perceiving; revealing the diabolical Mysteries, and Expressing the utmost Repentance and Detestation of them, Intreating that GOD would have Mercy upon them, pardon their Sins, and teach them his Ways, for CHRIST JESUS his fake. And very affecting it was to Mr. Mayhew and all who were present, 'To see these poor naked Sons of Adam, and Slaves to the Devil from the Birth, to come towards the Lord as they did * with their Joints shaking and their Bowels trembling; their Spirits troubled, and their Voices with much Fervency uttering Words of sore Displeasure against Sin and Satan, which they had embraced from their Childhood with
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great Delight. And now accounting it also their Sin
that they had not the Knowledge of GOD, that they
had served the Devil, the great Enemy both of GOD
and Man, and had been so hurtful in their Lives; but
yet being very thankful that thro' the Mercy of GOD
they had an Opportunity to be delivered out of their
dangerous Condition.'

The Christian Indians exceedingly rejoic'd to see the
Pawaws begin to turn from their wicked Ways to the
Lord; and in a little time after, on a Lecture-Day, at
the close of the Exercise, there were several more of the
Natives who expressed their Desire to become the Ser-
vants of the MOST HIGH GOD; among whom was
Equanomin, another Pawaw of great Esteem and very
notorious. And now indeed both the common Indians,
and the Pawaws themselves, began to observe and con-
fess, that since the Gospel had been preached to them,
the Pawaws had been very much foil'd in their diabolical
Essays; and instead of curing as formerly, they now had
rather killed many.

At the same time there came pressing in about fifty
Indians more in one Day, desiring to join with the Wor-
shipers of GOD in his Service, confessing their Sins;
some—those actual ones they had liv'd in, and others—
the Naughtiness of their Hearts: Desiring to be made
better; and for this end, to attend on the Word of God,
and looking only to CHRIST for Salvation. And upon
this occasion, Mr. Mayhew observes that they generally
came in by Families; the Parents also bringing their
Children with them, saying, I have brought my Children
too, I would have my Children serve God with us, I de-
 sire that this Son and this Daughter may worship JE-
HOVAH. And if they could but speak, their Parents
would have them say something to shew their Willingness
to serve the LORD: and when the Commandments were
repeated, they all acknowledged them to be good, and
made choice of JEHOVAH to be their God, promising
by his Help to walk according to his Counsels. And when
they were received by those that were before in this Ge-
eneral Covenant, it was by loud Voices, giving Thanks to
GOD that they were met together in the ways of JEH-
HOVAH.

This was all before the End of the Year 1650.
And by the midst of October 1651, there were one hundred ninety nine Men, Women and Children, who had professed themselves to be Worshippers of the great and ever-living GOD. And now there were two Meetings kept every Lord's Day, the one three Miles, the other about eight from Mr. Mayhew's House. Hiacoomes taught twice a day at the nearest, and Mononequem as often at the farthest: On every Saturday they both came to Mr. Mayhew to be informed and instructed in the Subject they were to treat of, and GOD greatly assisted them. And Mr. Mayhew had then undertaken, by divine Assistance, to keep two several Lectures among them, which would be at each Assembly once a Fortnight.

On January 11, 1651-2. Mr. Mayhew set up a School, to teach the Natives to read, viz. the Children, and any young Men who were willing to learn, whereof they were very glad: And as there quickly came in about thirty Indian Children, he found them apt to learn; and more and more were coming in every Day.

In the Spring of the Year 1652, the Indians, of their own accord made a Motion to Mr. Mayhew, that they might have some Method settled among them for the Exercise of Order and Discipline, that so they might be obliged to live in a due Subjection to the Laws of GOD; whereof they desired to enter into a Covenant: they desired him also to inform them what were the Punishments which GOD had appointed for those who brake his Laws, to which they were also willing to subject themselves; and that they might have some Men chosen among them, with his Father and himself, to see that the Indians walked in an orderly manner; encouraging those who did so, and dealing with those who did not, according to the Word of GOD.

In order to this, a Day of Fasting and Prayer was appointed to repent of their Sins, and seek the divine Presence and Help; and another shortly after, to finish the Work. Being then assembled together, some Indians spake for their Excitation, and about ten or twelve of them prayed, as Mr. Mayhew describes it *; not with a

---

* In his Letter of Octob. 22, 1652, and published as London in 1653.
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set Form like Children, but like Men induced with a good Measure of the Knowledge of GOD, their own Wants, and the Wants of others, with much Affection, and many Spiritual Petitions, favouring of an heavenly Mind.

The same Morning Mr. Mayhew drew up an excellent Covenant in their native Language, which he often read and made plain to them: and they all with free Consent and Thankfulness united in it, and desired the Grace and Help of GOD to keep it faithfully; which, were it not for making this Account too large, I should have here inserted. And Mr. Mayhew observed, that when they chose their Rulers, they made choice of such as were best approved for Piety, and most like to suppress all Wickedness, and encourage Goodness; and that afterwards they were upon all Occasions forward to show their earnest Desire of the same.

In short, by the end of October 1652, there were two hundred eighty two Indians, not counting young Children in the number, who were brought to renounce their false Gods, Devils and Paevaces, and publickly, in set Meetings, before many Witnesses, had freely disclaimed and denied their tyrannical Power; yea, eight of their Paevaces had now forsworn their diabolical Craft, and profitable Trade, as they held it, to turn into the ways of GOD. And as not any of these were compelled thereto by Power, so neither were they allured by Gifts, having received none from the very Beginning.

Indeed the Natives in general observed to their wonder, that the Christians were all along exempted from being hurt by the Paevaces; even some of the Heathen Paevaces themselves at length came to own, that they could not make their Power to seize on a Christian; and those who yet were Enemies to the Christian Indians, could not but acknowledge that the Blessing of Heaven was in an eminent manner among them. But this was entirely the distinguishing Favour of Providence, to recommend this Religion to those who were not otherwise yet induced to see the Excellence of it.

The praying Indians, as the Christianiz'd Indians were commonly called, being distinguish'd by this pious Exercise, were constant Attenders on the publick Worship; and even the barbarous Indians, both Men and Women, came often to Mr. Mayhew's Lectures, bewail-
ing their Ignorance, disliking their sinful Liberty, and seeking Subjection to GOD, to be taught, governed and saved by him, for CHRIST JESUS's sake.

Thus this worthy Gentleman continued his almost inexpressible Labour, and vigilant Care for the Good of the Indians, whom he justly esteemed his Joy and Crown. And GOD was pleased to give such a victorious Success to his painful and unwearied Labours, that by the Year 1657, there were many hundred Men and Women added to the Christian Society, of such as might truly be said to be holy in their Conversation; and for Knowledge, such as needed not to be taught the first Principles of the Oracles of GOD: besides the many hundreds of looser and more superficial Professors.

While he was labouring in this blessed Work with indefatigable Pains and Difficulties, expecting no Reward but from him who said, Go teach all Nations, to I am with you, GOD was pleased to move the Hearts of many good People in England, who had heard of the same, to advance a considerable Sum, to encourage the Propagation of the Gospel among the New-England Indians. And having seen so great a Blessing on his painful Labours, and seeing the Spirit given to sundry Indians, with the Gift of Prophecying, according to the Promise made by him who ascended on High, and gave Gifts to Men; having also an able godly Englishman, named Peter Foulger, employed in teaching the Youth in Reading, Writing, and the Principles of Religion by Catechizing; being well learned likewise in the Scripture, and capable of helping them in religious matters: And Mr. Mayhew, the Father, being pretty competently skilled in the Indian Language, and highly honouring the Labour for their Conversion, whereby, if any Difficulties should arise, they might have suitable Assistance, in the Year 1657, which was the 57th of his Age, he intended a short Voyage to England, to give a more particular Account of the State of the Indians than he could well do by Letters, and to pursue the most proper Measures for the further Advancement of Religion among them.

He accordingly took Passage in a Ship, with his Wife's own Brother, and with an Indian who was a Preacher among the Natives. But alas! the mysterious Ways of
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Providence! neither the Ship, nor any of the Passengers were ever heard of more!

Thus came to an immature Death Mr. Mayhew Junior; who was so affectionately beloved and esteemed of the Indians, that they could not easily bear his Absence so far as Boston, before they longed for his Return; and for many Years after his Departure, he was seldom named without Tears.

I have myself seen the Rock on a descending Ground, upon which he sometimes used to stand and preach to great numbers crowding to hear him: And the Place on the Way-side, where he solemnly and affectionately took his leave of that poor and beloved People of his, was for all that Generation remembered with Sorrow.

In a Letter of the famous Mr. Eliot, of Dec. 28. of the following Year, and published at London in 1659, he thus expresses himself: The LORD has given us this amazing Bless, to take away my Brother Mayhew. His aged Father does his endeavour to uphold the Work among the poor Indians, whom by Letters I have encouraged what I can, &c.

This brings me therefore to give some Account of,

F. X A M P L E. II.

The worshipful Thomas Mayhew Esq; the Father of the other.

This Gentleman was both Patentee and Governor of this and the neighbouring Islands, as has been told before.

And while his Son was with such Success endeavouring to gospelize the Natives, the Father greatly favoured and encouraged the Work, and forwarded his Son therein; not only by affording his best Advice, but also by labouring in a most prudent manner with the Indian Sachims*, to govern their People according to the English Laws, and at length submit to the Authority of the Crown of England, and admit of such as were best qualified to af-

* A general Name for Princes, both supreme and subordinate.
sift them in Government: By affording them his own Help also, and so wisely managing Affairs among them, that in a little time he was most highly esteemed and reverenced by them, and even generally looked upon as both their principal Ruler and Patron.

It is an Honour due to his Memory, and may be of great Use to others, especially in our Eastern and Northern Borders, to trace and describe the Steps of his excellent Conduct.

This Gentleman observing that the Indian Governments were very absolute Monarchies, one main Obstruction to the Progress of the Gospel in the Island, seemed to be the Jealousy the Princes conceived of the Invasion of their Government thro' the Pretence of Religion, and the eclipsing their Monarchical Dignity: and finding that the Princes on these Islands, tho' they maintain'd their absolute Power as Kings, were yet bound to do certain Homage to a more potent Prince on the bordering Continent; and tho' they were no great People, had yet been wasted by intestine Wars, wherein the greater Princes on the Main, not unlike European Princes, for like Reasons of State, were not unsatisfying; whereby the Islanders were necessitated to make those Princes the Ballance or Umpires to decide their Controversies, by Presents annually sent to oblige them to give their Assistance as occasion required. And seeing his Son, as aforesaid, in a zealous Endeavour for their Conversion, he judges it meet, that as Moses and Aaron they should unite in their several Places to promote the great Design; and therefore he most wisely takes the Advantage of this Situation of the Indian Affairs, to attach them to him by the following Method.

He tells the Island-Indians, 'That by Order from the Crown of England, he was to govern the English who should inhabit these Islands; that his Royal Master was in Power far above any of the Indian Monarchs. But that as he was great and powerful, so he was a Lover of Justice; that therefore he would in no measure invade their Jurisdictions, but on the contrary, assist them if need required; that Religion and Government were distinct things, and their Sachims might retain their just Authority, tho' their Subjects were Chris-
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When afterwards the number of the Christian Indians increased, he advised and persuaded them to admit the Councils of judicious Christians among themselves; and in Cases of more than ordinary Consequence, to erect a Jury for Tryal; promising his own Assistance to the Indian Princes, whose Assent was always to be obtained, tho they were not Christians. And thus in a few Years time, he settled an happy Administration among them, to their great Content: and Records were kept of all Actions and Acts passed in their several Courts, by such who having learned to write, were appointed thereto.

By his prudent Measures and Reasonings, he brought even the Princes themselves, with their Sachims or Nobles, to see the distinguishing Excellence of the English Government. And in his Administration, he gave them to fair an Example of the Happiness of it, as not only charmed them into an earnest Desire of copying after it, and coming into the same Form themselves, but even induced them to make a publick and free Acknowledgment of their Subjection to the Crown of England: Tho till they were always mindful to be understood as subordinate Princes, to govern according to the Laws of GOD and the King, which they very much aspired to know.

In his Administration towards them, he was always ready to hear and redress their Grievances upon the first Complaint, without the least Delay; whereby he wisely prevented any ill Impressions from so much as ever getting into their Minds against the English, thro' a neglect of Justice. Whenever he decided any Causes between them, he not only went by the Rules of the most impartial Equity, and gave them equal Justice with the English, as being Fellow Subjects of the same Sovereign; but he also took care to convince and satisfy them, that what was determined was right and equal. He would not suffer any to injure them either in their Goods, Lands, or Persons. They always found a Father and Protector in him: and he was so far from introducing any Form of Government among them against their Wills, that he first convinced them of the Advantage of it, and even brought them to desire him to introduce and settle it.
He took care to keep up the State and Authority of a Royal Governor, not with ostentatious Pomp or Show, but with such superior constant Gravity, and wise and exact Behaviour, as always raised and preserved their Reverence; and so to govern, as that his Acts of Favour appeared to proceed, not from Fear, Confintraint, or political Causes, but from a gracious and condescending Temper of Mind; and to make it evident, that he was not ruled by Self-Interest, Will or Humour, but by Wisdom, Goodness, Justice, Reason, and the Laws of GOD.

By such wise and Christian Conduct, there was no Difference between the English and Indians on these Islands, as long as he lived among them, which was for near forty Years. The Indians admired and loved him as the most superior Person they had ever seen before: and they esteemed themselves so safe and happy in him, that he could command them any thing without giving them any Uneasiness; they being satisfied he did it because it was most fit and proper, and in due time it would appear to be so.

And by such means as these, he not only gained their perfect Confidence in him, but also most firmly attach'd them to him, and to the English Interest. A remarkable Instance whereof they gave in a time of the greatest Danger; and it is as follows.

During the late distressing War between the English and Indians in New-England, in the Years 1675 and 1676, wherein almost all the Indian Nations on the Main were united against us, a cenforious Spirit possessed too many of the English, whereby they suffered themselves to be unreasonably exasperated against all the Indians, without distinction. Of such there were some on these Islands, who could hardly be so moderated by Mr. Mayhew and others in Government with him, as to be restrained from rising to assay the disarming even these Island-Indians; they being then twenty to one of the English, and having Arms.

For the Satisfaction of these jealons English, Capt. Richard Sarson Esq; being ordered with a small Party to treat with the Natives on the West-End of the Vineyard, who were most to be doubted, as being nearest the Continent, about three Leagues off, having the greatest Ac-
quantaine and Corespondence there, and being the latefl that had embraced Christiauity, he returns with this wife and amicable Answer, ' That the delivering their Arms would expose them to the Will of the Indians engaged in the present War, who were not less their own than Enemies to the English; that they had never given occasion for the Difficult intimated; that if in any thing not hazarding their Safety they could give any Satisfaction or Proof of their Friendhip and Fidelity, they would readily do what should reasonably be demanded of them: But in this Particular, they were unwilling to deliver their Arms, unless the English would propose some likely Means for their necessary Safety and Preservation.' With this Reply, they drew a Writing in their own Language, wherein they declared, That as they had submitted freely to the Crown of England, so they resolved to assist the English on these Islands against their Enemies, which they accounted equally their own, as Subjects to the same King. And this was subscribed by Persons of the greatest Note and Power among them.

Having this Return, the Governor resolved, and accordingly employed them as a Guard in this time of eminent Danger; furnishing them with suitable Ammunition, and giving them Instructions how to manage for the common Safety. And so faithful were they, that they not only resolutely rejected the strong and repeated Solicitations of the Natives on the neighbouring Main, but in observance of the general Orders given them, when any landed from thence to solicit them, tho' some were nearly related by Marriage, and others by Blood, yet the Island-Indians would immediately bring them before the Governor to attend his Pleasure: yea, so entire and firm did their Friendship appear, that tho' the War, on account of the Multitudes of Indians then on the Main, had a very dismal Aspect; yet the English on these Islands took no care of their own Defence, but left it wholly to the Christian Indians to watch for and guard them; not doubting to be advertized by them of any approaching Danger from the Enemy. And thus while the War was raging in a most dreadful manner thro'out the Neighbouring Countries, these Islands enjoyed a perfect Calm.
of Peace; and the People wrought, and dwelt secure and quiet.

This was the genuine and happy Effect of Mr. Mayhew the Governor's excellent Conduct, and of the Introduction of the Christian Religion among them.

But having thus considered him in the Exercise of his Civil Authority, we proceed now to view him in his Ministerial Service. And here we must needs return to his first Access to the Island.

Being then about fifty-five Years of Age, yet his Place both as Patentee and chief Ruler, obliged him not only to a frequent Converse with the Natives, but also to learn so much of their Language as was needful to understand and discourse with them. And as he grew in this Acquaintance, his pious Disposition and great Pity for that miserable People, led him to improve it in taking all proper Occasions to tell them of their deplorable State, and to set them in the Way of Deliverance.

His grave and majestick Presence, accompany'd with his superior Station, struck an Aw into their Minds, and always raised their great Attention to what he spake; and his Words were so wise and weighty, and expresed with so much Concern and Seriousness, as, by God's Blessing, made such deep Impressions on many, that they could never lose. Among the rest, the formentioned famous Pawtuck Tequanonim, who was taken off from his diabolick Trade, and became a Christian in 1650, declared that his Conversion was chiefly owing to some things he had heard from the Governor, who took Occasion to discoursse him about true Happiness, and the Way thereto, which the poor Indian said he could never forget.

Thus this pious Gentleman concurred with his lovely Son aforesaid in his Endeavours, to open the Eyes of the wretched Heathens, and to turn them from Darkness to Light, and from the Power of Satan to GOD. And the surprizing and sore Loose of this his excellent and only Son in 1657, was perhaps as grievous to him for the dismal Aspect it had upon the Indian Work, as for his own want of him, tho he was now in the seventeenth Year of his Age.

In this dark and melancholy Hour the bereaved Father looks on the more disconsolate and bereaved Natives;
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tives; and pitying and mourning for them, he considers what he should do.

He sees no Probability of obtaining so sufficient a Sal-
ary as might invite a regular Minister to engage in
the Indian Service; he has little or no Hopes of finding
any of the Spirit of his deceased Son, to bear the Bur-
den attending, and at this time of Necessity to be un-
dergone, with a Prospect of more than could well be ex-
pected, to encourage to so toilsome a Work; he consid-
red, that his excellent Son had spent his Strength, and
yet rejoiced in the midst of those many Aches, Pains
and Distempers, contracted by his often lodging on their
hard Matts, in their exposed Wigwams, and enduring
wet and cold, in Faith of God's accepting and prospering
him in that painful Work, whereby he could see no
earthly Advantage that might rationally move or encou-
rage him. The pious Father concludes that this was all
of GOD, and not merely of Man: and when he looked
on the Indians, he could not bear to think that the Work
so hopefully begun, and so far advanced by his Son, should
now expire with him also.

In the Consideration of these things, an holy Zeal for
the Glory of GOD, and a most compassionate Charity
for the Souls of this bereaved and perishing People,
kindle up in his Breast. They raise him above all
those Ceremonies, and petty Forms and Distinctions that
lay in the Way, and which he accounted as nothing in
competition with their eternal Salvation: and he there-
fore resolves to do his utmost, both to preserve this most
important Work, and to carry it on under all external
Difficulties and Discouragements.

He determines frequently to visit and encourage this
poor People. He goes once every Week to some of their
Plantations. At so advanced an Age he lets himself with
unwearied Diligence to perfect himself in their difficult
Language; and tho a Governor, yet is not ashamed to
become a Preacher among them.

He ordinarily preached to some of their Assemblies
one Day every Week, as long as he lived. And his
Heart was so exceedingly engaged in the Service, that
he spared no Pains nor Fatigues, at so great an Age
therein; sometimes travelling on Foot night twenty Miles
tho' the Woods, to preach and visit, when there was
no
who presided at Martha's Vineyard.

Nor does he content himself with the Progress which his Son had happily made before him, but indefatigably labours for a further Advancement. And in a few Years time, with the Assistance of those religious Indians who taught on the Lord's-day, he persuaded the Natives on the West End * of the Island to receive the Gospel, who had been many Years obstinately resolved against it, being animated by the neighbouring Sachems on the Shores of the Continent: so that now the Indians on the Isles of Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket, might justly bear the Name of Christian; the number of their Adult on both these Islands being then about three thousand.

About the Year 1664, he was greatly relieved and assisted by the reverend Mr. John Cotton, who came to the Vineyard, and preached to the English at the East End of the Island; and having attained a considerable Knowledge in the Indian Tongue, he also preached to the Natives for about two Years. But in November 1667, upon a repeated Invitation, he removed to Plimouth, near fifty Miles to the northward.

However, Mr. Mayhew, far from being discouraged, goes on alone again in the laborious Work. He aspires most earnestly to bring it on to Perfection. And now the Natives being generally brought over to the Christian Faith, and many of them desiring to be formed into a Church by themselves, that they might walk together in all the Ordinances and Commands of CHRIST; this honoured Gentleman, with the reverend Mr. Cotton aforesaid, who made a Journey from Plimouth on purpose, being fully satisfy'd they were suitably qualify'd, after mature Advice and Consideration, concluded to give their Assistance thereto.

And Mr. Mayhew being a Person of such eminent Prudence and Piety, and full of devout and heavenly Dis-

* Known by the Name of the Gayhead, from the various coloured Oker, which makes the high Cliffs appear very beautiful at a great distance, both on the Lands and Seas, when the Sun shines on them.
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courses, the Indians were so edify’d and pleased with his Labours, that they desired him, tho now above four-score Years of Age, to accept the Pastoral Charge over them; but he thought this would not so well consist with the prime Place he held in the Civil Government, wherein they also very greatly wanted him; and therefore advised them to choose such Indian Pastors as he thought would do good Service among them; which they accordingly did, making choice of Hiacoomes and Lakanabf for their Pastors.

The Day appointed being come, which was August 22, 1670, an Indian Church was compleatly formed and organized, to the Satisfaction of the English Church, and other religious People on the Island, who by Advantage of many Years Acquaintance, had sufficient Experience of their Qualifications.

At this Solemnity it seems the famous Mr. Eliot was also present; for in a Letter of September 20, 1670, published the Year after at London, in a Tract entituled, A brief Narative of the Progress of the Gospel among the Indians in New-England, in the Year 1670, he gives an Account of the State of the Natives under the Hands of this Mr. Mayhew, and tells us, ‘That passing over to the Vineyard’, many were added to the Church of that Place, both Men and Women, and were all of them baptized, and their Children also with them;

and that the Church was desirous to have chosen Mr. Mayhew for their Pastor, but he waved it, conceiving that in his present Capacity, he has greater Advantages to stand their Friend, and do them Good, to save them from the Hands of such as would bereave them of their Lands, &c. But they should always have his Counsel, Instruction, and Management in all their Ecclesiastical Affairs, as they hitherto had; that he would die in this Service of CHRIST; and that the praying Indians, both of the Vineyard and Nantucket, de-

* Dr. Increase Mather says, that both Mr. Eliot and Mr. Cotton went over, and assisted in the Ordination, in his Latin Letter to the famous Mr. Leusden of Utrecht, wrote in 1687, and published at London in 1688.
who presided at Martha's Vineyard.

I depend on him as the great Instrument of GOD for their Good.'

Nor did the Settlement of a Church with Pastors among them, abate of his ministerial Care or Pains for these aboriginal Natives: but this honourable and antient Gentleman still proceeds in the laborious Work, even to the ninety-third Year of his Age, and the twenty-third of his Ministry, which was in 1681, when he dies, to the great Lamentation both of the English and Indians.

Not long before his Death he had a very ill Turn, which his Relatives thought would have carried him off; but he told them, The time was not yet come, and that he should not die with that Fit of Sickness: and as he said, it accordingly proved, he recovering and preaching again several times. After this he told a Grandson of his, yet living, That the time of his Departure was near at hand; but he earnestly desired that GOD would give him one Opportunity more in publick to exhort the English of the Town where he lived; which he had for some time been also obliged to teach, thro' the want of a regular Minister. GOD granting his Desire, he taught them the following Sabbath, and then took his affectionate Farewel of them: and falling ill that Evening, he assured his Friends, That his Sickness would now be to Death, and he was well contented therewith, being full of Days, and satisfied with Life, &c. He gave many excellent Counsels and Exhortations to all about him; his Reason and Memory not being at all impaired, as could be perceived. And he continued full of Faith, and Comfort, and holy Joy to the last.

His great Grandson, now the Reverend Mr. Experience Mayhew, tells me, that when his Father went to visit the Governor in his last Sickness, he took this his young Son with him, being then about eight Years old: and he well remembers his great Grandfather's calling him to his Bedside, and laying his Hands on his Head, and blessing him in the Name of the LORD.

* Viz. Edgartown, on the East End of the Island.
Tho the Loss of his only Son in his old Age, was a
great and lasting Sorrow; yet by GOD's lengthning out
his Life to so uncommon a Term, he had the reviving
Consolation, to see a very valuable Son of that Son as-
associated with him in the Indian Service, to their great
Acceptance, a few Years before he dy'd: and which
doubtless made his Departure much more easy and
joyful to him.

We therefore now come to

**EXAMPLE III.**

*The Reverend Mr. JOHN MAYHEW, the youngest Son of Mr. THOMAS MAYHEW junior.*

**BUT** by the way we may observe, that the Gover-

nour's only Son, Mr. Thomas Mayhew junior, left

three Sons, viz. Matthew, Thomas, and John. Mat-

thew the eldest, upon his Grandfather the Governour's

Death, became the chief Person, both of the Civil and

Military Order on the Island, and died in 1710. Thomas,

born in 1648, became one of the Justices of the inferior

Court of Common Pleas, and Quarter Sessions there, and
died in 1715. And this John the youngest, born in the
beginning of 1652, applied himself entirely to the Work
of the Ministry, wherein he was for some small time
contemporary with his aforesaid Grandfather, and suc-
ceeding him, continued therein to his Death.

This Gentleman being but about five Years of Age
at the Loss of his Father, thereby unhappily missed the
Advantage of a learned Education; for want of which,
together with his full Employment at home, and his
not being inclined to appear abroad, he very much
confined himself to the Island, and was not so exten-
sively known; and hence it is, there has been too little
hitherto publickly said of this Gentleman, considering
his great Worth and Usefulness. But I can assure my
Reader that he fell not short either of the eminent Ge-

niius or Pietas of his excellent Progenitors.

He was early inclined to the Minislerial Work: and
having the Benefit of his Grandfather's wife Instructions,
ons, and of his Father's Library; and being a Person of
more than ordinary natural Parts, great Industry and
sincere Piety, he made such a large Proficiency in the
Study and Knowledge of divine Things, that about
1673, when he was but twenty one Years of Age, he
was first called to the Ministry among the English in
a new and small Settlement, at a Place named Lishur-
ry, near the midst of the Island; where he preached
to great Acceptance, not only of the People under his
Care, but of very able Judges that occasionally heard
him.

But he also naturally cared for the Good of the In-
dians, and, understanding their Language well while he
was a very young Man, he used frequently to give them
good Instructions, and even the chief Indians on the
Island often referred to him for Counsel. And being
arrived at the Age above-said, they would not be con-
tented till he became a publick Preacher to them like-
wise; so ardent and urgent were their Desires, that he
could not deny them, even tho his thrice honoured
Grandfather was then a laborious and acceptable Preacher
among them.

He taught alternately in all their Assemblies a Lecture
every Week, and assisted them in the Management
of all their Ecclesiastical Affairs. And tho what was
allowed him was very inconsiderable indeed, yet he went
steadily on in this pious Work, and would not suffer any Af-
fairs of his own to divert him from it, nor was there scarce
any Weather so bad as to hinder him.

And having both the English and Indians under his
Care, his Diligence was now to be doubled, especially after
his Grandfather's Death in 1681; and this much the
more, by reason of certain erroneous Opinions in danger
of taking Root in the Island. Mr. Mayhew was rightly
for repelling them with Spiritual Weapons; and being a
Person of very superior Abilities, and Acquaintance
with the Scriptures, he used to desire such as began to imbibe
those Principles, to produce their Reasons; and those who
wanted to be resolved in their Difficulties, to give him
the Advantage to resolve them in publick, that others
might also receive Light and Satisfaction; whereby
they came to be more clearly instructed, and more fully
convinced and satisfy'd, than in the ordinary Way of
Preach-
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Preaching, which yet always preceded the other. In short, he had such an excellent Talent for the Defence of the Truth against Gainlayers, that those who would have spread their Errors, found themselves so effectually opposed by the Brightness of his Knowledge and Piety, and the Strength of his argumentative Genius, that they could make no Progress in their Designs on the Island: and the Churches and People, and in them their Potterty were happily saved from the spreading of those erroneous Opinions, and the Disturbance and Troubles they would have produced among them.

And as for the Indians, his Custom was to tarry some time with them after the publick Exercise was over, allowing them to put Questions to him for their own Instruction, and also trying their Knowledge, by putting Questions to them. And he was so very well skilled in their Language, as to be able to discourse freely with them upon any kind of Subject, and to preach and pray in their Tongue with the greatest Readiness.

He was a Person of clear Judgment, great Prudence, and of an excellent Spirit; and the Indians very much repaired to his House for Advice and Instruction, and also for Relief in their Wants. And as he was fully persuaded, that many of them were truly religious, he would sometimes say, that tho’ he had but little Reward from Men, (having but about five Pounds a Year for his Labours among them) yet if he might be instrumental in saving any, he should be fully satisfied, and think himself to be sufficiently recompened. But after the honourable Commissioners came to be acquainted with him, and the eminent Service he did, they raised his Salary to thirty Pounds, which was but about two Years before his Death.

He walked in his House with a perfect Heart; having his Children and Servants in all Subjection, they both loving and fearing him, and being frequently and seriously instructed and counselled by him.

He lived and dy’d within the Bounds of Chilmark *, but constantly preached to the English at Tisbury, for the

---

* The Name of the English Tozen towards the West End of the Vineyard.
space of fifteen Years to his Death, and about as long once every Week to one or other of the Indian Assemblies on the Island; besides abundance of Pains he took more privately with them. He rather made it his aim to serve his Generation by the Will of GOD, than to be known or observed in the World; and therefore went but little abroad. The whole of what was allowed him for his incessant Labours both among the English and Indians, put together, would scarce amount to ten Pounds per Annum, except the two last Years of his Life, as aforesaid; and yet he went on cheerfully, in Hopes of a rich and joyful Harvest in Heaven.

And having finished what GOD in his all-wise and perfect Providence saw meet to employ him in, he deceased on February 3, 1688-9, about two in the Morning, in the 37th Year of his Age, and the 16th of his Minisiry; leaving the Indians in a very orderly Way of assembling on the Lord's Day for publick Worship in four or five several Places, and of hearing their several well instructed Teachers, who usually began with Prayer, and then after singing part of a Psalm, from some Portion of Scripture spake to the Auditors: as also an Indian Church, of one hundred Communicants, walking according to the Rule of the Scriptures.

In his last Sickness he expressed a Desire, 'if it were the divine Will, that he might live a while longer, to have seen his Children a little grown up before he died; and to have done more Service for CHRIST on the Earth.' But with respect to his own State before GOD, he enjoyed a great Serenity and Calmness of Mind, having a lively Apprehension of the Mercy of GOD, through the Merits of CHRIST: Far from being afraid to die, having Hopes, thro' Grace, of obtaining eternal Life by JESUS CHRIST our Lord. He counselled, exhorted and encouraged his Relatives and others who came to visit him: And with respect to himself, among other things, said, He was persuaded that GOD would not place him with those after his Death, in whose Company he could take no Delight in his Lifetime.

His Distemper was an heavy Pain in his Stomach, Shortness of Breath, Fainting, &c. and continued from the End of September to the time of his Death. And thus
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thus expired this third successive Indian Preacher of this worthy Family; after he had set another bright Example of disinterested Zeal for the Glory of GOD, a lively Faith of the invisible and eternal World, and a generous and great Concern for the Salvation of all about him.

And now I need not say, that his Loss in the Flower of his Age, and especially so soon after his Grandfather, was much lamented by both English and Indians; and many good People yet living express a very grateful Remembrance of him.

He left eight Children; the eldest of which was but sixteen Years of Age, and soon after succeeded him in the Indian Service. And this is now

EXAMPE IV.

The Rev. Mr. Experience Mayhew, the eldest Son of Mr. John Mayhew.

THIS Gentleman was born January 27. 1672-3; he began to preach to the Indians on the Vineyard in March 1695-4, when he was a little above twenty one Years of his Age, and about five Years after his Father's Decease; and has continued on in the same laborious Employment, having the prudential Care and Oversight of five or six Indian Assemblies; to whose Service he has been wholly devoted, and to one or other of which he has constantly preached for above these thirty two Years.

Tho this Gentleman also unhappily missed of a learned Education in his younger days; yet by the signal Blessing of GOD on his diligent Studies and Labours, he grew so conspicuous by that time he was about twenty five Years of Age, that the Rev. Dr. Cotton Mather, first in a Sermon printed at Boston 1698, and then reprinted in his Magnalia in London 1722, speaking of more than thirty Indian Assemblies, and of more than thirty hundred Christian Indians then in this Province, he adds in the Margin the following Words, 'That an hopeful and worthy young Man, Mr. Experience Mayhew, must now have the Justice done him of this Character, That in the
who presided at Martha's Vineyard.

the Evangelical Service among the Indians, there is 'Man that exceeds this Mr. Mayhew, if there be any 'that equals him.'

The Indian Language has been from his Infancy natural to him, and he has been all along accounted one of the greatest Masters of it that has been known among us. The honourable Commissioners therefore employed him to make a new Version of the whole Book of Psalms, and the Gospel of John; which he did in collateral Columns of English and Indian, with a great deal of Accuracy, in 1709.

And such an extraordinary Progress has he made in Knowledge, that for many Years since, he was offered the Degree of a Master of Arts at Cambridge, tho' he was pleased to excuse himself from the Honour. However, the College saw Cause at length to over-rule his Modesty, and to confer it upon him at the publick Commencement on July 3, 1723, to the Approbation of all that know him.

He for his first Wife married a Daughter of the late Honourable Thomas Hinckley Esq; of Barnstable; for his second, a Daughter of the late honoured Shearja Bourn Esq; of Sandwich; by both of whom he has several Children living, and is now endeavouring to bring up one of them for the College, in order to the Indian Service*.

But this worthy Gentleman, the Compiler of the foregoing Indian Examples, being now alive and flourishing among us, I may not venture to trespass so much on his Modesty, as to enter into any further Description of his Life or Character. And if I had said nothing of him, as this Composition is without his Desire or Knowledge, and he'll be surprized to see it when it appears in Publick; so I have Reason to know, it would be Satisfaction enough, to have only mention'd his Name as Successor in the same Indian Ministry to his pious and dear Progenitors.

* Nee define Tales,
Nate, sequi. — Claud.
And thus of my own mere Motion have I given a plain and undorned Account of those excellent Gentlemen; whose Names I could not but think, and doubt not but my Readers will readily judge, to be worthy of everlasting Remembrance and Honour. I have endeavoured to search out and collect their precious and dispersed Remains, and to set them in order, that here they may lodge and appear as in one Shrine together. I might have possibly made the Account somewhat more agreeable to some sort of Readers, if I had given myself the liberty of running out into a florid Style and Expression, or of setting every Particular in the most beautiful Light; but as I was inclined to crowd as many Historical Passages into as small a Compass as I conveniently could, so where I found them pretty well expressed in the Memoirs before me, I chose to depart as little as possible from the Terms themselves, that I might be sure of keeping the nearer to the naked Truth, and the less disguise or embellish it by artful Glosses or Words of my own.

I might also have given an entertaining Description of the original State of the Natives in these Islands, when the English, with Mr. Mayhew, first went among them; their Genius, Language, Government, Customs, Notions of things, Religion, Passions, &c. But as these would have too much swelled the Composure, I was obliged to wave them, and confine my self more strictly to those things only that had a more immediate Relation to the Gentlemen wrote of; whose Lives I chose to give as intire by themselves as might be, and refer the Reader for those other matters to the four Letters of Mr. Thomas Mayhew junior above-said, printed at so many several times in London; which are full of Entertainment, and breathe a most excellent Spirit, and from whence I collected a main Part of the History under his Name; as also to a Tract composed by his eldest Son Matthew Mayhew Esqr; and published both in New England and Old, under the Title of The* Conquests

* Reprinted in Dr. Cotton Mather's Magnalia, Book VI.
and Triumphs of Grace, &c. From which I have also taken a great many Passages, and even all I could there find relating to my three first Examples.

If I had Leisure enough, and could think it a grateful thing to the Publick, I should be inclined to draw up a complete and regular History of the New-England Indians, as far as has come to our Knowledge, from the very Beginning; having already collected a considerable Stock of printed Materials for it in England, where I found them much more plentiful than on this side the Water. By which it would yet further appear, that contrary to the ungenerous and unworthy Aspersions cast on this Country by Mr. Oldmixon, Moll, and some others, there have been such zealous Endeavours to christianize the aboriginal Natives, as have deserved a better Regard, and instead of slighting Expressions, a very grateful and respectful Mention: And with so much Success, as has rather required their more becoming Accriptions of Praise to GOD, than Contempt of the Works of his Grace, in producing as evident Instances of pure, sincere, and unaffected Piety among that poor and unpolished People, as are to be seen in the politeft Nations.

But doubtless, what has been done above and before will suffice.

However, whether the World be informed and convinced or not, let those who labour even in the obscurest Corners, still go on in their Work, like their Companions, the Angels, invisible to the Eyes of Mortals, and receiving no personal Praises or Acknowledgements from them; or like that great and affecting Example of Mr. Mayhew the third. And the less Honour they receive from Men in this Life, they will doubtless have the more from GOD in the other: they'll now have such solid Satisfaction within, as the World cannot give them; and the Day will certainly come, when all their secret Services to the Kingdom of CHRIST will be produced with themselves into the most publick Sight; they'll be applauded by him the omnipotent and most righteous Judge in the face of the Universe; and he'll most openly honour and re-ward them with this, Well done good and faithful Servant, enter into the Joy of thy Lord. Their Honours will
Account of those English Ministers will subsist and flourish universal for ever; while the high but hollow Applauses of many others on Earth will entirely sink and vanish in eternal Oblivion.

Boston, New-England,
Novemb. 1. 1726.
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Letters to Mr. Milt. Journals, 2 vol. 12mo.
L. of Thucydides, 8vo.
L. of Thucydides, 12mo.
Letters on the Duty of Servants, 12mo.
Love and Religion, demonstrated in the Martyrdom of Theodora and Didymus, 12mo.

Love betrayed, or the unexpected Wife, a Novel, 12mo.

Love Letters between a Nobleman and his Sister, 8vo.

Lucian's Works in English, in 4 vol. translated by Mr. Dryden and other eminent Hands, 8vo.

Life of N. Charles by Mr. De Larrey, Historiographer to the K. of Prussia, in 2 vols. 8vo.

Life of ABp. Tillotson, in Folio and 8vo.

Lampallag's Memoirs of the last War, 8vo.

Lock of Education, 12mo.
- - - His Familiar Letters, 8vo.

Life of Sir W. Temple, 8vo.

Life and strange surprizing Adventures of Robinson Crusoe, in 2 vols. 6th Edit. 8vo.

Ludlow's Memoirs of the Civil Wars in 3 vol. 8vo.

Lockhart's Memoirs of Scotland, with a complete Key, 8vo.

Life and Adventures of Sign. Roselli, adorned with Cuts, 8vo.

M. Angey's Discourses on the Lord's Prayer, 8vo.

Mead of the Use of Maps and Globes, 8vo.

Morrays Travels, 2 vols. Folio.

Moly Angloicanz, 2 vols. 12mo.

Countess of Morton's Devotions, 24mo.

Medulla Historiae Anglicanæ, 8vo.


Mayer's French Grammar, 8vo.

Montague's Essays, 3 vols. 8vo.

Morland's Vade Mecum.

Motteux's Don Quixote, 4 vols. 12mo.

Morton of Consumptions, 8vo.

Moll's Compleat Geographer, Folio.

St. Macarius's Spiritual Homilies, 8vo.

Manton on the 119 Psalm, Folio. 1723.

Memoirs of Madame de France, 12mo.

Memoirs of Philip de Comines, 2 vols. 8vo.

Marten's Description of the Western Islands of Scotland, 8vo.

Memoirs of the Church of Scotland, 8vo.

- - - of North Britain in answer to Lockhart's Memoirs, 8vo.

Memorable Things of Socrates, 8vo.

Marshall's Sermon on the Death of Mr. Blundell, 8vo.

Memoirs of Ireland from the Restoration to the Revolution, 8vo.

Maxwell's Discourse concerning God, 12mo.

Moor (Bp. of Ely) his Sermon on several Occasions, 2 vols. 8vo.

Mifcellania Antiqua, &c. by Mr. Oliphant, 8vo.

Moral Books of the Old Testament paraphrased, 12mo.

Memoirs of D. Hamilton, 8vo.

Mr. Marshall's Chronological Tables, revised by the late Bp. of Worcester, Folio.

Militia-Law, containing all the Law relating to the Militia, 12mo.

Memoirs of the Life and Writings of Arthur Mawward, Esq.; late Auditor of the Imprest, 8vo.

N.

Arbrough's Voyages, 8vo.

Sir Isaac Newton's Opticks.
- - - Algebra, in English, by Mr. Raphson.

Notitia Anglicana, or the Arms of the Nobility, 2 vol. 8vo.

Nelson's Feats and Fails of the Church, 8vo.
- - - on the Sacraments, 12mo.

Nicholson's Irish Historical Library, 8vo.

Nelson's Twenty Sermons on several Subjects, 8vo.

New Manual of Devotions, 12mo.

A +

Nichols
Nicholoff's Historia Sacra in uffum Scholaram, 12mo.
Needham's Hierocles, 8vo.
Oldham's Works, 2 vols. 12mo.
Ogleby's Survey of the Roads of England, improved, very much Corrected and made Portable, by John Senex, 4to.
Oviedo's Metamorphosis, English, 2 vols. 12mo.

Oldham's History of the Knowledge and Cure of Diseases, 8vo.

- - - - - Life History for young Physicians, 8vo.
Patrick's Devout Christian, 12mo.
- - - Christian Sacrifice, 12mo.
- - - Advice to a Friend, 12mo.
- - - Help to young Beginners, 12mo.
- - - - - Phrases, 12mo.
Plutarch's Morals, Eng. 5 vols. 12mo.
- - - - - Lives, Eng. 5 vols.
Potter's Greek Antiquities, 2 vols. 12mo.
- - - - - of Church Government, 8vo.
Palladio's Architecture, 4to.
- - - - Ditto, by Leoni, 2 vols. Folio.
Pearson on the Creed, Folio.
Pozzo's Architecture in Perspective, Folio.
- - - - - Ditto abridged, with Notes by Spavin, 2 vol. 8vo.
- - - - - Introduction to the History of Europe, 8vo.
- - - - - - Life of Mahomet, 8vo.
Pope's Homer with Cuss, 6 vol. 12mo.
- - - - - Odes in 5 vol. 12mo.
- - - - - Miscellanies, 2 vol. 12mo.
Philostratus's Apology of the History of the Year 1720 by Mr. Lowthorp and Mr. Motte in 5 vol. 4to.

Pharmacopoeia, Collecti Rerum Medico-Renal Londinensis, 12mo. 1724.
- - - - - - Ditto, per Shipton, 12mo.
Pitcairn's Elements of Physick, 8vo.
Prioz's Poems, 2 vol. 12mo.
Pompe's History of Drugs, 8vo.
Pitie's Account of the Mahometans, 12mo.
Phillips's (Ambroisk) 3 Plays, 12mo.
Patrick's Pieces in Poems, 12mo.

Poems on several Occasions, by Mr. Pomfret, Author of the Choice, 12mo.
Printed 5 Comedies, done into English by Mr. Eacard, 12mo.
Fistas Londonenses: The present Ecclesiastical State of London, 12mo.
Plays in Pocket Volumes, written by Shakespeare, Addison, Otway, Congreve, Southerm, Farquhar, Steele, Etheridge, Gibber, Vanbrugh, Row, Dryden, Shadwell, Montaup, 12mo.
Pills to purge Melancholy, 6 vol. 12mo.
Pookhmann's Jests, 12mo.
Prior's Poems, 12mo.

Present State of the British Court, being an exact List of all the Officers, Civil and Military, 8vo.

Quincey's Preflections Pharmacuticar, 8vo.
- - - College Dispensatory in English, with Notes, 8vo.
- - - - - Pharm. Officinialis, 8vo.
- - - - - Lexicon Medicum, 8vo.
Quarles's Divine Emblems, 12mo.
Quincy's Answer to Dr. Woodward's State of Physick, &c. 8vo.
- - - Translation of Sanctorius's Aphorisms, with large Explanations, the
2d Edition with large Additions, 8vo.

Ray's Philosophical Letters, with Mr. Willoughby, 6to. 8vo.
- - - Wisdom of God in the Creation, 8th Ed. 8vo.
- - - Physeo-Theological Discourses, 4th Ed. 8vo.
Ruthworth's Historical Collections, 8 vols. Folio.
Roscommon and Duke's Poems.
Religious Philosopher, 2 vols. 4to with Cuts.
Rutland's Algebra, 8vo.
Robinson of the Stone and Gravel, 8vo.
Riverius's Practice of Physick, 8vo.
Radcliff's Dispensatory, 8vo.
Rambay's Poems, 8vo.
Report of the Committe of Secrecy, by the Rt. Hon. R. Walpole, Esq; Folio
and 12mo.
Raphston's Analysis Equationum, 4to.
- - - - Demonstratio de Deo, 4to.
Rawbone's Path to Liberty: Or the Method of Man's Redemption by the Lord
Jesus Christ, 8vo.
The Retired Gardiner, 8vo.
Reeve's Translation of the Apologies of Justin Martyr, &c. 8vo.
Reflections on Ridicule, 12mo.

Speculators, 8 vols. 12mo.
Stanhope's Tho. à Kempis's Christian Pattern, 8vo, and 12mo.
- - - - - St. Aulfin's Meditations, 8vo.
Sydenham's Works, 8vo.
- - - - Practice of Physick, 8vo.
Seneca's Morals, by Sir R. L'Estrange, 8vo.
Stranclius's Chronology, 8vo.
Sherlock of Death, 8vo.
- - - of Judgement, 8vo.
Salmon on Bates's Dispensatory, 8vo.
- - - on Sydenham's Practice of Physick, 8vo.
State of Russia, 2 vols. 8vo.
Swinin's Dissertation on the Bible, Folio.
Stillingfleet's Origines Sacrae, the 8th Ed. Folio. 1724.
Shatfrbury's Characteristics, 3 vols. 8vo.
- - - Chronological Historian, 8vo.
- - - Examination of Burnet, 2 vols. 8vo.
- - - Essay on Marriage, 8vo.
Sturmius's Elements of the Mathematicks.
Steele's Christian Hero, 12mo.
Shadwell's Plays in 4 vols. 12mo.
Suetonius in English, 12mo.
Selden's Table-Talk, 12mo.
Sacred Geography, in 6 Maps, very useful for the better understanding the Holy
Bible.
Supplement to Nelson's Festivals, being a Companion for the Lord's Day,
8vo.
The Spanish Pole-cat; being the Adventures of Seigniora Rabina, 12mo.
Salmon's Country Physician, 8vo.
- - - His Arts Anatomicca, 8vo.
Sir John Suckling's Works, 12mo.

Trial
TRIAL of the REGICIDES, 8vo, 1724.

Tatlers, 4 vols. 12mo.

Terence, Eng. by Echard, 6 vols. 12mo.

Turner’s Siphillis, 8vo.

— — Diseases of the Skin, 8vo.

Turrettin’s Oration of compuling Differences among Protestant, 4to.

— — — Oration of the different Fates of the Christian Religion, 4to.

Turnarian Tales, 12mo.

Taylor (Bp.) His Holy Living and Dying, 8vo.

— — His Golden Grove, 12mo.

— — His Liberty of Prophecying, 8vo.


Verne’s Revolutions in the Roman Republick, 2 vols. 8vo.

— — — — In Sweden, 8vo.

— — — — In Portugal, 8vo.

— — History of the Establishment of the Britons, 2 vols. 8vo.

Vitruvius Britannicus, or Britis Architæct, by C. Campbell, 2 vols. Folio.

Vanhugh (Sir John) his Plays, 12mo.

Uther, (ARCHBP.) his Life and Letters, Folio.

Universal Library in 2 vols. 8vo.

Wimwright of Non-Naturals, 8vo.

White’s new and exact Observations on Fevers, 8vo.

Warterland’s 8 Sermons at Lady Moyer’s Lecture, 8vo.

— — — — Second Vindication of Christ’s Divinity, 8vo.

— — — — Further Vindication of Christ’s Divinity, 8vo.

Week’s Preparation, 12mo.

Wideman’s Surgery, 2 vol. 8to.

Waller’s Poems, 12mo.

Wilkins of Natural Religion.

Wimarc’s Arithmetick, 8vo.

Whitton’s Astronomical Principles of Religion, with Cuts, 8vo.

— — — His Astronomical Lectures.

— — — His Elements of Euclid, with Tacque’s Comment.

— — — His Demonstration of Sir Isaac Newton’s Philosophy.

— — — His Account of the Meteor in March 1715-16.

Wimarc’s Arithmetick, with Shelly’s Supplement, 8vo.

Winchelsea (Lady) her Poems on Several Occasions, 8vo.

W. Common wealth, 12mo.

W. (ARCHBP.) his Sermons on several Occasions, 12mo.

W. (ARCHBP.) his Sermons on several Occasions, 8vo.

Wilkins (Bp.) of Prayer and Preaching, 8vo.


— — — — His Additions, with Examen Millin, Folio.

Wentworth’s Office of Executors, 8vo.


Warder’s Monarchy of Bees, being a new Discovery and Improvement of the wonderful Creatures, 4th Edition, 8vo.

Ward’s Clavis Utriusq, or Key to Interest, both simple and Compound, 12mo.

Way to be Wise and Wealthy, or the Excellency of Industry and Frugality, 8vo.

Warton’s Clergyman’s Law, Folio.

Young’s Sermons, 2 vols. 8vo.

Young’s Spelling-book.
SCHOOL BOOKS.

A Infworths Latin Dictionary, 4to. Abelard & Heloisse Epistola, 8vo.

Baily's Ovid Metamorphosis, 8vo.
- Cato in 12mo.
- Phaedrus Fabler, 8vo.
- His Numerical Keys to the Classics, 12mo.

Busby's Greek Grammar.
Baily's Exercice, Eng. and Lat.
Beka's Latin Testament, 12mo.

Cæfar in Usum Delphini, 8vo.
Cornelius Nepos in Usum Delphini, 8vo.
Calato's Latin Testament in 12mo.
Corderius.
Cellarius's Geography, 4to.
Calato's Tho. à Kempis in Lat. 12mo.

Demothenes's Orations, 12mo.
Duar's Rhetorick, 8vo.
- - Lucian Dialogues, 12mo.
- - Rudiments Latin Tongue, 12mo.

Dyche's Vocabulary, 8vo.

Eutropius in 12mo.
- - Ditto in Usum Delphini, 8vo.
Epigrammarum Delecclus, 12mo.

Alop Lat.

Familiar Forms, 12mo.
Farnaby's Seneca.
- - Juvenal, 12mo.

Garretson's English Exercifes, 12mo.
Gradus ad Parnassum.
Gregory's Nomenclatura, 8vo.

Horace in Usum Delphini, 8vo.
Hogarth's Grammar Difpurations, 8vo.
Hoole's Accidence and Terminations.

Homer's Iliads, Gr. and Lat.
Helvici Colloquia.

Juvenal in Usum Delphini, 8vo.
Jullin, Ditto.

Ker's Norma Loquendi, with Index.

Latin Common-Prayer, 12mo.
Leufden's Compendium.

Martial's Epigrams.
- - Ditto, in Usum Delphini, 12mo.

Nicol's Historia Sacra, 12mo.

Ovid's Epistles in Usum Delphini.
- - Metam. Ditto.
- - de Tristibus, Ditto.

Plautus - - Ditto.
Pomy's Pantheon.

Quintus Curtius in Usum Delphini, 8vo.

Robertson's Hebrew Psalter.
Ray's Nomenclatura.

Salustad Modum mimell.
- - Ditto in usum Delphini.
Sylvanus on Homer.
Suetonius in usum Delph.

Trence in usum Delphini.
Tholy's Orations, Ditto.

Virgil cum Notis Binaldi.
Ditto in usum Delph.

Wells's Dionysius.
Willymott's Terence.
- - Corderius.
- - Particles.
Walker's Particles.

Xenophon, Gr. and Lat. 8vo.

BOOKS in FOLIO.

 Dissertations, Historical, Critical, Theological and Moral, on the most memorable Events of the Old and New Testament; wherein the Spirit of the Sacred Writings is shewn, their Authority confirmed, and the Sentiments of the Primitive Fathers, as well as the modern Critics, with regard to the difficult Passages therein, considered and compared, in 3 Volumes. Vol. 1. Comprising the Events relat-
listed in the Books of Moses. Written originally in French, by the Learned Mr. James Saurin, Minister of the French Church at the Hague. To which are added, Chronological Tables, fixing the Date of each Event, and connecting the several Dissertations together. 1723.

The Works of that Learned and Judicious Divine, Mr. Richard Hooker, in eight Books of the Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity, completed out of his own Manuscripts, dedicated to the King's most excellent Majesty Charles II. by whose Royal Father (near his Martyrdom) the former five Books (then only extant) were committed to his dear Children, as an excellent Means to satisfy private Samples, and settle the publick Peace of this Church and Kingdom: To which are added several other Treatises, by the same Author, all revised and corrected in numberless Places of the former Editions, by a diligent Hand. There is also prefixed before the Book, the Life of the Author, written by Isaac Walton. To this Edition is added a large Alphabetical Index, 1723.

A compleat Collection of the Works of the Reverend and Learned John Ke
glewell, B. D. formerly Prior of Coleshall in Warwickshire, in two Volumes; the several Treatises Printed from Copies revised and improved by the Author a little before his Death. To which is prefixed the Life of the Author, by George Hickes, D. D. and Robert Nelfon, Esq, 1724.


The Compleat Geographer: or, the Chronography and Geography of all the known Parts of the Earth, to which is prefixed an Introduction to Geography, to which are added Maps of every Country, finely engraved on Copper, according to the latest Surveys and newest Discoveries, most engraved by Herman Moll. The fourth Edition; wherein the Descriptions of Asia, Africa and America are composed anew from the late Relations of Travellers of the best Repute, 1723.

A Treatise of the Five Orders of Columns in Architecture, by Claud Perrault, with 64 Copper Plates. Engl. by John James, 1722.


The Historical Register of Tindalures the Sicilian, in 15 Books; containing the Antiquities of Egypt, Asia, Africa, and Islands of Europe; also an Historical Account of the Affairs of the Parthians, Grecians, Macedonians and other Parts of the World, to which are added, The Fragments of Diodorus, which are found in the Bartholomae of Pherecius, together with those published by H. Vadian, L. Rhodomanus, and P. Viturio, made English by J. Bostall, Esq. the Second Edition.

The Life of Mr. Leoline Jenkins, Judge of the High Court of Admiralty, and Prerogative Court of Antiquitie, &c. Ambassador and Plenipotentiary for the General Peace of Utrecht and Ryswyk, containing a compleat Series of Letters from the beginning to the End of those two important Treatises, wherein are related the most remarkable Transactions of those Times, both Foreign and Domestic, Together with many valuable Papers and original Letters relating to the Rights and Privileges of the Universities, and other weighty Subjects. And the Relation of some Debts and Claims Points in the Crown and Royal Law, Laws of Merchants


[The text is not clearly legible due to the nature of the image. However, it appears to be a page from a book or a journal, discussing topics such as the history of ancient abbeys, monasteries, and hospitals, and the history of the world, containing various philosophical and historical works.]

**Books in Quarto.**

The History of the Ancient Abbeys, Monasteries, Hospitals, Cathedral and Collegiate Churches, being two Additional Volumes to Sir W. Dugdale's Monasticon Anglicanum; containing the original and first Establishment of all the Religious Orders that ever were in Great-Britain, The Foundation of their several Monasteries. Collected from the best Historians and ancient Manuscripts. Adorned with a considerable number of Copper Plates. By John Stevens, Gent. in 2 vols.

A New General Atlas.

The History of Nature in 2 Parts, emblematically Expresed in near 100 Folio Copper Plates; wherein are also represented all the Operations, Faculties, and Passions of the Mind, &c. according to the Manner of the most celebrated Poets and Philosophers; designed and engraved by the best Artists, with an Explanation at large under each Figure.

**T**he Philosophical Transactions, giving some Account of the present Undertakings, Studies and Labours of the Ingenious in many considerable Parts of the World, abridged to the Year 1720. By Mr. Lownthorp and Motte, in 5 vols.

The Philosophical Works of the Honourable Robert Boyle, Esq; abridged, methodized and disposed under General Heads, and illustrated with Notes, containing the Improvements made in the several Parts of Natural and Experimental Knowledge since his Time. By Peter Shaw, M. D. 3 vols.

The History of Carolina, containing the exact Description and Natural History of that Country, together with the present State thereof; and a Journal of a thousand Miles, travelled thro' several Nations of Indians, giving a particular Account of their Customs, Manners, &c. By John Lawton, Gent. Surveyor General of North Carolina.

Turretin's Oration concerning the different Fates of the Christian Religion, Lat. and Engl.

Raphson's Demonstratio de Deo, sive methodus ad Cognitionem Dei Naturalis Brevis ad Demonstrativam, et accedunt Epistola quadam Miscellanea.

Praelectiones Pharmaceuticae: or, a Course of Lectures in Pharmacy, Chymical and Galenical, explaining the whole Doctrine of that Art. By the late Learned Dr. John Quincy; published from his original Manuscript, with a Preface, by Peter Shaw, M. D. 1722.

The Religious Philosopher: or, the right Use of Contemplating the Works of the Creator. I. In the wonderful Structure of Animal Bodies, and in particular Man. II. In the no less wonderful and wise Formation of the Elements, and their various Effects upon Animal and Vegetable Bodies. And III. In the most amazing Structure of the Heavens, with all its Furniture, design'd for the Conservation of Atheists and Insidels, by that learned Mathematician, Dr. Neuwenynt, To which is prefixed, a Letter to the Translator, by the Reverend J. T. Delaguliets. L. L. D. F. R. S. the Third Edition, adorn'd with Cuts, 2 vols. 1724.

The Religion of Nature aclinated, the Third Edition.

An Analystic Treatise of Conick Sections, and their Use for resolving Equations in determinate and indeterminate Problems, being the Posthumous Work of the Marquess de l'Hospital. 1723.
A Commentary upon the Prophet Isaiah, by W. Lowth, B. D. Prebendary of Winchester.

BOOKS IN OCTAVO.

Botanicum Officinale: or, a compendious Herbal, giving an Account of all such Plants as are now used in the Practice of Physick, with their Description and Virtues. By Joseph Miller, 1722.

Some Sermons preached on several Occasions, and an Essay towards a new Book of Homilies, in seven Sermons prepared at the Desire of Archbishop Tillotson and some other Bishops. By the Right Reverend Dr. Gilbert Burnet, Lord Bishop of Sarum, 1713.

A Mechanical Account of Fevers, by Laurentius Ballini, M. D. and Professor of Physick in the University of Pisa; done into English, with a large explanatory Introduction, helping the better to understand some other Writings also of the same Author, 1720.

Truth in Fiction: or, Morality in Masquerade; a Collection of Two Hundred and Twenty-five select Fables of Elop and other Authors; done into English by Edmund Walker, A. M. Chaplain to his Grace the Duke of Ormond, 1708.

A Course of Chymistry; containing an easy Method of preparing those Chymical Medicines which are used in Physick; with curious Remarks upon each Preparation, for the Benefit of such as desire to be instructed in the Knowledge of this Art. By Nicholas Lemery, M. D. The Fourth Edition, translated from the first Edition in French, 1720.

A Complete View of the British Customs; containing the Rates of Merchandize, with the total Net Duties to be paid Inward and Outward, and Constantin, and the Drawbacks upon Exportation; all carefully calculated to the Twentieth Part of a Penny. As also the several Branches in which consist those Net Duties and Drawbacks, fully exemplified and explained. Likewise, the great Variety of Terms of the Computation of the Duties, Tables of Drawbacks, and Bounties on Exportations; with Examples and Instructions in the Water-side Business. To which is added, the Ports, Members and Cruises of Great Britain, the lawful Keys and Wharfs, and Tables of Officers Fees in the Port of London; with the City Duties of Packaging, Sealing and Taxing. And an Index concerning the Substance of all the Custom Laws, Rules and Instructions. The whole continued to the End of the Session of Parliament, Ann. xiv. Hen. ii. to which is now added, a Supplement, containing the several Alterations and Additions. And the Rates of Merchandizes actually imported, and not particularly rated in the former Book of Rates. With the Total Net Duties and Drawbacks. Being a further Continuation to the End of the Session of Parliament, anno undecimo Georgii. By Henry Crouch of the Guild-hall, London. 1725.

A Defence of the Validity of the English Ordinances, and of the Suspension of the Bishops in the Church of England; written in French by the Reverend Father, Peter Fane, Le Carpentier, Canon regular, and Librarian of St. Genevieve at Paris; done into English by Dan. Williams, Prebendary of the Church of England, 1715.

Poems by Earl of Bolingbroke; to which is added, an Essay on Poetry, by the Earl of Mulgrave, now Duke of Buckingham, together with Poems, by Mr. Richard Duke, 1717.
The Grounds of Physick, containing so much of Philosophy, Anatomy, Chymistry, and the mechanical Conformations of human Bodies, as is necessary for the Accomplishment of a Physician, with the Method of Practice in common Diftempers, extracted from the most Eminent Authors both ancient and modern, 1715.


The Farrier's New Guide: containing, First, The Anatomy of a Horse, being an exact and compleat Description of all his Parts; with their Actions and Use, illustrated with Figures curiously engraved on Copper-plates. Secondly, an Account of all the Diseases incident to Horses, with their Signs, Canse and Methods of Cure; wherein many Defects in the Farrier's Practice are now carefully supplied, their Errors exposed and amended, and the Art greatly improved and advanced, according to the latest Discoveries. The whole interspersed with many curious and useful Observations concerning Feeding and Exercise, &c. by W. Gibbon, 8vo.

The Farrier's Dispensatory: In Three Parts, containing, I. A Description of the medicinal Simples, commonly made use of in the Diseases of Horses, with their Virtues, and Manner of Operation, distinguished into proper Classes, &c. II. The Preparations of Simples, Vegetable, Animal and Mineral; with an Explanation of the most usual Terms, both in the Chymical and Galenical Pharmacy. III. A Number of useful Compositions and Receipts, suited to the Cure of all Diseases, never before published; as also those of greatest Account from Solleyfel, Runiai, Blundevill, and other celebrated Authors, digested under their proper Heads of P o w d e r s, Balls, Drinks, Ointments; Charges, &c. The proper Method of compounding and making them, With many other useful Observations and Improvements, tending to their right Administration. To which is also added, A compleat Index of all the Medicines contained in the Book, whether Simple or Compound, with a Table of Diseases pointing to the Remedy proper in each Malady. By the same Author.

The true Method of dieting Horses. Containing many curious and useful Observations concerning their Marks, Colour and External Shape; their Temper and Inclinations, and how they are to be governed, so as to prevent Accidents and Diseases. The proper Method of Feeding suited to their Age, Strength and Constitution, whereof the pernicious Customs which have obtained among many ignorant Grooms and other Pretenders to Horsemanship, are exposed, and their Errors carefully amended. Under which is likewise contained the right and proper Exercise, necessary not only in the abovementioned Respect, but applied to the most usual Services required of Horses, whether those for Travelling and Labour, those for the Manage, or those for Pleasure. As also Observations concerning the right ordering of Troop horses, with a Description of Breeding, founded on the Duke of Newcastle’s short Method, very necessary for the improving our Breed, and raising a Beautiful and Useful Race of Horses. By W. Gibbon.

Discourses concerning the ever-blessed Trinity, viz. I. The Folly of Atheism. II. The Name, Nature and Being of God. III. The Trinity in Unity. IV. Baptism in the Trinity. V. The Word ever God. VI. Jesus Christ equal with God. VII. Jesus Christ the Image of God. VIII. The Angelical Worship of Jesus Christ. IX. The Word made Flesh. X. The Spirit of Truth a Divine Person. XI. The Holy Ghost the Paraclete. XII. The Punishment of Apotheosis. Useful for all, but especially the sensible Laity. By the Author of The Divine Right of Episcopacy.

Physico-Mechanical Experiments on various Subjects, Containing an Account of several surprizing Phenomena tending Light and Electricity, producible on the Atrition of Bodies. With many other remarkable Appearances, not before observed, together with the Explanations of all the Machines (the Figures of which are curiously engraven on Copper) and other Apparatus used in making the Experiments, to which is added a Supplement, containing several New Experiments not in the former Edition. The Second Edition. By F. Hackbee, F. R. S.
A Treatise of the Motion of Water and other Fluids; With the Origin of Fountains and Springs, and the Course of Winds. In which Treatise, the Manner of Leveling and Controlling Rivers, in order to make them Navigable; the making of Aqueducts for the Supply of Gentlemen's Seats; the whole Art of conserving and making Jets of Water for Fountains; and the manner how to proportion the Strength of Pipes for conveying Water from any Height, are plainly demonstrated from the Laws of Hydrostaticks, by above a hundred various Experiments. Written originally in French, by the Learned M. Mariotte, Member of the Royal Academy at Paris. And Translated into English, with several Annotations for explaining the doubtful Places by J. T. Delaguerres, LL. D. F. R. S. Chaplain to his Grace the Duke of Chandos.

Geodesia; or the Art of surveying and measuring of Land made easy. Shewing by plain and practical Rules, how to Survey, Protract, cast up, reduce or divide any piece of Land whatsoever; with new Tables for the Ease of the Surveyor in reducing the Measures of Land. Moreover, a more facile and sure Way of Surveying by the Chain, than has hitherto been taught. Also how to lay out new Lands in America or elsewhere: To make a perfect Map of a River's Mouth or Harbour; and several other Things never yet published in our Language. By John Love. The Third Addition with Additions.

The History of the Wars of his late Majesty Charles XII. King of Sweden, from his first Landing in Denmark, to his Return from Turkey to Pomerania. The Second Edition. With a Continuation to the Time of his Death. By a Scots Gentleman in the Swedish Service.

The Baronetage of England, being an Historical and Genealogical Account of Barons, from their first Inauguration in the Reign of K. James I. with their Coats of Arms and Crests engraved and bazoned, 2 vol.

BOOKS in TWELVES.

Christian Conversation, In six Dialogues. 1. Between a doubting Christian, and one more confirmed, about Assurance. II. Between the same Persons about Justification. III. Between Famaeus and Euthicus, about Natural Things Spiritualized. IV. Between Simpleamus and Confutius, about Union. V. Between Thelips and Melanitus, about Afflictions. VI. Between Athanasius and Boetes, about Death. By a private Gentleman.

Trigonometry improved, and the Projection of the Sphere made easy. Teaching the Projection of the Sphere Orthographick and Stereographick; As also, Trigonometry Plain and Spherical; with plain and intelligible Reasons for the various and useful Methods both in Projection and Calculation; with the Application of the whole to Astronomy, Dialling, and Geography. By H. Wilton.

Now in the PRESS.

A New and Correct Edition of Buxtorf's Hebrew Lexicon.

A New and Exact Edition of the Religion of Nature delineated; to which will be added, an Index to the Whole.

Dodsley's Antiquities of Warwickshire, with great Additions in Folio.

Aiden's Works, 3 vol. Folio.

Hederick's new Manual Greek Lexicon, 4to.